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Frances O’Grady, the TUC
chief, was accused of hypocrisy
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workers, despite her salary
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abusers not arrested. Page 5

Ashya in Prague
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European passenger airlines
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Danny Barbieri, 4, waits for Scotland’s deputy first minister Nicola Sturgeon and
the actor Alan Cumming at a Yes campaign rally in central Glasgow yesterday

Brown leads
Union fight
after new
poll shock

Gordon Brown was parachuted in to
save the Union last night after a new
poll put theYesandNocampaignsneck
and neck before next week’s Scottish
referendum.
The former prime minister became

the new face of the campaign to save
the United Kingdom as a TNS poll put
the rival camps on 50 per cent each
once don’t knows are excluded.
One of the world’s leading econo-

mists, the Nobel Prize winner Paul

Krugman, yesterday warned Scottish
voters they faced financial disaster if
they voted for independence.
It came two days after a shock You-

Gov poll put support for independence
on 51 per cent. The eleventh-hour
decision to seekMrBrown’s help repre-
sents a significant U-turn by the No
campaign.
Better Together previously resisted

attempts to focus on which additional
powerswouldbehanded to theScottish
parliament in the event of the country
remaining part of the UK.
The move comes almost a fortnight

after postal votes were sent out, a mark

of the panic inside the Better Together
campaign and growing pressure from
London.
Yesterday the pound fell more than 1

per cent — its biggest one-day drop in
13months—and £3.5 billionwaswiped
off the market value of six London-
listed companieswith large exposure to
Scotland.
The campaign to save the Union was

also attacked as “narrow and negative”
byHenryMcLeish, the former Scottish
Labour first minister.
Mr Brown will try to force Labour to

expand the list of powers that it will
promise to devolve to Scotland, a move
that is likely topitchhim intoaconfron-
tation with Ed Balls, the shadow
chancellor.
A Labour source who is aware of Mr

Brown’splans said that the consultation
could lead theparty to revise its offeron
handing full control over income tax to
Holyrood, something thatMrBalls had
resisted. “Clearly, if you are consulting,
you have got to be open-minded,” they
said. “There is no point in being in talks
otherwise.”
Mr Brown promised to hand addi-

tional powers to the Scottish parlia-
ment in 12 areas that will be agreed
before the general election, including
borrowing powers, control over hous-
ing benefits and land use. The three
party leaders are expected to endorse
Mr Brown’s approach and proposed
timetable today.
The decision to gamble on a strategy

of promises about further devolution to
save the Union was attacked by one
Continued on page 6, col 1

Francis Elliott Political Editor
Deborah Haynes Defence Editor
Britain could join US-led airstrikes
against Islamic militants in Iraq next
month, sources said last night.
Military action against Islamic State

(Isis) appears increasingly to be on the
cards, but not “for a few weeks”, one
Whitehall source said.
David Cameron yesterday commit-

ted to a Commons vote before any air-
strikes unless action was needed to
“prevent an intermediate humanitar-
ian catastrophe or indeed secure a
really important unique British
interest”.
With President Obama under pres-

sure for the mission to begin before
mid-term elections in November,
Downing Street is working to an as-
sumption that any expanded campaign
will start next month. Mr Obama is
expected to set out his strategy to
“destroy” the militants in a speech
tomorrow.
Britain’s probable involvement in

USaction emerged as Iraq’s parliament
approved a new government last night
with Sunni and Kurdish deputy prime
ministers as it seeks to tackle fighters
who have seized large parts of the
country. Sunni Arab and Kurdish com-
munities accused the previous admin-
istration of pursuing sectarian policies.
MrCameronhasalreadysignedupto

a “core coalition” of nine allies, formed
during last week’s Nato summit in
Wales, that are prepared to contribute
to an effort to “take the fight” to the
militants.
A more formal assignment of tasks

for the mission, including which
nations will carry out airstrikes, who
will help to train the Iraqi security
forces and which countries will help to
supplyweapons, is not expecteduntil at
least after the UN General Assembly
meeting inNewYork on September 24,
a number of Whitehall sources said.
Mr Cameron has made clear to col-

leagues that he is determined to secure
the support of EdMiliband, the Labour
leader, before seeking parliamentary
approval, say senior figures. An initial
Continued on page 2, col 3
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Nobel economist warns Scots of financial meltdown

Scots should not close
their eyes to devo-max
Leading article, page 20
News special, pages 6-11
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Rich union bosses
under fire for attack
on ‘Downton elite’
Lucy Fisher Political Correspondent

Trade union bosses were accused of
hypocrisy last night after condemning
rising inequality between a rich elite
andordinaryworkers, despite receiving
“huge salaries” themselves.
Frances O’Grady, the general secre-

tary of the TUC, said yesterday that
Britain was becoming a “Downton
Abbey-style society” in which a privi-
leged few were prospering.
Also addressing the TUC’s annual

congress Len McCluskey, the general
secretary of Unite, railed against the
“squeeze on workers’ living standards”
and the widening “scandalous inequal-
ity gap”.
Dave Prentis, the general secretary

of Unison, blamed the government for
“crushing” the lives of workers and
ignoring their wellbeing.
All three union leaders were accused

ofhypocrisybyaConservativeMPwho
pointed out that Ms O’Grady had en-
joyed an8.7 per cent pay rise since 2010,
taking her salary to £106,000. Mr
McCluskey is paid £103,000 and Mr
Prentis more than £90,000.
Addressingdelegates at the congress,

where pay rises for ordinary workers is
top of the agenda, Ms O’Grady
said: “Arewe going to settle for a nastier
and poorer Britain? A Downton
Abbey-style society, in which the living
standards of the vastmajority are sacri-
ficed to protect the high living of the
well-to-do? We are piling yet more
riches on to a privileged few.”
David Morris, the Conservative MP,

criticised Ms O’Grady and her col-
leagues: “We won’t be taking any lec-
tures from a cluster of hypocritical
union bosses on six-figure pay deals,
who want to spend more, borrowmore
and load our children with more debt
than they could ever hope to repay.”
John O’Connell, the director of the

TaxPayers’ Alliance , also attacked the
union bosses: “It’s hard to take this
aggressive rhetoric seriously when
union fat cats are enjoying such huge
salaries. It’s for union members to de-
cide whether their leaders are worth
the money, but complaints about ‘the
rich’ from well-paid firebrands look
distinctly hypocritical.”
Last year alone, Ms O’Grady’s pay

rose by 2.7 per cent, which she de-
scribedonSundayas “modest”. Shewas
criticised for failing to see the irony of
declaring in her speech that while eco-
nomic growth is returning, it is not
reaching ordinaryworkers and that the
pay gap between executives and aver-
age workers has widened.
Although she earns more than an

MP’s basic salary of £67,000, Ms
O’Grady said it would be “pretty hard
to swallow” if parliamentarians re-
ceiveda 10per centwage rise, as recom-
mended this week by the Independent
Parliamentary Standards Authority.
Trade unions received a taxpayer

subsidy of more than £100 million in
2011-12, according to a report released
yesterday by the TaxPayers’ Alliance.
An estimated £85million was paid in
staff time, while more than £20 million
wasmade in direct payments to unions.

Employment
tribunal fees
would be cut
by Labour
Lucy Fisher

Labour would make it easier for work-
ers to take their bosses to an employ-
ment tribunal, the shadow business
secretary announced yesterday.
Chuka Umunna said that if a Labour

government was elected at the general
election next year, it would slash
employment tribunal fees, which had
prevented low-paid workers from
seeking redress in the workplace since
they were introduced by the coalition
government last year.
Tribunal claims have fallen by four-

fifths since the new fees were
introduced. Claims relating to age
discriminationandunfair dismissal as a
result of pregnancy are both down by
more than a quarter, while claims
against breaches of the European
working time directive have fallen by
more than 90per cent.
Addressing delegates at the annual

conference of the Trades Union Con-
gress in Liverpool, Mr Umunna said:
“The current employment tribunal
system is unfair, unsustainable and has
resulted in prohibitive costs locking
people out of the justice they are
entitled to.”
He also hinted that Labour could

criminalise the employer practice of
blacklisting union activists, which has
dogged the construction industry.
Warning that he would not want to
“prejudge” a Labour inquiry into black-
listing before it reports, Mr Umunna
said: “I’m very open as to whether
criminal liability attaches to this.”

Phone networks call for 25m masts
Nic Fildes
Technology & Communications Editor

Ministers could allow 25-metre masts
to be installed in the countryside after
their plan for a “national roaming”
network to improve mobile phone
reception in rural areas was dismissed
by the telecoms industry.
Sajid Javid, the culture secretary, had

proposed the introductionof a roaming
service in rural areas, which would
enable consumers to switch between
networksdependingonsignal strength.
Mobile phone companies expressed

concerns about the plan, which has
been criticised as complex, too expen-
sive to install and potentially causing
harm to consumers.
They claimed thatmobile phone bat-

teries would be put under strain as
handsets constantly searched for the

strongest signal, while calls could drop
out as the phone switched between dif-
ferentmasts. Instead, themobile phone
networks have suggested alternative
measures to improve rural coverage.
Sources said that talks with the gov-

ernment had proved “more construct-
ive” in recent weeks and that a plan to
deal with the issue of dropped calls in
the countryside could be struck within
a month, with proposals set in train
before the general election.
Documents seen by The Times show

that mobile phone networks have
called for the government to allow
them to introduce taller masts — up to
25 metres — that would increase the
coverage radius by 150 per cent and
strengthen the signal in rural areas.
Other countries inEuropepermit taller
masts to be built.
The companieshave also suggested a

“charter for coverage”,whichwould put
responsibility on the government to
identify problem areas and to force
councils to speed up processes around
planning consent and the use of public
land for telecoms equipment.
Other proposals include lower prop-

erty costs for masts — some sites cost
£20,000 a year compared with £150 for
an electricity pylon — and less
bureaucracy. One network points out
that it takes 12 weeks to install a new
mast but that permission might not be
granted for a year. It is proposed that
savings will be ploughed into expand-
ing the network in rural areas.
The companies also called for more

clarity on how a rapid expansion into
rural regions would be funded. They
are unwilling to invest inmasts because
to the low levels of customers and
mobile phone use.

Military action against Isis ‘is on the cards’
Continued from page 1
An initial report from the chief whip
MichaelGove concluded thatmost To-
ryMPswould supportBritain’s involve-
ment as long as it was part of a wider
strategy.
Labour whips, meanwhile, are pre-

paring to take soundings in the coming
days once it is clearwhat Britain is to be
asked to contribute. The emerging
timetable all but removes the prospect
of British military action before next
week’s Scottish independence referen-
dum, to the relief of ministers.
“It also allows us some time to do

some planning and to get some assets
into position,” said a government

source. “Youneed to build a coalition in
the Middle East,” another Whitehall
source said.
“Youhave the president’s speech this

week, the Iraqi government being
formed, then there is the General As-
sembly as well . . . Things are going on
behind the scenes. There is a drum-
beat, but it is a regular one, it is not
rushing anywhere or increasing in
tempo. It is possible that in a fewweeks’
timewemight be in apositionwhenwe
might be able to look at serious op-
tions,” the source added.
Britain is to provide Kurdish fighters

weapons and ammunition for use
against Islamic State extremists after

Mr Cameron overruled fears that they
could fall into the wrong hands. The
prime minister made the announce-
ment as he updated MPs on prepara-
tions for the offensive expected next
month.
Britain could start airlifting guns and

ammunition toKurdish fightersas soon
as this week. The RAF, which has
already flownabout adozenplaneloads
of ex-Soviet ammunition fromAlbania
and Georgia is to start loading British
equipment.
But speaking to MPs Mr Cameron

said theKurdswere doing a “vital job in
holding back” the extremists.
Sunnis drive Isis away, page 23
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The spare is on its way. The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge are expecting
their second baby, it was announced
yesterday in a statement that came
close to repeating thedramaof thenews
of her first pregnancy two years ago.
Once again the duchess is suffering

from acute morning sickness — and
once again the couple have been
bounced into revealing thenews earlier
than they would have liked.
On a visit to Oxford, the duke said

that hewas “thrilled”, adding that it had
been “a difficult few days”.
TheQueen andmembers ofWilliam

and Kate’s families were both said by
Kensington Palace to be “delighted”
with the news, which came just under
seven weeks after Prince George’s first
birthday.Thenewbabywill be fourth in
line to the throne.
Prince Harry described it as “very

exciting news”, but could not resist a
joke at William’s expense. “I can’t wait
to see my brother suffer more,” he said:
and if it was girl, he added, he would
“love to see him try and copewith that.”
Although the severity of the hyper-

emesis gravidarum suffered by the
duchess was said to be as bad it was in
December 2012, this time she has not
gone to hospital but is being treated by
doctors at Kensington Palace.
The announcement was made after

the duchess had to cancel an
engagement with Prince William
because she was feeling unwell.
It said: “Their Royal Highnesses the

Duke and Duchess of Cambridge are
very pleased to announce that the
Duchess of Cambridge is expecting
their second child. The Queen and
members of both families are delighted
with the news.”
The palace said that the duchess had

notyet reached the 12-weekmarkwhen
a couple would normally feel comfort-
able with announcing a pregnancy.
Given the timing, it is possible that the
duchess is six to eight weeks pregnant.
If correct, itwouldmake thebabydue in
late April or May.
The duchess, who is 32, had been due

to join William for the opening of the
University of Oxford’s £21 million
centre dedicated to the study of China.
She is next due in public at the opening
of the Invictus Games tomorrow. The
palace said that it was taking it on a

It’s discomfort and joy for Kate again
The royal pregnancy is
announced early as
duchess suffers from
morning sickness,
Valentine Lowwrites

Move over
Harry, the
baby gets
your place
The new royal baby will be born fourth
in line to the throne; and once more it
will be time for Uncle Harry to move
down one.
When Prince George was born,

Prince Harry had to move from being
third in the line of succession to fourth.
With the arrival of the babyCambridge
next spring, Harry will become fifth.
Prince Harry, however, seemed

delighted at the prospect. When a
reporter pointed out to him that the
prospective birth meant that his chan-
ces of becoming king had reduced still
further, he smiled and laughed and
said: “Great!” Other members of the
family will move accordingly. The
Duke of York will move to sixth place
and the princesses Beatrice and Euge-
nie to seventh and eighth.
Barring misfortune, the Duke and

Duchess of Cambridge’s second child
will not be expected to be crowned
sovereign, although with Harry so
much in the news it will be interesting
to seewhatheor shemakesof life as the
spare to the heir.
The last time a younger brother

became king was when George VI, a
man who never expected to be king,
acceded to the throne in 1936 after
Edward VIII abdicated tomarryWallis
Simpson.
George VI’s father, George V, was

alsonotdestined towear thecrown.His
olderbrother, theDukeofClarenceand
Avondale — Prince Albert Victor, who
died from flu in 1892. George V became
king in 1910.
The new baby will be a great-

grandchild to the Queen and a great-
great-great-great-great-grandchild of
Queen Victoria.
The baby will be a prince or princess

thanks to the Queen, who stepped in
before Prince George’s birth to ensure
that all William’s children would be-
come HRHs with fitting titles.
The Queen issued a Letters Patent

under the Great Seal of the Realm in
2012 when the Duchess of Cambridge
was pregnant, declaring “all the child-
ren of the eldest son of the Prince of
Wales should have and enjoy the style,
title and attribute of royal highnesswith
the titular dignity of prince or princess
prefixed to their Christian names.”

Valentine Low

1. prince charles

2. the duke of cambridge

3. prince george of cambridge

4. new prince or princess

5. prince henry of wales

6. the duke of york

7. princess beatrice of york

the succession

We’re placing pram loads of bets

I
f they are like most
parents, the Duke
and Duchess of
Cambridge will not

even have started
thinking about names
for their second child
— not least because
they do not know
whether it will be a boy
or a girl and, judging
on previous form, will
not want to know until
the baby is born
(Valentine Low writes).
That will not,

however, stop a flurry
of betting on what the
child will be called —
this time rather better
informed than it was

two years ago. The
front-runners include
the regal favourites
Elizabeth, Henry and
Victoria at 10/1 with
Paddy Power, and
Alexander and James
at 9/1 with William
Hill — none of them
hugely imaginative, but
at least the world
knows now that when
it comes to baby
names, the duke and
duchess like to adhere
to tradition.
Other names in the

frame include Arthur,
William, Philip,
Charlotte and Alice.
Punters are also

expected to bet on
every aspect of the
baby’s life for which
grateful bookmakers
will provide a price.
A spokesman for

Paddy Power said: “If
there’s one thing that
baby George taught us,
it’s that the British
public love a punt on a
royal offspring and
we’re bracing ourselves
for another baby
betting bonanza.
“Money is already

pouring in by the pram
load and we expect this
to be the biggest
novelty betting market
of the year.”

Flowers for Prince
William as he arrives
alone to open the
University of Oxford’s
new China centre. It was

Kate’s absence owing to
morning sickness that
prompted the
announcement of her
pregnancy. Left, William

with his baby brother
Harry in 1985. Below,
William and Kate with
George on his first
birthday on July 22

JOHN STILLWELL / PA

What’s in a tweet?

Congratulations & best wishes to
the Earl &Countess of Strathearn.
Wonderful to hear they’re expecting
their second baby — very happy
news!

@Alex Salmond

Fantastic to hear that Prince George
will soon be a big brother!
Congratulations to the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge on their
happy news

@Ed__Miliband

Alex Salmond refers to the Scottish
titles given to the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge

The Labour leader’s brother, David,
was quiet, perhaps ruminating on
the threat of a younger sibling

“case-by-case” basiswhether shewould
bewell enough to attend. However, her
official trip to Malta on September 20
may be in doubt.
William told guests at Oxford: “I’m

sorry that Catherine could not join me
today. She is sorry to miss it, and she
hopes to come back in the future.”
Hyperemesis gravidarum, which af-

fects 3.5 per 1,000 pregnancies, causes
vomiting and can lead to dehydration
and a build-up of toxins in the blood or
urine, called ketosis. The duchess is
being treated by Alan Farthing, sur-
geon-gynaecologist to the Queen, and
Guy Thorpe-Beeston, surgeon-gynae-
cologist to the royal household.
Rumours about a second child have

been rife. William fuelled speculation
in April when he told a woman who
presented him with a lace shawl: “You
might have tomake another one soon.”
Leading article, page 20
Pages 42-43
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E-cigarette debate heats
up in online war of words
Public health chiefs have accused e-
cigarette users of a campaign of online
abuse, saying that junior scientists are
being scared away from research by ex-
plicit attacks from “vapers” on Twitter.
Professor John Ashton, president of

the Faculty of Public Health, is facing
anofficial complaint after he retaliated,
calling one vaper a “c***” and another
an “onanist”.
Vapers, as enthusiasts for e-ciga-

rettes are known, insist that occasional
abuse from among their number is
merely frustration with a “patronising”
public health elite.
The spat illustrates how high pas-

sions runover e-cigarettes, bothamong
users and public health experts, who
are starkly divided on the issue. More
than a million Britons use e-cigarettes,
andmany say that these have helped to
end long smoking habits.
Lastweekagroupof experts said that

e-cigarettes had the potential to save
tens of thousands of lives if all British

smokers switched to them. Because
e-cigarettes contain only nicotine, not
tobacco, they are considered to be
much less harmful than cigarettes.
Yet some public health experts, in-

cluding the World Health Organisa-
tion, say that e-cigarettes must be re-
stricted because the long-term effects
of nicotine are unclear.
Professor Ashton was called a “c***”,

“asshole” and “jizzweasel” over the
weekend for supporting the WHO,
while one vaper complained: “I was
blocked before I could even take the
time to find a fitting insult.”
Professor Ashton and the Faculty of

PublicHealth declined to comment but
Professor Martin McKee, from the
London School of Hygiene and Tropi-
cal Medicine, who is another critic of
e-cigarettes, said: “If you say anything,
they get you within minutes, there’s so
many of them. I think it intimidates
people from speaking up.
“I now put very little about e-ciga-

rettes on Twitter. I’m worried about
junior staff, it’s intimidating for them

and people could be frightened off by
this. I’ve warned people off doing PhDs
in this area. It’s really upsetting for
some people with the sheer volume of
abuse.”
Lorien Jollye, a vaperwho is activeon

Twitter, said that ProfessorMcKee had
wrongly accused e-cigarette users of
being in the pay of tobacco companies.
While saying it would be better for
vapers to stay polite, she added: “Most
of them spent years being bullied as
smokers and they’ve found their way
out and now they’re being bullied
again. It gets to a point where people
just can’t take that any more.”
6Children will be at risk unless nico-
tinecartridgesone-cigarettesaremade
safer, doctors say. A toddler inBirming-
ham was taken to hospital after swal-
lowing liquid from her mother’s car-
tridge. Doctors warn in the Archives of
DiseasesofChildhood that “theexplora-
tory nature of young children and at-
tractive packaging of refills is a danger-
ous combination”. The child recovered.
Letters, page 21

Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

TV licence fines review
The culture secretary is to bring
forward a review that could
decriminalise evading the TV
licence. Last year 200,000 people
were prosecuted and 50 were sent
to jail for non-payment of fines.
“When over 10 per cent of
magistrates’ court cases concern
this one offence, you have to ask
whether the system is really
working,” Sajid Javid will tell the
Royal Television Society today.

School knife attack
A schoolboy aged 13 was arrested
on suspicion of wounding and
carrying a bladed weapon after a
fellow pupil and a teacher were
attacked with a knife at The
Chase School in Malvern,
Worcestershire. A male teacher
and a female student, also aged
13, suffered minor injuries.
Lessons resumed a few hours
later and the school said that all
staff and pupils were “safe”.

Alert closes airport
Bomb disposal experts carried
out a controlled explosion on a
suspicious package at Luton
airport yesterday. The airport
went into lockdown when staff
raised concerns about the
package, which was blown up
nearly fours hours later. Police
later said that the package was
“an item for styling hair, like
curling tongs”. The airport
reopened at 6pm.

Mental health warning
Three quarters of people with
mental health problems get no
treatment, the chief medical
officer has said. In a report
published today, Professor Dame
Sally Davies criticises health
chiefs for cutting mental health
budgets, saying that sick days lost
to stress, anxiety and depression
have risen by a quarter since 2009,
while in the recession suicides
rose by 4 per cent.
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Children get
the taste for
alcohol early
Bernard Lagan Sydney

Children given sips of alcohol by their
parents are three times more likely to
drink adult-sized measures when they
get to their mid-teens than those
denied it, according to a study.
The finding challenges the idea that

introducing youngsters to alcohol
makes them more likely to moderate
their intake in later years.
“Rather than moderating drinking,

kids are drinking more,” Professor
Richard Mattick, from the National
Drug and Alcohol Research Centre at
the University of New South Wales,
said. “If their [parents’] aim is tomoder-
ate their child’s drinking, providing al-
cohol probably does the reverse.”
Researchers interviewed nearly

2,000 families from three Australian
cities about drinking habits. One in six
of the childrenwas given sips of alcohol
by their parents at the age of 12 or 13,
while a third were receiving alcohol at
home by the age of 15 or 16.
Those given alcohol at the age of 12

and 13 were 2.7 times more likely to
drink adult-sized servings when they
reached their mid-teens than those
whowere not given alcohol at all. Addi-
tionally, those in their mid-teens who
had been supplied alcohol as younger
children were 15 times more likely to
get alcohol from other sources, such as
other relatives, peers or shops.
ProfessorMattick saidmany parents

gave small amounts of alcohol to their
children “with the best of intentions: to
introduce alcohol in a safe, supervised
environment with the aim of moderat-
ing a child’s drinking”. Instead, he said,
the early supply of alcohol at homewas
associated with heavier drinking for
those in their mid-teens.

Fogbound A blanket of mist descended on the market town of Lewes, in East Sussex, and the surrounding South Downs early yesterday morning Forecast, page 17

Father’s smoking habit raises asthma risk

Children whose fathers smoked before
their conception are at up to three times
the risk of developing asthma, scientists
have found.
The study showed that smoking had

an impact on the risk of the condition
evenwhenmen stopped smoking years
before becoming a father. Women who
stopped smoking before conceiving
were nomore likely to have a childwith

asthma, however. The study adds to an
emergingpicture thata father’s lifestyle
can subtly influence his children’s
health throughchanges to spermDNA.
Cecilie Svanes, a professor of inter-

national healthwho led thework at the
University of Bergen in Norway,
said: “We certainly need to focus on the
motherandchild, but alsoneed to think
about young men.”
The study, presented yesterday at the

European Respiratory Society inter-

national congress in Munich, analysed
the past smoking habits of more than
13,000 non-smoking men and women.
Non-allergic asthma (minus hayfev-

er) was 58 per cent more common in
children with a father who smoked
before conception. Fathers who
smoked before 15 were three times as
likely to have asthmatic children; this
only dropped to 2.7 times for thosewho
started early, but who stopped smoking
five years before conceiving a child.

Hannah Devlin Science Editor
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News

Council chief and
officer ‘discussed
grooming crisis’
Andrew Norfolk
Chief Investigative Reporter
Billy Kenber

A conversation between South York-
shire’s top policeman and theman who
ran Rotherham council triggered
moves to discipline the researcher who
first uncovered a sex-grooming crisis in
the town, it is revealed today.
Evidence that themenat the very top

of each organisation discussed a claim
that growing numbers of children were
“being left at risk and their abusers un-
apprehended” has been found by The
Times in records of staff meetings held
more than a dozen years ago.
Handwritten notes from 2001 reveal

that the warning, in a letter to police
from a worker conducting govern-
ment-funded research, “caused such a
fuss” that Mike Hedges, then the chief
constable of the South Yorkshire force,
“mentioned it” to Ged Fitzgerald, the
council’s chief executive.
MrFitzgerald,who is nowchief exec-

utive of Liverpool city council, is said in
the notes to have discussed the letter’s
claims with a senior council official.
The researcher was called to a meet-

ing at which she was berated for send-
ing the letter. She subsequently faced
severe pressure to delete and amend
sections of her final report.
TheTimes can reveal that a senior of-

ficial described one of its findings, that
dozens of teenage girls were being
groomedandabusedby“British-Asian”
men, as “dangerousand inflammatory”.
Martin Kimber, Rotherham’s chief

executive since 2009, announced his
departure from the council yesterday,
two weeks after an independent in-
quiry blamed local agencies for consist-
ently failing to protect girls frompreda-
tory men over a 16-year period.
DavidCrompton, the current headof

South Yorkshire police, Shaun Wright,
the force’s police and crime commis-
sioner, and Joyce Thacker, the director
of children’s services,will bequestioned
about the scandal by the Commons
home affairs select committee today.
The researcher’s draft report linked

members of a family of Pakistani origin
to sex-grooming offences against 54
Rotherham children. Professor Alexis
Jay’s recent inquiry noted that “senior
officers in the police and the council
were deeply unhappy” with it.
Contemporaneous notes seen by this

newspaper raise questions about Mr
Fitzgerald’s role in attempts by his staff
to undermine the research as fabricat-
ed or exaggerated. Such allegations
were false, the Jay inquiry found, and
“led inevitably to suspicions of collu-
sion and intended cover-up”.
The internal meeting notes under-

mine recent claimsbyMrHedges, chief
constable of the South Yorkshire force
from 1998 to 2004, that his “first in-
kling” of widespread sex-grooming in
Rotherham came when he read media
reports two weeks ago. He said yester-
day that he had no “specific recollect-
ion”of the researcher’s letter from2001,
despite evidence that he discussed its
contents with Mr Fitzgerald. He could
not remember being informed, at any
stage, of “allegations of organised child
exploitation” in Rotherham.
The Times was told that Mr Fitz-

gerald felt it would be inappropriate to
answer questions about his tenure as
chief executive “until the next steps are
clearer in respect of any formal or judi-
cial processes”.
Inher2002draft report, theresearch-

er said she was told to abandon part of
her work after “concerns were ex-
pressed to the [council] chief executive”.
Reference to those concerns was

omitted from the final version, submit-
ted to theHomeOffice in July thatyear,
but the researcher resisted demands
from senior officials to make further
changes. Notes of a meeting with her
line manager in June 2002 record the
researcher’s “deep reservations” about
“altering data” and her perception that
the demand by senior officials for ex-
tensive changes “looks like [a] coverup”.
Shewas told that she “hadbeengiven

an instruction and . . . was expected to
follow it”. The HomeOffice report was
never published.
Leading article, page 20

Irish cardinal who helped
to cover up abuse resigns
Philip Willan Rome

Pope Francis has accepted the resigna-
tionofCardinal SeanBrady, theheadof
theCatholicChurch in Irelandduring a
period of turmoil and scandal, the
Vatican announced yesterday.
Cardinal Brady’s 18 years as Arch-

bishop of Armagh and Primate of All
Ireland coincided with revelations of
widespread sexual abuse ofminors and
a church cover-up, to which Dr Brady
was himself a party.
In 2010 Cardinal Brady acknowl-

edged that he represented the church
at meetings where two teenage victims
of Father Brendan Smyth, a sex abuser,
were sworn to silence about their com-
plaints.DrBradysaid thathehadmere-
ly acted as a note-taker at themeetings
in 1975, when he was secretary to the
Bishop of Kilmore, and “had absolutely
no authority over” Smyth. It later
emerged that Dr Brady had failed to
ensure the safety of victims of Smyth.
Smyth died in 1997, onemonth into a

12-year prison sentence after he plead-
ed guilty to 74 charges of abuse of boys
and girls over more than 30 years.
Brendan Boland, a victim and the

authorof thebookSworn toSilence, said
Cardinal Brady should have resigned
four years ago.He said that the cardinal
“chose to cover it up to further his
career. He forgot the real victims here.

He could have stopped children being
abused after 1975, but he chose not to.”
Mr Boland said he was disappointed

that in the end the cardinal had been
allowed to retire on turning 75 “as if he
had done nothing wrong”.
Cardinal Brady will be replaced by

Eamon Martin, a former teacher.

Cardinal Sean
Brady presided
over scandal

Enigma variations Benedict Cumberbatch and Keira Knightley, who star as wartime codebreakers in The Imitation Game
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Scots householders
at risk of price crash
as the markets panic

debts en masse. “I would envisage an
immediate cessation of new lending in
Scotland by many lenders while they
see what is going to happen to the
current book of debt in Scotland—not
least the currency issue,” explained
Simon Tyler at the consultancy Tyler
Mortgage Management.
“A less liquid market caused by un-

certainty is likely to dry up supplies of
lending in the first couple of yearswhile
the details are ironed out. That may
well lead to a sharp fall in prices.”
Mark Coulter, managing director of

the Edinburgh estate agent Coulters,
said: “Wecurrentlyhaveover£5million
of property transactions on hold due to
the vote, and if the vote is revealed as a
‘yes’ thenmore than ten deals are going
to fall through.”
Credit Suisse has estimated that

Lloyds Banking Group, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Barclays and HSBC have
£44 billion of Scottish mortgages on
their books between them. Sources at
one topbankprivately confirmed that it
was likely to freeze lending in Scotland
until the currency issue was resolved
and the scale of risk on the books was
clear, if the nationalists won.
Economists warned that Scottish

households would face a personal fi-
nancial crisis as the mortgage debts
would remain denominated in sterling,
ineffect increasing thevalueof thedebt.
Scottish households were also

warned separately that they faced
higher mortgage costs as members of
an independent nation.
The investment bank Goldman

Sachs said that the UK could face a
eurozone-style crisis if Scotland voted
“yes”, sending market interest rates
rising, and that costs for families would
go up as the country faced higher
borrowing costs.
David Cameron also said that Scot-

tish households would suffer if Alex
Salmond carried out his threat to de-
fault on the country’s share of the UK
national debt.
The prime minister said in the

Commons yesterday that any country
defaulting on its debts would find it
hugely difficult to borrow money on
the international money markets.
Scotland would be seen as a bad risk
andwould face higher interest rates for
anymoney itborrowed—interest rates
that would spiral down to hit
homeowners and businesses.
Mr Cameron said: “I think it is one of

the most chilling things that has been
said in this referendum campaign, that
a separate Scotland would consider de-
faulting on its debts. We all know what
happenswhenyoudon’tpayyourdebts:
no one will lend you any money unless
you pay a punitive interest rate.”
EdBalls, the shadow chancellor, said:

“Look at the turmoil you see in the
financial markets today and the huge
amounts of money being wiped off the
value of Scottish companies. That’s
what happens when you have this type
of instability.
“The Institute for Fiscal Studies says

Scotland would have to have spending
cuts or tax rises of £6 billion,” he added.
“If they went for independence, the
National Health Service will have to be
cut by Alex Salmond as part of a pack-
ageof spending cuts. That’swhy, to save
the NHS, we want people to vote ‘no’.”

was likely to continue allweekwith fur-
ther polls on the referendumdue in the
coming days. IG, another spread-bet-
ting company, said there was a 24 per
cent chance that the pound could fall to
$1.5750 by the end of this month.
As investors sought protection from

the leap into the unknown that a “yes”
vote would represent, they bought op-
tions thatallowthemtoprofit fromwild
swings in currency and stock market
prices. The sterling volatility index hit a
13-month high of 9.35 per cent and the
FTSE 100 volatility index rose three
points to 16 per cent.
“The market is in panic mode,” said

KathleenBrooks at the currency expert
Forex.com. “Due to the uncertainties
around an independent Scotland’s
currency, debt liabilities and tax rates,
the financial sector is taking the brunt.”
With the markets in turmoil, experts

warned that house prices in Scotland
would crash if the country voted for in-
dependence as lenders pulled out of the
mortgage market. Sales have already

stalled and deals are expected to fall
through if Scotland leaves the Union,
local estate agents said yesterday.
Independence may also leave the

country’s homeowners with perma-
nently higher mortgage rates, even
after separation is over.
Uncertainty over an independent

Scotland’s currency arrangements was
central to the warnings. Scotland may
have to adopt a new currency as all the
threemainBritish political parties have
said that the country cannot keep the
pound in the event of independence.
A separate currency, even if pegged

to the pound, would run the risk of
devaluation — leaving lenders facing
potential losses as Scottish households
were left at risk of defaulting on their

Panic swept through financial markets
at the prospect of Scottish independ-
ence yesterday, sending the pound to a
ten-month low against the dollar and
wiping billions of pounds off the value
of companies with a large exposure
north of the border.
Separately, with share prices slump-

ing, Scotland was told to prepare for a
housing crash as lenders pull back from
the mortgage market. Estate agents
said that sales had already stalled.
The pound, which almost touched

$1.72 in early July, slid nearly two cents
yesterday to $1.6127 — its lowest level
since November last year. With inves-
tors bracing themselves for prolonged
uncertainty over Scotland’s future,
more than £2 billion was shed from the
market value of six of the largest com-
panies based in Scotland as the traders
took aim at specific stocks. The FTSE
100 blue-chip indexwas off only 0.3 per
cent yesterday, but Scottish stockswere
down more than 1.5 per cent.
“If Scotland decides to go down the

road of a new currency, what effect
does that have on the valuationof Scot-
tish assets?We don’t know,” saidMich-
aelHewson, chief analyst at the spread-
betting company CMC Markets.
Lloyds Banking Group fell 2.4 per

cent andRoyal Bank of Scotland 1.3 per
cent. The insurer Standard Life lost
2.4 per cent, the energy supplier SSE
2.3per centand thedefencecontractors
Babcock and Weir dipped 2.4 per cent
and 1.5 per cent respectively.
Currency experts said sterling’s rout

it alone are huge.” He said his message
to Scots was: “Youmay think that Scot-
land can become another Canada, but
it’s all too likely that it would end up
becoming Spain without the sunshine.”
While his comments were aimed at

Scots, those fromMr Jeremic will ham-
mer home to Westminster consequen-
ces for the rest of the UK of separation.
During his tenure at the UN, there

were detailed negotiations over the
representationon theSecurityCouncil.
Britain is one of five permanent mem-
bers who have the vital power to veto
any draft resolutions but there is a push
fromother nations to change themem-
bership to fit thegeopolitical landscape.
Mr Jeremic said: “A ‘yes’ vote could

also trigger a debate about the future of
the crucial veto-wielding permanent

Scotland and the rest of the UKcould
find themselves dramatically dimin-
ished by a “yes” vote nextweek, accord-
ing to a former president of the UN
General Assembly and a Nobel prize-
winning economist.
Vuk Jeremic, who presided over the

assembly until last September, said that
Britain’s influence in crucial organisa-
tions, including the UN Security
Council, the World Bank and the IMF,
could be reduced.
In a separate intervention, Paul

Krugman, the economist, put it more
bluntly in The New York Times: “Be
afraid, be very afraid. The risks of going

News Scottish referendum

Philip Aldrick Economics Editor
Hamish Macdonell

Experts warn of threat
to UK’s global influence
Lindsay McIntosh
Scottish Political Editor
Rhys Blakely Los Angeles

No campaign turns to Brown
in attempt to halt ‘yes’ vote
Continued from page 1
Better Together insider. They said that
the campaign’s focus should be on how
to create the kind of Scotland voters
wanted within the UK, rather than
what powerswould be transferred after
a “no” vote.
“You talk to people on the doorstep

about devolution and their eyes glaze
over. It is not the answer. We have to
start talking about why we should vote
‘no’. All we do is talk about why we
shouldn’t vote ‘yes’. We have also done
very little to remind people of how
much devolution has already been
delivered.”
Polls suggested that Mr Brown’s ar-

rival might not mark a decisive turning
point. He is trusted by 32 per cent of
Scots according to the last YouGovpoll,
making him less popular than Alistair
Darling, on 33 and Alex Salmond, on
42, but more popular than the prime

Scotland decides

The markets were jittery — as was a four-legged friend of the Yes campaign

The three party leaders look set to back Gordon Brown’s plans for extra powers.

minister and Ed Miliband, both on 23.
Mr Brown said yesterday that a “no”

vote would be the “starting gun” for
further powers for Holyrood, with a
new Scotland Act drawn up to give the
country greater control over finance,
welfare and taxation.
A “command paper” to be published

by the governmentwould set out all the
proposals for change no later than the
endofOctober.Awhite paperwould be
drawnup inNovember after a period of
consultation, with draft clauses for
legislation expected in January.
“Scottish voters deserve to know to

the fullest extent possible about how
new powers as ambitious as possible
will be delivered as soon as possible
within the UK,” Mr Brown said.
David Cameron’s spokesman de-

clined to say whether the prime minis-
ter was told in advance about Mr
Brown’s proposals.

Inside today

Traders get jitters ahead
of breakaway votes
thetimes.co.uk/business
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binedability tobea force forgood in the
world. As part of theUKwe are amajor
player in theUN, IMF,World Bank and
many other global organisations. Why
put that at risk?”
MrKrugman’s focuswason theeffect

on Scotland of not controlling its own
currency. “If Scottish voters really
believe that it’s safe to become a coun-
try without a currency, they have been
badly misled,” he said.
He believes that the blend of political

independence and a shared currency
proposed by Alex Salmond would
invite disaster. He cited the recent
history of Spain, whose adoption of the
euro left it short of options when its
housing market collapsed. The result
was a horrific depression, including
youth unemployment above 50 per
cent,”MrKrugmansaid. “I find itmind-
boggling that Scotland would consider
going down this path.”
A spokeswoman for FionaHyslop, the

Scottish external affairs secretary, said:
“An independent Scotland will be an
active member of the international
community.”

seat on the UN Security Council held
by the UK. For several years, negotia-
tions on Security Council reform have
looked to expand the number of
permanent members better to reflect
contemporary global dynamics. Little
progress has been made to date, but
Scottish independence could empower
increasingly influential stakeholders to
press forward with greater verve.”
Mr Jeremic also warned of the impli-

cations for Britain’s influence else-
where. He said: “A similar debate is
likely to be re-energised about recali-
brating the weighted system of voting
in international financial institutions
such as the World Bank and the IMF.
“It is not just that the UK’s voting

share would need to be reduced, but
that of other founders of the Bretton
Woods system, including EU countries
and theUS, could be further called into
question. It would be hard to argue
that this could be advantageous for
Edinburgh.”
AspokesmanforBetterTogether, the

pro-Union campaign, said: “Breaking
up the UK would diminish our com-

Scottish referendum News

How Quebec’s final
surge shocked a
campaign into action

tread cautiously. “You have to be very
careful now about what you say. It can
completely backfire at this point.”
Whatultimatelydecided the result in

Canada,Mr Lecours said, was financial
considerationsoveremotions. “TheYes
side probably peaked too early.” He
added: “It’s easier to say ‘yes’ to a poll-
ster than to actually do it.”
A key difference between Quebec

and Scotland’s Yes campaign in that re-
spect is Alex Salmond’s focus on eco-
nomics. “Here the Yes side really didn’t
want to talk about economics, as it was
their Achilles’ heel,” Mr Lecours said.
Although Mr Salmond has been

credited for, in theToronto Star’s words,
“steer[ing] clear of the kind of identity
politics that soured the debate in Que-
bec”, observers note that his opponents
could benefit from an injection of stir-
ring rhetoric on national identity.
“I thought that we would hear more

about the Britishness of Scots,” saidMr
Lecours. “Maybe they are underesti-
mating the emotional attachment that
at least some people have to the state.”
Scotland’s “Britishness” is in contrast

to the linguistic and religiously distinct
identity enjoyed byQuebec—and that
has many Canadians puzzling over the
independence debate in the UK.
“The idea of separating English

people from Scottish people is almost
inconceivable,” Stephen Harper, the
prime minister of Canada, said this
month.

It was a wake-up call for all of Canada.
Just months previously, Quebec’s cam-
paign for sovereignty seemed doomed.
Then a poll released two weeks

before the 1995 independence referen-
dum for Canada’s French-speaking
province showed that the double-digit
lead enjoyed by the No campaign had
vanished. For the first time the Yes
camp was in the lead.
Thesuddenrise inpro-independence

sentiment, now being echoed in Scot-
land, sent shockwaves across Canada
and galvanised a low-profile No cam-
paign into action. With Quebec going
on to vote against independence by a
razor-thin margin — 50.6 per cent to
49.2 per cent— those battling the UK’s
break-up are now looking across the
Atlantic to see if lessons can be learnt.
“We all feel here like we’ve seen this

before,” said André Lecours, associate
professor at the School of Political
Studies at the University of Ottawa.
The battle to regain ground against

separatists in the final days before the
Canada vote was led by the primemin-
ister, Jean Chrétien. A pro-unity Que-
becer, hewasunpopular in theprovince
and had largely stayed out of the cam-
paign, fearing his intervention would
do more harm than good.
With the prospect of a fractured

Canada looming large, he delivered a
rare, live televised speech pledging
constitutional reforms to recognise
Quebec as a distinct region. “Have you
one reason, one good reason, to destroy
Canada?” he asked voters.
Canadians from across the land,

meanwhile, travelled to a rally inMon-
treal where they implored their fellow
countrymen and women to keep the
nation united. However, whether this
helped is a matter of debate, with some
experts analysts suggesting it might
have had the opposite effect.
“Those things that are done in the

last couple of weeks have less credibili-
ty,” Mr Lecours said.
It was crucial, he said, for those

against an independent Scotland to

The result that everybody is dreading
Analysis Magnus Linklater

budget deficit he is likely
to face; the EU, Nato and
security present daunting
challenges, which would
make the early years of
independence a grim
political test.
His electoral victory in

2011 meant that he found
himself committed to
holding a referendum—
it was central to the SNP
manifesto. Even then,
however, he would have
preferred a second
question on the ballot
paper, offering Scots the
option of devo-max, a
wholesale transfer of
taxation powers to the

Scottish parliament. His
original draft referendum
bill included the option of
a second question, and he
sought public feedback
on the possibility of
gaining new powers for
Holyrood rather than full
independence.
That fell by the way in

2012 when Mr Cameron
conceded most of the
conditions Mr Salmond
sought for a referendum,
but insisted on a single
question.
The prime minister

may be regretting that
decision. Originally, with
all the polls pointing to a

settled majority against
independence, the single
question was a way of
guaranteeing a “no” vote.
Now, all that seems at

best high-risk, at worst
foolhardy. Scots have
listened to all the dire
predictions of what will
happen should they opt to
go it alone, and appear to
be ready to “thole” it — a
Scottish word that means
enduring the pain.
Offered the chance of
voting “yes” for change,
however uncertain, or
“no” for the status quo,
they are drifting towards
the former.

I
ndependence for
Scotland would be a
result that neither
side wants. The irony
of a “yes” vote is that

it confronts David
Cameron and Alex
Salmond with a crisis that
both would like to avoid.
However much Mr

Salmond talks up
independence as the best
future for Scotland, he is
all too aware of the
pitfalls: he knows that
without a shared
currency Scotland would
be at the mercy of market
forces; as an economist
he is familiar with the

Quebec’s race went down to the wire

RUSSELL G SNEDDON / REX / PA

Nicola Sturgeon, the deputy first minister, and Alan Cumming, the actor, flying the flag for independence yesterday

Those battling the UK’s
break-up can look across
the Atlantic for lessons
that can be learnt,
Devika Bhatwrites
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What happens next
if Scotland votes
to end the Union?

What happens to the Scottish
financial services sector?

Any bank, insurer or investment
manager based in Scotland with a
substantial business south of the
border is likely to have to consider
moving its headquarters or large parts
of its operations to the remainder of the
UK if the Yes campaign wins. Big British
banks simply cannot risk losing access
to the Bank of England as their ultimate
lender in a crisis. The impact would not
be limited to the large banks. Nearly
90 per cent of the stocks-and-shares
ISAs sold by Scottish fund managers
are held by investors in the rest of the
UK and there would be a question mark
over whether savers would want their
nest eggs held in a foreign country.

Would there be a border and
would I need a passport?

If Scotland had a substantially different
immigration policy from England, there
would have to be a border. This was the
choice that the United Kingdom
essentially presented to the Republic of
Ireland, which decided it was better to
align policies, and immigration systems,
rather than erect unnecessary barriers.
Whether Alex Salmond is prepared to
do the same remains to be seen. The
SNP says it would boost immigration,
increasing net migration to 24,000 a
year, from the present 11,000 — and to
relax controls on students, allowing
them to stay after they graduated. Mr
Salmond says they can still remain part
of the “common travel area” like the UK
and Ireland — allowing free movement
between those countries. However,
groups such as Migration Watch say the
two immigration policies would still be
hugely “at odds”, making borders likely.

The SNP says that no passports would
be needed. This would depend,
however, on continued membership of
the EU. Eligible citizens would be able
to apply for Scottish passports and
British passports would remain valid
until they expired. British citizens who
were habitually resident in Scotland
would be considered Scottish citizens.

Is getting rid of Trident a reality
and how long would it take?

An independent Scotland wants the
Trident nuclear deterrent to be
removed from Faslane within the first
parliament. This would be difficult. The
British government would have to
choose whether to move the four
submarines to a port in England or
consider co-location with nuclear
submarines in France or the US. Moving
the entire deterrent would cost billions
and could take up to a decade.

“yes” vote. The SNP says that over the
past five years Scotland has generated
9.5 per cent of UK taxes, suggesting
they would ask for this share of UK
assets, although this is a bargaining
chip and a different, lower measure,
putting the figure closer to 8 per cent,
is likely to be used. However, this is
unlikely to mean exactly 8 per cent of
everything — a deal would have to be
struck on every part of the public
sector, from embassies to civil servants
in Scotland to Trident.

What would happen to the Queen
— and the name Great Britain?

If an independent Scotland dropped the
monarchy, the Queen would not only
lose a treasured realm, but her title
would have to change as well. At the
moment it is Elizabeth the Second, by
the Grace of God of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and of Her other Realms and
Territories Queen, Head of the
Commonwealth, Defender of the Faith.
But it would no longer be Great Britain,
a title that came into being with the
union of England and Scotland in 1707.
It would be still be a United Kingdom,
however, as that refers to the inclusion
of Northern Ireland. So, one suggestion
would be “The United Kingdom of
England, Wales and Northern Ireland”.

What would happen to the UK
economy?

Economists are warning that a vote for
Scottish independence would derail the
recovery in the rest of Britain, drive up
the national debt, increase government
borrowing costs and result in higher
interest rates for households. The
consequences of a “yes” vote for the
remaining UK would be immediate.
Sterling would crash, markets would
yo-yo, and the Bank of England
would be expected to provide
emergency funding lines to Scotland’s
lenders.

What happens to the public
finances of both countries?

The public finances for the smaller
remainder of the UK would suffer.
Scottish GDP last year, including its
geographical share of oil revenues, was
£145billion — 9.2 per cent of total UK
GDP. At formal separation in 2016,
Scotland’s share of the UK’s £1.7 trillion
gross national debt would be
£143billion, the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research has
estimated. The weaker currency and
flood of money into the UK would push
up inflation and force the Bank to raise
rates.

What would happen to politics
in the remainder of the UK?

It is difficult to understate the impact of
a “yes” vote, having seen one of the
four nations that makes up the United
Kingdom judge the constitutional set-
up not fit for purpose. David Cameron,
who allowed the referendum, and Ed
Miliband, who failed to save the Union,
would face pressure to resign. The
panic caused by the markets and
international fallout might keep them in
position temporarily as emergency
measures are put in place. Alistair
Carmichael, the Scottish secretary, has
indicated that he would resign.

What sort of emergency
measures would be made?

In the event of a “yes” vote looking
likely in the early hours of September
19, the British government, the Scottish
government and the Bank of England
would have to act to stop a market

meltdown. In a second temporary
measure, the three party leaders would
probably stop Scottish MPs voting on
legislation about England and Wales,
under a model proposed by Sir William
McKay, the former clerk of the House.
Whitehall would have to work out how
it would structure the negotiation,
which Alex Salmond wants completed
by March 2016. However, big decisions
are unlikely before a general election.

Could the general election be
moved?

Some say it could be delayed until after
the negotiation is complete, but this is
unlikely. Labour is hostile and the
House of Lords retains an absolute
veto. Big decisions would be tricky
without a new government. Scots
would therefore elect new MPs in 2015
whose terms would expire in 2016. In
the unlikely event that David Cameron
were re-elected in 2015, he would come
under pressure to change his
commitment to an EU referendum.

Who decides what in a
negotiation?

In theory, the British government and
Scottish government have agreed to a
negotiate as equals in the event of a

News Scottish referendum

Times experts explain
everything you need
to know should
300 years of history
come to an end

Alistair Darling in Stockbridge yesterday. He had forecast the polls would narrow

Royals may
lose their tie
with heaven

In thewordsofone royal biographer, for
the Queen and other members of the
royal family Scotland is “heaven on
earth”.All thatcouldchange,however, if
Scotland votes for independence.
There is one thing that will not

change, though, even if an independent
Scotland decides to ditch the monar-
chy, and that is Balmoral. That is
privatelyowned,anestate thathasbeen
in the royal family’s possession since
Queen Victoria’s day, and it does not
matter if the Queen is head of state
north of the border or merely a private
citizen: Balmoral will still be hers.
If Alex Salmond is to be taken at his

word, an independent Scotland would
stillwant theQueenas sovereign.How-
ever, asThe Times reported last month,
some experts believe that there will be
pressure to get rid of the royal family:
the SNP’s John Mason has called for a
referendum to replace the monarch
after the Queen steps down or dies.
Vernon Bogdanor, professor of gov-

ernment at King’s College London,
said: “Republican sentiment is stronger
in Scotland than in the rest of the coun-
try, and there has always been a strong
republican element in the SNP. But I
think if it was proposed it would swing

Valentine Low

Would it threaten the UK on the
security council and other treaties?

The UK would retain responsibility for
all treaties and international obligations
that it now is committed to. This
includes being one of only five
permanent members of the United
Nations Security Council. There are
concerns, however, that its seat could
be put at risk by a “yes” vote.

What about Scottish oil?

Nothing officially has been settled but
the expectation is that the oil would be
divided geographically as the UK and
Norway have already done in the North
Sea. Based on the “median line
principle” used to set the boundaries
between Scotland and the rest of the
UK for fisheries after devolution, an
independent Scotland would get about
91 per cent of the revenues. Once the
countries were separate, the two sides
would need to decide how to divide up
the estimated £40.6 billion cost to
decommission old oil rigs, pipelines and
platforms. Because the revenue from
these fields has been shared equally in
the UK, Scotland would argue that the
liabilities should be shared. Oil and Gas
UK estimates that up to 24 billion
barrels of oil could be produced from
the North Sea in the next 30-40 years.

The Bank of England would have to
provide credit to Scotland’s lenders

Householders in the rest of the UK
would be hit by interest-rate rises

Frances Gibb Legal Editor
Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor
Harry Wilson City Editor
Philip Aldrick Economics Editor
Deborah Haynes Defence Editor
Tim Webb Energy Editor

The SNP says a physical border is
unlikely to replace Hadrian’s Wall
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reliability of canvass returns — the
data gathered by activists on the door-
step around the country and held in
secret by the campaign.
Should the canvass returns, which

rely on Labour’s infamous Contact
Creator software, have acted as a better

Scottish referendum News

B
race yourself. The man who
saved the world is now also
saving Scotland. The Lesser
Spotted Gordon Brown will,
as of now, become the

Always Spotted Gordon Brown. The
man who is almost never seen in
Westminster will be impossible to
avoid in Scotland. Anyone north of
the border should beware: the only
way to miss him will be to exist in
ebola-type isolation.
But even then, I’m not sure you

will succeed. Gordo contagion is
everywhere. I thought I was safe in
the House of Commons, the last
place you’d expect Gordo to make an
impact. Indeed, yesterday, things
were going on as usual with David
Cameron, who is not going to resign
no matter what happens anywhere,
briefing MPs on the Nato conference.
Dave had spent part of the weekend
at Balmoral (as you do) and began
with words of congratulations at the
news that the Duchess of Cambridge
was expecting again. You’d think a
pregnant duchess has enough
troubles with morning sickness
without being dragooned into the
Scottish referendum but you’d be
wrong. Angus Robertson, by far the
sanest of the Scot Nat MPs, joined in
the congratulations for the “happy
news about the Countess and Earl of
Strathearn”. Tories rumbled
unhappily.
At almost exactly this time,

Scottish Labour put out a press
release with Gordon’s plan to save
Scotland. Being Gordo, it talks of a
“command paper” from the
government on new powers for

Scotland. There will be a “starting
gun”. (Gordo always has a starting
gun.) But he doesn’t want to call it
just a new Scotland Bill. That would
be too boring. “The plan that we
seek agreement on is for nothing
else than a modern form of Scottish
Home Rule,” announced Gordo. He
said Keir Hardie would approve.
Back in the Commons, David

Cameron was doing his bit to keep
the Union together. People say that
Dave is frit to go to Scotland where
he is, ahem, not loved. But, of
course, with Gordo’s new policy of
being everywhere at the same time,
there is no need for Dave. Besides, I
realised yesterday, he is providing a
key role in the Better Together
campaign by keeping most Tories
away from Scotland.
There was a dicey moment when

Sir Gerald Howarth, an arch-Tory
and a man for whom the word
“rabid” is almost tame, made a pitch
for the Scots to stay in the Union.
They were, he insisted, “better
together”. At this point, the PM
must have smelt danger and
intervened. It is imperative for
Better Together that no Scot with a
vote knows such views. Better
Together with Sir Gerald? Keir
Hardie might not approve.
I was pleased to see that Gordo

wasn’t happy to get just Keir
Hardie’s endorsement. There is also,
it seems, St Andrew. (Yes, I know
he’s dead. But so is Keir.)
Apparently St Andrew has agreed
they can use his day (November 30)
as the deadline for the Bill to be
published. But then Gordo went one
further. The draft law, he said, was
expected around January 25.
“Interestingly enough,” he said,
“Burns Night.” So now Robert
Burns — surely the most Scottish
Scot in the history of Scotland —
has also been enlisted into the
Better Together camp. I have to say
that it’s great to have Gordo back.

Beware: there’s no escape
from the Gordo contagion
Ann Treneman
Sketch

Sam Coates, Lindsay McIntosh

Doubts raised over No campaign’s private polling

The final showdown
between Alistair
Darling and Alex
Salmond will take
place on the internet
forum Mumsnet
tomorrow lunchtime
(Rosemary Bennett
writes).
The two leaders will

attempt to secure the
last-minute votes of
Scottish mothers by
answering their
questions online for
an hour.
They will also be

allowed to challenge
one another. Users will
be able to start posting
their questions in
advance this
morning.
The results of a poll

of Mumsnet users
published at the
weekend found that a
plurality favoured

independence (48 per
cent) with 41 per cent
opposed and 11 per
cent undecided.
The debate is likely

to be less hostile than
the two televised
debates, which drew
criticism for the
volume of shouting.
Mumsnet users have

in the past proved
themselves to be
intolerant of spin and
waffle. They rounded
on Gordon Brown
before the last general
election when he
refused to say what
his favourite biscuits
were. “Our Scottish
users have been
actively
debating
the
referendum
on Mumsnet.
Many are firmly

in either the Yes or No
camp but a significant
number are still very
much undecided, and
we hope that the web
chat will help them
reach a decision on
who to vote for,” said
Justine Roberts, the
chief executive of
Mumsnet.
“The issue of the

economic viability of
an independent
Scotland has been
raised far more
frequently than
individual household
budgets in discussions,
but the impact of
independence on

jobs, welfare,
health and
education are
all areas of
concern for
Mumsnet

users.”

and told BBC Radio 4 he was “very confident we will win”. He will debate with Alex Salmond on Mumsnet tomorrow

a lot of votes to theNocamp, because in
Scotland themajority is for themonar-
chy, although not as a large majority as
in the rest of the country.”
Officially, the sovereign would have

to accept this all with good grace.Unof-
ficially, it is widely known that it would
cause the Queen great hurt.
If she were to be the last Queen of

Scotland, that would have dramatic
ramifications. On a formal level, her
title would change, so she would be
Queen of what might be called the
United Kingdom of England, Wales
andNorthern Ireland,withnomention
of Great Britain, which as an entity will
have ceased to exist.
On a more practical level, the

Queen’s links with somewhere she
loves would be irrevocably changed.
Although she could still stay at Balmor-
al, there would be no more Holyrood
week, where every summer she spends
a week carrying out official engage-
ments in Scotland while staying at the
Palace of Holyroodhouse.
At the moment Holyrood Palace is

owned by the Queen on behalf of the
nation — a form of ownership that
would presumably no longer hold.
Prince Charles, too—or theDuke of

Rothesay, as he is known inScotland—
loves the country. He spends his sum-
mers at the Castle of Mey, the late
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother’s
home, and has done much to help the
local economy in Dumfriesshire.
Above all, severing the royal family’s

links with Scotland would hurt them
deeply. Penny Junor, Prince Charles’s
biographer, said: “They love Scotland.
It is sanctuary for them . . .They go
every summer. It is heaven on earth.”

JEFF J MITCHELL / GETTY IMAGES

Mum’s the word for final debate

six weeks ago. A huge effort will be
underway thisweekend to re-interview
as many of them as possible.
To add to this, one source questioned

whether more should have been done
on the doorstep to ensure that those
whohave said they are voting “no” fulfil
that promise. Sometimes a referendum
activist simplyaskshowavoterwill cast
they ballot, how certain they are and
then leaves.
This is proving little match for the

huge effort from Alex Salmond to get
younger voters to persuade older rela-
tives and friends to back “yes” for the
younger generation.
David Cameron certainly signalled

his confidence to Conservative MPs
last week. At a meeting of the parlia-
mentary party on Tuesday, he dis-
missed one Tory MP, Guto Bebb, who
questioned him nervously about Scot-
land, asking whether “devo max”
wouldn’t have been a better option on
the ballot paper.
Mr Cameron is understood to have

directed Mr Bebb to go and read the
most recent column by the Scottish
journalist Alan Cochrane, which sug-
gested that the campaign to save the
union was still going to win.
MPs who were present were un-

nerved by the answer, suggesting
afterwards that this conveyedadanger-
ous complacency on the part of the
prime minister.
“He is useless,” said one Tory MP.

“He allows his hate towards Alex Sal-
mond to colour his judgment.”

early warning signal? The precise re-
sults are never disclosed, but some
senior Labour figures are now
questioning how useful the data
actually is.
In particular, there are doubts about

the reliabilityof thosecanvassed four to

In the face of agonisingly tight polls
and the whiff of panic at Westminster,
the Better Together campaign has
been bullish when confronted with
doubters about the referendum out-
come.
As recently as the summer, senior

Better Together sources were suggest-
ing victory by a margin of two to one
was still possible, and this confidence
had not entirely disappeared yesterday.
“I’m very confident we will win the

day,”AlistairDarling toldBBCRadio4’s
Today programme.
This was echoed by Danny Alexan-

der, the Lib Dem chief secretary to the
Treasury. “I think there is a quiet
majority in Scotland who want to keep
the UK together,” he said.
MrDarling can rightly point out that

he has long predicted a last-minute
narrowing of the polls. Formore than a
year he has warned publicly and pri-
vately of this eventuality. Someof those
he works alongside had clearly not
been listening.
The foundation of Better Together’s

confidence has rested on two things:
positive polling and supportive canvass
returns.
A month ago the YouGov lead was

still 22 points, reassuring those in
London that everything was under
control, with the pollsters saying that
there has been a genuine shift in the
past four weeks.
Now the spotlight is shifting to the
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It’s Nationalists v the Union, and

W
here do you start
with Scotland,
historically? The
Picts? The Scoti?
The Gaels? Do you

begin with the arrival of the
Romans, when Scotland’s recorded
history began?
Perhaps the best starting point is

actually King Ken, Kenneth
MacAlpin, a romantically ruthless
warlord whose ninth-century
dynasty marked the beginnings of
a nation.
According to myth (which is

what matters), MacAlpin was the
first Kings of Scots, who founded
medieval Scotland, forged an

M
id-evening in Aberdeen,
and the sun is setting
along Union Street . . .
which is admittedly a bit
corny but is nonetheless

true, in the literal present certainly
and, the way the polls are looking,
quite possibly in the metaphorical
near future too. As the hoarding
outside Gilcomston church has it —
albeit with reference to matters more
spiritual — Decision Day Is Now.
Or almost now. Meanwhile, the low

glow provides a welcome splash of
pink over the Granite city, where a

building can be any colour you like so
long as it’s grey.
For most of the punters in the bar

of the Abercrombie, decision day
came and went some time ago, and
that decision was to vote “yes” a week
on Thursday. I’ve come across a lot of
“noes”, and almost as many “don’t
knows” in my time north of the
border thus far — none of them,
however, has come out tonight to
watch the Scotland v Germany game
at the Abercrombie.
Maybe the unionists don’t follow

football. Maybe they prefer another
pub. Maybe the nationalists savour
the irony of drinking on a street
named for something they are
convinced is about to end.
The colour scheme in here is as

blue as that outside is grey. Blue
Scotland tops. Blue Scotland tattoos.
Blue Scotland language directed at
the referee, the poor man up on a
dozen or more big screens, getting it
in the neck on each and every one.
Nothing blue about the mood

regarding the referendum, though.
Not from father and son Neil and
Paul Murison, not from their pal
Keith Emslie, either. All three are
voting “yes”.
All three are quietly confident the

result will go their way — the result
of the big match against the Union
next week, that is. With Scotland

already 1-0 down to the world
champions Germany, confidence
about tonight’s result is in rather
shorter supply.
Paul Murison, 33, a bank manager

in Turriff, just north of Aberdeen, is
softly spoken and, as befits his
profession, given to choosing his
words in a measured fashion.
“Scotland is big enough and strong
enough and financially able enough
to survive on our own. I’m confident
in the brotherhood of the British
Isles. We’ll work together but as
separate nations with our own
identity.”
Haven’t you got a pretty strong

identity already, I say, gesturing at his
football top, his thistle and saltire
tattoos. “Aye, but I’ve not got my own
country.” Yes you have, I say. “Not one
with an equal say in the world. I don’t
want to be someone’s smaller younger
brother.”
At this point Mr Murison is

distracted as Scotland narrowly fail to
score. The whole pub half rises and
tenses up: a split second of supreme
focus on the screens, then howls of
disgust. Everyone sits back down.
“It’s coming,” says Mr Murison, his

fingers beating an expectant tattoo on
the table.
“I was 12 years in the British Army,”

Keith Emslie, 45, announces. “Royal
Artillery. Did the first Gulf war,
Bosnia, Kosovo, two tours in South
Armagh. I’ve travelled the world, but
of all the countries I’ve seen, I’ve still
been appalled by some of the stuff put
on the Scots by your English
government. I never voted for it. I was
sent abroad to look after other people,
but we can’t look after our own
people. It’s horrendous.”
Mr Emslie is now a tree surgeon.

What, I ask, is it the British
government has done to the Scots
that could compare to the Iraqis

On Day 2 of his journey
through Scotland,
Robert Crampton finds
that football supporters
in Aberdeen
made up
their minds
long ago
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Aberdeen, a Scottish port that has

part two

A SHORT
HISTORY
OF THE
UNION

— Ben Macintyre
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I’ve been appalled by
some of the stuff put
on the Scots by your
British government
Keith Emslie, a former British soldier
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Yes fans dream of a winning goal
Scotland score. Pandemonium.

Instant declarations that the tartan
army is now coming down the road.
“See that?” Mr Emslie says. “See

that pride? But you know what, if this
ends in a draw, the papers in London
won’t even say we did well.”
Germany score again.
“And now you’ll plaster it all over

how we’ve been beaten by Germany,”
says Mr Emslie, hardly breaking
stride. “We’ll be ridiculed.”
Getting back to the vote, I point

out that Aberdeen is a prosperous
city. The docks are full of ships, the
streets are full of smart shops, the
bars and restaurants are full of
youngsters with money in their
pockets. You don’t seem to have done
too badly out of the Union in recent
years.
“We could have done better,” Paul

Murison says.
Do you think we nicked your oil

money, I ask?
“Yes,” says Neil Murison.
“No,” says his son. “But it’s no been

well spent. You didn’t spend it on the
right things.”
“I don’t blame the English for

Scotland’s troubles,” Mr Emslie says. “I
do blame the Tories. We’ve never
voted for them. It’s the same in the
north of England. But now we’ve got a
chance to stipulate what’s important in
life: kids; the elderly; health; education.
It’s down to us.”
The Scots as the last best hope of

socialism? Up here, it’s a pretty
powerful rallying call.

looting Kuwait, or the Serb snipers
ringing Sarajevo?
“I’m old enough to ken the

Thatcher years,” he replies. “They
took so much out of Scotland they
couldn’t put it back. We became the
guinea-piggy to try things on, like the
poll tax.”
Yeah sorry about that one, I say. We

all laugh, everyone keen to keep
things amicable.
Still, I feel the need to push matters

a little. What will you do, I ask, when
you haven’t got the English to blame
any more?
“We don’t blame the English,” Mr

Emslie says. “The English are great,
actually. I lived in Catterick,
Warminster, made some good friends.
I’ve nae qualms against anyone.”
“I love English people,” says

Murison jr. “Most of them. My
partner is half English, so my son is a
quarter English.”
“That’s my grandson,” adds

Murison sr, 54, a taxi driver. “I’m a
Yes man as well. I’ve voted SNP since
I was 18.”

O
ver in Dortmund, not
only have Scotland not
conceded another goal,
they’re are still
threatening to equalise.

As they go close again, what must be
a couple of hundred Scotsmen — and
perhaps five or six Scotswomen, roar
them on.
I mention England’s game against

Switzerland the next evening. Who
would they like to see win that one? “It
begins with S,” chuckles Murison sr.
I explain I’m different, I’d be happy

to see Scotland win this one tonight.
“Yeah but we’re playing Germany,” Mr
Emslie says.
Fair enough, I concede, that does

make it easier. But say back in 74 and
78, when England didn’t qualify for the
world cup while Scotland did, I
remember backing them quite happily.
Why don’t they do the same for us?
“It all goes back to 66,” the older

Murison says. “You’ve been rubbing
winning it in our faces ever since.”
I pause. Well, I point out, we DID

win it.
“Aye,” he nods, taking a sip of his

Stella. “At home.” More laughter.

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER DAVID BEBBER

done well out of the North Sea oil boom. However, the feeling voiced by many locals is that they could have done better

Scottish referendum News

SCOTS’ MISCELLANY
BY TOM WHIPPLE

Seats in the Scottish parliament

If Scotland had been
independent before
the 2012 Olympics,
Team GB would
have missed out on
medals in cycling,
tennis and
swimming – and in curling
An independent Scottish
have been 36th in the medals
or 12th if you include team

In the past 10
years, speakers
in the Scottish
parliament have
mentioned . . .

Number of royal babies born in

129 65
SNP

38
Lab

11
Other

15
Con 99times

Bannockburn

47times

Braveheart

1time

Salmond the
sassenach

rling at Sochi.
team would

medals table,
team medals

roy
Scotland since the Act
of Union in 1707 . . .

1
Princess
Margaret
in 1930 at
Glamis
Castle

tumour near Scone at the ripe old
age of 48.
The bards lamented his passing.

“That Kenneth with his host is no
more brings weeping to every
home. No king of his worth under
heaven is there, to the bounds of
Rome.”
A tough and successful warlord,

King Ken was yet the towering
figure of early Scottish history,
often compared in status to Alfred
the Great: by the reign of his
grandson Donald II, the chronicles
no longer spoke of the Kings of the
Gaels, the Scots, or the Picts, but
of Alba.
Kenneth started an idea that

eventually flowered into Scotland.
The sign on the motorway as you
cross into Scotland today declares:
“Fàilte gu Alba”. Kenneth was the
33rd grandfather of Queen
Elizabeth II.
What King Ken created wasn’t

yet Scotland, but it was getting
there.

Tomorrow
The lowdown in the Highlands:
Robert Crampton meets more
voters ahead of the historic poll

Inside today

There’s a negative mood
in the Yes campaign
Rachel Sylvester, page 17

Selfish Scots don’t know
how lucky they are
Melanie Reid, page 18

One side has been all
facts, the other noise
Letters, page 21

embryonic nation and fought off the
Norse invaders.
The reality is a lot less clear-cut,

and just about every aspect of
Kenneth’s story is hotly disputed.
Nicknamed “The Conqueror” and

Kenneth “The Hardy”, he was either
a king of the Picts (or Picti, Roman
for the “painted ones”), who
conquered the Gaelic kingdom of
Dalriada; or a Gaelic king, who
vanquished the Picts, who
were already under
savage assault from the
Vikings. He was
probably born on the
island of Iona, where
St Columba had
established
Christianity in Britain
two centuries earlier. His
mother may have been a
Pictish princess. His father
may have been beheaded fighting
for the Pictish king. Or possibly not.
It is all rather murky.
What is clear is that around

AD839, Kenneth made his ferocious
entry into history, laying claim to
both the Pictish and Gaelic thrones,
beginning the fusion of the
kingships and starting the process of
nation-building — the Kingdom of
Alba, which would eventually evolve

in what we know as Scotland.
Kenneth I (or Cináed mac Ailpín),
appears to have been clever, bold
and brutal. In five years he had
apparently defeated all his rivals for
power — several contenders are said
to have been invited to a banquet,
invited to sit on booby-trapped
benches, and then plunged into pits
and impales on spikes.

He produced a dynasty that
ruled Scotland for much of

the medieval period, and
established a certain
stability (or what
passed for peace in the
turbulent north).
According to the

Chronicles of the Kings
of Alba “Kinadius son
of Alpinus, first of the

Scots, ruled this Pictland
prosperously for 16 years”.

Part of the secret of his success
was to bring together his followers
in an enterprise that remains
popular north of the border:
attacking England. He is said to
have launched no less than six raids
into the south, burned Melrose and
profitably raided the Angles of
Northumbria for plunder.
Kenneth died, amazingly, of

natural causes, succumbing to a
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An x-ray of Connor Huntley’s skull after his housemate attacked him while he
slept. A judge said that he survived only because of the skill of medical staff

Millions being wasted
on unnecessary police
Sean O’Neill Crime Editor

Millions of pounds are being wasted
running too many police forces with
too many chief constables and too
many crime commissioners, a senior
police officer will say today.
Irene Curtis, president of the Police

Superintendents’ Association, will tell
her annual conference that the number
of police forces in England and Wales
should be cut to savemoney andmain-
tain the level of service to the public.
Hermessage, which will be delivered

in front of Theresa May, the Home
Secretary, is significant because, unlike
other police organisations, the super-
intendents’ body has a non-confront-
ational approach to the government.
Ms Curtis claims that the police

service has suffered “more than its fair
share of cuts”. Forces are having to trim
budgets further “while being hand-
cuffed to a national structure that was
last changed over 40 years ago” and the
service is “effectively wasting public
money by the way it is structured”.
She will add: “It is increasingly obvi-

ous thatwedonotneed43 forces across

England and Wales. Some forces are
trying to address this by forming strate-
gic alliances,whichmeans that theyare
virtually merging in all but name and
senior leadership ranks.
“Current legislation prevents them

from reducing the number of chief
constables anddeputy chief constables,
but this is money that could be better
spent on operational policing.”
TheHomeOffice is opposed to com-

pulsory mergers but there is growing
support for the idea as budgets shrink.
Scotland merged its eight forces into
onewith estimated savings of £1 billion.
The previous Labour government

abandoned plans to cut the number of
English and Welsh forces to about 12
but the opposition is again considering
forced mergers.
Christopher Salmon, the police and

crime commissioner for Dyfed-Powys,
said that Ms Curtis’s argument was
wrong. “Local forces are an important
check on the most intrusive power of
the state,” Mr Salmon said. “They give
the individual at least some hope of
challenging official authority. The big-
ger they are the harder that becomes.”

Man attacked
gay flatmate
with hammer
Amanwho attacked his cross-dressing
flatmate with a hammer while he slept,
leaving the weapon embedded in his
brain, has been jailed for 14 years by the
Old Bailey for attempted murder.
JosephWilliams, 21, attackedConnor

Huntley, 18, at the flat they shared in
Margate, Kent. The court was told that
Williams came from a Roman Catholic
background and hadmade disparaging

remarks about gaymen. In contrast,Mr
Huntley was homosexual and often
wore women’s clothes and make-up.
After the attack Williams, who will

initially serve his sentence in a high
security hospital, told a 999 operator
thathismentalhealthhaddeteriorated.
MrHuntley’s injurieswere described to
the court as life changing and little
short of catastrophic.

KENT POLICE / PA

Connor Huntley’s
injuries were
“life changing”
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Dance shows inspire boys to take a leap into ballet

kaya burgess

Gabriella Swerling

There was a time when there were
many more little girls wanting to grow
up to be like Darcey Bussell than there
were little boys yearning to pirouette
like Carlos Acosta.
However, the nation’s love affair with

Strictly Come Dancing and the film
Black Swanhave led to a surge in ballet’s
popularity, with equal numbers ofmale
and female students now at the Royal
Ballet School.
Kevin O’Hare, director of the Royal

Ballet, said that dance was “absolutely
on a high at the moment”.
“There’s more interest in it than ever

before,” he said. “Wehavemade itmore
accessible. Thirty years ago every little
girl went to ballet class and actually
now we have equal numbers of boys
and girls at the Royal Ballet School,
which is fantastic. Also, I think the
nation’s love of dance is reflected in

popular culture with Strictly Come
Dancing. All of these things combined
havemade an awareness of dance and I
think it’s all been a good thing.”
The Australian dancer Steven

McRae, 29, a principal of the Royal Bal-
let, said: “A lot has been done and
shown in thepublic eye that it is not just
about flitting around; it is actually an
extremely athletic art form and I think
that is why more males are getting
involved with the profession.
“Dance is something that everyone

can relate to. I can dance with people
whodon’t speak the same language and
be able to communicate with them.
And all the dance television shows and
films have helped in getting people to
talk about dance in the mainstream.”
The Royal Ballet, whose live per-

formances at the Royal Opera House
played to near-capacity audiences
every night last season, has been
screening live footage of its shows

across regional cinemas in a bid to ex-
pand their audience and appeal. Now it
is to pioneer a digital dance collabora-
tion alongside Russia’s Bolshoi Ballet,
the Australian Ballet, the National Bal-
let of Canada and the San
Francisco Ballet
to keep bringing
ballet to the
masses.
The first-ever

WorldBalletDaywill be
an online event, with
the companies opening

the doors to
their studios
across the
world and over
the internet. Mr

O’Hare said: “We
are aiming to reach
more people and
spark an interest in
people that maybe
would have thought
ballet is not for
them.” Each com-
panywill take the lead
for a four-hour period,
streaming live footage
from their headquar-

ters, with the live link passing across
time zones fromMelbourne toMoscow
to London toToronto to San Francisco.
It will throw a spotlight on the differen-
ces in style, choreography and routine
between the five companies.
Mr O’Hare said: “It is a great taster

experience that does not cost anything.
You can just look at it and see if it can
touch you in some way.”
World Ballet Day will stream live

footage on YouTube on October 1.
6 Strictly Come Dancing won the
ratings war for its launch on Sunday
night with an audience of 8.4 million,
800,000 more than The X Factor.
Pages 46, 47
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Day romance
died for Mia
Rumours of all kind, some darker
than others, abound over why
Woody Allen’s relationship with
Mia Farrow, above, broke down.
His affair with her adopted
daughter, Soon-Yi, now his wife,
probably didn’t help, but there
were morbid signs even early in
their courtship. “The first dead
person I ever saw in my life was
Thelonious Monk,” Allen said,
recalling a creepy decision in the
early Eighties when the jazz
legend was lying in state. “I was
dating Mia Farrow and we were
on our way to a restaurant and
this was only our third or fourth
date. I said, ‘Let’s just stop into this
funeral parlour here.’” And to
think people wondered where it
all went wrong.

Desperate unionists hope that news
of a royal baby will keep the UK
together. Unless they name it
Braveheart II, it’s unlikely “yes”
voters will be so easily swayed. Even
civil servants at the DVLA seem to
have lost hope in the Union, issuing
a driving licence to one Middlesex
woman with “Untied Kingdom” on
it. A good contender for a new
national name after the break-up?

tangled webb of news
Justin Webb , of the BBC and The
Times, wonders why newspapers
and YouTube can run
opinionated news coverage
when broadcasters can’t. In
Radio Times he ponders
how the newsreader
Huw Edwards might
introduce party
conferences with such
freedom. “The Lib Dems,

useless, distrusted and badly led,
approach their conference in
Glasgow with little hope. The
Conservatives meet in
Birmingham, pretending to care
about you but in reality feathering
the nests of their wealthy backers.
And Labour, pursuing a left-wing
agenda that will destroy British
industry, gather for their usual
festival of envy in Manchester.”

archer shot down
Jeffrey Archer has sold
£250 million worth of books
worldwide, but can’t shift a few
tickets to a charity gala in his
home town. For £750, punters
could buy a VIP ticket to a black-
tie ball in Weston-super-Mare,
with a one-on-one with the peer
himself. The local hospice told the
Weston Mercury that the gala was
cancelled because sales were
“much lower than we hoped”. The
author of Not a Penny More, Not a
Penny Less should have been more
flexible on ticket prices.

UK firms called Isis are already
struggling, TMS found last month,
and I now learn that a Leeds sexual
abuse charity is changing its name
to avoid nasty connotations. One
aghast namesake, a US think-tank,
has even pleaded with people to
stop calling the extremists Isis in
case of confusion. Although it really
would be the apocalypse if a jihad
was launched by the Institute for
Science and International Security.

is paxo having a laugh?
Jeremy Paxman’s comedy turn has
divided ex-colleagues as much as
critics. “Much speculation in the
BBC over why Paxo risked ridicule
by doing stand-up,” writes John
Humphrys inWaitrose magazine.
The Today host bombed during his
first public performance, following
Frankie Howerd at an after-dinner

speech. “He did not believe in
the advice to leave the
audience wanting,” he recalled.
“By the time I got to my feet,

the audience was drunk or
asleep. Or both. To quote
Howerd, ‘Not so much as

a titter ran round
the room.’ Jeremy:

be warned.”

Boys are now attending the Royal
Ballet School in equal numbers
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Top independent school to
sponsor primary academy
A leading independent schoolwill open
its second sponsored academy this
week, despite having faced difficulties
with theoriginal state secondary school
that it had backed.
Wellington College is sponsoring a

primary school in Tidworth, Wiltshire,
whichwill serve as a feeder school to its
secondary academy a mile away. Both
schools have taken Wellington’s name,
staking its reputation on howwell both
perform.
This summer’s GCSE results at Wel-

lington Academy were below the gov-
ernment’s threshold, with 37 per cent of
pupils awarded at least five GCSEs at
grade C or higher, including English
andmaths, for the secondyear running.
Ofsted has said that the secondary

academy requires improvement, al-
though at theirmost recentmonitoring
visit in March inspectors said that ef-
fective action was being taken to ad-
dress weaknesses.
Sir Anthony Seldon, the headmaster

ofWellingtonandexecutiveheadof the

academy since last year, admitted that
he initiallyunderestimatedhow“hands
on” the college needed to be as an
academy sponsor.
However, he said that the experience

reaffirmed his belief that all independ-
ent schools should support a state
school as an academy sponsor, and
focus on children who most needed
their backing.
Someprivate schoolshave sponsored

selective sixth form academies. Brigh-
tonCollegeand fourother independent
schools have backed the London Aca-
demy of Excellence, and Westminster
School has sponsored a sixth formwith
the Harris Federation.
“The very clear lesson that we have

learnt is that you can’t do it in a half-
hearted way. You have simply got to
come in and absolutely insist on the
ethos and insist on adopting best prac-
tice,” Sir Anthony said.
“That may be why some of the [inde-

pendent] schools want to go in at the
top end, that they have taken kids who
are proven successes in the state sector,
floated to the top of the cream, and you

then cream them off. If we are to see a
social transformation here, independ-
ent schools should be involved in spon-
soring kids who are not the stars, who
have not flourished in the state sector
already.”
From this term, pupils in its academy

will wear the same uniform as children
at Wellington College, and alumni of
the independent school are being mo-
bilised to offer internships and other
support for its students, as they do for
fee-paying pupils.
Michael Milner, the former director

of studies at Wellington College who
became principal of the academy last
year, said he had made staff changes
and aligned the curriculum and expec-
tations of the schools more closely.
He said that the summer’s GCSE re-

sults did not do justice to the school but
he was “very confident” that they
would improve in the coming year.
Theprimary school, opening inanew

building to serve the growing garrison
town, will begin with a reception class
and three mixed-aged classes but will
grow to a capacity of 420 children.

Children bullied by siblings
more likely to be depressed
Kat Lay

Greg Hurst Education Editor

Children regularly bullied by their
brothers or sisters are twice as likely to
become clinically depressed or harm
themselves as young adults, research
has revealed.
Experts said that the findings showed

the need for parents to intervene to
prevent the effects of sibling rivalries
getting out of hand.
Nearly 3,500 12-year-oldswereasked

whether they had been bullied by their
siblings, and if so, howoften. Theywere
followed up when they reached 18 to
assess their mental health.
They were told that bullying could

mean “when a brother or sister tries to
upset you by saying nasty and hurtful
things, or completely ignores you from
their group of friends, hits, kicks, push-
es or shoves you around, tells lies or
makes up false rumours about you”.
Of those not bullied by a brother or

sister, 6.4 per cent suffered depression
and 7.6 per cent had harmed them-
selves. Of those who had been bullied
several times a week, 12.3 per cent were
clinically depressed and 14 per cent had
harmed themselves.
The link was similar for both boys

and girls, with girls more likely to be
victims and older brothers often the
perpetrators. Bullyingbeganat anaver-
age age of eight andwasmore common
in families with three ormore children.
Lucy Bowes, from the University of

Oxford, lead author of the study, said:
“Victims of sibling bullying are offered
little escape as sibling relationships
endure throughout development.”
Professor Dieter Wolke, from the

University of Warwick, co-author of
the study, said: “It is important that
parents set clear rules about what is
allowed in conflicts and they should in-
tervene consistently when their child-
ren maltreat each other repeatedly.”
The study is published in the journal

Pediatrics. The charity BeatBullying
welcomed its findings. Emma-Jane
Cross, its chief executive and founder,
said: “Being bullied as a child can have
a devastating effect which lasts a
lifetime. Parents who are concerned
about this issue should speak to their
children as early as possible before the
problem escalates.
“It’s important to tackle the underly-

ing issues behind more frequent
bullyingbehaviour rather thandismiss-
ing it as normal sibling rivalry.”

RICHARD LAPPAS

Country house
to host week-long
swingers’ party

A
merican
swingers are
being enticed
to a week
long erotic

party in a Dartmoor
hotel with the promise
that it will be just like
Downton Abbey “only
sexier” (Simon de
Bruxelles writes).
Bovey Castle, once

owned by the
entrepreneur Peter de
Savary, is the venue for
the five-day event hosted
by Shoes Only Travel, an
adult-only travel
company.
News that the hotel

will be taken over by up
to 100 swingers from
around the world has
alarmed some locals.
One member of the
leisure club based at the
hotel said: “I hope this
isn’t a new direction for
the hotel owners. I for
one will be concerned
about getting in the pool
again afterwards.”
The website

advertising the
“Pleasure Castle” event
promises naked pool
parties, sex shows and
even an “erotic golf”
competition. Guests
will pay up to
£5,000 to enjoy
themselves at the
grade II listed
Jacobean-style
mansion and its 275
acres of grounds.
Bovey Castle was

built in 1907 on the
banks of the river
Bovey for the
second Viscount

Hambleden, William
Frederick Danvers
Smith. It is now a luxury
64-bedroom hotel and
golf course.
In its brochure Shoes

Only Travel claims that
the hotel is ‘‘steeped in
romantic literature . . . a
place of striking beauty
and romance”. It adds:
“We have arranged a
private takeover of one
of England’s
most spectacular and
luxurious castle estates.
Think a sexy and erotic
Downton Abbey.” Guests

will hope that the
holiday does not
have closer parallels
with Eyes Wide Shut,
the Stanley Kubrick
thriller, starring
Tom Cruise, which
featured a secret
society orgy in a
mansion.
The five-day

programme gets
under way on

July 5 with a “sexy

renaissance fair on the
lawn”, erotic cabaret and
an “erotic au natural
closest to the pin
challenge”. Bovey Castle
has been a hotel since
1930 when it was owned
by the Great Western
Railway, before being
sold to the British
Transport Commission
in 1948. In the 1990s it
became a haunt for VIPs
and celebrities after a

multimillion-pound
makeover by Mr de
Savary. The present
owners, Rigby Group,
bought the hotel and
golf complex in June
and have announced
plans to spend £2 million
on improvements.
On its website Shoes

Only hints at the
pleasures that await
guests. It promises
shows by the UK’s
“premier erotic dance
troupe” and says: “Most
routines include some
audience participation
but as something
special they are also

creating routines where
the whole audience
gets involved
encouraging them to be
naughty with others
which often leads to
extremely erotic
interludes . . . very HOT!
“Our castle actually

features an entire house
dedicated to your
passionate and sexy side
and will feature a
surprising and exciting
collection of sensuous
activities.”
A spokesman for

Rigby Group, which
promotes the hotel
under its Eden Hotel
collection, confirmed
that it had received an
exclusive-use booking
from a US company. He
added: “As with any
reservation contract we
enter into with a guest,
we are unable to discuss
confidential details of
their booking.”

The “pleasure castle”
holiday will be held at
Bovey Castle. Tom Cruise,
below, in the Stanley
Kubrick thriller
Eyes Wide Shut, which
involved a sex orgy
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Ashya flies to Prague as top judge
criticises the arrest of his parents

Mother stabbed bulldog as it mauled girl to death
The mother of a four-year-old girl
mauled to death by their bulldog wept
as she described to an inquest how she
tried to fight the animal off with a
kitchen knife.
Lexi Branson was killed by the

bulldog, calledMulan, afterhermother,
Jodi Hudson, had bought it for £50
under the impression that it had been a
“very loving and sweet” stray.
Atan inquest intoLexi’s deathyester-

day,MrsHudson, 31, told the hearing at
Loughborough Coroner’s Court that
the pet attacked her daughter at their
home inMountsorrel, Leicestershire, a
month after she took it in.
MrsHudson said that shewaswatch-

ing television with her daughter, who
was off school with an illness, when the
dog “stiffened” and lunged at Lexi.
“She went for her neck and then her

face. I tried to get hold of her back legs
to get her away but that didn’t work,”

she said. “I tried to smash a glass on her
backbut thatdidnothing, Iwas scream-
ing andmy friendNatalie came to see if
she could help.
“She tried to pull the dog off and I

went into the kitchen and grab-
bed the biggest knife I could. I
stabbed the dog more than
once.
“It felt like itwas fiveminutes,

but it can’t have been. Event-
ually that worked and I grabbed
Lexi and took her outside. I
was trying to do CPR and
that was when the para-
medics arrived.”
Lexi was taken to the

Queen’s Medical Centre
in Nottingham but died
of severe facial injuries

and asphyxiation. Dr Roger Malcom-
son, the pathologist, told the inquest
the dog had clamped its jaw round
Lexi’s mouth, causing her to suffocate.

The girl also had “slight injuries to
herhands showing shehad tried to
fight back and had not died in-
stantly”, he said.
It emerged that the dog’s pre-

vious owner had lied to a
Leicester City Council dog war-
den, claiming that it was a stray

as he asked for it to be
taken away.

Detective Ser-
geant Kenny
Henry, a child
abuse investiga-
tor for Leicester-

shire Police, said that
the ownermade the call
after his pet attacked
another dog and he be-
came worried about his
children’s safety. “He said

he called the RSPCA but they told him
they did not rehome dogs so he called
the dog warden and said it was a stray
he had found at a park,” the detective
said.
MrsHudson said that staff atWillow

TreeKennels, where the dogwas taken,
toldher that the dogmight not be suita-
ble around toddlers because of its size,
but not its personality.
“There was never any sign of aggres-

sion,” she told the inquest. “Shewas fine
withLexi, sheused to let her cuddleher.
She even once ran away from a cat
when it hissed at her.”
The kennel’s manager, Alexander

Watts, admitted that he had signed a
formconfirming thatMrsHudson’s cir-
cumstances were suitable for the dog,
despite it being uncompleted.
Lexi’s mother said that no one from

the kennels had visited her home to
check whether the dog should be re-
homed there.
The inquest continues.

Dave Lee
Travis ‘used
panto cloak to
trap women’
David Brown

Georgie Keate

Dave Lee Travis “trapped” women in a
large cloak that hewore inhis role as an
evil uncle during a pantomime, his trial
was told yesterday.
The former BBC radio and television

presenter is accused of indecently as-
saulting a woman in his dressing room
while appearing in Aladdin.
SimonGant, the assistant stageman-

ager, told Southwark crown court that
Mr Travis would use the cloak to trap
women while starring in the panto-
mime alongside the Chuckle Brothers,
who played the Chinese policemen.
“He used to come up behind people

in the wing,” Mr Gant said. “I know it
made people feel uncomfortable but he
would come up behind them and put
the cloak around them.” He said that
the Radio 1 DJ and Top of the Pops pre-
senter had a “threatening presence” in
the “luvvie” environment of the theatre
in Crawley, Sussex, in 1990.
“I got the impression that a lot of

people didn’t feel comfortable with
Dave Lee Travis doing that,” he said.
Mr Travis, 69, is accused of forcing

his hand down the trousers of a woman
who entered his dressing room. It is
claimed that he only stopped when
disturbed by the Chuckle Brothers.
The woman who was allegedly inde-

cently assaulted in the dressing room
told the court that Mr Travis touched
her groin as he put his hand between
her trousers and underwear.
Mr Gant said that he saw the alleged

victimmoments after she left thedress-
ing room. “She wasn’t hysterical but I
think she was shellshocked, as far as I
remember, and that sort of turned into
indignanceand shewasquite shakenby
the end of it,” he said.
He added that details of the alleged

dressing-room incident became com-
mon knowledge among the younger
staff. “I think a lot of the other girls felt
quite . . . threatened is the wrong word,
but wary,”MrGant said. “There was an
understanding amongst them that the
girlswouldn’t be left on their ownorput
in a position where they were on their
own with him.”
The alleged victim, who cannot be

named for legal reasons, told the court
that it was her first job and that Mr
Travis was the star of the show.
She said: “DaveLeeTraviswas stand-

ing against me with his hand on the
door above my head, holding it closed.
I then tried to open it and he then put
his hand down the front ofmy trousers.
I was really frightened. I didn’t know
what was going to happen next. I was
very confused.”
She said that she had not officially

reported the incident, explaining:
“Imagine on your first job accusing the
main star of the show doing something
like that? How is that going to affect
your career?”
She told thecourt that she later found

out that Mr Travis had a “predatory”
reputation in the theatre and said that
male chorus line members would
escort female chorus line members to
protect them.
The DJ is also accused of grabbing a

woman’s breasts outside his dressing
room while appearing in the BBC Two
MrsMerton Show in 1995 and touching
the breasts of a journalist during an
interview at his home in 2008.
Mr Travis, of Aylesbury, Bucking-

hamshire, denies two counts of
indecent assault and one count of
sexual assault.
The trial continues.

Frances Gibb, Dominic Kennedy

Ashya King arrived in the Czech
Republic yesterday to have proton-
beamtreatment forhisbrain tumour, as
a High Court judge condemned the
arrest warrant brought against his
parents for alleged cruelty.
AfterAshya,who is five, was flownby

private jet from Spain, doctors said that
he could begin proton-beam therapy as
soon as next week.
When he was refused the treatment

on the NHS, his parents, Brett and
NaghemehKing, tookhim fromSouth-
ampton General Hospital without tell-
ing staff on August 28, leading to an
internationalmanhunt that endednear
Malaga.
The couple had been seeking the

private treatment, which can be direct-
ed with greater precision than other
forms of radiotherapy.
Mr Justice Baker said yesterday that

in most cases the parents “are the best
people tomakedecisions about a child”.
The judge said that it had not been in

theboy’sbest interests tobe left alone in
a Spanish hospital for days while his
mother and father were held in prison.
In a strong rebuke to the justice

system for treating theKings as potent-
ial criminals, the judge said that he
wishedAshya a good recovery and sent
best wishes to his “loving parents”.
Senior politicians have so far avoided

attacking officials over the fiasco, with
David Cameron saying only that there
hadbeenaneed for “commonsense”, so
the rebuke from the family division of
the High Court was particularly sting-
ing. The judge, who had access to the
full facts of the case, praised both
Southampton General for raising the
alarmwhenAshya vanished andPorts-
mouthcouncil for seeking thewardship
order to protect Ashya’s welfare.
He said: “The state has no powers to

interfere with parental responsibility
unless the child is suffering or likely to
suffer significant harm. There was no
reason to stand in thewayof theparents’
proposals. There is no reason for this
court or any other public authority to
interfere with their decision.”
The judge said that his first guiding

principlehadbeenwhatwas in theboy’s
best interests. He also had to take
account of human rights, namely the
boy’s right to life and right to a private
and family life. The third fundamental

principle of family lawwas that respon-
sibility for making decisions about a
child rested with his parents.
The medical staff had “understanda-

bly” been very concernedwhen the boy
was taken andwhen the local authority
was informed, there were reasonable
grounds for believing that hewas at risk
of significant harm, he said.
The judge said he was sure that they

acted “entirely correctly”. However, he
added that while he made “no com-
ment” as to the obtaining of the Euro-
peanarrestwarrant bypolice andprose-
cutors, a consequence was that “the boy
was separated from his parents and left

alone forseveraldaysataSpanishhospi-
tal. It was not in his best interests to be
separated in such circumstances.”
He said that he had decided to lift the

wardship after hearing the treatment
plans outlined last Friday at a hearing
via a telephone link with the parents.
The hospital trust did not oppose the

plan in principle.
The judge concluded: “It only re-

mains for me to express the hope,
which I am sure is shared by everyone
in court and all those who read this
judgment, that Ashyamakes a good re-
covery. We all send our best wishes to
Ashya and his loving parents.”

DAVID W CERNY / REUTERS

After being flown in by private jet, Ashya arrives at the hospital in Prague where he will receive proton beam treatment

Naghemeh King tends Ashya who
may start the treatment next week

Lexi Branson was
watching television
when the bulldog
lunged at her
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Recently retired couples have
more money than they need

Couples who have retired in the past
decade have farmoremoney than they
need for their retirement, according to
a report that challenges claims of wide-
spread pensioner poverty.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies said

that its researchers had devised amore
accurate way of calculating whether
the pension funds and savings accumu-
lated by people were enough to pay for
a comfortable retirement. Their find-
ings revealed that92per centof couples
born in the 1940s had much more
money than they needed to maintain
their standard of living once they had
stopped work.
The average amount of cash left over

in retirement pots after spending on
essentials was covered was more than
£220,000— enough to buy an annuity,
or income for life, generating £7,000 a
year.
Even when property, often the big-

gest asset a couple have, was taken out
of the equation the surplus was typical-
ly more than £120,000.
The IFS said that the newmethod for

calculating the “adequacy of retire-
ment resources” provided amore accu-
rate reflection of what retired people
needed to live on than previous meas-
ures as it adjusted for the lower tax bills
that come with retirement, that child-
renareno longer as financially depend-
ent as they were, and the reduced need
to save.
Cormac O’Dea, a senior research

economist at the IFS and one of the
authors of a new report on the subject,
claimed that this generation was better
off than had been thought amid stories
of fuel and food poverty.
“The largemajority of couples reach-

ing state pension age in recent years
have more wealth than necessary to
maintain their standards of living into
retirement,” he said. “This is a cohort
that has ended up saving more than
they needed for retirement.”
However,Mr O’Dea added, “the

picture for future generationsmay look
quite different”.
Experts have warned that those now

coming up to retirement have far
smaller pensions and have saved less,
meaning that many more will have to
carry on working.

Rosemary Bennett
Social Affairs Correspondent

DRUSILLAS PARK

Stamp duty rise gives wealthy buyers the jitters
Kathryn Hopkins

Increases in stamp duty and the
prospect of a mansion tax have damp-
ened demand for some of the capital’s
most expensive homes.
Over 50 per cent of homes worth

more than £2million in central
London’smost exclusiveboroughswere
withdrawn from the market in the first
half of 2014, according to research by
Lonres and Dataloft. Anthony Payne,

managing director of Lonres, said that
part of this was down to the fact that
homebuyerswhopurchased properties
worthmore than £2millionhavehad to
pay stamp duty at 7 per cent since
March 2012.
Recent figures from the Office for

National Statistics showed that stamp
duty receipts from property topped
£1billion in just one month — July —
for the first time since before the finan-
cial crisis. At the same time, both La-

bour and the Liberal Democrats have
pledged to introduce a mansion tax if
they win the forthcoming general
election, which has scared some
would-be buyers off from purchasing
expensive properties. Mr Payne told
the Financial Times it was “little
surprise” that the market had slowed.
A separate study from Knight Frank

showed that a faltering recovery in the
eurozone has led to the return of safe-
haven inflows into London property.

Watching you watching us Red panda cubs Anmar, left, and his sister, Mya, take
their first look at life outside of their nest box at Drusillas Park zoo, in Sussex
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There’s a negative mood behind the Yes surge
Alex Salmond and Nigel Farage are both benefiting from disillusion with theWestminster elite felt by the ‘left behinds’

‘I
was looking forward to us
growing old together. Me and
you growing old and dying
together,” says the protagonist
of David Nicholls’ new novel

Us. “Douglas,” replies his wife
Connie, “who in their right mind
would look forward to that?”
If the bestselling One Day was

about the development of a romance,
its follow-up, long-listed for the Man
Booker prize, takes a marriage of 25
years as its starting point. When
Connie, an artist, tells Douglas, a
scientist, that she thinks their
relationship has run its course, just
as their teenage son prepares to
leave home, he plans a grand tour of
Europe to try to hold the family
together. Hotels are booked, rail
tickets bought, gallery opening times
researched with military precision,
but emotions soon disrupt the
schedule. The book is about the
tension between head and heart,
optimism and pessimism, security
and freedom, the future and the past.
As I read it, I couldn’t help

thinking of the Scottish referendum
campaign.
It has become a cliché to say that

this is a battle between head and
heart, a clash between Alistair
Darling’s carefully costed warnings
about the risks of independence and
Alex Salmond’s “just imagine what
we could do” rhetoric about the
possibilities of separation. The No
camp has been characterised as
“project fear” in contrast to the “yes

we can” optimism of the pro-
independence campaign.
In fact, Mr Salmond is playing on

negative emotions at least as much
as he is cultivating positive
enthusiasm. Behind the swirling
saltires and rolling moors, his
campaign rails against the “shackles”
of the current long-term relationship
every bit as much as it promotes the
benefits of separation.
As the referendum nears, the SNP

is exploiting, with ruthless efficiency,
hostility to the London political
establishment that is widespread
across the country, but particularly
intense in Scotland. All it took for
Mr Salmond to tip the audience
against Mr Darling in the second
television debate was to describe the
former chancellor as a representative
of “Westminster” — the pantomime
villain word in the independence
campaign. The discussion about
what currency an independent
Scotland might use was dismissed by
the SNP as “bluff and bluster” by a
“Westminster elite”.
Mr Salmond’s strategy in the final

days of the campaign is to lump all
the national parties together under a
single “out of touch” banner. “Labour
people in Scotland are turning their
back on the Westminster elite,” he
said last week, “and that includes Ed
Miliband.” It is a message that hits
home. According to YouGov’s latest
opinion poll, the Labour and Tory
leaders are equally mistrusted in
Scotland. Only 23 per cent say that
they believe Mr Cameron or Mr
Miliband’s statements — a little over
half the proportion who have faith in

Mr Salmond. If George Osborne and
Gordon Brown think they can win
over Scots by promising more
devolution after a “no” vote they are
missing the point. This is not about
tax-raising powers but trust.
There is a parallel with Ukip,

which is also capitalising on public
anger with the mainstream parties.
Although Nigel Farage will travel to
Scotland this week to urge people to
vote “no” to independence, he, like
Mr Salmond, is a skilful politician
who is exploiting the anti-politics
mood. Just as the SNP leader
portrays separation as the miracle
cure to everything from austerity to
corruption, so Ukip insists that EU
withdrawal is the solution to every ill.
It is no coincidence that the

predominantly male, white working-
class voters who are turning to Ukip
in places such as Clacton are similar
to those deciding to vote “yes” in
Dundee and Glasgow in the final
weeks of the referendum campaign.
Working-class Scots are swinging
towards independence in greater
number than any others, with 56 per
cent saying they intend to vote “yes”
compared with 41 per cent at the
start of the summer. These are the
“left-behind” voters, identified by the
academics Matthew Goodwin and
Robert Ford in their book Revolt on
the Right, who are most likely to
support Ukip and also feel that they
have nothing to lose from a radical
change in Scotland. The real divide is
no longer between left and right,
north and south, rural and urban —
or indeed England and Scotland —
but between those who have thrived
under globalisation and those who
feel they have suffered from it.
Although Ukip and the SNP offer

very different kinds of nationalism,
both are exploiting anger and
anxiety for their own ends. There is a
reason why the Yes campaign tells

voters: “If you think a bunch of toffs
from Eton will make better decisions
for us, then vote No”, just as Mr
Farage attacks the “public school
boys” running the country. Mr
Cameron, Mr Miliband and Nick
Clegg, all of whom fit the stereotype
of the metropolitan elite so perfectly,
are the worst possible leaders to try
to counter the insurgent mood
among those whom the system has
failed.
The cynicism about politics has

been compounded by a crisis of
confidence at Westminster. As voters
crave more honesty and openness
from their politicians, so the party
machines insist on ever greater
discipline. MPs who want promotion
must remain “boring snoring” and
troop loyally through the Commons
division lobbies under instruction

from their party whips. No wonder
record numbers of those elected in
2010 are standing down after only
one term, disillusioned by the
constraints imposed on them and
unwilling to make the sacrifices
required in their family lives.
Meanwhile, the government finds

it impossible to endorse a pay rise for
MPs, even though it has been
recommended by an independent
watchdog, and the Speaker tries to
appoint an Australian bureaucrat as
clerk of the House of Commons, a

constitutional as well as an executive
role. There is a whiff of self-loathing
in the parliamentary system itself.
The crisis of trust in Westminster

politics now risks driving the UK
apart. Mr Miliband— who will be
the first party leader to make
his conference speech after the
referendum result is known— intends
to acknowledge the wider implications
of the independence campaign.
“The reason why Ukip has done

well in the European elections and
the reason why people in Scotland
may vote Yes is because they’re
utterly alienated and sick of
Westminster politics as normal,” says
one Labour strategist. He is right.
Things have to change — whatever
the referendum result.

Alex Salmond portrays separation
as the miracle cure for every ill
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Today Dry across most of northwestern Europe, but showers and thunderstorms elsewhere. Max 32C (90F), min 0C (32F)
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Alicante 30 Sunny
Amsterdam 16 Shower
Athens 28 Sunny
Barcelona 25 Thunder
Belgrade 29 Sunny
Berlin 20 Cloudy
Brussels 19 Shower
Bucharest 29 Sunny
Budapest 26 Sunny
Corfu 25 Sunny
Faro 23 Sunny
Florence 27 Sunny
Frankfurt 21 Cloudy
Geneva 24 Thunder
Gibraltar 29 Sunny

Helsinki 18 Shower
Innsbruck 20 Shower
Istanbul 26 Sunny
Lanzarote 23 Sunny
Las Palmas 24 Sunny
Lisbon 21 Fair
Madeira 25 Thunder
Madrid 28 Sunny
Majorca 27 Thunder
Malaga 31 Sunny
Malta 27 Thunder
Milan 26 Thunder
Moscow 21 Fair
Munich 22 Thunder
Naples 25 Thunder

Nice 26 Fair
Nicosia 27 Rain
Oslo 14 Rain
Paris 22 Cloudy
Prague 21 Shower
Reykjavik 11 Shower
Rhodes 26 Sunny
Rome 28 Thunder
Salzburg 22 Thunder
St Petersburg 19 Sunny
Stockholm 17 Rain
Tenerife 23 Sunny
Venice 27 Sunny
Vienna 25 Shower
Warsaw 22 Rain

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C

thetimes.co.uk

Noon today

Northern France, the Low Countries,
southern Germany, western Poland
Mainly dry, but rather cloudy with the best of the
warmth and sunshine across northern France.
Maximum 27C (81F), minimum 7C (45F).

The Dinaric and Pindus Mountains, the Alps
Bright intervals, but mostly cloudy with scattered
heavy showers, some with hail and thunder.
Maximum 20C (68F), minimum 0C (32F).

Southeastern France, eastern Spain, Italy,
the Balkans, the Mediterranean islands
Very warm and humid with sunny spells and
scattered thunderstorms. Localised flooding is
possible. Maximum 32C (90F), minimum 9C (48F).

Southwestern France, western Spain,
Portugal, Ukraine, Belarus
Mainly dry and feeling very warm with sunny

spells, but a lot of cloud developing in places.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 6C (43F).

Scandinavia, northern Germany, Slovakia,
eastern Poland, the Baltic states,
western Russia, Czech Republic
Mostly cloudy with scattered showers or spells of
rain and only a few brighter spells.
Maximum 21C (70F), minimum 0C (32F).

British Isles
Largely dry with some long sunny spells in
southern England and Wales, but cloudier across
northern England, Scotland and Northern Ireland
with the small chance of an isolated shower.
Maximum 22C (72F), minimum 3C (37F).

Outlook
Rain and showers will continue across central
Europe, drier in France and northern Europe.
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Melanie Reid Notebook

The US mid-terms are a charade being fought out in front of voters who couldn’t give a damn

A poll America’s unloved politicians can’t win

I
bring you breaking news about
America’s mid-term
congressional elections, for which
serious campaigning has just got
under way. It is news that

breathless TV anchors know in their
hearts, but cannot bring themselves
to utter.
These elections matter not one jot.

They will determine nothing. No
great questions will be settled, no
new courses charted. They are a
dead rubber, an answer without a
question, an irrelevance in a world of
momentous events.
I exaggerate — but not much.

Mid-term elections can be hugely
significant: the polls of 2006 brought
to an end the Bush era two years
before the man himself was ushered
out of the White House.
They were also, it is less well

remembered, the first elections in
which social media coverage resulted
in the implosion of a major candidate.
George Allen was the Republican
senator from Virginia who was
thought likely to be the party’s next
presidential choice, but he insulted
someone who had a camcorder
(seriously) and they put it online and
history was made: Mr Allen lost and
has never made it back.
This year no such surprises lurk.

The Republicans will keep control of

the House of Representatives. They
may or may not win control of the
Senate — if they manage the net
gain of six seats that they need, the
result will be even greater deadlock;
if things stay the same the result will
be, ahem, the same deadlock that we
have at the moment.
Oh yes, Republicans would end up

chairing the committees if they won
and they would have the chance to
make life trickier for the president,
but, hey, life is already as tricky as
the most challenge-hungry president
could want. As he wandered through
Stonehenge the other day Mr
Obama was not, I suspect, tormented
by the prospect of a change in who
chairs the farming committee of
America’s upper house.
Americans know that these

elections are dull — they can see the
weariness in the pundits’ eyes. The
political nation is going through the

motions, but no hearts are in it. In
North Carolina there have been
35,500 TV adverts for one or other of
the two candidates for the vacant
senate seat, according to the Centre
for Responsive Politics. But as one
reporter put it last week, in a tone of
ill-concealed hurt: “North Carolina
voters seem largely uninterested.”
In fact, the Centre for the Study of

the American Electorate suggests
that the poll in November might
make history as the lowest turnout
for a mid-term election.

One thing is certain, whichever
party voters plump for. Americans
despise the whole political class and
have no trust in their ability to do
anything to lift the mood of national
gloom.
It is telling that the Republicans,

on the eve of an election that might
give them a clean sweep of Congress,
have an approval rating in a recent
NBC poll of only 29 per cent.
Around the nation, barricades are
unmanned. And it is not a question
of promises being disbelieved —
there are not many promises being
made by Republicans or Democrats
that haven’t been made before with
various degrees of seriousness.
The Republicans complain about

the president’s healthcare reforms
but have a piecemeal approach to

replacing them. They talk about his
hesitancy in world affairs but — as I
have noted before in these pages —
the most concerted and coherent
push for a more muscular
confrontational approach to the
world comes not from the
Republicans, but from his former
secretary of state, Hillary Clinton.
And the president, where is he

while this charade is played out?
Well, very few Democrats trying to

hang on to Senate seats want him to
drop by. He is electorally toxic. He
raises money (he is still good at that)
but not voters’ enthusiasm. He seems
to many Americans to be genuinely
semi-detached from the politics of
the nation. Democrats in Congress
say he has little contact with them.
Tomorrow he addresses America on
the subject of Islamic State. He needs
to be at his most persuasive. He
needs to charm, to cajole, to
energise, to invigorate. And yet in a
recent interview he seemed more
defensive than ever, sniffily
conceding that he “should have
anticipated the optics”, before
deciding to carry on with a game of
golf after the beheading of James
Foley. And did he really say this:
“There are days where I’m not
getting enough sleep, because we’ve
got a lot on our plate.” And this:
“What I’d love is a vacation from the
press.”
A mid-term poll that pits unloved

politicians against other unloved
politicians and a president who
seems to feel as if he is the unloved
in chief. A perfect storm of ennui in
a nation where cheery problem
solving is — was — its most
attractive trait.

Obama should have “anticipated the
optics” before carrying on with his golf

The nation is going
through the motions
but hearts aren’t in it

Fines for skipping
school are to raise
cash, not standards
Ross Clark

I
magine if the state school system
imposed the same standards on
itself as it imposes on parents.
Never a lesson would be lost to
spurious training courses, never a

day lost to strikes: not when teachers
faced a £120 fine for skipping school.
But then who ever believed that

councils taking advantage of the
Education (Pupil Registration)
(England) (Amendment) Regulations
2013, which empowers them to fine
parents £120 for taking their children
out of school for family holidays,
were motivated by the desire to raise
standards rather than revenue?
Yesterday Essex county council

dropped court proceedings against
James and Dana Haymore, who had
refused to pay a £120 fine for taking
their eldest son out of his
Chelmsford primary school so that
he could attend his grandfather’s
memorial service in the US. The
Haymores could have been fined
£1,000 or gone to jail had they lost.
If officials believe that the boy’s

education has been compromised, and
want to set an example, why didn’t
they fight on? The council has acted
like one of those cowboy parking
companies that hand out tickets willy-
nilly in the knowledge that most
recipients meekly pay up, but which
quietly drop the threat of prosecution
when faced with an actual court case.
Deprived of the right to increase

council tax by more than 2 per cent
without a referendum, councils are
raising revenue by whatever means
they can. Thus they send out litter
and parking wardens, some on
incentive schemes, to hand out as
many fines as possible. It doesn’t stop
with fines for term-time holidays; in
Milton Keynes parents have been
fined £120 if children are 15 minutes
late for school.
If you want to stop parents taking

advantage of cheaper term-time
holidays, a £120 fine is not nearly
enough — not for middle-class
families who like fancy holidays. Stay
at the Animal Kingdom Lodge at
Disneyland, Florida, in half-term
week and it costs £1,240 per person;
two weeks later it is £892. It works
out far cheaper to go in term time,
and treat the fine as a holiday
expense rather like air passenger
duty.
I don’t see what was wrong with

the previous rules, where head
teachers could use their discretion to
grant term-time absences of up to
two weeks. But if you really wanted
to stop term-time holidays you
would forget about fines and instead
shift children who take frequent
term-time holidays to the bottom of
the pile when it comes to allocating
places at schools.

Selfish Scots
don’t know
how lucky
they are

W
e live in strange
times, and never
more so north of the
border. Of the many
ironies that abound,

the biggest one for me is the sight of
desperate refugees storming the
ferries in Calais and clinging to the
axles of HGVs. They who have
nothing are, literally, risking their
lives to get to the UK.
At the opposite end of the United

Kingdom, meanwhile, a significant
rump of the population, one that has
pretty much everything, wishes to
leave. For one group, the UK
represents nirvana, offering stability,
prosperity and a life worth living. For
the other, the UK is the yoke of
oppression, denying them freedom,
self-determination and prosperity.
Look at it through the eyes of

those poor benighted Eritreans or
Somalis fleeing genuine persecution
or poverty, and Scottish nationalism’s
gripes are supremely first-world

problems: ones born of the luxury of
peace, a welfare state, rock-solid
democracy and romantic indulgence.
What spoilt, selfish, childlike fools

those Scots are, the homeless refugee
might think, had he energy to notice.
Why cast themselves off from what
two thirds of the world craves? They
simply don’t have a clue how lucky
they are.
And he’d be right.

Definitely maybe

Every roadside No poster in fields
between my home and Glasgow
has been vandalised, an

unpleasant message of violence and
denial of democracy. The
divisiveness of the independence
referendum— the prevailing
menace of the “if you’re not with us,
you’re against us” sentiment on the
Yes side — is genuinely troubling
many people I know, nationalists
among them. When it comes to
subversion, I much prefer the
Maybe poster spotted in one
upstairs window.

Soft skills

Behind the heat
and insanity of
the

referendum,
I ought to
stress that
normal life
continues.

And there are far more cut-throat
competitions than that between Yes
and No. Oh yes indeed.
Last weekend was a favourite date

for local horticultural shows, that
fabulous late summer ritual for rural
communities, when village halls are
taken over by age-old rivalries and
giant vegetables.
As ever, the incomers (people, that

is, who arrived less than 20 years
ago) make their best flower
arrangements and polish the most

symmetrical apples from
ancient trees — and
are allowed to fill the
minor placings.
Meanwhile

serious battle is
joined between the

village
elders,
who
contest
the cup

for the magnitude of their leeks and
the perfection of their dahlias.
I am pleased to report that a friend

and her partner topped the class for
misshapen vegetables, with two
gloriously suggestive home-grown
carrots joined at the top with a fat
little offshoot in-between, and for
soft toy class, plus best exhibit in
show with a knitted elephant.
Some of the most important

victories are beyond politics.

Salty humour

One of the things I treasure
most about Scotland is the wit
— sharp, dark, dry, frequently

surreal. I trust it will flourish,
whatever happens next week. Last
weekend I was on Arran, one of
those west coast islands where the
locals derive most of their
entertainment watching mainland
visitors come and go. Parked outside
a placid seaside hotel was a black
Ferrari bearing a personalised
numberplate, ALG1. The car was
creating a stir among the island’s
menfolk, for such exotic beasts rarely
if ever risk their undercarriage on
the steep ramps of Caledonian
MacBrayne’s ro-ro ferries.
Late that night, as we left the

hotel, a scruffy local was staggering
home from the pub. “Aye,” he called
as he passed. Perhaps to us. Perhaps
to the moon. “My Ferrari’s got algae
on it too.”

It is still cheaper to pay
up than to go on
holiday at peak times

@justinonweb
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So we’re agreed: animals have to be hunted
It’s not cruel to kill creatures that destroy the environment and whose numbers are out of control – it’s responsible

W
hat is it that the Bible
says about there
being joy in Heaven
over one sinner that
repenteth? Praise the

Lord, the TV naturalist Chris
Packham has seen the light!
Previously a staunch opponent of

field sports, he has now recanted,
and advocates the culling of species
whose presence in too great a
number threatens the health of other
species and the environment as a
whole. He is even prepared to take
money off people who are willing to
pay to participate in the cull.
Oh, glorious. These are the

commonsense views of traditional
countryside management. Welcome
to the fold, Chris. May others follow
your example. They will be received
into the rural church with open
arms.
During the 13 years that I was

editor of Country Life, beginning in
1993, barely a week seemed to go by
when hunting wasn’t in the news.

Famously, more parliamentary time
was spent debating the Hunting Act
2004 than the invasion of Iraq. Since
then, tempers have cooled. Tony
Blair himself has admitted the act
was a mistake. I don’t suppose the
change has been all on one side.
People excited by the thrill of the
chase when they are young
sometimes develop a more generous
view of the quarry after they have
swapped hunting boots for fireside
slippers. The Duke of Edinburgh
swapped hunting big game with a
gun for a camera. Like cheese and
wine, attitudes mature with age.
But among conservationists the

idea that the environment as a whole
would be better if top predators

could be controlled more vigorously
has begun to take hold. Top
predators are those that are not
themselves preyed on in the wild.
Although we have got used to the
highlands of Scotland in their
present state — the purple heather
that clothes them is conventionally
regarded as beautiful — they have
become something of an ecological
desert. Little can grow beneath that

pretty heather. Almost nothing
survives of the great Caledonia forest
that once teemed with species. Any
plant or tree that succeeds in
germinating on the compacted
riverbanks is apt to be nibbled away
as soon as it shows itself above
ground. Why? Because deer numbers
have run riot. The deer’s only
predator is man. Bring back the wolf.
Packham singles out mink as an

animal that should be killed. That’s
an easy target. Mink are an alien
species that managed to get
established along British rivers in the
second half of the 20th century after
some escaped from mink farms. Very
successful hunters, mink destroyed
the habitat of “dear old Ratty”, the
water vole, whose numbers
plummeted as a result.
More vexed is the case of the

badger. Badgers became a protected
species in the 1970s, largely to stop
the barbaric practice of badger
baiting. Since then the population
has boomed, with dire results not
only for dairy farmers, who believe
that they spread bovine TB, but for
the adorable hedgehog. They can rip
open curled-up hedgehogs with their
strong paws, before eating their
insides. I’m told that the screams of
the hedgehog are frightful.
The case is not always clear-cut.

Arguments rage over magpies. Lovers
of songbirds are apt to attribute the

decline of the flocks in their gardens
to the presence of magpies, which eat
the eggs in their nests. They are
distressed to see sparrowhawks
swooping down on the robins and
blue tits, as they peck on the bird
feeders. In theory, predator numbers
should be determined by the
availability of prey. As songbirds
become rarer, so should the species
that eat them. The jury is out.

That theory does not apply to
creatures who scavenge on black
binliners full of food waste. Urban
foxes are fed by their admirers,
despite the danger of such large wild
animals roaming city streets.
In the countryside, foxes lead a

different existence. They have to
fend for themselves. But rich
pickings are to be found in chicken
coops and around duck ponds, where
foxes kill not just the birds they want
to eat but as many as they can get
their teeth into, in a kind of frenzy.
Too many foxes are a bad thing.

On the other hand, everybody wants
to see some in the countryside. It’s a
paradox. Best is that the fittest
should survive — the ones that were

fast enough to escape the pursuing
hounds. The old and the weak are
the ones who do most damage to
poultry because they’re too slow to
catch rabbits. Well, that was the
argument for old-fashioned hunting
with hounds, which is now illegal. It’s
a can of worms, but Packham’s
change of heart suggests that it
should perhaps be reopened.
The old Packham was a

sentimentalist. His heart bled for the
fate of the individual animals that
found themselves in the hunter’s
sights. The new Packham recognises
that some animals must be killed for
the good of their species — to
improve the stock — and for the
good of the environment as a whole.
The two sides of this emotionally

charged subject ought to find
common ground. Both love animals.
The real enemy is the uncontrolled
development that is compromising so
many rural places. The best country
for hunting is open — a landscape of
woods, pasture, hedges or stone
walls, sweeping vistas without a road
or shopping mall in sight. Those are
also the places that townspeople
most enjoy visiting. In planning
terms, rural Britain is now the Wild
West. Whatever the state of hunting,
to developers it’s open season.

Clive Aslet is editor at large of Country
Life and author of The Birdcage

Badgers can rip open
curled-up hedgehogs
with their strong paws

Little remains of the
Caledonia forest – deer
numbers have run riot
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Leading articles

Max Factor
The United Kingdom’s three main unionist parties have approached devo-max in a
manner both incoherent and panicky, but that does not mean it is a bad idea

It is increasinglyplausible thatninedays fromnow
Scotland will express its desire to be an independ-
ent country. Finally waking up to the prospect of
losing this referendum, the threemain parties are
preparing to announce plans for further devolu-
tion, dubbed “devo-max”. This carries a whiff of
desperation, which may be well earned. Yet the
prospect of devo-max is one that even the most
autonomy-inclined Scot should not dismiss light-
ly. Had it been on the ballot as a third option, as
was once mooted, they might even have been in-
clined to vote for it.
Independence cuts two ways. Severing the link

with the rest of the United Kingdom will indeed
give theHolyroodparliament significantlygreater
powers. Yet there are many other powers, cur-
rently the preserve ofWestminster, that would ef-
fectively remain so. Devo-max, whatever its
shape, would give Scots a vote at Westminster.
Under independence they would have none. Yet
the House of Commons, now blind to Scottish in-
terests, would continue to affect them.
A good example is currency. Alex Salmond’s

best-case scenario, as outlined in the Scottish gov-
ernment’s white paper, is that of a currency union.
Even if this should come to pass (and the leaders
of all main parties have sworn that it should not)

itwouldbeaunionoverwhelminglydominatedby
the remainder of the United Kingdom. Here you
would find 91.6 per cent of those who used such a
currency and 100 per cent of thosewith the power
to cast votes about it.
It would be the British chancellor of the exche-

quer who had dominant (and perhaps exclusive)
responsibility for appointing the governor of the
Bank of England. Scottish voters would have had
no say in electing his government, and nor would
their elected representativesbeable toholdhimto
account. Mr Salmond’s presumed Plan B — of
“sterlingisation” or thePanama solution; using the
pound without any attachment to it — has the
same problem to an even greater extent.
The same would be true in other areas, albeit

less tangibly. Westminster would continue to es-
tablish the business and fiscal environment of the
British mainland, leaving Holyrood capable only
of responding. In terms of tax, Scotland would be
free only to go down, with any increase running
the risk of an exodus across the easy, open borders
that an independent Scotland would wish for.
These borders, indeed, may bring their own

problems. Scotland also desires — indeed, re-
quires — greater levels of immigration than the
rest of theUK, but a largerneighbourmaybewary

of offering an easy route in. Again, inWestminster
Scottish considerations would matter not at all.
The exact nature of any devo-max offering dif-

fers amongall threemainparties.Yet thenotionof
vastly more powers being devolved to Holyrood
should highlight the argument that independence
may actually represent a sacrifice of wider influ-
ence by Scotland. Scotsmaywell decide that there
is a certain logic tomatters fiscal, foreign andmili-
tary being largely handled at aUK-wide levelwith
Scottish influence, with expenditure, law and
social policy being the preserve of amassively de-
volved government. Or they may conclude that,
whether they have a vote or not, this is likely to be
what effectively would happen anyway.
A week from now, many may conclude that

David Cameron committed a terrible blunder in
keeping devo-max from a ballot paper, and could
have saved his cherished Union by including it.
Certainly some may wonder at the logic of this if,
as is now claimed, the plan was always to concede
devo-max all along.
Yet the haphazard birth of these proposals,

along with their utterly chaotic championing by
the increasingly incoherent Better Together cam-
paign, shouldnot blindScots to thepossibility that
they might actually be a good idea.

Accountability
The grooming scandal will haunt Rotherham until those who let it happen go

When the police and crime commissioner for
South Yorkshire appears today before the House
of Commons’ home affairs select committee he
will almost certainly be asked why he has not
resigned. There is no good answer.
Before being elected to the £85,000-a-year job

of holding South Yorkshire Police to account,
ShaunWrightwas for five years in charge of child-
ren’s services at Rotherham Council. In those five
years hundreds of children in Rotherham were
cruelly abusedbygroominggangs, largelyofPaki-
stani origin. The city’s mainly Labour councillors
were briefed on what was known of the abuse at a
seminar in 2005. Mr Wright, who has told the
select committee in written evidence that he did
not meet victims of such abuse while on the
council, is now alleged to have heard detailed
descriptions of sex crimes in a face-to-face meet-
ing with victims soon after taking charge of child-
ren’s services. According to one of those victims,
he looked shocked but did nothing.
MrWright failed utterly to protect the children

for whom he was ultimately responsible. He may
already have misled parliament about what he

knew and when. His continuing in post now only
adds to the sufferingof childrenwhohave suffered
too much. He owes it to them to resign at once.
Two senior figures have stepped down since last

month’s independent report on the Rotherham
scandal, which condemned the council and con-
firmed the findings of a 2012 investigation by The
Times. Roger Stone resigned at once as leader of
the council and Martin Kimber announced his
resignation yesterday as chief executive.
The council needed new leadership “to enable

the town to recover more quickly”, Mr Kimber
said. Full recovery, however, requires full disclo-
sure and full accountability. The council’s new
leadership cannot include JoyceThacker, director
of children’s services for the past five years, who
like MrWright remains in post despite presiding
over years of appalling neglect.
Like Mr Wright, Ms Thacker must go. Her

replacement must then root out what the home
secretary has called the “institutionalised polit-
ical correctness” that turned a deaf ear to the
grooming gangs’ victims for fear of being labelled
racist. Labour, whichhas long dominatedRother-

ham council, must square up to the charge that it
condoned systemic abuse because the perpetra-
tors came from one of its core constituencies.
Five men have so far been convicted for sex

crimes in Rotherham, but many known abusers
have never been arrested or charged and past vic-
tims claim police were often too close to gang
members to do their jobs. Any new head of child-
ren’s services must tackle any police foot-drag-
ging head on, put party politics aside and cam-
paign actively for further prosecutions wherever
the evidence suggests they are warranted.
Rotherham needs truth and reconciliation, but

first it needs justice. The public will have little
faith in the judicial process as long as MrWright
remainspolice andcrimecommissioner. If noone
else could do his job there might be a practical
case for letting him keep it, but he is entirely
replaceable.Hehas boosted funding for child pro-
tection work, but that is the least that Rother-
ham’s children deserve. The moral case for Mr
Wright to step down, in any case, is overwhelm-
ing. He may think it is somehow heroic to resist
pressure fromall sides. In this case, it is cowardice.

Scotch Egg
The lovely news of a royal baby could help the campaign to save the Union

TheDuke of Cambridge clearly has everything in
perspective. “It’s important,” he pointed out, “that
we all focus on the big news, the big international
and domestic things that are going on at the
moment. That’s what my thoughts are.”
Even though his thoughts are clearly with the

tightening polls in the Scottish referendum, it is
still worth pausing to note that the union of the
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge seems to be in
good working order.
Kensington Palace yesterday revealed that the

royal couple were expecting their second child
and, entering the category of slightly toomuch in-

formation, that the duchess was suffering from
severe sickness.
However, with the Better Together campaign

struggling to find an argument that holds up its
dwindling support, itmight be time to announce a
series of royal-themed Scottishness to symbolise
the joys of the Union. It’s all very well demanding
independence and a separate currency but who
can resist a new baby?
So, if Prince William’s thoughts really are on

important political questions perhaps he could
helpout?Hecould start bypromising that thenew
babywill be given an appropriately Scottish name.

PerhapsAlastair orGordonorCameronorBlair if
it’s a boy. If it’s a girl how about Elspeth, orMorag
or JK?
Little King Blair orQueen Elspethwould be the

fourth in line to the throne and the Earl and
Countess of Strathearn, graduates both of St
Andrews University, might then offer an address
to the nation in which they read from Robert
Burns’s A Poet’s Welcome to his Love-Begotten
Daughter: “For if thou be, what I would hae thee/
And tak the counsel I shall gie thee/ I’ll never rue
my trouble wi’ thee/ The cost nor shame on’t/ But
be a lovingFather to thee/Andbrag thenameo’ t.”

Daily Universal Register

UK: Bank of England governor Mark
Carney speaks at the annual TUC Congress;
the shortlist for the Man Booker Prize is
announced; the inaugural Higgs Prize is
presented by Professor Peter Higgs to
Scotland’s finest young physicists
US: Apple is expected to unveil a new
iPhone at a launch event in California
World: Third ‘supermoon’ of 2014 visible

The insects we call
daddy-long-legs are
now flying about
everywhere. Their
botanical name is
crane flies. They
seem to bumble

about, and often pile up in the porches of
houses. They are like large mosquitoes with
gauzy wings and very long legs, but they do
not bite. Their legs easily fall off, and they
only live for about two weeks, during which
time they mate, and the female lays her eggs
in muddy grass. The adults are entertaining
to watch, and do no harm to anybody, but
their larvae are a different matter. Known as
leatherjackets, their grubs live in the soil,
and eat the roots of grass and other plants.
They can produce dry brown patches on
lawns and cricket pitches, and there was a
time when they ravaged Lord’s cricket
ground. Starlings poke their beak into lawns
to eat them, and get rid of many of them.
Another creature that is sometimes called a
daddy-long-legs is the harvestman. This is
an arachnid and also has very long legs and
moves at great speed. It looks alarming, but
is no more dangerous than the crane fly.
derwent may

Lady (Juliet) Townsend,
pictured, lord-lieutenant
of Northamptonshire
(1998-2014), 73; Professor
Lord (Bill) Bradshaw,
senior visiting research
fellow, Centre for Socio-
Legal Studies, Wolfson

College Oxford (1985-2000), 78;Michael
Bublé, singer, To Be Loved (2013), 39; Sir
Chow Chung-Kong, chairman, Hong Kong
Exchanges and Clearing Limited, 64; Hugh
Grant, actor, Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001), 54;
Neil Holmes, six times world powerboat
champion, 55; Robin Hyman, publisher, 83;
Natasha Kaplinsky, former BBC, Channel 5
and ITV newsreader, 43; Sir Peter Mason,
chairman, Thames Water, 68; Sir Anthony
May, Interception of Communications
commissioner, 74; Graham Onions, Durham
and England cricketer, 32; Julia Sawalha,
actress, Absolutely Fabulous (1992-2012), 46;
Professor Sir Adrian Smith, vice-
chancellor, University of London, 68; Dave
Stewart, singer and record producer,
Eurythmics, 62; Dr the Hon Shirley
Summerskill, under secretary of state,
Home Office (1974-79), 83; Ed Victor,
literary agent, 75; Professor David
Williams, astronomer, 77.

In 1513 King James IV of Scotland was
defeated and killed by English troops at the
Battle of Flodden Field; in 1776 the United
Colonies were renamed the United States of
America; in 1850 California was admitted as
the 31st state of the USA; in 1948 North
Korea proclaimed its independence; in 1956
Elvis Presley appeared for the first time on
The Ed Sullivan Show; in 1993 Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organisation agreed to
recognise one another.

“As long as she thinks of a man, nobody
objects to a woman thinking.”
Virginia Woolf, Orlando

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day
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Corrections and
clarifications

1 London Bridge Street
London SE1 9GF
Email: letters@thetimes.co.uk

United by history
Sir, Although a “Yes” vote will affect
all Brits, I think it is best for non-
Scots to maintain a self-denying
silence. I say that even though many
of us Sassenachs have Scots blood, in
my case via my great-grandfather, a
Donald from Skye.
But, on any reckoning, one permit

should surely be allowed, namely to
make it abundantly clear that vast
numbers of us south of the border
harbour heartfelt and profound
affection for Scotland and the Scots.
As an annual visitor to Scotland I
hope I do not deceive myself in
sensing that our sentiments are
generally reciprocated. I suppose that
stems from a common history and
mutual dependency.
Since those sentiments can hardly

remain unaffected by dis-union, it is a
dimension of the debate which ought
not to be overlooked.
lord phillips of sudbury
House of Lords

Sir, It is pointless to castigate the “No”
camp for being lacklustre (leading
article, Sept 8). The aim of the
nationalists has been to persuade
people that the grass is greener over
the other side, when they cannot see
over the fence. Only noise and
razzmatazz will do that. The “No”
camp are only able to try to prove a
negative, a task notoriously
impossible. What it does prove for
students of political history is just
how many people you can fool for
quite a lot of the time. One side of the
debate has been all facts, the other all
noise. The decision should be easy,
but it clearly isn’t, which tells us much
about modern electioneering.
dr np hudd
Tenterden, Kent

MPs’ pay rise
Sir, The dire state of public finances
will not permit any overall increase in
spending (“Osborne challenges 10%
pay rise for MPs”, Sept 8). Why not,
therefore, adopt the standard business
response to a challenging economic
environment and introduce an
efficiency drive? A 10 per cent cut in
the number of MPs could add up to
an affordable 10 per cent pay increase.
barry fox
Brampton, Cambs

Sir, Perhaps the answer is to pay the
higher level recommended by the
Independent Parliamentary
Standards Authority to newly elected
MPs only. This would satisfy the
concerns of both sides.
rob tooze
Darlington, Co Durham

Is cutting down forests truly ‘sustainable’?
Sir, As a former colleague of Sir
Jonathon Porritt, albeit not working
for the same organisation, I was
surprised, and not a little depressed,
by his recent pronouncements (“Let
poor countries cut down forests”,
report, Sept 4).
He is naive in thinking that

countries will accede to “chop down
up to half their forests as long as
they agree to the preservation of
those containing the greatest
volume of carbon”. They may well
agree, but honouring such
commitments will be almost
impossible to monitor or implement.
Furthermore, even if it were
practicable, surely it would be better
to preserve areas of forest with the
highest biodiversity value, rather
than on the basis of carbon content
alone.
His charge of “eco-imperialism” is

fashionable but does not really hold
water. As he well knows, we are all
in the same ecological boat. It is in
Liberia’s (for example) interest, as
much as ours, to conserve forests,
both for their ecological and
economic value, as well as being
ameliorators of climate change. No
one is against sustainable
development, but Sir Jonathon’s
views will only serve to justify
unsustainable practices and
embolden the palm oil industry, in
its many manifestations.
dr ewan mcleish
Marlow, Bucks

Sir, Your report seems to suggest
that I have just launched a campaign
to cut down what’s left of the world’s

rainforests. Nothing could be further
from the truth. I’m co-chairing a
committee involving four of the
biggest palm oil producers. They are
funding a new study
(carbonstockstudy.com) by eminent
scientists, including a former Nobel
prizewinner, to provide guidelines
on what constitutes high carbon
stock — areas with significant
amounts of carbon stored in the
trees and in the soil beneath them
which we need to protect — and low
carbon stock, which may be logged
sustainably providing socio-
economic benefits in very poor
countries.
While palm oil production is a

controversial issue, the Roundtable
on Sustainable Palm Oil has built a
consensus around areas of high
biological diversity over the past 12
years. Good progress has been
made, but it is a complex issue.
Truly sustainable development,
where we take into account people
and planet, is possible — but we
need to know the parameters first.
sir jonathon porritt
Founder-director, Forum for
the Future

Sir, While surprised by the absence
of any reference in Sir Jonathon
Porritt’s comments to the crucial
role rainforests play in maintaining
the balance of our global ecosystem,
and the value they bring in terms of
biodiversity, my main concern
centres on the likelihood of whether,
if we entered into an agreement in
which developing nations were
permitted to develop a proportion of

their rainforests provided they
commit to protecting the rest,
conservation promises would be
kept. Would those seeking to exploit
the land be kept under control? And
would benefits really be felt by those
on the ground?
Through programmes such as

Green Squares, rigorous security
measures ensure that illegal loggers
are kept out of the areas in the Mato
Grosso region of Brazil. Our finance
mechanisms aim to ensure that the
value of the rainforest to local
communities is greater standing
than cut down; they also channel
funds into social programmes that
will alleviate poverty and improve
healthcare, education and housing.
richard lindley
Director, Green Squares

Sir, Sime Darby does not “land
grab”, as the chairman of Forest
Heroes suggested in your report. As
a committed member of the
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil, we abide by all the membership
criteria, including no deforestation.
We work with local communities to
ensure their understanding of
developments and secure their
support. Without consent, we will
not develop land. In Liberia, we
operate a detailed process called
“participatory mapping” in which
local communities highlight areas
that hold social, religious, or
economic value, which will be
excluded from development.
datuk franki anthony dass
Managing Director, Sime Darby
Plantations

DIY litigants
Sir, The increase in the number of
unrepresented litigants, due to cuts to
civil legal aid, is merely the tip of the
iceberg (“Rise of the DIY litigant
forces judges to rewrite court rules”,
Sept 8). What lies beneath is a tangle
of ideological ineptitude that has seen
confusion and delay become the
watchwords of our once world-
renowned justice system. The cuts to
the criminal legal budget will only
add fuel to this fire, placing further
burden on judges and ensuring that
the costs of running our courts
continue to balloon.
There are ways to reform the legal

aid system to both save money and
preserve equality of access to justice,
but Chris Grayling’s current reforms
will do neither. The Ministry of
Justice must pause, listen, and
urgently reconsider its approach.
bill waddington
Chairman, Criminal Law Solicitors
Association

E-cigarette fears
Sir, As a respiratory consultant for
more than 20 years I have witnessed
first-hand the misery and premature
death caused by cigarette smoking.
Both sides of the debate on the use of
e-cigarettes make valid points (report,
Sept 5, and letter, Sept 6). I agree that
e-cigarettes are much less harmful
than tobacco and will reduce
mortality among smokers. Where I
urge caution is in being too liberal in
the product’s availability. I worry that
we are allowing a highly addictive
drug — nicotine — to be marketed
and sold. There is a danger of the
next generation becoming dependent
on e-cigarettes.
Experts assure us that there is no

evidence of e-cigarette use leading to
tobacco use. Absence of evidence,
however, is not proof of no effect.
Yes, encourage current smokers to

switch to e-cigarettes, but do not
allow the tobacco industry to market
an addictive drug with minimal
safeguards. Making e-cigarettes only
available on prescription seems a
sensible option.
dr ja roberts
Consultant physician, Royal
Hampshire County Hospital

Green lanes
Sir, British road signs can hardly be
described as models of clarity (letter,
Sept 6) when every other one is
buried in vegetation.
alison blenkinsop
Aldershot, Hants

Just not cricket
Sir, Like Richard Hobson (Sport, Sept
8), I was disappointed by the loud
booing of Moeen Ali at the Twenty20
England v India international at
Edgbaston. On every other count it
was a riveting match, but to see this
exciting English cricketer being
treated in this way a few miles from
where he was brought up left a very
sour taste.
Yet the cricketing authorities knew

this would happen as Ali was similarly
treated at last Tuesday’s international
on the same ground. It’s not good
enough to turn a deaf ear to
completely unacceptable behaviour.
When Ricky Ponting came in for

similar treatment a few years ago, the
powers that be were quick to take
action and Ponting was given the
respect he was due. The same should
have happened to Moeen Ali.
lord hunt of kings heath
House of Lords

Clacton Man
Sir, Matthew Parris’s article “Tories
should turn their backs on Clacton”
(Sept 6) is an elegant description of the
Conservatives’ mindset: some people
and some parts of the UK should be
written off. It is this perceived mindset,
and its influence on the party’s choice
of policies and how the latter are
implemented, that put me off when
the time comes to vote.
I suspect I am not alone.

george stonier
Dilhorne, Staffs

Sir, Richard Morrison’s recollections
of the days when reporters filed their
stories by phone (Sept 6) remind me
of the crushing rejoinder regularly
favoured by a copytaker I had to deal
with: “Is there much more of this?”
michael harrison
Hove

“A” wishes to point out to all who
are making flannel garments for our
sailors and soldiers the absolute
need of having the material
properly shrunk.
Edith de Chair, Leicester House,

Montpelier Road, Twickenham,
suggests that shirts for the troops
should be made of good khaki-
coloured flannel. A brigade general
the other day said it would prove of
the greatest comfort to the men, as

in hot weather they could if
necessary dispense with the tunic,
and in cold or wet it would be much
better than flannelette. Also shirts
and socks are needed now.
Mrs Penberthy, Little Dean,

Gloucestershire, writes: “If
conditions obtaining in this little
parish are common to many small
communities, constituted mainly of
people of the working class, there
must be in the country many
thousands of women intensely
anxious to participate in the
glorious work of mitigating the
terrible consequences of the war
who are prevented from doing so
from want of money to purchase the
material. Of our total population of
700, more than 50 women have
expressed the keenest desire to give
their services in making garments,
and are sorely disappointed that
sufficient material is not available.
Is there no organisation for
providing material for such
volunteers?”
EC, 3, Palace Green, W, writes:

“Hundreds of socks for the soldiers
are passing through my hands, and

may I ask all those who are so
generous in these gifts if they would
kindly sew each pair of socks
together at the foot and at the top of
the leg and not pin them together
with pins, safety pins, wire, darning
needles stuck through cards with
the remainder of wool for darning
the socks? Hands and arms of
receivers are covered with scratches
in taking out all these pins. Many of
the socks are not fastened together
in any way, and it is impossible to
prevent some of them from being
separated and lost. All this
unnecessary work is a great delay in
getting the goods off to the front.”
MET, Bournemouth, writes: “In

The Times of September 7, page 11,
Major-General Babington asking for
gifts for soldiers, mentions socks,
and suggests size 8. Socks for men
should not be smaller than size 10,
and both 10½ and 11 will be wanted.”

on this day september 9, 1914

HINTS FOR
NEEDLE
WORKERS

Spare runway
Sir, Captain Steynor highlights the
extreme disruption that fog or
incidents that temporarily close a
runway can bring when airports do
not have space for an empty spare
runway (letter, Sept 6). The close

proximity of Heathrow and Gatwick
means that fog may cover both
airports. If there are problems on the
M25, many passengers cannot even
get to the airports. It does not make
sense to expand either, but rather to
make more use of Stansted and
regional airports so that potential
disruption to passengers in any one
place is minimised. It also seems
illogical to close Manston and waste a
9,000ft alternative runway.
caroline tayler
Pippingford Park, E Sussex
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ww1.thetimes.co.uk
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Estonia ‘kidnap’ poses Nato dilemma
gence mission”. The Estonian Internal
Security Service insists he was on its
territory, investigating cross-border
crime, when he was taken at gunpoint.
A smoke grenade was detonated and
radio and telecommunications blocked
during the incident, it said.
Eerik Kross, a former head of Eston-

ian intelligence, said: “It poses a
question about Nato — no reasonable
person would say that one [abducted]
person should trigger Article 5. But
what should trigger it?What if tomor-
row they take two, or five, or ten?”

Estonia is not the only Baltic state
feeling pressure: the Lithua-

nian prosecutor-gener-
al’s office said that
Russia had reopened
25-year-old criminal
cases against Lith-
uanians who refused
to serve in the Soviet
army.

the sort of creeping “hybridwar” tactics
that western governments say Russia
has pursued in Ukraine.
Estonia is a member of Nato and,

underArticle 5of its treaty, anattackon
one member is an attack on them all.
Mr Kohver has been charged with

espionage and faces up to 20 years in
prison. Estonian consular offi-
cials have been unable to get
access to him.
The FSB, the successor to

the KGB, said that Mr Koh-
ver was detained inside
Russia, and was carrying “a
Taurus handgun with car-
tridges, €5,000 in cash,
equipment for con-
cealed audio record-
ing and material that
indicated an intelli-

An apparent cross-border kidnapping
by Russian agents has exposed a threat
toNato, according to a formerEstonian
intelligence chief.
EstonKohver, a counter-intelligence

officer in Kapo, the Baltic state’s secur-
ity agency,was snatchedbyarmedRus-
sian men on Friday and paraded on
Russian television as a spy on Sunday,
asMoscow sought to extractmaximum
political capital from his capture.
Tallinn insisted that Russian agents

had crossed into Estonia to seize him,
two days after President Obama had
been in town to demonstrate solidarity
with the Baltics. Moscow said that Mr
Kohver had crossed into Russia.
His abduction has deepened con-

cerns abouthowNatowould enforce its
avowed commitment to the collective
security of member states if faced with

Flights face chaos as Russia
retaliates against sanctions
Russia threatened to close its airspace
to European passenger airlines yester-
day in response to tougher sanctions
intended to punish it for its recent
actions in Ukraine.
The European Union is responding

to the devastating counter-offensive
launched by pro-Russian rebels in east
Ukraine,whichNato,Kiev andwestern
governments all say was possible only
through massive Russian military
intervention.
That three-pronged assault forced

President Poroshenko of Ukraine to
the negotiating table, where he agreed
to a ceasefire onFriday that left separa-
tist rebels in control of swathes of
territory in east Ukraine and two of the
region’s largest cities.
The new round of sanctions is aimed

at Russian “decision-makers and oli-
garchs”, and at hitting four sectors: cap-
ital markets, defence, dual-use goods
with military capabilities and oil tech-
nology, EU leaders said last week.
There were reports that at least one
member country tried to block the
sanctions.
Dmitry Medvedev, the prime minis-

ter of Russia, said earlier that his nation
would be forced to respond “asymmet-
rically” if sanctions targeted its energy
industry or financial sector. He told the
business daily Vedomosti: “We proceed
from the fact thatwehave friendly rela-
tions with our partners, and that is why
the sky over Russia is open for flights.
But if they put limits on us we will have
to respond.” He added that a ban could
mean that “many airlines” would go
bankrupt.
The Russian government said last

month that it was considering closing
its airspace beyond the Urals to Euro-
pean airlines, forcing them to take
much longer andmore expensive long-
haul routes to Asia. Lufthansa said at
the time that 180 of its flights used
Siberian airspace each week.
American carriers have been banned

from Siberian airspace for years, but
had been pushingMoscow to review its
stance. An outright ban for European
airlines as well would mark a return to
the Cold War era when most western
airlines had to fly to the Far East via the
Gulf or over the Arctic and Alaska.
TheGulf routehasbecomeanarrow-

er, more congested corridor because of
most international carriers’ decision to
stop flying over both east Ukraine and
Iraq for security reasons.
However, the closure of airspace

would also damage the Russian eco-
nomy. A deal struck in the 1970s that
enables European airlines to cut up to
2,500 miles from each trip to Asia
brings in an estimated £185 million a
year in fees paid to Aeroflot, the
national airline.
The Russian foreignministry has ac-

cused a “party of war” in Kiev of press-
ing for stricter sanctions.
Mr Poroshenkomade a surprise visit

yesterday toMariupol, a port and steel-
producing city that has been braced for
a rebel assault for the past week, and
where fighting killed at least one
womanat theweekend.Hepromised to
reinforce the city and announced that
the rebels had already released 1,200
Ukrainian hostages, evidence that the
ceasefire reached in Minsk is at least
partly working.
The five-month conflict betweenKi-

ev and separatist rebels under the pa-
tronage of Moscow has provoked the
most serious confrontation between
Russia and the West in a generation.
TheUnitedNations’ new human rights
head, Prince Zeid Raad Zeid al-Hus-
sein, said yesterday that it had led to the
deaths of more than 3,000 people.
Boris Litvinov, the speakerof the sep-

aratistDonetskPeople’sRepublic’s par-
liament, claimed that “at least 30,000
have been killed or injured”.
The fledgelingpeaceprocess has sur-

vived repeated violations of the four-
day truce, but the central question of
what to do with the self-declared rebel
republics of Donetsk and Luhansk re-
mains unaddressed.
Mr Poroshenko wrote on Twitter

after arriving in Mariupol: “This is our
Ukrainian land.Wewill never give it up
to anyone.” He is under pressure from
political rivals courting the patriotic
vote at nextmonth’s elections not to al-
low the effective break-up of Ukraine
suggested in the terms of the Minsk
“protocol”.
It provides for the creationof “special

status” zones forDonetsk and Luhansk
that many Ukrainians fear could set
into Russian-controlled “frozen con-
flicts” comparable to Transnistria (in
Moldova) and Abkhazia (in Georgia)
Mortar and artillery fire was heard in

both Mariupol and Donetsk yesterday
but the Ukrainian military said that no
servicemenhadbeenkilled sinceFriday.
Thomas Greminger, the Swiss am-

bassador to theOrganisation forSecur-
ity and Co-operation in Europe, said:
“Overall the ceasefire held, even
though it is still shaky.”
Moscow denies sending troops or

weapons intoUkraine, despite compel-
ling evidence to the contrary produced
by Nato, western governments and
human rights groups.
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Ayatollah’s

Russia
Ben Hoyle Moscow

Iran’s ageing Supreme Leader has
undergone prostate surgery at a hospi-
tal in Tehran, reviving speculation
about who might one day replace him
as the nation’s most powerful man and
guardian of the revolution.
State media announced yesterday

that Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, 75, had
undergone a “routine” operation,
which was successful. He is thought to
have been treated in secret in the past
for cancer.
He has no appointed heir.
Mr Khamenei, Supreme Leader

since 1989, sparked panic among loyal-
ists when he disappeared from public
for severalweeks last year after collaps-
ing in a meeting. His death, or even a
prolonged absence from his public
duties, could spark abitter power strug-
gle within the regime. Perhaps in the

Iran
Hugh Tomlinson Dubai

President Rouhani pays his respects to

Estonia
Ben Hoyle Moscow

Winter means a really Cold War
Analysis Roger Boyes

T
he new Cold War could
turn really cold this
winter — but only if
Moscow stops pumping
gas to Ukraine and

western Europe.
The fear that escalating

sanctions will drag down eurozone
growth explains why the EU is
bent on punishing three Russian
oil companies — Rosneft,
Gazprom and Transneft — rather
than the gas industry. The
companies are being denied access
to European funding.
That will hurt Moscow a little,

but it won’t change Vladimir
Putin’s behaviour on Ukraine. Just
as the Kremlin chose to escalate
the conflict rather than step back
after the catastrophic shooting
down of a Malaysian airliner, so
now it faces another chance to
push towards a showdown.
Mr Putin is likely to press the

West to back a peace plan that

cements the Russian hold on
eastern and southern Ukraine. If
the West demurs . . . well, winter
sets in within three months.
Smaller EU members, such as the
Baltic republics, Slovakia, Bulgaria
and Finland, have near-total
dependency on Russian gas, and
Germany, which takes about
30 per cent of its gas from Russia,
is already complaining about the
loss of business. There are the
makings of a strong European
lobby resisting tougher sanctions.
Are sanctions working? Perhaps

they helped to deter even more
dramatic Russian military action,
perhaps not; nobody really knows.
Capital flight has increased hugely
from Russia, but it can return.
Investments are on hold, a recession
beckons, inflation is rising.
However, Mr Putin calculates

that if he uses the gas weapon
intelligently, western support for
Ukraine will crumble by spring.
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illness raises questions over his heir
light of last year’s incident, the prostate
operationwas given unusual fanfare by
state media yesterday. Airwaves were
cleared for lunchtime prayers on his
behalf, and the cleric found time to take
a question from a state television
reporter before his operation.
“There is no room for concern, but

this does not mean that the people do
not need to pray,” a frail-looking Mr
Khamenei said.
In stark contrast to his usual secrecy

on all personal matters, photographers
were allowed at the hospital bedside as
he received a visit after the procedure
from President Rouhani.
Emphasising the Supreme Leader’s

dedication to the Islamic Republic,
even inhisdiscomfort,MrRouhani told
reporters that he had wanted to cancel
an official trip to Tajikistan but Mr
Khamenei had insisted that he carry on
as normal.
The sight of the Supreme Leader in a

hospital bed has inevitably revived talk
of the eventual succession. Mr Kham-
enei has never publicly stated a prefer-
ence, cannily playing opposing factions
against one another to retain his
supremacy as the ultimate power
broker in Tehran.
Naming an heir before it were abso-

lutely necessary would undermine his
ownposition, as attention shifted to the
coming man. Instead, aspiring succes-
sorsmanoeuvreandcompeteconstant-
ly for his favour.
This strategy runs the risk, however,

that a sudden illness could sweep away
Mr Khamenei with the succession
unresolved, leaving Iran facing a power
vacuum and a bitter struggle among
senior clerics.
Crucial to hardliners is the need to

stopAliAkbarRafsanjani, Iran’s former
president, from seizing the leadership.
Mr Rafsanjani wields enormous power
and is loathed by conservatives for his

ties to reformist groups. Blocked byMr
Khamenei from running at last year’s
presidential election, Mr Rafsanjani
threw his weight behind Mr Rouhani,
who won by a landslide.
Hardliners fear that he would lead

Iran down the path towards westerni-
sation and reduce the Islamic Republic
to a mere lackey of the United States.
Among the hardliners, Mr Khame-

nei’s son, Mojtaba, is frequently men-
tioned as a possible leader, along with
the ultra-conservative Mohammad-
Taqi Mesbah-Yazdi.
Described as a “clerical oligarch”, Mr

Mesbah-Yazdi is virulently hostile to
theWest, andwas one of the first senior
officials to call publicly for Iran to
develop amilitary nuclear programme.
Ahmad Khatami, a leader of Friday

prayers inTehranwho reconfirmed the
fatwa against the writer Salman Rush-
die,wouldbe the successorpreferredby
many hardliners.

Sunni tribes backed
by US jets drive Isis
away from key dam

Sunni tribesmen have taken up arms to
push Islamic State (Isis) militants back
from a strategic dam in northern Iraq
amid signs of disenchantment among
some tribes who initially backed the
extremist group.
Isis militants were driven from the

Haditha Dam, 140 miles west of Bagh-
dad, on Sunday and from the nearby
town of Barwana yesterday after an
operation that included tribesmen,
Iraqi ground forces and US airstrikes.
Iraqi officials had warned that if the
Haditha dam fell to Isis it could be
dynamited to flood the approaches to
Baghdad.
The defeat for Isis, which analysts

said could presage wider defections,
came as the drumbeat of war grew
louder in the Middle East with the US
and its allies working to construct a

coalition ofWestern and Arab states to
confront Isis in Iraq and Syria. US offi-
cials said, however, that thedestruction
of Isis might not be completed before
President Obama left office in January
2017.
MrObama is under pressure fromall

sides to deliver a clear US lead after
acknowledging last week that Wash-
ington had not formulated a strategy
fordealingwith Isis.AUSNavy spokes-
man confirmed yesterday that the air-
craft carrierUSSCarlVinson is en route
to the Gulf from the Pacific, joining the
USS George H W Bush.
The two carriers, equipped with

about 150 aircraft, are escorted by a
total of seven guided-missile destroy-
ers, two guided-missile cruisers and at
least two nuclear submarines, all
equipped with Tomahawk land-attack
cruise missiles.
On the political front, Iraqi MPs

sought to break the deadlock last night
by voting to endorse the newunity gov-
ernment led by Haider al-Abadi. The
UShas repeatedly said that itwouldnot
increase military support until Bagh-
dad’s Shia dominated elite reached out
to Kurds, Sunnis and other minorities.
British and American officials cau-

tioned that an escalation of military
action would take weeks to prepare
while the international coalition is built
and assets are positioned in the region.
Nato pledged at a summit last week

to confront Isis and the Arab League
signalled yesterday that it was moving
towards deploying military forces
against Isis in Iraq and Syria.
On the ground, Iraqi and Kurdish

forces backed by US airstrikes have
started tomake gains against Isis in the
north of the country, notably by break-
ing the siege around Amerli.
Theadvanceof theSunni-dominated

Isis has made bridging the sectarian
divide even harder. Sunni politicians
havedemandedamnesty for thousands
of Sunnis held on terrorism charges.
Isis militants yesterday launched a

suicide bomb attack using a captured
USHumvee against a gathering of pro-
government Sunni tribal leaders, kill-
ing 16 people and wounding at least 55.
The attack targeted members of the

Jabour tribe inDuluiyah, 45miles north
of Baghdad, who have aligned them-
selves with the Iraqi government.
Analysts said that Isis had alienated

large sections of the population in the
Sunni areas it had taken but that Iraqi
Sunnis remained deeply at odds with
the Shia-dominated Baghdad elite.
“Itmay be the start of something. Isis

have overreached itself,” Toby Dodge,
the director of the Middle East Centre
at the London School of Economics,
said. “What Isis has done is almost
immediately alienate people but the
population has got nowhere to go.
There has been no reform of politics.”

Tom Coghlan, Catherine Philp
Michael Evans, David Taylor
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Ayatollah Ali Khamenei as he recovers in his hospital bed in Tehran. The Supreme Leader has never nominated an heir
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Past leaders
eclipse Obama
Analysis
David Taylor, Washington

A
n unlikely old pals act
between Bill Clinton
and George W. Bush
underlined the
troubles facing

President Obama. The former
presidents tried to keep it light as
they launched a leadership
foundation. Yet even as they
avoided mention of Mr Obama,
they could not help but
illuminate his woes.
Mr Clinton praised the clarity

of Mr Bush: “Clarity is more
important than adding a three
paragraph codicil to whatever
your decision is.” Mark one
against Mr Obama.
Mr Bush said Mr Clinton was

an awesome communicator. “He
can really lay out a case and get
people all across the political
spectrum to listen.” Another
score against the professorial Mr
Obama. Mr Clinton boiled down
the art of leadership: have a
vision you can articulate; turn it
into a strategy; work out how to
execute that strategy; then build
relationships to deliver it. Mr
Obama has repeatedly found it
difficult to get past the first stage.
Great orators do not always
make good leaders.
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British troops build
ebola clinic as tests
show vaccine works

Britain is joining the fight against ebola
in West Africa by building a clinic to
treat victims in Sierra Leone, the
government announced yesterday.
A 62-bed centre will be built within

eight weeks after the government of
Sierra Leone and the World Health
Organisation asked the UK for help.
The announcements came as Sierra

Leone defended its “aggressive” plan to
enforce a three-day lockdown of the
country, beginning on September 19.
More than 20,000 volunteers will go
door-to-door in an attempt to find
ebola victims, a move that Médecins
SansFrontières (MSF) saidwould drive
them underground.
Sierra Leone is one of the worst

affectedcountries, and500peoplehave
died there, while mobs who deny
ebola’s existence have looted medical
centres and chased patients out of their
beds. Another 1,600 peoplehave died in
Liberia, Nigeria, Guinea and Senegal.
British military scouts will travel to

Sierra Leone thisweek to check the site
of the medical centre, near Freetown,
the capital, and military engineers and
medical staff will join them later to
build it.
Jointly fundedby theDepartment for

International Development and the
Ministry of Defence, the medical
centre will be handed over eventually
to Save the Children to run in the long
term.
Last week Joanne Liu, the head of

MSF, launched a scathing attack on
world leaders, accusing them of failing
to act to contain the virus, and saying
that they were trying to protect them-
selves instead of using their consider-
able resources to tackle the spread of
the deadly virus in Africa.
America will also send troops to the

region to help with logistics and the

security of health workers, President
Obama announced on Sunday night,
apparently in response to Dr Liu’s call.
Meanwhile, hopes were raised that a

new vaccine could help to contain the
virus as scientists announced they had
reached the second phase of testing.
Macaque monkeys injected with the

vaccine have developed immunity to
the virus, scientists said, meaning that
medical trials could now be carried out
on humans.
America has already started human

trials, and they will be extended to the
UK, at the University of Oxford, and to
Mali and Gambia, two West African
countries that have so far escaped the
outbreak.
The vaccine, which delivers part of

the ebola gene via a chimpanzee cold
virus, gave the monkeys immunity five
weeks after being vaccinated.
However, the effect tended to wane,

according to Anthony Fauci, of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infec-
tious Diseases, in the US, which devel-
oped the vaccine along with Glaxo-
SmithKline.
A booster of the original chimpanzee

virus had no further effect, so another
was developed, this time inside a pox
virus used to make smallpox vaccines.
With both the original vaccine and the
booster, the monkeys were still
immune to ebola ten months later.
The number of doses that could be

administered range from 400— if a lot
of the vaccine is needed to give immu-
nity—to4,000 if only a little is needed.
TheWorldHealthOrganisation said

that if the vaccine were proved to be
safe by November, it would be intro-
duced in West Africa. Doctors, nurses
and others working on the front line
would immunised as a priority.
William Pooley, a British nurse who

contracted the disease in West Africa,
recovered after being treated with the
experimental drug ZMapp.

Stephen Doe uses art to educate people about the disease in Monrovia, Liberia, where a clinic was attacked last month

Israeli cult leader guilty of
raping his own children

An Israeli cult leader who is alleged to
have kept 21 wives and 38 children
under his spell for years was convicted
of multiple sex offences yesterday,
including the rape of his own daugh-
ters. He was acquitted on charges of
enslavement, however.
Goel Ratzon, 64, was found guilty of

aggravated rape, incest, sodomy and
indecent assault yesterday, four years
after police raided four apartments he
shared with the women and children
who looked up to him as a messiah.
According to the indictment, Ratzon

“enslaved and appropriated his
21wives formanyyears, in acts
which contradict social
norms, in a way which was
common during the darkest
times of human history”.
Police began an investi-

gation after one of the
women came to them,
alleging abuse, when
she was hospital-

ised after attempting suicide. A note-
book found in one apartment laid out
rules by which the women were made
to live, with fines ranging from £30 to
£300 for infractions including “talking
nonsense” and sitting idle when there
was housework to be done.
Ratzon, however, claimed that the

women and children lived with him of
their own accord. His domestic
arrangements came to light in a tele-
vision documentary broadcast more
than a year before his arrest.
It showed thewomencooking, clean-

ing and shopping together and compet-
ing over which of them would get to
spend the night with the man they
called “Daddy”.

Many of them had his name and
portrait tattooed on their bodies.

One of Ratzon’s “wives”, called
Mayaan, criticised his acquittal
on the slavery charge. “There is
no law and there is no judge in
the State of Israel,” she said. “I
was in complete slavery. If

the State of Israel had not
released me, I would
have been serving a
life sentence.”

Ratzon will be
sentenced later.

Sierra Leone
Ruth Maclean Johannesburg

Israel
Catherine Philp
Middle East Correspondent

Goel Ratzon
had 21 “wives”
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Sarkozy ready to return as the saviour of France
France
Charles Bremner Paris

After the summer soap opera starring
François Hollande, the French right is
about to be jolted into autumnwith the
return of Nicolas Sarkozy, the pint-
sizedbigbeastwhohas recasthimself as
a national saviour.
The former president, whowithdrew

from active politics on the night of his
defeat in May 2012, has privately out-
lined plans for seizing back control of
the rudderless Union for a Popular
Movement, the centre-right main
opposition party.
Allies and his party foes said yester-

day that they expected the curtain to
rise within days on Sarko Acte II.
Potential corruption charges are no

obstacle andneither is reportedopposi-
tion from Carla Bruni-Sarkozy, his
singer-supermodel wife, according to
the former president, who has been
teasing the media like a diva hesitating
over a comeback.
As the credibility of Mr Hollande’s

Socialist administration has crumbled
to “near zero”, in thewordsofLeMonde,
and Marine Le Pen’s hard-right
National Front has soared in populari-
ty, events have bounced Mr Sarkozy
into showinghis hand.Hehadhoped to
avoid party politics and await a patriot-

ic call, in the tradition ofCharles de
Gaulle, to come to the country’s
rescue for the 2017 presidential
campaign.
However, UMP barons are

fighting over the vacant lead-
ership before a contest inNov-
ember, and Alain Juppé, a
former prime minister, has
declared himself for the presi-
dential primary that is still
18 months away.
Mr Sarkozy remains a pola-

rising figure, and two thirds of
the French tell pollsters they
do not want him back. How-
ever, he is the firm favourite

among UMP sympathisers.
“Why has the question of the
return of Sarkozy been raised?”
he asked. “Because the French

people themselves are
raising it.”

Le Figaro, the con-
servative newspaper,
yesterday reported the
remarks under the
headline: “The tiger
prepares his return”.
Mr Sarkozy laughed

at reports that his wife

was appalled at the prospect. “Can you
imagine her saying ‘no’ to what I do?”
he asked. “Would I say to Carla, ‘You
must stop singing’? Itmakesno sense to
say that she is against my return.”
The former president wants to re-

store the UMP to a broad movement
after his fruitless lurch to the right in
2012. “If I come back, I want to embody
the right and the centre,” Mr Sarkozy
said, according to le Figaro.
Unlike 2007, however, Mr Sarkozy

faces opposition from within his own
camp. Bernard Debré, a Paris MP,
mocked him for depicting himself as a
saviour. “Anyold blockheadwill be able
to beat François Hollande,” he said.

‘Sharia police’ arrested after
confronting German drinkers

Eleven self-styled “Sharia police” who
patrolled the streets of a German town
to dissuade people from drinking are
facing charges of unlawful assembly
and misuse of uniforms.
The men donned fluorescent orange

jackets with Sharia Police printed on
the back and confronted drinkers after
declaring the area around Wuppertal
railway station to be a “Sharia-con-
trolled zone”.
Their ringleader, a German convert

to Islam, said on his website that the
patrols were a stunt to raise awareness
of Sharia as well as the decadence of
alcohol, gambling and smoking.
Similar patrols have taken place in

Britain, notably inBrickLane inWhite-
chapel last December when business
ownerswerewarned that they faced 40
lashes if they sold alcohol.
The Central Council of Muslims in

Germany condemned the group.
“These few teen yobs do not speak in
our name,” said Ayman Mazyek, its
chairman. “These people are pervert-
ing the name of our religion.”
Government officials said that the

group could face a banning order.
Thomas de Maizière, the interior min-
ister, told Bild that “Shariah will not be
tolerated in Germany”.
Birgitta Radermacher, the Wupper-

tal police chief, said: “Any conduct that
intimidates, provokes or makes people
insecure will not be tolerated. These
‘Sharia Police’ have no legitimacy.”
In a posting on its Facebook page

after the arrests on Friday, the group
defended its actions. “Can a vest and a
name really cause such a headache?” it
said. “What have all the grumblers now
coming out of the woodwork done for
wayward youth? Do you realise how
many are buying and consuming
drugs? If you are so honest and good,
where is your shrieking and outrage?”
6Four Islamists went on trial yester-
day accused of planning to bomb Bonn
station in December 2012. Marco G, 27,
is accused of putting a pipe bomb in a
bag left on a platform. The detonator
triggered, but the device failed to
explode.
In a separate incident, threemen sus-

pected of belonging to al-Shabaab, the
Somalian terrorist organisation, were
arrested at Frankfurt airport on Satur-
day as they arrived from Kenya.

Germany
David Charter Berlin

Catch me if you can A Palestinian father plays with his baby on a beach in Gaza

Mr Sarkozy insists
his wife is supportive
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They were supposed to breathe fresh
air into the conservative and male-
dominatedworldof Japanesepolitics;
an influx of women ministers that
would fulfil a promise of empower-
ment made by Shinzo Abe.
However, the move by the prime

minister is backfiring, as some of his
newlyappointedwomenare revealed
to be ultra-conservative anti-femin-
ists. Two have been forced to issue
embarrassing clarifications after
their smiling faces appeared on a
neo-Nazi website alongside a man
who denies that the Holocaust
happened, and who refers to Barack
Obama as a “n***er”.
Others have a record of support for

decidedly conservative social posi-
tions, oneofwhom,HarukoArimura,
is the new minister in charge of
women’s empowerment.
Mr Abe has referred to women

as Japan’s “most under-used re-
source” and promised to make
his country one in which they
“shine”. Since a cabinet re-
shuffle last week, five of his 18
ministers are nowwomen,with
another, Tomomi Inada,
appointed to the
powerful job of head of
policy in the ruling
Liberal Democratic
party.
The move might

have been intended
to give a more sym-
pathetic face to the
government, which
has lost support
since pushing
through controver-
sial changes to the
country’s pacifist
defence policy. But,
on closer examina-

tion, several ofMrAbe’swomenmin-
isters are revealed to be just as tradi-
tionally minded and nationalistic as
their male colleagues.
Three of them, including Mrs

Arimura, are supporters of the Japan
Conference, a nationalist group that
supports revision of the pacifist con-
stitution, opposes apologising for
Japan’s conduct in the SecondWorld
War, and supports “traditional family
values”. Mrs Arimura opposes allow-
ing women to keep their maiden
names after marriage, or changing
the law to allowwomen to succeed to
the imperial throne.
BothMsInadaandSanaeTakaichi,

the minister for internal affairs, have
been embarrassed by the publication
of photographs of them standing
alongside Kazunari Yamada, the
leader of the small, ultra-right-wing
National Socialist JapaneseWorkers’
party.
Mr Yamada’s supporters wear
swastika armbands, and he speaks
of “what great things Hitler did”.
Representatives of both women
insist that they posed for the
photographs only as a courtesy,
and do not share Mr Yamada’s
extreme views.

“If a politician is caught
in a photo with a yakuza
[gangster], then their
career is more or less
over,” said Koichi Naka-
no, a politics professor
at Sophia University,
Tokyo. “Is a photo-
graph with a neo-Nazi
anybetter?At thevery
least, it shows poor
judgment. And the
idea ofHarukoArimu-
ra asminister in charge
of women’s equality —
it’s like putting a neo-
Nazi in charge of the
anti-racism portfolio.
You have a known re-
actionary on gender
issues in charge of
gender issues.”

Chinese tycoons give Harvard $350m gift
United States
Leo Lewis Beijing

Female ministers
in Nazi links row
Japan
Richard Lloyd Parry Tokyo

Harvard University has received a
donation of $350million— the biggest
in its history— from beyond the grave.
The burst of philanthropy channels the
wishesof aHongKongproperty tycoon
who died in 1986.
The £217 million gift to the Harvard

School of Public Health was made by
the two sons of T. H. Chan. The
brothers have placed no restrictions on
how the money should be used, and it
will be put towards funding medical
innovation, accelerating the quest for a
cure forebolaandaiding students fight-
ing obesity, among other activities.
The donation comes from theMorn-

ingsideFoundation,whichwas setup in
1996 with profits fromMr Chan’s Hong
Kong property empire. It is big enough
to earn him faculty naming rights at
Harvard— the only other department
within the university to bear the name
of an individual is the John F. Kennedy
School of Government.
The T.H. Chan School of Public

Health will honour a tycoon who built
imposing residential developments
within easy reach of Hong Kong’s
underground railway stations. His

company, Hang Lung Group, remains
one of the largest property developers
in Hong Kong, and its two scions rank
among the city’s wealthiest men.
Since the foundation was created

nearly 20 years ago by Ronnie and

Gerald Chan, it has established itself as
a generous donor to educational
institutions throughout the US and
Asia. It also makes big investments in
biotechnology and other science
relatedcompanies.However,Morning-

side has a particular
fondness for Har-
vard and for the 101-
year-old School of
Public Health
where Dr Gerald

Chan earned his master’s degree in
1979.
Hedescribedhis days there ashaving

been “transformative” and a timewhen
he learnt that “science can be put into
action for the improvement of human
health”.
Inan interviewbefore theannounce-

mentof thedonation,DrChansaid that
his father had been a supporter of
education and had often helped friends
to pay for their children to study
abroad. “I think he would have been
very pleased . . . that the school would
be part of his legacy,” Dr Chan said.
“It was very much in keeping with
how he lived his life and what he
held to be important.”
The $350million gift far surpas-

ses the previous record donation
— $150 million from a hedge fund

manager. It does not, however,
rank as the largest dona-
tion to anyUSuniversity.
That record belongs to
Michael Bloomberg,
the former mayor of
NewYorkCity, andhis
$1.1 billion endow-
ment to Johns Hop-
kins University in
Baltimore, Maryland.

The School of Public Health, attended by Gerald Chan, right, one of the donors, will try to find an ebola cure

Sanae Takaichi:
posed with neo-Nazi
“as a courtesy”

Heartbroken Chinese families
attempting to mark six months since
the loss of their loved ones aboard
Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370
were hounded by police and bundled
away from journalists yesterday.
The standoff took place outside the

Lama Temple in central Beijing — a
crowded tourist magnet patrolled
obsessively by uniformed and plain-
clothes police.
A tearful roadside speech, in which

one father vividly recalled his lost
daughter, prompted sympathetic
howls of grief from the 30passengers’
relatives who had gathered there.
Some looked to the skies, pleading

for relief from the greatestmystery in
modern aviation.
It was a raw and emotional out-

pouring, but one that proved too
much for the paranoid Chinese
authorities, who stepped in to assert
control.
In recent months, as global atten-

tion has turned away from the disap-
pearance of MH370, the families’
combination of scepticism, persist-
ence and confrontation has angered
China.
Now seen as a potential source of

trouble, relatives seeking answers
have occasionally been detained or,
according to some, roughed-up by
police.
Yesterday the 30 relatives were

orderedbypolice to stop their gather-
ing on the street and to conduct their
prayers inside the temple.
The aircraft was carrying 239

people, including 153 Chinese. Al-
thoughmany of the Chinese families
privately accept that their relatives
aboard MH370 are probably dead,
some cling resolutely to the belief
that they are still alive.
To support that faith, they have

constructed conspiracy theories that
would mean that the plane, along
with its passengers, was safely on a
remote island somewhere.

Beijing police
halt MH370
memorial
China
Leo Lewis Beijing

PAUL GIAMOU / GETTY IMAGES; STEPHANIE MITCHELL / HARVARD UNIVERSITY
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Elderly nuns murdered

Bujumbura Three Italian nuns in their
70s and 80s have been raped and
murdered in their convent in the
capital of Burundi in southeast Africa.
Two of the nuns were stabbed while
the third was beaten and then
beheaded. Italian authorities named
the dead as Bernadette Boggia, 79,
Olga Raschietti, 83, and Lucia Pulici,
75. The Pope sent his condolences to
their families. Burundi’s police said
the motive for the killings was not
clear as no money was taken, but
Italian officials said they were killed
during a botched burglary. (AFP)

German waiter carries 27 beer mugs into record books

Berlin A German waiter has set a new
world record by carrying 27 full
Bavarian one-litre glasses of beer at
one time (David Charter writes).
Oliver Struempfel, 38, carried

lagers weighing 62kg for the requisite
40 metres at the Gillamoos beer
festival in Abensberg. Mr
Struempfel put his success down
to almost half a lifetime spent
carrying beer and regular
workouts during the winter
when orders drop for
Bavaria’s distinctive
Masskrug beer
mugs.
“I have worked

here in the beer
tent for the
past 17 years,
so I have lots
of training,”

Mr Struempfel said. “It is no longer
enough to just carry the mugs, but
you have to support the training by
going to the gym, especially in winter
when you do not get much time
carrying the beer mugs.
“It has happened to me before that

some beer mugs have fallen down.
Three years ago, 23 beer mugs fell
down at once.”

The price of a Masskrug filled
with lager has risen
above €10 (£6) for the first
time at this year’s

Oktoberfest, the
world’s largest
funfair at which
seven million
litres of beer are
drunk, which
takes place in
Munich.

India and Pakistan send troops to rescue flood victims
Delhi Indian and Pakistani troops
tried yesterday to rescue thousands of
people stranded in flooding and
landslides which have killed at least
300 people (Michael Edson Hayden
writes).
The Jammu and Kashmir region’s

worst such disaster in more than five
decades has submerged hundreds of
villages and triggered landslides,
leaving 120 dead in India and 205 in
Pakistan. Almost 9,000 people were
rescued from 530 villages, Ahmed
Kamal, of Pakistan’s Disaster
Management Authority, said. The
authorities were preparing for more
floods as the Chenab and Indus rivers
continued to rise, he added.
In the Indian part of Kashmir, more

than 5,200 people have been rescued,

said OP Singh, the director of the
National Disaster Response Force.
The government of Narendra Modi,

which has been criticised for not
issuing early flood warnings to the
predominately Muslim state, has sent
22 helicopters, 120 army units and
police reserves to move people out of
the path of danger. Communications
have been difficult, as landline,
mobile and police wireless systems
have collapsed across the Kashmir
valley. The road to Srinagar’s airport
has been flooded, hindering efforts.
“This is a national level disaster,”

Mr Modi said, while announcing
£110million in relief payments. “More
assistance will be provided, if
required, after a proper survey of the
situation has been made.”

Nicaraguans feared an earthquake as meteorite hit

Miami Soldiers and scientists were
investigating yesterday whether an
asteroid that hurtled close to Earth at
the weekend shed a fragment that
struck the Nicaraguan capital,
creating a crater 39ft wide and a
shockwave so great that locals
thought it was an earthquake (Jacqui
Goddard writes).
Government officials said that they

were convinced that the explosion felt
in Managua late on Saturday night
was caused by a meteorite, after
finding a hole 16ft deep in woodland
less than half a mile from an airport

hotel. “We should celebrate the fact
that it fell in an area where, thank
God, it didn’t cause any danger to the
population,” said José Millán, a
scientist at the Nicaraguan Institute
of Earth Studies.
The apparent strike occurred just

before an asteroid nicknamed Pitbull
hurtled past the Earth at a distance of
about 25,000 miles. Dan Brown, an
astronomer at Nottingham Trent
University, said that “the planet was
facing in the right direction for [the
fragment] to have been a fragment
associated with it.”

K.M. CHAUDARY / AP

Abdullah claims victory in
disputed Afghan election
Kabul Afghanistan’s political future
was threatened by further
complications yesterday after
Abdullah Abdullah, a presidential
candidate, insisted that he had won
the disputed election, dimming hopes
that a power-sharing deal could be
agreed to end the political crisis. Mr
Abdullah repeated claims that
ballot-rigging had denied him victory
overAshraf Ghani. In a deal brokered
by John Kerry, the US secretary of
state, the candidates had to form a
national government, but Mr
Abdullah has pulled out. The
deadlock over alleged fraud has raised
fears of new ethnic violence as the
13-year international development
effort winds down. (AFP)

President’s girl accused

Tashkent Gulnara Karimova, once the
favourite daughter of the president of
Uzbekistan, has been named as a
suspect in an organised crime group
(Roger Boyes writes). Officially the
case against Ms Karimova, 42,
involves the demand for bribes from a
Swedish telecoms company in return
for protection from government
agencies. Two members of the group
were jailed in May and her boyfriend
has been arrested. A more likely
explanation is that she has become
embroiled in a power struggle with
Islam Karimov, her father.

GERMAN MIRANDA / AFP / GETTY IMAGES
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Row develops over nanny’s legacy
As befits amaker of candid images, one
of Vivian Maier’s greatest gifts was the
ability to be invisible. She worked as a
nanny, but in her spare time she photo-
graphed the street life of Chicago and
New York in the 1950s and 60s, obses-
sively and secretly.
Shy and eccentric, she did not devel-

opmost of her negatives.Only after her
death at the age of 83, in 2009, were her
extraordinary images revealed — pic-
tures of the fashionable and the fallen,
of glamorous women in furs, dissolute
drunks and excited children.
She was soon hailed as one of the

great photographers of the 20th
century: “a Mary Poppins who con-
cealed her inner Diane Arbus”.
Now, however, a legal battle over

who should profit from her work
threatens to prevent it from being
exhibited or sold, possibly for years.
The most important custodian is

John Maloof, a retired estate agent
from Chicago. In 2007 he stumbled
across tens of thousands of Maier’s
negatives at a secondhand sale and
bought them for less than $400 (£250).
Mr Maloof later hired a genealogist,

who found Sylvain Jaussaud, a distant
relative of Maier’s in France, and paid
him an unknown sum for the rights to
her work.
However, another admirer of Maier,

David Deal, a former professional
photographer turned lawyer, believes
that her legacy is beingmishandled.He
has hired his own genealogist, and

believes thathehas foundanother rela-
tive: Francis Baille, a retired French
civil servant. Mr Deal has filed a court
case in Chicago, essentially claiming
thatMrBaille isMaier’s closestheir and
should control her work.
Officials say it could take years to

resolve the matter, and that Maier’s

workmaybestripped fromgallerywalls
and its sale outlawed until it is.
The legal battle is an odd coda to a

strange life.Maier was deeply eccentric
even as a young woman and often
claimed that her name was Smith.
Someof the children she cared for have
said she could be cruel, others adored

her. She was born in New York to a
French mother, and spent some of her
childhood in France. However, it has
been suggested that her French accent
was fake. She once said: “I am a sort of
a spy.” She died virtually penniless.
How she came to live inChicago— like
so much about her — is a mystery.

United States
Rhys Blakely Los Angeles

Vivian Maier’s candid photos of ordinary Americans may be stripped from galleries until a court decides who owns them

Racism storm
engulfs second
basketball boss

For the second time in five months, an
owner of one of America’s elite basket-
ball teams has been forced to sell his
franchise after making racist
comments.
Bruce Levenson, the owner of the

Atlanta Hawks, was criticised after
details of anemail he sent twoyears ago
—inwhichhesuggested thatblack fans
were scaring away wealthy white
season-ticket holders — were made
public.
“My theory is that the black crowd

scared away the whites and there are
simply not enough affluent black fans
to build a significant season-ticket
base,” Mr Levenson wrote in the email.
“If you’re angry about what I wrote,

you should be,” he acknowledged in a
statement. “I’m angry at myself, too. It
was inflammatory nonsense. We all
may have subtle biases and preconcep-
tionswhen it comes to race, butmy role
as a leader is to challenge them, not to
validate or accommodate them.”
His decision to sell his controlling

interest in the Hawks comes five
months after Donald Sterling, the
former owner of the Los Angeles
Clippers, was fined $2.5 million and
banned from his own stadium after he
was secretly taped urging a girlfriend
not to associate with black men.
Mr Levenson was one of the strong-

est critics ofMr Sterling, who has since
sold the Clippers for $2 billion.

NACHO GALLEGO / EPA / CORBIS

Rhys Blakely
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Video game is
Destiny’s child
$500m backing for
latest shoot-’em-up
Page 32

Yes or no is
not the point
How market jitters
feed on Scots poll
thetimes.co.uk/business

A slow boat
to China
Oil price falls
as fears rise
Pages 36, 37

Jaguar’s new baby
fuels flotation hype
Robert Lea Industrial Editor

Jaguar LandRover took its first big step
into the mainstream of the cut-throat
carmarket last night with the launch of
the long-awaited “Baby Jag” aimed at
stealingmarket share fromBMW,Mer-
cedes-Benz and Audi.
The expected success of the all-new

Jaguar XE and that of the Range Rover
Evoque,whichwill be the launchmodel
of the group’s new factory in China, is
firing speculation of a partial flotation
of Jaguar Land Rover, a subsidiary of
Tata Motors.
Britain’s largest automotive group,

bankrolled since 2008 by the Tata
family, of India, has placed a £2 billion
bet on the birth of the Jaguar XE with
thebuildingof two factories in theWest
Midlandsandthecreationof2,300 jobs.
Ralf Speth, whowas a BMWdirector

before becoming Jaguar Land Rover’s
chief executive, acknowledged that the
launch of the XE in westLondon last
night was “unbelievably important” to
the future of the company.
TheBaby Jag takes the group into the

bestselling end of the so-called prem-
ium automotive market in direct oppo-
sition to the BMW 3 Series, which, de-
spite a price tag starting at about
£25,000, is one of Britain’s top ten best-

selling cars. It will also go bumper-to-
bumper with theMercedes CClass and
the Audi A4.
TheXEwill cost from £27,000 and be

available from the new year. It will be
built in a plant employing 1,700 within
the group’s existingLandRover plant in
Solihull and be powered by the group’s
own-built engines from its new plant
employing 600 on a greenfield site in
Wolverhampton.
“This is something special because

we have developed it from scratch on a
different platform,”DrSpeth said of the
XE, which will be built on an expensive
but lighter-weight aluminium frame
that the company claims, alongside its
new four-cylinder two-litre engines,
will produce a car capable of 75miles to
the gallon.
“It is unbelievably important because

it shows we can move into other pro-
duct segments and it gives us the op-
portunity to bring in younger custom-
ers,” he said.
The XE will transform the Jaguar

part of the company, which makes up
less than a fifth of group annual sales of
430,000 vehicles.
It is understood that an initial annual

productionrunofabout60,000 isbeing
planned. That is more than the 50,000
output of the larger XF range and

would take Jaguar’s annual sales to
nearly 150,000.
Much is riding on the XE because of

the recent successes of the newgenera-
tions of the Range Rover and the
Evoque—selling 120,000ayear—and
the launch of the critically acclaimed
Jaguar F-Type.
Success for the Baby Jag would in-

crease speculation that Jaguar Land
Rover, which makes up 95 per cent of
the profits of Tata Motors, which has a
market capitalisation of about £17 bil-
lion on the Bombay stock exchange,
could be ripe for life with an independ-
ent listing.
Tata Motors, several billion of

pounds indebt, could raisea substantial
amount from the part-flotation of Jag-
uar Land Rover, which last year made
pre-tax profits of £2.5 billion on reve-
nues of nearly £20 billion.
That, however, would have to be bal-

anced by whether the West Midlands-
based company can be self-funding
after the launch of the XE and the start
of Evoque production near Shanghai.
Thegroup isalsoplanning the launch

of a Jaguar sports utility vehicle for en-
thusiasts who like the looks of a tradi-
tional 4x4 but not the cost or consump-
tion, and the building of an £800,000
C-X75 hybrid supercar.

Emeli Sandé serenades the new small Jaguar, which will be built at two new factories, leading to the creation of 2,300 jobs

Citizen power can
transform RBS

D
on’t call it panic — but
they’re not hanging
about at Royal Bank of
Scotland. One YouGov
poll and up pops the IPO

pricing for Citizens, the lender’s US
bank. No point taking any chances
there. If the deep-fried Mars bar
clan gets its way, RBSmight soon be
neither royal nor Scottish. And,
then, who would know who the
statement was even from? “Bank of”
is kind of vague as names go — and,
moving south won’t help either.
“Bank of England” is already taken.
So, no wonder RBS got the price

out sharpish. It’s selling a quarter of
Citizens for up to $3.5billion,
valuing the US lender spanning
1,370 branches across the New
England, mid-Atlantic and Midwest
regions at a top end of $14 billion
(report, page 47).
There are a few hurdles to cross,

judging by the 32 pages of risk
factors, outlining the chance of
“cyber-attacks”, “terrorist attacks”
and Vladimir Putin attacks, aka
“geopolitical events in eastern
Europe”. And, yes, Alex Salmond
doesn’t even get a mention. But, get
the float away and RBS will
certainly look a bit more sensible,
even if it’s not quite yet “the UK’s
number one bank for customers” —
the modest ambition of its chief
executive, Ross McEwan.
Floating Citizens not only takes

away the distractions of operating
an American bank but transforms
the capital structure of RBS, which
is still 80 per cent owned by the
taxpayer. A listing will see a swift
repatriation of $3 billion or so —
but that’s just for starters. The real
prize comes with RBS’s sell-down of
its remaining Citizens’ holding, as it
did with the insurer Direct Line, so
that it no longer has to consolidate
the US lender in its accounts.
That will remove £60.7 billion of

risk-weighted assets from its balance
sheet — out of a total £392 billion at
June 2014. The upshot, analysts
reckon, is a near-2 percentage point
improvement in RBS’s capital
position. Assume it’s clean out of
Citizens by the end of 2016 and RBS
would be looking at a Tier 1 capital
ratio of about 13.5 per cent — well
ahead of Mr McEwan’s target of
more than 12 per cent. That equates
to £4 billion of excess capital — not
to be sniffed at in a bank worth
£21.6 billion. A standalone Citizens
would be overcapitalised too,
pointing to a decent dividend flow
while RBS sold down its holding.
It’s all pretty handy anyway, not

least if Mr Salmond wins. Edinburgh
removal men can be pricey.

Delivering ‘no balls’

B lame it on the cricket. Not the
one-day internationals, but the
proper stuff: “the coveted

stockbroker’s cricket cup title”, to
quote this year’s winner, Charles
Stanley. “As the players celebrated

into the night, the taste of victory
was sweet.” Or so burbled its
website on Friday. Top session too,
judging by the thud of yesterday’s
hangover: a second profit warning
in five months. The middle stump’s
disappeared, leaving the share price
down 8 per cent yesterday and
nearly 40 per cent this year — this
time thanks to low trading volumes,
so whacking commissions, and
higher regulatory costs.
Charles Stanley put some topspin

on the affair, as stockbrokers do,
omitting all mention of its own
performance in its morning “media
communication”. It also suggested
that volumes on the London stock
exchange hit a 12-year low during
June, July and August — a figure
the exchange declared “tenuous”.
To be fair, after what the LSE boss

Xavier Rolet called a “resurgence in
the IPO market” in the first six
months of this year, volumes have
dried up — despite the stock market
flirting with 14-year highs. Yet, most
of Charles Stanley’s problems look
self-inflicted, not least when you
compare its recent performance with
the likes of Hargreaves Lansdown.
Total client funds may well be up

1.9 per cent to £20.5 billion but the
costs of looking after its 300,000
customers are rocketing. Complying
with the Financial Conduct
Authority’s new “suitability” rules
— to ensure, for example, that a
pensioner doesn’t have a portfolio
stuffed with high-risk stocks — is
one reason costs leapt last year from
£119million to £143million. Another
is that Charles Stanley ended up
doing a lot of the suitability checks
twice, having failed to ask the right
questions first time round. That’s
eaten into the time left for the
stockbroking. Not to mention all
that cricket practice, of course.

Hedge your bets

Who cares if haggis becomes
Scotland’s new currency?
At least the referendum is

a decent betting event — and it’s
not only William Hill that’s noticed
the growing disparity between the
polls and where the real money is
going. The bookie actually tightened
its odds on a “no” vote yesterday —
and not just because a punter in
Surrey has wagered £800,000.
No, a glance at Oddschecker

shows bookies still offering you the
chance to more than triple your
money on a “yes” vote, with odds of
39-19. By contrast, the top price on
“no” is 4-9. Maybe you don’t need to
be a hedge fund to profit from this:
take the present odds on “yes” and
gamble that the price on a “no”
must lengthen if the momentum
really is with Alex Salmond. Then
use your theoretical profits from a
“yes” vote to hedge against a “no”.
Get it right and you might even run
to a free haggis.

alistair.osborne@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Alistair Osborne
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Scotland: Panic swept through
financial markets yesterday at
the prospect of Scottish
independence, sending the
pound to a ten-month low
against the dollar and wiping
billions of pounds off
companies with large
exposures north of the border.
With share prices slumping,
Scottish households were told
separately to prepare for a
housing crash, as lenders pull
back from the mortgage
market. Estate agents said that
sales had stalled ahead of next
week’s referendum. The pound
slid nearly two cents to $1.6127.
Leading article, page 20
Scottish jobs: Uncertainty
about Scotland’s future is
costing the country jobs as
companies either delay hiring
decisions until after the
independence referendum on
September 18, or recruit staff
just below the border instead,
according to a survey by
ManpowerGroup. Hiring plans
among Scottish companies for
the final three months of the
year are half as optimistic as
for the UK, with recruitment
intentions having dropped to
+3 from +6 in the third quarter.
The decline was steeper than
across the UK, which saw a
2-point drop to +6.
Spain: The country has pulled
off a big economic turnaround
from recession, thanks to
“courageous” reforms that have
put it on the path to growth,
according to the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation
and Development. The
economy expanded for the first
time in more than two years in
the second half of 2013, and the
OECD now forecasts growth of
1.2 per cent for this year and
1.6 per cent for next year. In its
latest annual survey of the
country, the Paris-based think-
tank attributed the Spanish
recovery to its efforts to reform
its banking sector and stabilise
public finances.

banking & finance
1.33%

LV=: The mutually owned
general and life insurer
increased its operating profits
by 18 per cent to £39 million
during the six months to the
end of June, despite tough
conditions in the motor market
and a drop in sales of annuities
after George Osborne’s
overhaul of the retirement
market. Pre-tax profits for the
period fell by 47 per cent to
£47 million as volatile markets
cut its income from invested
policies.
Bankers’ bonuses: The British
government is likely to face an
uphill struggle to convince a
panel of 15 Brussels-based
judges at the European Court
of Justice to overturn a cap on
bankers’ bonuses. The UK’s
argument was branded
“inconsistent” yesterday at a
hearing of the court. The ECJ’s
advocate general will publish
an opinion on the case on
November 20 that is likely to
indicate whether the court will
find in the UK’s favour before
the publication of a final
judgment early next year.

Schroders: The blue-chip fund
manager suffered a blow after
Julie Dean, one of its star
performers, quit just over a
year after joining, following its
acquisition of Cazenove
Capital. Ms Dean, who was
replaced by her ex-Cazenove
colleague Matt Hudson, earlier
this month took her share of a
£29 million payout for some of
the manager’s top staff that
was linked to the Schroders
takeover. Page 34
Charles Stanley Group: The
stockbroker and investment
manager issued its second
profit warning in five months
as it suffered the effects of
higher costs of investing in the
business and a slowdown in
commissions from trading for
customers. Shares closed down
26p at 310p, as the company
said that profits would be
“materially below current
market expectations” unless
dealing commissions improved
during the next few months. It
had said in April that profits for
the year to the end of March
would be more than 10 per cent
below the previous year.

construction &
property

0.19%

House prices: The rate of
house price growth slowed in
August, in the latest sign that
soaring demand for homes
may be starting to tail off on
the back of the prospect of an
early interest rate rise. House
prices grew at an annual pace
of 9.7 per cent, down from
10.2 per cent in July. On the
month they were up by only
0.1 per cent, according to
Halifax’s latest snapshot of the
UK property market.

consumer goods
0.98%

Associated British Foods: The
consumer goods company said
earnings for the year would be
ahead of last time. Strong
profit performances from
Primark, the discount clothing
chain, and grocery would
offset the effects of lower sugar
prices and a £50 million hit
from the strength of sterling.
Page 39; Tempus, page 41
William Grant & Sons: The
family spirits maker behind
Glenfiddich Scotch whisky and
Hendrick’s gin has added
Scotland’s most famous whisky
liqueur to its bulging drinks
cabinet after acquiring the
Drambuie Liqueur Company
for up to £100 million from the
MacKinnon family.
Diageo: The world’s biggest
drinks company has created
Diageo Technology Ventures,
a new global innovation
programme, designed to solve
business challenges and to
unlock growth opportunities
by working with emerging
technology companies and
entrepreneurs in areas
including responsible drinking
and product theft.

engineering
1.14%

Jaguar Land Rover: The
carmaker took its first big step

into the mainstream of the
cut-throat car market last
night with the launch of the
“Baby Jag”, aimed at stealing
market share from BMW,
Mercedes-Benz and Audi. The
expected success of the Jaguar
XE and that of the Range
Rover Evoque, which will be
the launch model of the
group’s new factory in China, is
firing speculation of a partial
flotation of Jaguar Land Rover,
a subsidiary of Tata Motors.
Page 30
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars: The
carmaker has confirmed that it
is to open a warehousing
facility in Bognor Regis in West
Sussex, with the creation of
200 jobs. The warehouse, about
the size of four football fields,
will free up space at Rolls’s
nearby assembly lines on the
Goodwood estate, where the
production of 4,000 cars this
year will hit record levels.

health
0.07%

GlaxoSmithKline:An
experimental respiratory drug,
mepolizumab, proved effective
in reducing the number of
incidents requiring medical
treatment among patients
suffering from severe forms of
asthma in a phase three
clinical trial.
MDMedical: The operator of
private hospitals in Russia
reported a 50 per cent increase
in half-year revenue to
969 million roubles
(£16.2 million), fuelled by the
recent opening of a mother-
and-child clinic near Moscow.
ReNeuron: The stem cell
research company has named
Olav Hellebø, a former boss of
Novartis’s UK commercial
operations, as its new chief
executive. Mr Hellebø was
most recently the head of
Clavis Pharma, a Norwegian
biotechnology company.

leisure
0.74%

The Original Bowling
Company: Electra Partners is
hoping to strike it lucky in ten-
pin bowling after acquiring
Britain’s biggest operator, with
43 sites under the Hollywood
Bowl and AMF brands, in a
deal worth £91 million from
CBPE Capital.

media
0.30%

ITV: Britain’s largest
commercial broadcaster has
escalated a fight against BSkyB
and Virgin Media, arguing that
the pay-TV operators are
enjoying a “multimillion-pound
subsidy” by not paying the
main free-to-air broadcasters
to carry their channels. It is
lobbying regulators and
politicians to adopt the
American system, under which
free-to-air networks received
$3.3 billion in fees last year
from distributors. Page 41

natural resources
0.27%

Oil: The price of oil has

dropped below $100 a barrel
for the first time since June last
year, because of weakening
global demand. Economic data
from China, on the back of
disappointing US employment
figures on Friday, pushed
Brent crude prices down to
$99.86 yesterday morning,
marking a 13 per cent fall since
June, when prices hit $115 after
the conflict in Iraq fuelled
concerns that global supplies
would be disrupted. Page 36
Genel Energy: The oil and gas
explorer said that, after an
improvement in the security
situation in the Kurdish region
of Iraq it had begun returning
staffing levels to normal. Since
the start of the month,
production from its assets
there had averaged 234,000
barrels of oil equivalent a day.
Tempus, page 40

professional &
support services

0.60%

De La Rue: The banknote
printer said that it had been
named as the preferred bidder
for the ten-year contract to
supply banknotes for the Bank
of England, which is scheduled
to start next April. Page 32;
Tempus, page 40

retailing
1.20%

Retail sales: Strong demand
for back-to-school clothes and
footwear drove a 1.3 per cent
increase in like-for-like retail
sales across Britain during
August, according to the
British Retail Consortium.
Till receipts were up, despite a
drop in the value of food sales
as price wars rage among
supermarkets. Online sales,
excluding food, were up by a
record 19.8 per cent.
Asda: The supermarket chain
intends to give up selling
electrical items and DIYgoods
to online shoppers. However, it
is expanding its “click-and-
collect” offering by increasing
the number of pick-up points
from 400 to 600. Furthermore,
it intends to trial a handful of
temperature-controlled pods to
store food awaiting collection
at sites in London and the
southeast. Page 39

technology
1.72%

Video games: It cost only
$100,000 to develop a game
that went on to conquer the
world in 1982. Destiny, launched
overnight, shares a similar
theme to Space Invaders. Yet the
game’s $500 million budget
highlights the enormous
earning power that the biggest
video games now have.
Page 32

transport
1.07%

Ryanair: The budget airline
has unveiled plans nearly to
double in size and carry
150 million passengers a year
by 2024, after placing a
$22billion order with Boeing
for 200 new aircraft. Page 35
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Newly promoted to the FTSE
100, Dixons Carphone will
face the City with its first
quarterly results since
completing a £3.7 billion
merger. The figures will
cover trading over the three
months before the completion
of the deal early last month.
Investec expects like-for-

like sales to be up by 4.5 per
cent at Dixons, aided by sales
of televisions in the run-up to
the World Cup, but to be in
negative territory at the

Carphone business, hit by a
tough comparative period a
year ago when there were
several big product launches
in the mobile phone market.
Sebastian James, the chief

executive, will be quizzed on
the speed at which cost
savings are likely to be
achieved from the merger. It
will be a fresh opportunity
for the old Etonian, who is a
peer of David Cameron, to
convince sceptics of the
allure of the retailers’ tie-up.

The day ahead

Graph of the day

Number of Swiss banks

Source: SNB

Individuals in search of a Swiss bank account are facing a
diminishing choice. The number of Swiss banks has fallen
over the last decade. A crackdown on tax avoidance among
depositors has hastened a wave of mergers and closures
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Company Change

ARM Holdings Apple iPhone 6 launch 2.6%
Shire Pharmaceuticals Awaiting $54 billion AbbVie deal completion 2.2%
Tesco Bounce after recent slide 1.9%
Mondi Broker “buy” rating 1.7%
Burberry Positive broker comment 1.5%
Lloyds Banking Group Scottish independence vote fears -2.4%
Standard Life Scottish independence vote fears -2.4%
3i Speculation over £200 million bid for Gorkana -2.4%
Hargreaves Lansdown Post-results broker comment -2.6%
Associated British Foods Continuing sugar division woes -5.2%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

Dechra (health FY) £21.4m (£12.5m) 15.40p f 10.65p p Nov 21
Empyrean (resources FY) $5.2m ($2.9m) 0c
Escher (technology HY) $0.4m ($1.1m) 0c
Somero (industrials HY) $6.4m ($1.9m) 1.5c p Oct 20

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief
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sold
40.2m

Development
cost

$16m
Development cost

(estimated, latest generation)

$100m
Development

cost

$256m $500m

7m
soldsold
33m

release date
Today

Tomb Raider
Sega Saturn
Playstation (5th generation)
The moment that video
games broke into the
mainstream as Derby-based
Core Design and publishers
Eidos hit paydirt with Lara
Croft who became
synonymous with Cool
Britannia and spawned two
blockbuster films

19961985
Grand Theft Auto V
PlayStation 3, Xbox 360
(7th generation)

2013
Destiny

2014
Super Mario Brothers

On the money

Nintendo Entertainment
System
(3rd generation)

The ultimate 1980s
console game that

not only revived an
industry in turmoil

but propelled
Nintendo to the
very forefront of
the sector for 25
years

Grand Theft Auto has
redefined video games by
incorporating extreme
violence, celebrity cameos
and nihilism into a
mainstream game. Last
year’s version achieved $1
billion sales within three
days of launch

PlayStation 4, Xbox
One
(8th generation)
Bungie, the brains
behind the hugely
influential and
successful Halo
franchise, releases
what could be the
defining game for
this generation of
consoles

Development
cost

$500m
release date
Today
release date
Today
release date
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Super Mario Brothers

Nintendo Entertainment 
System
(3rd generation)

The ultimate 1980s 
console game that 

not only revived an 
industry in turmoil 

but propelled 
Nintendo to the 
very forefront of 
the sector for 25 
years

Gamers prepare to walk with Destiny
Developers have spent
ten years and $500m on
the latest high-stakes
investment in online
players, writes Nic Fildes

It cost only $100,000 to develop a game
that went on to conquer the world in
1982. Destiny, launched overnight,
sharesa similar themetoSpace Invaders
in that it is a space-based alien
shoot-’em-up. Yet the game’s budget—
an eye-watering $500 million — high-
lights theenormousearningpower that
the biggest video games now have.
Destiny is one of themost anticipated

games of all time. It features a
PaulMcCartney soundtrack and the
vocal talents of Peter Dinklage, the
Game of Thrones star. It has created a
huge stir given that it is the first title for
this generation of consoles to be devel-
oped by Bungie, the company behind
theHalo series. That racked up an esti-
mated$3billion insales from50million
copies and put the Xbox on the
map, after it was split out of Microsoft.
Retailers, including Game in the UK,
have said that Destiny has set records
for the number of advance orders.
Thenewgamewill alsohaveaknock-

on effect forMicrosoft and Sony,which
both launched new consoles late last
year. It looks set to be the first game de-
signed from the ground up thatwill test
the power of the PlayStation 4 and
Xbox One consoles.
Fergal Gara, managing director of

Sony Computer Entertainment in the
UK, said that advance orders for the
PS4 with the game have pushed British
sales of its new console past the
million mark.
“It will be enormous, quite

possibly the biggest game
of the year,”MrGara said.
“It has come out of the
blocks very strongly.
There is every reason
to think that it could
well be the defining
game of this genera-
tion.”
ActivisionBlizzard, the

publisher that launched the
game at the Oxo Tower in
London last night, is confident
that Destiny is lining up to be-
come a billion-dollar franchise
alongside other titles it
owns, including Call of
Duty and Skylanders.
Thehuge investment is

part of a decade-long plan

to turnDestiny intoamedia titan.Video
game franchises can be far more lucra-
tive than repeat hits in the movie and
music industries,withGrandTheftAuto
generating huge amounts of cash.
The fifth version ofGrand Theft Auto

was rumoured tohavecost$265million
to develop and market but racked up
sales of $1 billion within three days of
being launched.
EricHirshberg, the chief executiveof

Activision Publishing, said: “We feel
that we have the opportunity to launch
something huge — not just into the
gaming landscape, but the pop cultural
landscape.”
Piers Harding-Rolls, head of games

research at IHS, said: “Destiny is a big
bet from Activision but is well posi-
tioned to become the company’s next
billion-dollar franchise based on devel-
oper Bungie’s track record and having
built impressive consumer awareness,
engagement and pre-orders.”
Destiny, set in a post-apocalyptic

future, casts the player as a “guardian”
of the last city on Earth who can then
explore the solar system.
Bungie, which pioneered high-end

science-fiction videogameswithMara-

thon in the 1990s, has spent years per-
fecting the visuals and even launched a
Google Street View-style website for
players to peruse the different terrains
of Mars,Venus and the Moon.

It is unusual in that the game is
played entirely online and the
whole story can be completed
in conjunction with other
players.
Paul Jackson, an Ovum analyst,

said that Bungie would need to be
careful to ensure that traditional
game players were not alienated
by the push towards more social
gaming, which has historically
been adopted for multiplayer
settings. He said: “The
squad-based mentality is
not for everybody. Getting
the mix right is important.”
The signs are good for Des-

tiny with 4.6 million players
already having tried the game,
and more than 10 million are
predicted togoonline toplay it
in the hours after it has
launched.

Whitehall ‘made housing crisis worse’

One of the government’s most senior
ministers has acknowledged that the
housing shortagehas been exacerbated
by the government itself.
FrancisMaude,minister for the Cab-

inet Office, told The Times that many
government departments did not even
knowwhat propertywason their books
until recently.
“Because no one was looking at the

bigger picture, departmentswould take
on expensive new leases when govern-
ment freeholds remained underused or
where local authority accommodation
was available just down the road,” he
said.
Mr Maude defended the govern-

ment’s record on releasing land for
building to try to alleviate the country’s

housing supply problem and pointed
out that no one in the past had asked
eachministry to list its landandproper-
ty.
He singled out the Ministry of De-

fence as one of the largest owners of
property and land. “The MoD didn’t
know what it owned and how much it
cost to run,” he said.
The government has launched the

second phase of its public estate pro-
gramme in which 20 local authorities
have agreed to release excess land and
property. They will join the 12 author-
ities that took part in the first phase.
The scheme is projected to save£21mil-
lion in costs and generate £88 million.
“None of this is rocket science.

There’s no kind of magic about this.
This is just basic good housekeeping,”
Mr Maude said.
His comments came as Halifax said

that early signs of an improvement in
thenumberofnewhomes comingon to
the market should help to redress the
balance between supply and demand.
The bank’s latest house price index

showed that the average price of a
home grew at an annual pace of 9.7 per
cent last month, down from 10.2 per
cent in July.On themonth theywereup
by only 0.1 per cent.
The CBI yesterday blamed the hous-

ing shortage for adding £4 billion a year
to family bills and draining cash that
could be helping to drive economic
growth.
The business lobby group estimates

that the drastic undersupply in housing
stock has led to out-of-control price
rises that are sucking spending out of
more productive areas and called for
the number of homes built each year to
be doubled to 240,000.

De La Rue wins contract
to keep the pound British
Nic Fildes

Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent

The Bank of England has ruled out
handing a lucrative banknote contract
to a foreign company after naming De
La Rue preferred bidder for a new ten-
year deal that will keep the work
inDebden, Essex.
The loss of the Bank of England con-

tract would have hit De La Rue hard. It
accounts for about 10 per cent of reve-
nue and 7 per cent of earnings. The
company has printed sterling since
2003 at Debden and faced stiff compe-
tition from Oberthur, of France, and
Giesecke&Devrient, ofMunich, before
the end of its contract next April.
De LaRue was put on the preferred

list for the Bank’s latest contract, which

will run until 2025. The contract has
not yet been formally awarded but the
Banksaid that ithadpresented themost
“economically advantageous” tender.
The contract, estimated to be worth

£50million a year toDeLaRue, ismore
complex than the present one because
of the planned introduction of £5 and
£10 notes made of polymer material.
The notes will be printed by De La Rue
but the company lost out on supplying
the polymer to the Cumbria-based
Innovia Films this year. The new notes
will appear from 2016.
De La Rue’s shares have fallen by

25 per cent in a year because of tough
trading conditions and the departure of
TimCobbold, the chief executive.
Tempus, page 40

The final frontier? Games makers and console providers are pinning their hopes and $500 million on the success of Destiny
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Electrolux
hoovers up
GEdivision
for $3.3bn
James Hurley

Electrolux expects to double American
sales of washing machines and fridges
after paying $3.3 billion in cash for the
century-old appliances business of
General Electrics.
The Swedish company, which will

launcharights issueto fundabout25per
cent of the purchase price, said that it
wanted toexpandbeyond its coreEuro-
peanmarket and boostUSannual sales
to more than $10 billion.
Theworld’s second-largest appliance

maker has identified annual savings of
$300 million after completing the deal
next year. It is the company’s largest
acquisition and will enable it to take on
its larger rival, Whirlpool.
Keith McLoughlin, the Electrolux

chief executive, said: “This is anhistoric
moment and important strategic
move.”
Analysts said that the tie-up would

give an enlarged Electrolux andWhirl-
pool control of about 40 per cent of the
North American market each.
GE previously tried to sell the appli-

ances business, which includes Hot-
point, in 2008 but pulled out because of
the financial crisis. The division had
revenues of $5.7 billion last year.
Electrolux, which sells brands in-

cluding Zanussi and AEG, believes the
dealwill result in cost savings frompur-
chasing and logistics. Some restructur-
ing is expected. The deal, which is not
expected to be held up by regulatory
problems, will make the US its largest
market, as sales of household goods
slow inEurope. It will also give Electro-
luxbetter access to thebuilder’smarket,
which GE dominates at present.
GEwants to focusmore on industrial

output by moving away from low-mar-
gin businesses. It said last month that it
was evaluating options for the home
appliance business, including discus-
sions with Electrolux.
Jeff Immelt, the chairman and chief

executive of GE, said: “Electrolux is the
right global business for our customers,
consumers and employees. GE Appli-
ances’ people, valuable home applian-
ces brand, products, distribution and
service capabilities make it a perfect fit
with Electrolux and its goal of acceler-
ating growth in the U.S.”
The combined company is expected

to have total sales of nearly $23 billion,
almost half ofwhichwill come from the
purchased GE division. Less than a
quarter will come from Europe.
The US is the second-largest market

for household appliances after China.

Louise Cooper

Building a bridge to a new phase

At the beginning of
last year I was at a
conference listening
to a professor from a
leading business

school explain why we were living in
a “low-return world” and that profit
from owning shares or bonds would
be small for at least the next ten years
because of the financial crisis. As an
academic he had decades of data,
mathematical models and tables of
complexity to prove his point. But the
message was the same from almost
everyone at the event — the
consensus was that future returns
would be low. Well, the S&P 500, the
American stock index, went up 30 per
cent in that year — the best annual
performance in 16 years and the
antithesis of low return.
I give this example as a warning

against “group think”. At present the
consensus in the City is that inflation,
and therefore interest rates, will stay
low for many years (government
borrowing costs tell us this). The
significant threat is deemed to be
falling prices. High inflation is
consigned to history.
It is the prevalence of this opinion

that makes me question it. Being a bit
of a contrarian, I look for evidence to
contradict the consensus. I think
there is enough to suggest that the
UK is on the cusp, if not of a wage
boom, at least of rising pay. Higher
wage deals are one of the most
significant drivers of inflation.
As unemployment falls, wages rise

— it is a basic rule of supply and
demand. UK unemployment has
fallen from a high of 8.4 per cent in
January 2012 to 6.4 per cent. So far,
however, this fall in unemployment
has not driven wages higher. The
most recent Office for National
Statistics data for April to June shows
that pay, excluding bonuses, up by
only 0.6 per cent on last year’s level.
But, as Deutsche Bank points out in

a recent report, there is a “divergence
between official measures of wage
growth and indicators in the surveys”.
Listening to a recent Treasury select
committee hearing, one of the Labour
MPs said that his local chamber of
commerce told him that wages were
rising by 3 per cent to 3.5 per cent
locally, and that was in the North.
The official data may be lagging
behind the real situation.
After many years of almost no pay

rises at all, employees may feel that

wages need to catch up. Staff have
taken the pain during the crisis but
now is the time for gain as the good
times return. There is pent-up
demand for higher wages built up
over many years. When wages rise,
they could do so significantly.
James Carrick, an economist with

Legal & General Investment
Management, also believes that wages

— and therefore inflation — are
heading higher in both the UK and
the US. He believes that there are
workers whose skills and experience
are obsolete post-crisis; for example,
plumbers and electricians in Ireland
who will never be needed in a less
construction dependent economy (or
estate agents in Spain). In the UK it
may be the former public sector staff

who have not got the right skills for
the private sector (or City financiers
tarnished by their past). They are
effectively out of the labour market
until they can retrain or relocate. But
while this happens, wages for
everyone else with the right skills will
increase. He argues that this increase
in “structural” unemployment leads
to higher pay and it will happen soon.
The public sector wage freezes of

between 0 per cent to 1 per cent in
the coalition’s austerity years have
helped to suppress wage growth in
the past four years. But, if Labour
wins the general election next year,
such public sector wage restraint may
not continue. Also, as the public
sector is scaled back with hundreds of
thousands of redundancies, the
overall impact of public sector wage
freezes reduces. The private sector —
where wages are beginning to rise —
makes up more of the data.
The most recent quarterly ONS

figures showed wages increasing at
their slowest since the crisis began. As
the proverb states, “it is darkest before
the dawn” — when the data reaches
its worst is actually the beginning of
the rebound.
The Bank of England, with all its

information and expertise, last month
halved its forecast for wage growth
this year to 1.25 per cent from 2.5 per
cent. This to me is a classic turning
point if even the central bank throws
in the towel. When everyone is
convinced that there will be no wage
growth, is actually the moment it will
occur.
I am also always wary of any “this

time is different” argument.
Historically, lower unemployment has
led to wage rises. Even if it has not
happened yet in this recovery, I do
not see any reason to rip up this basic
rule. Pay will respond to
unemployment. And it may have
already begun — official data may be
wrong (not the first time). I am a fan
of simple rules, and this is one of the
most basic — wages adjust to demand
and supply of labour.
As well as warning against

consensus opinion, I also caution
against excessive data and modelling.
Complexity generally does not result
in more accurate forecasts, only the
illusion of it. It is a
lesson for both
central bankers and
business school
professors.

‘‘

’’

Be sceptical of accepted economic
wisdom and take a contrarian view
Louise Cooper is a financial analyst and Goldman Sachs alumna. Follow her on @Louiseaileen70

where does that leave the big
commodities players?
Devan Kaloo, the head of global

emerging markets at Aberdeen
Asset Management, says: “As
developing economies move from
investment to consumption — a
natural part of their development —
then the demand for raw materials
will naturally fall. You need a lot less
iron to build a washing machine
than a bridge”.
So it is most interesting that the

mining industry, which at its peak
was characterised by takeovers and
acquisitions, is reversing some of
those deals. Last month BHP
Billiton announced plans to split its
business in two. It seems that its
executives may well agree with Mr
Kaloo.

Is the global commodities
supercycle over?
Fortunes were made in selling

the Chinese the steel and coal for
the country’s development. Building
roads, factories and electricity
generators sucked in tonnes and
tonnes of commodities. And mining
companies did well from this,
becoming the behemoths we know
today. Mining stocks soared, with
Rio Tinto’s share price increasing
from slightly more than 400p in
1998 to £60 in 2008. It’s the same
story with BHP Billiton, whose
stock price went from about 100p to
£20 in about the same period.
However, as China matures

economically it is forecast to change
from an investment-led economy to
one based more on consumption. So

There is pent-up demand for higher wages, as there was in east London in 1979
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Miles Costello

Star fund manager
abandons Schroders
Schroders suffered a setback yesterday
after a star fundmanager quit the blue-
chip investment manager just over a
year after joining through its acquisi-
tion of Cazenove Capital.
JulieDean ran Schroders’ £2.2 billion

UKOpportunities Fund, which has
more than doubled in size in the past
12 months, as well as the £700 million
ISF UKOpportunities Fund based in
Luxembourg.
Her arrival was seen as helping to fill

the gap left by the departure last sum-
mer of another star, Richard Buxton,
who left to joinOldMutual’s funds divi-
sion.
Schroders gave no explanation re-

garding her departure yesterday and it
isnotknownwhether shehasa job togo
to. However, she was one of several
Cazenove Capital managers who
shared a £29 million payout at the be-
ginning of themonth thatwas linked to
the acquisition.
It is not known how much she col-

lected but her resignation would have
wiped out entitlement to any deferred
bonuses and share awards earned dur-
ing her time at Schroders.
Ms Dean’s exit prompted consterna-

tion internally because she was under-
stood to have told investors and senior
staff that she was happy in her job.
She was replaced with immediate ef-

fect by Matt Hudson,who worked with
Ms Dean for a decade at Cazenove

before the takeover by Schroders last
year. Mr Hudson will continue to run
the funds based onMsDean’s approach
for the immediate future.
Although Schroders described Mr

Hudson’s track record as “excellent”,
experts said that it would miss Ms
Dean’s investment skills.
Laith Khalaf, a Hargreaves Lans-

down analyst, said: “Ms Dean will cer-
tainly be a loss for Schroders as she has
built up a strong track record over the
years.”
According to performance figures on

Schroders’ funds website, her fund has
returned 146.2 per cent in the past five
years, compared with 80.7 per cent
from the FTSEall-share index.
However, the fund is down by 6.8 per

cent for theyear todate, against a 1.3per
cent return for the all-share index, the
figures show.
Analysts said that it was too early to

know whether Ms Dean’s exit would
spark a rash of investor departures
from her fund.
In the months after Mr Buxton’s

move to Old Mutual, following a 12-
year career at Schroders, investors
pulled about £1.5 billion from his fund,
moving somecash tohis newemployer.
However, Schroders argued that it

subsequently made up that amount as
other customers ploughed money into
MsDean’s fund, aswell as thoseofother
high-calibre managers.
Shares in Schroders shed 17p to close

at £24.40.

Charlotte Jamme founded a bag
brand four years ago after
designing a product influenced by
the difficulties of travelling with
two young daughters. She named it
Mia Tui, Vietnamese for “my bag”,
in a nod to where the bags are
made and where she lived at the
time. This has not gone down well
with TUI Travel, which is opposing
her copyright registration.
Her company has an annual

turnover of £150,000 and two
employees. “I cannot afford to fight
this — I’m having to do the

research on my own,” she said.
“We have just got back on
our feet after a cashflow
disaster last year. I’m just
scared of it going their
way because if it does,
that’s me done. I cannot
afford to rebrand.” TUI

Travel did not
respond to a
request for
comment.

Business big shot

name
charlotte
jamme
age 43
position
founder,
mia tui

once more unto the breach
for erstwhile king of mining
Few would blame Ian Hannam for
dodging the limelight after throwing
in the towel in his battle against the
Financial Services Authority, which
fined him £450,000 for market
abuse. The financier, below, whose
audacious dealmaking earned him
the sobriquet the King of Mining
while at JPMorgan, is evidently keen
to take centre stage again: Strand
Partners, the corporate advisory firm
he bought two years ago, has been
rebranded Hannam & Partners.

bonmarché in the fast lane?
Freddie George, a Cantor Fitzgerald
retail analyst, reckons that he
chancellor’s pensions reforms will
not mark an acceleration in the
sales of Lamborghinis. Rather, he
believes, pensioners will divert more
of their grey pounds to the tills at
Bonmarché, which caters for the
older woman.
“Most analysts view Bonmarché

as one of the more forgettable
stores on the ‘high street’
catering for an unglamorous
part of the market,” he wrote.
“The pensions reform due to be
implemented in April
2015 will, we believe,
trigger a pick-up in
over-50s
discretionary

spending.” Never let it be said that
the older generation doesn’t know
how to have fun.

baby talk
The Jaguar XE — the Baby Jag —
has had a gestation period of about
seven years. Such a shame that its
big launch was obscured by news
about another baby. “What a day:
the Baby Jag and now the royal
baby,” Ralf Speth, the Jaguar Land
Rover boss, said through gritted
German teeth.

the long goodbye
Theo Karpathios founded
SuperGroup alongside Julian
Dunkerton, the chief executive, but
stood down a couple of years ago.
Mr Karpathios then voted against
the board at the annual meeting in
2012. Now he has sold £1 million of
shares, taking his stake below 5 per
cent, down from about 14 per cent.

lewis sticks his neck out
The new chief executive of Tesco
has bigger fish to fry, but Dave
Lewis can at least cross finding a
new boss for Giraffe from his to-do
list. Tesco bought the restaurant
chain last year, but the co-founders
Russel and Juliette Joffe left in July.
Andrew Jacobs, who helped to set
the chain up with the Joffes in 1998,
is the new person in charge.

CITY PEOPLE
The feuds, the faces and the farcical
Marcus Leroux@marcusleroux
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Ryanair’s $22bn order to double in size
For thosewho think there is already too
much Ryanair around, the news is bad:
the budget airline has unveiled plans
nearly to double in size and carry 150
million passengers a year by 2024 after
placing a $22billion order with Boeing
for 200 new aircraft.
And Michael O’Leary, the airline’s

outspoken chief executive, also out-
lined further details of his plans to
launch a transatlantic division of
Ryanair with a target fleet ofmore than
30 long-haul aircraft.
The largest aircraft order by a Euro-

pean airline, by the continent’s biggest

carrier, is for an aircraft so new that it
hasn’t yet been built — the Boeing 737
Max 200.
The aircraft will be delivered to

Ryanair, as launch carrier, from 2018
onwards. Mr O’Leary claims that pas-
sengers will get more legroom because
of the narrower seats being fitted, by
the removal of the galleys usually at
both ends of a jetliner and by the intro-
duction of a mid-cabin exit door.
The order for the $110million-a-time

aircraft further transforms the ambi-
tions of Ryanair. Today in Seattle, Mr
O’Learywill take the first delivery from
his previous blockbuster order, for 180
of the next-generation of the 737-800

model. The arrival of those aircraft
through to 2019will takeRyanair’s fleet
from 300 to 420, factoring in the retire-
ment of the fleet’s older workhorses.
With the 737Maxaircraft arriving from
2018, Mr O’Leary is forecasting, again
with further retirements, a fleet of 520.
“Weare finally getting theaircraftwe

wanted,” Mr O’Leary said, announcing
the order in New York. “We have been
pushing Boeing to get 200 seats on to
the 737-800 for ten years. We believe
200 seats is the sweet spot for short-
haul aircraft.”
Ryanair has only ever ordered Boe-

ingaircraft but acknowledged talkshad
takenplacewithAirbus.Theorder is for

an initial 100 737 Max aircraft and 100
options, though Mr O’Leary added:
“Ryanair in its history has never not
taken up its options.”
He said that there was enough room

in Europe for such an influx of aircraft
as he will aim them at the primary air-
ports that Ryanair has traditionally
avoided on cost grounds, and take on
the likes of Alitalia, Lufthansa, British
Airways-Iberia and Air France-KLM.
Questioned about his long-awaited

plans to launch low-fare transatlantic
operations, Mr O’Leary, said that
Boeing’s new 250-seat 787 Dreamliner
would be perfect, but that no aircraft
would be available for four to five years.

Robert Lea Industrial Editor

RBS may raise
$4bn from
Citizens sale

Royal Bank of Scotland could reap as
much as $4 billion from the sale of part
of its Citizens division in the United
States through a New York listing.
The taxpayer-backed lender saidyes-

terday that it would price Citizens
shares at between $23 and $25 and
planned to sell a 25 per cent stake
through the flotation, potentially rais-
ing as much as $3.5 billion and valuing
the business at $14 billion.
The lender’s windfall could rise by

$525million if anextra21millionshares
are sold by the investment banks lead-
ing the listing on top of the 140 million
initially on offer.
Ross McEwan, the RBS chief execu-

tive, said that offloading Citizens was
“an important milestone”.
The sale will provide a windfall not

only for RBS, but also for theUS bank’s
seniormanagers. BruceVanSaun, chief
executive of Citizens and the former
finance director of RBS, is in line for a
package worth up to $9.4 million this
year and as much as $11.2 million in
future years. Included inMrVan Saun’s
compensation is a $2.35million “special
IPO award” of Citizens shares that will
vest in 2015 and 2016.
Citizens is the 13th-largest US bank

and has 1,230 branches across 11 states
in the northeast of the country.

Harry Wilson

Berkeley director walks out
after management clash

The finance director of a leading
housebuilder has resigned unexpect-
edly after management differences,
forgoing a potential £75 million pay-
off.
Nick Simpkin, who has been with

Berkeley Group since 2002, champi-
oned an alternative strategy to the one
driven by Rob Perrins, the managing
director, and Tony Pidgley, its chair-
man, who have targeted complex re-
generation rather than straightforward
building, The Times understands.
The decision to leave was by mutual

consent andMr Simpkin does not have
another job lined up. He will receive a
severance package but its size is yet to
be agreed.
Mr Pidgley, who founded Berkeley

withJimFarrer in 1976, said that the
board wished Mr Simpkin, who
has been the finance director for
thepast fiveyears, “all thebest for
the future”.
BenMarks, Berkeley’s finan-

cial controller, who has been
with the company for ten
years, will work closely
with Mr Perrins, a
former finance di-

rector, until a replacement is found.
Anthony Codling, an analyst for Jef-

feries, the investment bank, said:
“What surprises me is Nick Simpkin is
one of five people in the current man-
agement incentive scheme at Berkeley.
“If he were to stay to see the scheme

through, hewould be awarded 3.25mil-
lion shares, which at current prices are
worth £75.6 million.
“I imagine that the decision he took

to disagree with the strategy of the rest
of the board is not one he took lightly.”
Mr Pidgley, who has called the top

and bottom of the market on house
prices, told shareholders at the annual
meeting lastweek that, since thestartof
the financial year, the market had “re-
verted to normal transaction” levels
from its high point last year.
Berkeley was awarded planning per-
mission at the start of this year to
redevelop the former home of
the The Times, part of News
UK, in Wapping, east
London.
TheLondonDocksite, as it is
has been renamed, will in-

clude 1,800 homes,
commercial space
and a school.

Berkeley
shares fell by
49p or 2 per
cent, to
£23.27.

Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent

Tony Pidgley’s
targets differed
from Mr Simpkin’s

Britain’s biggest
wine producer is
to raise at least

£1 million via a
crowdfunding scheme
to expand as it
responds to growing
demand for its still
and sparkling wines
(Dominic Walsh
writes).
Chapel Down, in

which Nigel Wray, the

wealthy tycoon, has a
25 per cent stake, is
raising £670,000
through a share
placing with
institutions and
directors, but the total
could reach
£4 million including
the crowdfunding.

Winemaker
seeks £1m
to expand

6Boeing has been hit by allegations
that its engineering staff have
serious safety concerns about its
787 Dreamliner, which was
grounded last year after being hit by
battery fires. An engineer secretly
filmed saying “I wouldn’t fly on one
of these planes” is due to appear in a
documentary this week that raises
questions about the manufacturing
of the aircraft. The film, made by the
investigative unit of the Al Jazeera
news channel, also alleges that, to
hit deadlines, suppliers were allowed
to vary agreed procedures. Boeing
disputes the allegations.
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Oil price sinks below
$100 as economy takes
a slow boat to China
Benchmark oil prices have dropped below
$100 for the first time in more than a year,
cheering motorists but setting alarm bells
ringing for oil groups and Opec members.
The price of Brent crude fell below the

psychologically crucial mark yesterday
because of unexpectedly feeble economic
figures from China, the world’s second-
largest oil user after the United States.
The slide of 89 cents to $99.93marks an

extraordinary reversal since June, when
oil prices hit $115 a barrel after Islamic
State, the militant group, began its offen-
sive in Iraq.
Amid fears thatglobaloil supplieswould

be disrupted, all the talk then in the
markets was how much higher prices

couldgo.However, theworld is awashwith
crude thanks to record production, which,
despite the conflicts in Iraq and Ukraine
and wider instability in the Middle East,
continues to grow. At the same time, de-
mand is not growing quickly enough.
Yesterday China’s import growth fell for

the second consecutive month in August,
recording its worst performance in more
than a year. The poor figures from the
world’s second-largest economy immedi-
ately raised fears that demand for crudeoil
would diminish even further.
Elsewhere, recovery in the US and

Europe continue to be fragile, adding to
the sense that the world is oversupplied
with oil.
OleHansen,headofcommoditystrategy

at Saxo Bank, predicted that prices would

remain below $100 until well intoOctober
at least. “It’s certainlygoing tobe four to six
weeks with prices at this level,” he said.
Mr Hansen said that Opec, the cartel of

oil producers, would cut output if prices
started to slide towards $90. “That’s when
it starts to get painful for everyone.”
A Reuters survey yesterday provided a

timely reminder of just how painful oil
prices below $100 are.
Governments, particularly in the Mid-

dle East, have loosened their purse strings,
hoping that higher public expenditurewill
head off public discontent and a repetition
of the Arab Spring.
Last year, the 12 members of Opec

needed an average oil price of $103 to bal-
ance their budgets, up from$95 in2012, ac-
cording to the Reuters analysis.
However, this masks huge differences

within the cartel. Iran’s budget is the most
stretched, needing oil prices of $136 to
break even. Nigeria, Ecuador and Algeria
come next, requiring prices of $124, $122
and $119 respectively, the survey says.
Crucially, Saudi Arabia, Opec’s de facto

leader and largest producer, needs oil
prices of only $92 to cover spending. All
eyes are on the desert kingdom, known as
a swing producer, because it normally ad-
justs production up or down to keep prices
stable.
However, analysts believe Saudi Arabia

is more reluctant this time to turn off the
taps for fear of losing market share to Iraq
and Iran, its resurgent cartel rivals.
“The big question remains how willing

Saudi Arabia is to give up market share,”
Mr Hansen said. “Iran and Iraq will want
to claim their share of globalmarkets.Will
the Saudis be willing to accept that?” Mis-

win Mahesh, of Barclays, predicts that oil
prices will remain below $100 for the rest
of the month at least. He says that much
will depend on whether Libya can sustain
its 700,000 barrels-per-day production as
the country slides into chaos.
Output had slowed to a trickle earlier in

the year, which was a big factor behind
risingoil prices.Withmany foreign service
companies pulling out recently because of
security concerns, few experts expect the
revival of Libya’s oil industry to last.
The recent slide in oil prices should not

be overplayed. Oil markets are often in
limbo in September, which straddles two
seasonal peaks in demand — after the
American summer vacation driving
season but before winter heating oil de-
mands in the northern hemisphere.
Certainly, Opec — on the outside, at

least — is remaining sanguine. A delegate
from one Gulf country said: “The fall in
prices is a temporary thing . . . they are
still within the acceptable range. We are
now approaching winter so the prices are
expected to rise.”
Oil companies will be watching the

markets nervously. While they too are
hurt by lower prices, they have a higher
pain threshold than Opec.
Oil prices would have to fall to as low as

$80 a barrel before the most expensive oil
projects — oil sands in North America —
become unviable and face being moth-
balled.

Knock-on effect
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...which has sent the price of Brent crude tumbling3

...oil production is rising...2

Tim Webb

The dimming fortunes of China’s property sector — where newly built

‘The big question remains
how willing Saudi Arabia
is to give up market share’
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China in
numbers
leo lewis

The prescribed drugs that don’t work
“disaster zone” of unsafe drug use.
He helped to design a survey, which
collected responses from 1.7 million
of his compatriots, and came back
with the statistic that only 11 per
cent had even the most
rudimentary sense of the dangers.
The numbers transmit different

messages to different interest
groups. For China’s reformers, this
is hard evidence that there are huge
efficiencies to be found in the
struggling healthcare system and
confirmation that change must
come now, before these problems
coalesce into a crisis that can be
blamed on the Communist party.
For those rightly worried that

antibiotics may be on an alarming
path to obsolescence, and that
medicine is on its way back to the
Dark Ages as antimicrobial
resistance expands, the numbers
hint at China’s substantial role in
the crisis. Nowhere in China’s
healthcare system is
overprescription more marked than
with the dispensing of antibiotics.
Figures cited by leading experts

in the field, comparing Chinese
state media reports with known
data in Britain, suggest that China
consumes about ten times the
volumes of antibiotics per head as
the average Briton. Even before the
overuse of antibiotics produces a
globalised threat to human health
from drug-resistant bugs, China is

feeling the effects. About 40 per
cent of Chinese children younger
than seven who have become deaf
since birth have been afflicted
because of improperly prescribed or
administered antibiotics.
The prominent publication of the

figures also suggests that the global
pharmaceutical industry’s troubles
in China may be only just
beginning. Investigations into
GlaxoSmithKline’s business in
China may have been intended to
warn the company and its
international peers that Beijing is
watching carefully. The same
pharmaceuticals groups will make
useful foreign scapegoats if a
crackdown on overprescription
gathers momentum and questions
arise over who has been benefiting
most from doctors’ tendency to see
their patients off with fat bags of
often unnecessary drugs.
At the heart of the problem is

corruption. Misprescription and a
failure to explain to patients how to
take drugs is a feature of a system
that is simply too crowded to cope.
The tendency to overprescribe,
though, has evolved from an
environment in which doctors’
income is effectively dependent
upon kickbacks and other
payments. President Xi Jinping
clearly wants to change that
environment: its resistance to
change may defeat him.

Lacklustre demand for housing
signals weakness in economy
China’s trade surplus surged to a record
$49.8 billion last month as rising exports
were offset by the dimming fortunes of the
country’s property sector and its central
influence over commodities imports.
The surprise 2.4 per cent year-on-year

drop in imports defied consensus predic-
tions for a 3 per cent gain and played into
broader concerns about a slowdown in
China.
Foremost among China’s challenges is

the diminishing strength of domestic de-
mand thatwasonce reliablypumpedupby
Beijing. The recent direction of imports
could flatten China’s trajectory towards
surpassing theUnited States as theworld’s

biggest economy — a crossover that IHS
analysts recently forecast for 2024.
Analysts saw the trade figures as

another likely propellant for a launch of
fresh government stimulus. Others said
that the import numbers underlined how
short-lived Beijing’s previous efforts to
whip up domestic demand had been.
The closely watched trading figures ap-

peared to endorse the recent direction of
global commodities trading. Prices have
dwindled as markets “recalibrate” their
expectations of growth in China.
The government’s target of 7.5 per cent

growth for the year may be met on paper,
analysts say, but the reality may be that
China is already growing below that pace.
Other recent signals from the Chinese

economy suggest that the slowdown has
takenhold and is becomingmore resistant
to the sort of short-term stimulus that Bei-

jing has unleashed. The
most recent purchasing
managers’ index, a gauge
of confidence in the
manufacturing indus-
try, showed a dip last
month as stimulus
from earlier this year
wore off. In July, bank
lending fell sharply.
Many of the low-

ered growth calcu-
lations for China
are driven by sig-
nals fromtheprop-
erty market — a
primary driver of
GDP and a long-
term supporter of
copper, iron ore and
finished-steel prices.
Import volumes
have fallen and the
effect on the trade
surplus has been am-

plifiedby the softened international
prices. Even with those price effects
stripped out, Wang Tao, a UBS
China economist, said that import
volumegrowthprobably remainedat
a weak 1 per cent last month, reflect-
ing lacklustre domestic demand.
Exports in August rose by 9.4 per
cent comparedwith the sameperiod

a year earlier, with most of the
heavy lifting coming from brisk
demand in Europe and the
US. Bank of America ana-
lysts believe that exports will
continue to boom in the final
monthsof theyearafterApple

begins shipments from China of
its new iPhone and other soon-
to-be revealed gadgets for
Christmas sales.
There are, however, dark
clouds over the Chinese

export forecasts too, an-
alysts say. European

growth could be
hit by diplo-
matic ten-
sions with
Moscow.

400,000...
. . . is the estimated number of
unnatural deaths every year that
the Red Cross Society of China
attributes to “medical damage” —
the ruinous result of a healthcare
system steeped in misprescription,
overprescription and corruption.
The estimates, leading Chinese
academics say, are almost certainly
lowballing the extent of the
problem. In any case, a grim
landmark — the point where
prescribed drugs kill more Chinese
than road accidents — has already
been far overtaken.
The numbers come with

glowering warnings from Zhang
Jichun, the chief pharmacist at
Peking Union Medical College
Hospital, who describes the world’s
second-biggest economy as a

Leo Lewis Beijing

housing often stands empty — have affected imports of commodities

JON WOO/REUTERS

A new iPhone and other
gadgets are expected to
boost Chinese exports
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Primark looks west
to counter vagaries
of British weather
The owner of Primark intends to open
ten shops in the United States within
two years in the hope that value-cons-
cious Americans will cancel out any
flagging sales growth in Britain.
AssociatedBritish Foodswas the big-

gest faller in the FTSE100yesterdayon
disappointment at summer takings at
the fashion retailer, together with con-
cern about the impact of weak sugar
prices on the group’s ingredients arm.
The shares dropped by 152p, or

5.2 per cent, to £27.57 after the company
revealed that like-for-like sales at Pri-
markwere likely to beupby4.5 per cent
for the year to mid-September — a fall
from 8 per cent earlier in the year. Till
receipts are likely tohave risenby 16per
cent to nearly £5 billion.
JohnBason, the finance director, dis-

missedworries of a slowdown, saying:
“In absolute terms, the growth
of Primark is fantastic.Was the
fourth-quarter growth lower
than it was in the third quar-
ter? Yes — for one very good
reason: the third quarter in-
cluded trading in March and
April.” He said that the spring
numbers were boosted by un-
usually warm Easter wea-
ther.
Primark sells more

clothes than any other

retailer in Britain. The chain, which
trades from 270 shops across western
Europe, employs 48,000 people. It sells
T-shirts for £6, pairs of shoes for £8 and
skirts for £10.
Nick Bubb, an independent retail ex-

pert, said that it could overtake Marks
&Spencer in earnings from clothes this
year by generating operating profits of
£600 million.
Earlier this year, ABFoods signed a

lease to open its first USoutlet in Bos-
ton. The company said yesterday that
negotiations were under way for fur-
ther sites in states in the northeast with
a target set of ten openings by late 2016.
About a third of revenue comes from

Primark, with the remainder from food
businesses including British Sugar,
which has been hit by a drop in global
prices and an end to Europe-wide pro-
duction quotas.
The company said that revenue and
profit from sugar would be “substan-

tially lower” than last year, re-
duced by lower volumes in China
and currency fluctuation.
Analysts said that the group

appeared to be easing back on ex-
panding Primark, with a million
square feet of extra selling space to
be added next year, compared
with 1.2 million this year.

AndrewWood, a Bern-
stein analyst,
said: “ABF can be split
into two— strength at
Primark and weak-
ness elsewhere.”
Tempus, page 52

Andrew Clark Deputy Business Editor

Asda is forced
to cut back on
web electricals
Andrew Clark

Asda plans to give up selling electrical
items and DIY goods online as part of
a shake-up that will involve scaling
back its digital operation.
Britain’s second-largest supermarket

chain is expanding its “click and col-
lect” offering by increasing the number
of points where customers can pick up
goods from 400 to 600. It will test a
handful of intelligent “pods” designed
by two Dutch entrepreneurs that keep
food in temperature-controlled condi-
tions.
However, the US-owned retailer re-

vealed that it intended to scrap hun-
dreds of categories of household goods
in a retreat from the fiercely competi-
tive market for flatscreen televisions,
dishwashers and power tools.
Andy Clarke, the chief executive,

said that although online ordering
would cease, such items would still be
available in larger superstores.
Asda trades through three online

stores, internet grocery, a
George.com fashion website and a
broader Asda Direct that encompasses
everything from books to kettles. Asda
Direct is to be merged into the former
two in February, with a fifth of its prod-
ucts to be scrapped.
Asda’s decision comes hot on the

heels of a merger between Dixons and
CarphoneWarehouse to create a more
powerful competitor in electronics. It
also follows the flotation in February of
AOWorld thatbrieflyvalued theonline
white goods retailer at more than
£1 billion.
Instead, Asda is keen to mark itself

out bymaking collections more conve-
nient.

Jérôme Kerviel,
the French trader
who brought

Société Générale to
the brink of collapse,
has left prison after

less than five months
in custody (James
Hurley writes).
Kerviel, above with

his girlfriend after his
release, was convicted
of forgery and breach
of trust after his
trades lost the
banking giant €4.9
billion. He was given a
three-year jail
sentence in 2010 and,
after appeals, his
conviction was upheld

in March. He will
serve the rest of his
sentence wearing an
electronic tag.
As he left Fleury-

Mérogis prison, Paris,
yesterday, he said that
he wanted to “have a
normal life with my
loved ones [and] start
a family”. David
Koubbi, his lawyer,
said his client had
landed a job with an
IT consultancy firm.

It’s a dog’s
life as rogue
trader is
released

LIONEL BONAVENTURE/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

The group appears
to be easing back on
expanding Primark
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barrels should be flowing. It is a
mug’s game taking a view on Middle
East politics, but Genel looks like
one of the safer plays in the region.
The shares, up 14p at 866p, would
seem to take this on board.The real
game changer will be the first result,
in the next couple of weeks, from
Genel’s Nour prospect off
Morocco.The omens are good.
Although that casino warning holds,
the shares look worth a punt.

territories such as Britain and
Norway’s continental shelf, rather
than more exotic locations.
Against this background, Genel

Energy has said it is returning staffing
levels to normal at assets in the
Kurdish region of Iraq, the security
situation there being less precarious
than before. A reshuffling of the
government in Baghdad seems to be
working to the Kurds’ advantage.
Genel said that since the start of

this month production from its two
fields there, Taq Taq and Tawke, has
been running at 234,000 barrels a
day, with 182,000 barrels a day
running down the pipeline from the
Kurdish region to Turkey.
By the end of this year 400,000

Anote from Deutsche Bank
spells out the difficulties in the
oil and gas exploration sector,

which attracts more interest than
most from retail punters. It is, as I
have suggested before, something of
a casino and, so far, the house has
had the best of it.
The note points out that this year

the sector has discovered only
370 million barrels of oil equivalent a
day. That might sound like a lot, but
it is 60 per cent below the average
over the past decade. The sector is
increasingly focusing on “safe”

companies news

PRICES

Twitter to sell online
Twitter is going into online
selling with a “buy-now” button.
The company said it was testing
the new service in the US with
retailers, musicians and charities.
Users will be invited to buy with a
single click, avoiding the need to
enter card details. The service is
designed to encourage more
people to make purchases on
their mobile phones and tablet
computers. The trial will initially
be available to a few US users but
the company said that it expected
the service to “grow over time”.

Broker profit warning
Charles Stanley has warned of
lower profits for the second time
in five months. The stockbroker
and investment manager was hit
by the cost of upgrading its
systems and a slowdown in
commissions from trading. It also
said that clients’ funds grew by
1.9 per cent to £20.5 billion in the
five months to the end of August
and managed funds were 4.7 per
cent higher at £11.8 billion. The
shares fell by 7.7 per cent to 310p.

Drambuie’s new owner
The family company behind
Glenfiddich whisky has added
one of Scotland’s most famous
liqueurs to its drinks cabinet.
William Grant announced the
acquisition of the Drambuie
Liqueur Company for up to
£100 million. The liqueur, made
according to legend from a recipe
devised by Bonnie Prince Charlie,
has been sold through Rothschild
by the MacKinnon family, owners
for the past century.

Flying out of the shops
Shoppers splurged on clothes and
shoes last month, driving total
like-for-like sales up by 1.3 per
cent in shops across the country,
according to the British Retail
Consortium. The increase was
the biggest of the year, excluding
a brief spike over Easter, and it
ended a subdued run for retailers,
with previous months depressed
by a fall in sales of food. Online
sales leapt by 19.8 per cent, the
highest increase on record.

Read these stories
in full online
thetimes.co.uk/
business

MartinWaller Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Clothing
dresses up
sugar-free
profits

T
he markets work in peculiar
ways. Primark is now about
half of Associated British
Foods, in profit terms. Sales
for the full year to

September 13 are expected to be
17per cent ahead of last year in
constant currency rates, and 4.5 per
cent in like-for-like terms.
The operating margin in the first

half was 13.1 per cent, an
improvement on the previous year.
The second half saw some flattening
of this performance because the
spring was exceptionally strong,
driven by the warm weather.
But this was an outstanding
result for any discount
retailer at the mercy of
volatile high street
spending. That strong
spring trading means that
there is little surplus stock left
in the shops before the winter
selling season.
So the shares were marked back

152p, or 5 per cent, to £27.57. That
like-for-like figure is a little below

some City forecasts, though the main
hitch is ABF’s sugar business, and the
low price the commodity is getting

on European markets. British
Sugar produced 1.32million
tonnes, up from 1.15million
tonnes the previous year.
But the world sugar price is
averaging 17 cents a pound,
which is well below the
average cost of production

— ABF has suggested a price
of 20 cents for the industry to

break even.
There has been overproduction in

advance of the removal of EU quotas
in 2017. British Sugar reckons to be

one of the most efficient
producers and, as
competition drops out of
the market, the price will
get back into equilibrium.
This will still be a painful
process.
The problem with ABFis that no

one would invent the company in its
present form, and with the Weston
family sitting on 55 per cent of the
shares, no one is going to reinvent it.
Its consumer brands, such as
Twinings tea and Ovaltine, are going
from strength to strength, seeing
double-digit revenue growth in the
UK and the United States.
It would have been logical to spin

off Primark as a separate company
on the stock market this year, taking
advantage of the strong valuations
put on discount retailers such as
Poundland.This is not in the
Westons’ game plan, and investors
have little to complain about. The
shares are on 25 times this year’s
earnings. That looks high, but ABF
remains a quality long-term “hold”.
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Sweet and sour

Associated British Foods share price

Q1 2013 Q1 2014Q2 Q2 Q3Q3 Q4
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De La Rue, in one form or
another, has been printing
notes for the Bank of England

for about three centuries, so it would
be astonishing if the company lost
the work. Still, there was a degree of
relief when the company was named
as “preferred bidder” to continue
with the work for the next ten years.
Though the company is not

allowed to say so, it is now a shoo-in
to win the contract. It is De La Rue’s
biggest, and the loss would be a blow
to prestige. The shares therefore

added 31p to 774p.
De La Rue shares have
been under a cloud of late.
The departure of Tim
Cobbold, the former chief
executive, has not helped.
His replacement, Martin
Sutherland, arrives next

month. De La Rue is not the
most exciting of businesses.The

days when the dissolution of
theSoviet Union meant the creation
of any number of new countries, are
behind it. Revenue growth of about
3 per cent to 4 per cent a year is
about the best the market can see.
Still, at their present level the stock

changes hands on about 12.5 times
this year’s earnings.This may not
sound too compelling, but the
dividend yield is an attractive 5.5 per
cent, which makes the shares a
strong “hold”.

£50m
Adverse effect of
strength of sterling

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@MartinWaller10

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY Shares are on a high
rating, but when the sugar
market returns to equilibrium,
ABF will be one of the main
beneficiaries

Note the strength of Dechra
Pharmaceuticals, the shares
adding nearly 3 per cent after

some better than expected figures
for the year to the end of June. The
US division had growth of 7 per
cent; the performance in the EU
was, as expected, more sluggish.
The analysts’ main interest, though,
is in whether Dechra will one day
attract a takeover bid. In the spring
Eli Lilly paid Novartis $5.4billion
for its animal care business. The
read-across suggests that Dechra’s
present valuation is well below the
price that was paid then.

And finally . . .

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY A slow-growth business,
but yield is attractive

MY ADVICE Cautious buy
WHY Good news from
Morocco could be a catalyst

associated british foods

17% Primark sales rise for full year

de la rue

150 currencies supplied

genel energy

234,000 bopd from Kurdish assets

Major indices
New York
Dow Jones 17111.42 (-25.94)
Nasdaq Composite 4592.29 (+9.39)
S&P 500 2001.54 (-6.17)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15705.11 (+36.43)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 25190.45 (-49.70)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 420.60 (-0.51)

Sydney
AO 5578.90 (-20.00)

Frankfurt
DAX 9758.03 (+11.01)

Singapore
Straits 3335.19 (-6.54)

Brussels
BEL20 3208.66 (-11.52)

Paris
CAC-40 4474.93 (-11.56)

Zurich
SMI Index 8817.19 (+28.42)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3267.54 (-7.71)

London
FTSE 100 6834.77 (-20.33)
FTSE 250 15768.25 (-156.34)
FTSE 350 3707.68 (-14.90)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2819.31 (-11.24)
FTSE All-Shares 3642.35 (-14.28)
FTSE Non Financials 4271.08 (-13.82)
techMARK 100 3366.44 (+4.76)
Bargains 970709
US$ 1.6110 (-0.0100)
Euro 1.2480 (-0.0034)
£:SDR 1.09 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 86.3 (-0.8)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 127.80 Jul (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.00 Jul (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.50 Jul (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 891.81 (-0.40)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4538.60 (-11.23)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 7.30pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)

Brent Physical 98.85 -1.05
Brent 25 day (Jan) 99.80 -0.90
Brent 25 day (Feb) 100.55 -0.80
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 92.20 -1.45
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 91.65 -1.35

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)

Premium Unld 951.00 953.00 -34.00
Gasoil EEC 856.25 857.25 -4.50
3.5 Fuel Oil 544.00 544.50 -7.50
Naphtha 845.00 847.00 -9.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Sep 851.25-850.75 Dec 859.50-859.00
Oct 854.25-854.00 Jan 897.00-854.50
Nov 857.25-857.00 Volume: 180202

Brent (9.00pm)
Oct 100.32-100.29 Jan 102.14-102.02
Nov 100.96-100.95 Feb 102.60-102.49

Dec 101.61-101.56 Volume: 548260

LIFFE

Cocoa

Sep 2016-1990 Dec 1905 BID
Dec 1978-1977 Mar 1911-1905
Mar 1951-1949 May unq
May 1946-1940
Jul 1937-1932
Sep 1917 BID Volume: 18030

RobustaCoffee

Sep 2150-2000 May 2110-2070
Nov 2070-2069 Jul 2115-2090
Jan 2078-2076
Mar 2089-2085 Volume: 4291

White Sugar (FOB)

Reuters May 462.00-461.70
Aug 471.80-471.00

Oct 413.80-413.30 Oct 517.00-481.00
Dec 431.60-430.50 Dec 499.00-485.00
Mar 451.10-449.90 Volume: 21126

London Grain Futures

LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)

Nov 119.50 Jan 121.00 Mar 124.00
May 127.00 Jul 127.10 Volume: 632

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 113.36 113.67 113.25 113.49 676 21825
Dec 14 112.45 112.83 112.34 112.63 155023 386478

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.440 99.440 99.420 99.440 26114 305334
Dec 14 99.330 99.360 99.320 99.345 177757 471245
Mar 15 99.180 99.230 99.170 99.190 123008 423569
Jun 15 99.010 99.070 99.000 99.020 190613 381750
Sep 15 98.820 98.900 98.810 98.845 183575 324570

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.920 99.920 99.910 99.915 43680 492252
Dec 14 99.925 99.925 99.920 99.925 26576 442496
Mar 15 99.935 99.940 99.930 99.935 25711 368427
Jun 15 99.935 99.940 99.930 99.935 20712 304453
Sep 15 99.930 99.935 99.920 99.925 35372 347965

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 100.00 100.00 99.990 100.00 416 41988
Dec 14 100.07 100.09 100.06 100.07 4433 66725
Mar 15 100.10 100.12 100.10 100.10 4406 60863
Jun 15 100.12 100.13 100.11 100.12 1289 38158

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.60 111.61 111.58 111.60 269 23670
Dec 14 111.60

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 127.41 127.48 127.34 127.41 196 9655
Dec 14 127.48

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 146.72 146.78 146.70 146.62 58 3957
Dec 14 146.81

FTSE100 Sep 14 6858.5 6869.0 6772.0 6831.0 111563 622640
Dec 14 6832.0 6843.0 6748.0 6804.5 5672 26821

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 4295.0 350
Dec 14 4297.0
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ITV has escalated a
fight against BSkyB
and Virgin Media,

arguing that they are
enjoying a
“multimillion-pound
subsidy” by not
paying the main free-
to-air broadcasters to
carry their channels
(Alex Spence writes).
Britain’s largest

commercial
broadcaster claims
that the cable and
satellite operators are
benefiting unfairly by

being able to carry
popular programmes,
such as The X Factor,
above, and I’m a
Celebrity without
paying. It is lobbying
regulators and
politicians to adopt
the American system,
under which free-to-
air networks received
$3.3 billion in fees
last year from
distributors.
US “retransmission”

fees have rejuvenated
American networks
and contributed to a
golden age of TV
programmes there, a
report commissioned
by ITV argued
yesterday. Adam
Crozier, ITV’s chief
executive, said that
allowing the

retransmission
payments would
provide more money
to make home-grown
programmes.
Analysts believe

that a similar regime
could bring in up to
£200 million a year
for Britain’s main
broadcasters, which
would flow straight to
their bottom line.
However, it will

require a change to
legislation and is
fiercely opposed by
Sky and Virgin, who
argue that Britain’s
main broadcasters
have a public
obligation to make
their programmes
free on whichever
platforms viewers
prefer to use.

ITV says
the missing
X factor is
extra cash

NICKY JOHNSTON/THAMES TV/PA

Diageo winces as Pernod
squares up for expansion
DominicWalshMarket report

I
t may have been an off-the-cuff
remark but an assertion by
Pernod Ricard that it could lay
its hands on “a few billion euros”
for the right deal added to the

sense of caution surrounding Diageo
yesterday.
Since Ivan Menezes took the helm

at the Johnnie Walker and Guinness
owner last year, he has refused to
accuse Paul Walsh of giving him a
hospital pass, even though the going
has become tough, notably in China,
while the strong pound has taken a
bite out of profits.
Just as sentiment had begun to

swing back in its favour since last
month’s results, along comes Pierre
Pringuet, his counterpart at Pernod,
with a not-so-subtle hint that he will
use the final months before he hands

the baton to Alexandre Ricard,
grandson of the founder, to
see if he can go out with a
bang.
It was not only the

prospect of his closest rival
having the resources to close
the gap in Africa and America
that caused dealers to splutter into
their single malts. Throw in the
looming spectre of independence for
Scotland, whose most famous export
accounts for a quarter of group sales,
and it is not hard to see why the
former haven stock is starting to be
regarded with greater scepticism.
Shares of Diageo, down by more

than 8 per cent over the past 12
months, spent most of the day in
negative territory before a late rally
pushed them up by 2p at £18.19½p.
Polls suggesting the Yes campaign

might prevail took their toll on other
blue-chip companies with a strong
presence north of the border. Royal
Bank of Scotland lost 4½p to 342½p,
Standard Life fell by 10p to 406½p

and Weir, the Glasgow-based
maker of pumps and valves
for the mining, oil and gas
industries, gave up 40p to
£26.79.
The wider FTSE 100

closed the session 20.33
points lower at 6,834.77, off by

0.3 per cent, with Associated
British Foods leading the fallers as
the strong performance of its Primark
discount stores was overshadowed by
continuing woes at its sugar division.
ABF closed 152p lower, down by 5.2
per cent, at £27.57p.
ARM Holdings led the blue-chip

risers, helped by positive sentiment
from a conference hosted by
Deutsche Bank. The launch this week
of Apple’s iPhone 6, for which ARM
makes chips, also gave the shares a
nudge, up 24½p to 981p.
Views on the big grocers were

divided, however, as dealers pondered
the issue of whether WmMorrison
may follow Tesco in cutting the
dividend at the interims on Thursday.

Morrisons was down 3½p to 170p
while Tesco halted its recent slide,
adding 4½p to close at 233p.
Lower down the indices,

Petropavlovsk, the goldminer, was off
2p, or 5 per cent, at 37¾p after mixed
first-half numbers did little to take the
focus from talks with its lenders over
covenants. Cailey Barker, a Numis
analyst, said that although it was
delivering on costs, the former Peter
Hambro Mining’s balance sheet
“continues to look ugly”, and that
there was “still a mountain to climb”.
Among the AIM-listed minnows,

Seeing Machines stood out with a
rise of 16.4 per cent to 8p after an
agreement with Samsung Electro-
Mechanics for the joint development
of face and eye tracking technology
for the consumer electronics industry.
Canny AIM investors were also

keeping an eye on African Potash in
advance of an update today on its
maiden drill programme at a project
in the Republic of Congo. The shares
closed 0.125p lower at 2.88p.

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Rolls revs up marine assault
engineering

Rolls-Royce is
best known for
cornering half

the global market in
jet engines for the
world’s biggest
aircraft, such as the
Airbus A380 and the
Boeing 777. It has,
however, long
harboured ambitions
of making a renewed
splash in the marine
engine market.
It is now doing so

with the launch at the
maritime world’s big
Hamburg show this
week of the new
Bergen B33:45 diesel
engine for the world’s
ferries, cruise ships,
cargo carriers and
fishing fleets — a
market reckoned to

be worth $35billion.
Rolls betrayed its

desire to go further
into the marine
engine market with
its aborted £8billion
takeover approach for
Wärtsilä, the market
leader, this year.
After that failed,

Rolls took control of
Tognum, the £4billion
industrial engine
maker, from Daimler,
of Germany, and
renamed it Rolls-
Royce Power Systems,
which contains the
Bergen division.
Rolls reckons that it

has about 7per cent of
this market in
medium-speed
reciprocating engines,
but it is a business
that also tends to
bring in other, more
lucrative, propulsion
and shipfitting work.
It is believed that

John Rishton, Rolls’
chief executive, may
expand on the marine
strategy at an investor
day this autumn.

Rolls-Royce has set its
sights on a market that
is worth $35 billion

Wall Street report
Energy shares dragged the market
down after Brent crude traded
below $100 a barrel for the first time
in more than a year. The Dow Jones
industrial average ended the session
25.94 points lower at 17,111.42 and
the S&P 500 fell 6.17 to 2,001.54.

European money
deposits %

Gold/Precious
metals (US dollars per ounce)

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0749-1.0754
Canada 1.0940-1.0943
Denmark 5.7529-5.7533
Euro 0.7726-0.7727
Hong Kong 7.7504-7.7506
Japan 105.66-105.67
Malaysia 3.1786-3.1806
Norway 6.3162-6.3184
Singapore 1.2569-1.2570
Sweden 7.0934-7.0957
Switzerland 0.9324-0.9324

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.602-13.605
Australia dollar 1.7358-1.7365
Bahrain dinar 0.6048-0.6123
Brazil real 3.6379-3.6540
Euro 1.2475-1.2478
Hong Kong dollar 12.513-12.515
India rupee 97.220-97.420
Indonesia rupiah 18658-19231
Kuwait dinar KD 0.4607-0.4632
Malaysia ringgit 5.0267-5.2263
New Zealand dollar 1.9483-1.9498
Singapore dollar 2.0291-2.0299
S Africa rand 17.408-17.436
U A E dirham 5.9255-5.9317

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.05 US Fed Fund 0-0.25
Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5
Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.43; 3 mth 0.43. Sell: 1 mth 0.36; 3 mth 0.34

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.5013 0.5235 0.5616 0.7041 1.0490

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.78-0.63 1.10-0.95

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.78-0.63 1.10-0.95

Eurodollar Deps 0.16-0.26 0.25-0.35 0.23-0.35 0.40-0.50 0.49-0.64

Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.07 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.36

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.2619-9.3310 9.2875-9.2896 47ds 151ds
Euro 1.2535-1.2443 1.2478-1.2476 4pr 13pr
Montreal 1.7537-1.7679 1.7661-1.7671 8pr 25pr
New York 1.6104-1.6232 1.6145-1.6148 4ds 12ds
Oslo 10.146-10.215 10.196-10.203 79pr 251pr
Stockholm 11.284-11.511 11.452-11.457 19ds 71ds
Tokyo 169.35-170.63 170.59-170.61 10ds 26ds
Zurich 1.5003-1.5118 1.5052-1.5058 7ds 27ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.900 1.650
Canada $ 1.940 1.680
Denmark Kr 10.070 8.830
Egypt 12.870 10.240
Euro ¤ 1.370 1.200
Hong Kong $ 13.600 11.960
Hungary 434.680 357.620
Indonesia 22086.500 17617.400
Israel Shk 6.460 5.510
Japan Yen 185.390 160.560
New Zealand $ 2.200 1.860
Norway Kr 11.140 9.630
Poland 5.820 4.770
Russia 64.850 54.000
S Africa Rd 19.360 16.400
Sweden Kr 12.340 10.970
Switzerland Fr 1.670 1.440
Turkey Lira 3.940 3.150
USA $ 1.780 1.560

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 0.00 148.43 183.86
(+/-) +0.00 -10.81 -4.41

Eng/Wales 0.00 148.43 183.86
(+/-) +0.00 -10.81 -4.41

Scotland unq 148.00 0.00
(+/-) +148.00 +0.00

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
7040.0-7040.5 7029.5-7030.0 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2193.0-2194.0 2215.0-2217.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2390.0-2390.5 2400.0-2401.0 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
21250.0-21300.0 21300.0-21305.0 21410.0-21460.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2080.0-2082.0 2108.5-2109.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
19730.0-19740.0 19750.0-19775.0 18770.0-18870.0

Currency

1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar

0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling

0.50 0.56 0.70 1.05

Euro

-0.15 -0.05 0.06 0.23

Bullion: Open $1266.55
Close $1253.10-1253.40 High $1271.63
Low $1252.99
AM $1267.25 PM $1259.00
Krugerrand $1240.00-1316.00
(£767.90-814.96)
Platinum $1402.00 (£868.22)
Silver $18.99 (£11.76)
Palladium $891.00 (£551.77)

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication
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Of heirs and ‘spares’
— the pros and cons
of being second-born

generation we have a young Prince
Charles driving a go-kart, a boyish
Prince Edward on his lap. I don’t
need to ask who’s got the controls:
you get the idea.
The younger siblings are like “donor

siblings”, but instead of providing a
kidney to an older child, they provide
playmates to the heir who is isolated
by his or her status. Later, in their
twenties, they continue to frolic for
the delight of the tabloids.
But as each new baby pushed out

by their older sibling pushes them
down the line of succession — hello
Prince Harry, now 5th in line! — so
the existential crisis closes in. Prince

Harry has amused us as Royal Rebel
in his Las Vegas period, a role written
for him long ago, from the Bible to
Shakespeare to The Lion King. But
now he is surplus to requirements
even as “spare”, let alone heir. The
adult Prince Harry’s search for
meaning is unwritten and begins now.
That’s the obvious story, and it’s true

in its way. But look more closely at
those photographs. Margaret may not
be holding the reins, but how much
more carefree her smile. Prince
Edward on a go-kart looks

You only have to look at the royal family photograph album
to know the future for Prince George’s sibling. It’s a story
familiar to all those with two children, says Helen Rumbelow

The Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge with
Prince George outside
St Mary’s Hospital,
London, shortly after
the child’s birth in 2013.
Below, from left:
Princess Anne and
Prince Charles and the
Queen and Princess
Margaret as children

No kid can
compete with a
newborn, however
many royal tours

go-kart looks

E
very family is a
principality: the parents
the ruling monarchs, the
children bashing each
other with the sceptre
for power. So, to Prince
George now, news not
just of a sibling, but of

what will probably be the longest
human relationship of his life — and
the most complicated.
For being a younger brother or sister

to the future king is to take a role in
the universal sibling drama but, in this
instance, played before a rapt global
audience, providing almost as much
material to a Freudian casebook as the
pages of Hello!Within our monarchy
you only have to look as far as the
unhappy, alcoholic Princess Margaret,
the late younger sister to our Queen,
or the stammering wreck of young
Bertie (later George VI), always in the
shadow of the older, more dashing
Edward. I, like any mother expecting
for the second time, had those 3am
worries — when to usurp the older
one from the cot, what on earth to
name the second now that we’ve used
up our “good” name on the first — but
I am grateful I didn’t have this one,
particular to the Duchess of
Cambridge: how not to raise an
Andrew, Duke of York.
The current exhibition, Royal

Childhood, at Buckingham Palace
opens up the Windsor family album to
what the Royal fetus has in store. As
with every arrival of any new infant,
the family order is inverted for a while
— all hail the new emperor baby! No
kid can compete with a newborn,
however many royal tours of the
Australian colonies he has
undertaken, and for the only time
in his life, Prince George will know
how it feels to be “the spare”.
Prince George will be demoted
and ignored as caterwauled orders
must be immediately attended to,
despite them being exclusively
concerned with a new royal
digestive system.
This goes on for a while — the

exhibition’s photos show a series of
babies ridiculously befrocked —
before the natural order asserts
itself again. Here’s Elizabeth and
Margaret on a rocking horse, but
who’s holding the reins? The one
who will reign takes the reins. Here’s
Elizabeth and Margaret a few years
later, Margaret now on a real horse
— but look who’s still holding the
reins. Not you Margaret. In the next

thrilled, but Prince Charles looks like
Gordon Brown on a motorcycle:
mentally at work on a risk analysis.
Prince Harry is free now, as his
brother never will be. This new royal
child forces a profound question of his
parents. It’s the question the parents of
any multiple children are forced to
answer too. But uniquely to the
Royals, the answer strikes at the
identity, not just of dad William, but
granddad Charles and great-grandma
Elizabeth and so on. Are the firstborns
— heirs or not — really the lucky
ones? Prince William’s view on his
own fate as chosen-one will shape the
life of his own little spare.
Of course, William and Kate are

firstborns themselves — and don’t
they have it written all over their
dutiful faces? Statistically speaking,
firstborns are more academic and
more conscientious, even the
commoners destined for higher-status
managerial positions. William and
Harry, and Kate and Pippa prove the
point; swots and goody-two-shoes to
their lust-for-life little rascals.
Can you tell I’m a last-born

yet? But my experience didn’t make
me, when I had a younger child,
worry for the younger one at all.
When he struggles to run as fast or
read as quickly as his older sister,
I don’t pity him the comparison, hard
as he finds it. More I think, with
horror, “what have we done?” to our
oldest, so stout of heart and serious of
purpose, harder on herself than any
authority figure could be.

So, I recognise even in the
apparently doomed life of Princess
Margaret, a nuance. Elizabeth as a girl
was introverted, serious, already in
training; but it was Margaret who was
the apple of her father’s eye.
In his biography of George VI, Judd

Denis quotes Marion Crawford, their
nanny, saying the King was proud of
Elizabeth in a formal kind of way, but
his second child’s charm softened him
like no one else: “Margaret brought
delight to his life . . . Lillibet was far
more strictly disciplined than
Margaret ever was.”
In turn Charles was the most serious

and sensitive of Queen Elizabeth’s
children, so unlike the brisk tomboy in
his younger sibling Anne. She
resembled her parents far more
closely in their get-on-with-it spirit.
As a young man, Charles became

enthralled by his guru, Laurens
Van der Post, a Jungian steeped in
fairytales of the victory of the outcast
younger sibling over the pompous
first-born.
Freud wrote that it was not birth

order that mattered so much as
favouritism, “a man who has been the
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Bumpwatch
Four-inch
wedges?
Seriously?

T
he key to surviving the next
eight months is to accept
that the only news anywhere,
ever, will be the royal
pregnancy. Then accept that

the following will all become topics of
conversation and you should therefore
form a view now or risk becoming a
social pariah. Yawning and saying, “Is
nine months up yet? Seriously? She’s
still pregnant?” is an entirely
acceptable alternative.

Her weight
At first, you must express fears that
she is too thin. At month six, she will
still be too thin for your liking. Finally,
in month nine, you can admit that she
is clearly, definitely pregnant, at which
point start saying things like
“blooming” and “ready to pop”.
Her clothes
If she’s wearing a coat, say that she’s
hiding her bump. If she’s not, say that
she’s flaunting her bump. Whatever
you say, make it complimentary.
Dressing when you’re pregnant ain’t
easy. Although dressing when you’re
pregnant and it’s winter is significantly
easier as long as you can afford to
buy a lot of coats. Alternatively buy
a size 22 coat at the beginning and
get your money’s worth by wearing
it throughout. Kate may well not
choose this option.
Her shoes
Four-inch wedges? Seriously? How
is that possible at eight months’
pregnant? Why haven’t her ankles
swollen like a normal pregnant
person’s? And will she ever stop
wearing wedges, full stop?
Her hair
This will remain glossy and perfect in
public at all times. You can ascribe this
to a) genes and her hormones going
into overdrive or b) her having an
in-house hairdresser who gives her
a blow-dry before she leaves the
house. You are a nice person, so
the correct answer is: a).
Her being seen outside any
shop, anywhere
It is correct form to speculate that
she is buying supplies for the royal
nursery. A pink or blue shopping
bag is a clear indicator of the
baby’s sex. That she’s going
shopping at all almost certainly
proves it’s a girl — she must
already have everything she
needs for boys.
Her parents’ party-planning
company
If they sell anything relating
to babies, anything at all, do
you think a) they are successful
businesspeople doing their job
or b) they are exploiting their
position? Clue: the answer is a).
Her sister
If she is smiling, it is because
she’s going to be an auntie twice
over. If she is not smiling, she is
worried about her sister. Either
way, her every facial expression
is a reason to speculate on the
royal pregnancy.
Hilary Rose

T
he excitement surrounding
yesterday’s announcement
was somewhat tainted by
reports that the duchess
has cancelled engagements

because of a recurrence of a problem
that plagued the early part of her first
pregnancy, when she was admitted to
hospital and put on a drip.
Most women complain of morning

sickness at some stage but it’s often
minor, and only 1 in 100 is affected
so badly that they become seriously
dehydrated, a condition known as
hyperemesis gravidarum.
To make matters worse for the

duchess, while most aspects of
pregnancy and the following labour
tend to go more smoothly the second
time round, if you have had morning
sickness before, particularly the severe
form she had, then you are more likely
to have it in the future — something
the duchess will not be looking
forward to if she is already struggling.
The first thing any pregnant woman

will tell you about morning sickness —
however severe — is that it doesn’t
just happen in the morning. It can
come on at any time, although it is
typically worse at the beginning and
end of the day. The nausea normally
starts at the beginning of the second
month of pregnancy and wanes by the
fourth, but for those worst affected it
can continue right up to the birth.
There is presently a lot of interest in

the effects of morning sickness on
baby’s growth and development but
for the vast majority of women it
appears to have no significant impact

— something to which bonnie Prince
George is testimony. A growing baby
is very adept at getting the nutrients
he or she needs and will often extract
them at Mother’s expense.
In severe cases it may be necessary

to introduce an anti-sickness drug
such as prochlorperazine which,
although never formally tested in early
pregnancy, has been widely used in
women across the world for many
years and has been found to be
safe and effective. Dehydration
is the main concern and if the
woman is struggling to keep fluids
down despite medication then
rehydration in hospital using
a drip is the next step.
This is what happened to

the Duchess of Cambridge
during her first pregnancy.
Hopefully things will not
get that bad this time,
but if self-help measures
and pills don’t work,
then a drip often
provides rapid relief.
The best healer,

though, is time with most
milder cases settling by
the 13th week of
pregnancy, whatever
the woman, her
midwife or her doctor
does. When you are
waiting for morning
sickness to go,
though, an hour can
feel like a day and a
week like a month.
Dr Mark Porter

C
ongratulations bestowed on
the duke and duchess may
well be mixed in with a bit of
eyebrow-raising from the
professionals. Two children

under two. Really — is that wise?
Psychologists tend to frown on small

age gaps because the older child is not
sufficiently securely attached. They
feel cast aside when the new baby
arrives to steal the limelight. Research
conducted at Tilburg University in the
Netherlands shows that children are
most likely to have negative feelings
about themselves and their parents
when the age gap is about two years.
“Children aged four are far less

affected by the birth of a sibling than if
it had happened when they were
younger because they are better
equipped to cope,” explains
psychologist Oliver James. One thing
is certain: anything less than two years
is tough on the parents, who can feel
stuck in a never-ending cycle of
nappies, feeding and sleep deprivation.
Kate’s gap is thought to be between

20 and 22 months. “The children will
have the same needs at the same time,
which makes the parents feel anxious
and overstretched and that will filter
down to the kids. Even with access to
an army of helpers,” says psychologist
Linda Blair, author of Birth Order.

There is more rivalry among the
children, too. “The rainbow for all
children is parental attention — being
singled out as special. So the more
different you are from your sibling the
more chance you have to get some of
that golden treasure.” Blair would opt
for a gap of two to two-and-a-half
years: long enough to give the older
one a bit of space and close enough for
the children to be friends and have
shared experiences. “The older child
will feel frustrated by the arrival of the
second child, especially if they are
bright, and there will be jealousy —
but not as much as there would be a
bit later, as most 21-month-olds aren’t
really able to recall the time before
they had a sibling. At 21 months they
are also unlikely to be fully in tantrum
mode, only at the dawning of it.”
One study from the US showed that

the longer the parents left it before
having another baby, the better the
older boy did at school (girls, in
contrast, did better when they had
sisters close to them in age).
However, there are some benefits in

having a smaller age gap. “Your
children are more likely to be friends,
to play together and to have shared
experiences and interests, especially if
they are the same sex,” says Blair.
Rachel Carlyle

The doctor’s advice

Back on the drip?

indisputable favourite of his mother,
keeps for life the feeling of being a
conqueror, the confidence of success
which often induces real success”.
Charles’s authorised biographer,

Jonathan Dimbleby, wrote that his
mother, the Queen, was emotionally
detached from him, and both
parents were “unable or unwilling”
to provide the “affection and
appreciation” he required.
Princess Anne, needless to say, was

robust in her mother’s defence, to
Gyles Brandreth, another royal
biographer, she said there was no
“evidence whatsoever to suggest that
she wasn’t caring. It just beggars
belief”. Could it be that Queen
Elizabeth II and Prince Charles both
had parents who felt conflicted about
the awful duties they had passed on to
their first-borns?
For me, I sympathise with firstborns

more: careworn children, boxed-in by
the very expectation they benefit
from. All parents expecting a child try
to conjure up its future from the
mystery of pregnancy: in this case,
their hopes may be lighter, tinged with
something of relief.

For the
only time,
George
will know
how it feels
to be ‘the
spare’
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What psychologists say

Mind the gap, Kate
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Parenting
the Rolling
Stones way
I am with Keith
Richards, the Rolling
Stone, when it comes
to parenting. He
banned his daughters
from wearing lipstick,
at least until the age
of 16. It was, he said,
a protective paternal
streak that arrived
late in life, a reaction
to the sexualisation of
young girls.
There is only one

thing I would add
to this perspective,
however. Once girls
are over the age of
consent and are mature
enough to make sexual
decisions, we shouldn’t
stigmatise those who
choose to partake in
one-night stands (as
Richards did himself ).
To this day women face
opprobrium for casual
sexual encounters,
while men like
Richards get a
pat on the back.
It is a curious

impasse. We sexualise
girls when they are too
young to consent and
then stigmatise them
when they are old and
wise enough to jump
into bed with whoever
they wish. Perhaps
Richards could find a
solution to that, too.

I
was thinking about Howard
Jacobson over the weekend. This
is partly because the English
novelist has been longlisted for
the Man Booker Prize with his
darkly perceptive satire, J. He
will find out later today if he has
made the shortlist. But I was

thinking about him for a quite
different reason, too — his attitude
to ageing.
A rather common presumption is

that when you get to a pensionable
age you downsize and move to the
country. Or the coast. Or somewhere
quieter, gentler and more relaxed. We
sometimes think of retirement as a bit
like an episode of Heartbeat. Indeed,
when my wife and I chatted about
retirement on Sunday (we are
extending our house to cater for our
two small children, so plans for the
future are a topic du jour), it was my
kneejerk suggestion. “How about
Devon or Cornwall?” I said. It sounded
reasonable, almost obligatory. But
then I thought about Jacobson.
I first met the 72-year-old (pictured)

a few years ago and was struck by his
contrarian attitude to ageing. He had
relocated, along with his lovely wife
Jenny, not to the coast but to the
centre of London. Soho, in fact;
perhaps the buzziest, fastest, most
cosmopolitan neighbourhood in
Britain. “When you get older, the last
thing you want to do is travel,” he
explained. “Here, we have everything
on the doorstep: theatres, art, events,
libraries — you name it.”
It is a bracing perspective. There is

an economic logic of course. The only
chance many of us will get to live in a
city centre (which is often more
expensive than out of town) is when
the children move out and we get a

Howard’s
way for
retirement
is the best

What
If you want the
Scots to vote No,
don’t mention
Braveheart, the
royal baby or
the Krankies.
By Hugo Rifkind

1Don’t talk about Braveheart
You know the way that Scotland

toying with separation from the rest of
the United Kingdom seems to you to
be a bit like the plot of a certain Mel
Gibson film? Well here’s a shock. Are
you ready? Here goes. You’re not the
first person to have thought of this.
It’s not that Scots don’t like

Braveheart. Many do. Alex Salmond
used to cite it openly as his favourite
film. But you wouldn’t pretend to
be an expert on sub-Saharan
conservation on the basis of The
Lion King, would you?

2Don’t suggest that David Cameron
should go up there and start

trying to persuade people in person
It’s not true that Scots in general don’t
like English people. Quite a lot of them
actually like English people plenty.
But for those who don’t, the term
“Englishman” brings to mind a fairly
specific image and that’s one of a big,
clod-hopping, ruddy-faced galoot with
a floppy fringe, who wanders around
saying “air-hillair!” and “jolly good to
see you” and pronouncing “loch” as
“lock”. Possibly in a cricket jumper.
And while it’s a cruel and

unrepresentative irony that precisely
such a person should presently be the
prime minister of the United
Kingdom, that’s just the way it is.
Him? Wandering around Glasgow?
Shouting at people? Please. No. You
might as well set off a dirty bomb.

chance to downsize. But there is
something more philosophical too.
Age to Jacobson is not a time to slow
up, but to speed up. It is about
experiencing, embracing and sharing.
The more I think about it the more I

worry about the exodus of older
people to rural retreats. I don’t fear for
them but for the rest of us. Older
people should be among the young,
sharing their wisdom. That first time I
met Jacobson for lunch we spent the
rest of the day together. We had
dinner then sat in a quiet corner of a
bar till midnight. The conversation
fizzed. I learnt more about love, angst,
death, rejection and sex (basically, the
themes of his novels) than in the
previous 12 months combined. I think
he learnt from me too; if only what
brand of table tennis bat to buy.
My biggest regret in recent years is

that I didn’t spend more time with my
grandfather, who died last year. He
was very different to Jacobson (he had
a lot less sex, for a start), but he had a
perspective that was unique and, like
that of all older people, grounded in
experience. He would talk about
working in the mines in South Wales
as a boy, the ironies of poverty and the
love he found with his wife, my
grandmother: they were together until
her death in 2009. Towards the end he
talked about loneliness too.
I am not saying that it is only old

people who live in the countryside and
only the young who live in cities. And
I am not saying that the countryside is
boring and that cities are always fun. I
am merely saying that it would benefit
us all if we changed the way we think
about ageing. I would love to see more
people retiring to the cities and for the
young to embrace older people,
wherever they live. It might almost
change the world.

Matthew
Syed

Brucie. He
is strictly
the master
Brucie has retired from
Strictly. The 86-year-
old entertainer has
performed his last tap
dance on the primetime

show, leaving it to
Claudia Winkleman
to take up the reins
alongside Tess Daly.
Love him or hate him

(and I place myself
firmly in the former
camp), you can only
admire Bruce Forsyth’s
longevity. Nobody has
such a consistent
record of success

without hard work,
stamina and dedication.
He has been, in many

ways, a master of the
light-entertainment
genre: sharp, humane
and magnificently
cheesy. He also
conjured the
intoxicating illusion of
loving every minute.
Indeed, perhaps he has.
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12Don’t make that joke about
the pandas

There are, indeed, more pandas
than Tory MPs in Scotland. This
was quite funny the first time
somebody noted it. But these days
in Scotland somebody notes it
about five times a week.

13Don’t tell them they
won’t be able to use

the pound
If you’re going to bemoan the

lack of a Plan B, then it’s probably
wise to grasp what Plan A is. Of

not to say to save the Union

you will see a man draped in
the cross of St Andrew next to
the label “separatist” and a man

draped in the cross of St George
next to the label “Unionist”.

Why if only somebody
had invented some

distinct flag for the Union
that wasn’t just the
English one.

is. Unless you’re American and get
it confused with New Zealand. We
find that hilarious.

7Don’t make out that it’s all
about Alex Salmond

You know the way you think he
looks like a sly, tubby,
egomaniacal frog? So do they.
Everybody does. Probably
even he does. Not the point.

8Don’t present Unionists
as English

On the cover of Newsweek, right now,

3Don’t suggest that Ed
Miliband should, either

Only for very few Scottish
people, it’s true, does the term
“Englishman” bring to mind
somebody who resembles Ed
Miliband. But how much do you
really want to change that?

4Don’t make a fuss about
David Cameron needing to

resign if it’s a Yes
Relatedly, stop saying it will be like
Lord North losing the American
colonies. This suggests that Scotland is
like the American colonies. Do you see
why this is bad?

5Don’t misunderstand the
“nationalism” thing

Scots inclined to “Yes” get very upset
at being called “nationalists”. As far as
they’re concerned they’re striking a
blow against British nationalism, but
merely doing it solely for people north
of Hadrian’s Wall. Often they’re so
angry about being called “nationalists”
that they get even more nationalist
about it. Helps nobody.

6Don’t mention Hadrian’s Wall
Whoops. Starts in Cumbria, ends

near Newcastle. Neither of these is a
place in Scotland. And Scots don’t like it
when you don’t know where Scotland

is.

you will see a man draped in 
the

9Don’t assume that Scots are all
that interested in England

Actually, they’re about as interested in
any specific place in England as you
are in Ullapool. Go on. Tell me where
Ullapool is.

10Don’t forget that the leftover
bit will have some other

countries in it too
Such as Northern Ireland. And that
other place. Slips the mind.

11Don’t sound so pleased about
the bad things

Yes an independent Scotland may be
in significant financial turmoil. Yes it’s
worth mentioning this. But try, if you
can, not to be all “well, don’t come
crying to me”. And if you get that
wrong, don’t come crying to me.

course they can use the pound.
Likewise the rupee, dollar or dong.
(Yes, there’s a dong. Google it.) What
they won’t be able to do is control it.
It’s important to appreciate the
difference, not least because if you
don’t, then you give the likes of Alex
Salmond vast amounts of leeway to
pretend that he doesn’t either.

14Don’t start with all that “why
don’t we all have a vote?” stuff

Instead take a few seconds to imagine
what might happen if we did all have a
vote. See?

15Don’t get confused with your
“they”, “you” and “we”

It’s a bit of a minefield, this,
particularly if you’re a Scot who
doesn’t live in Scotland, but who
happens, briefly, to be there. Don’t
get bogged down. Famously, before
appearing on a Scottish news
programme in the early 1990s,
Margaret Thatcher was advised to
stop talking about “you in Scotland”.
So instead she said “we in Scotland”.
That was worse.

16Don’t talk about the flourishing
and valued whiskey industry

That’s in Ireland. Scotland has a
whisky industry.

17Don’t joke about the Highland
Fling

Nobody really knows what this is.

18Don’t mention the Krankies
Scots don’t like talking about

the Krankies. We weren’t terribly
comfortable about the whole thing at
the time and these days we’d honestly
rather not even think about it.

19Don’t assume that you’re
the guy who can make all

the difference
Chances are, the more passionate
you are about the United Kingdom,
the less effective you will be at
evangelising about it to Scotland. This
is a hard thing for many Unionists to
accept, but it is nonetheless true. Try
to imagine Nigel Farage, dressed in a
Union Jack waistcoat, Union Jack
bowler hat and Union Jack cufflinks,
carrying a placard with a picture of
the Queen’s face on it, shouting at a
pub full of thirtysomething Dundee
computer programmers about what
happened at Rorke’s Drift. Do you see
why this wouldn’t work?

20Don’t tell them the royal baby
will make a difference

Because even if it does, this will only
annoy people. For one thing it faintly
suggests a presumption that it’s really
England’s royal baby, which might
come as a shock to Canada, Grenada,
Australia, Tuvalu, etc. And for another
it’s a bit like getting all excited about
Prince Andrew.

7

16

18
17

Don’t start
that ‘why
don’t we
all have a
vote?’ stuff

8

3

4
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Pump weights with the guys?
No, I work out with the girls
From Andy Murray plugging Pilates to Mick Jagger
bigging up ballet, men have finally realised that
fitness isn’t just about speed and sweat, says Peta BeeT

his summer a video
entitled Like A Girl
went viral, attracting
more than 25 million
hits. It featured a group
of children and adults
asked to demonstrate
how they would “run

and throw like a girl”. Whereas the
child participants aped the actions of
top sports stars, the adults, regardless
of gender, pranced with flailing arms
or threw with a feeble motion.
So evident was the negative gender

stereotyping of women’s sport and
fitness among all but the children that
it caused widespread consternation.
Yet ironically a growing number of
men are quietly emulating women’s
approach to exercise, which they have
discovered have strengths that were
previously kept hidden from them.
A decade ago you would have been

hard pushed to persuade a middle-
aged man to try yoga or Pilates for the
good of his health. Most would have
balked at the idea of limb-lengthening
and core-tightening as a route to a
better body; weights, running and
sweaty effort were considered the
order of the day for getting into shape.
Yet in the most unlikely fitness

revolution a growing number of men
are ditching the hardcore approach
to exercise previously seen as girlie.
Ballet fitness, mini-trampoline classes
and Spinning are among the workouts
attracting a male clientele, many of
whom are over 40. It seems they have
discovered what women have known
for years: fitness needn’t always come
down to busting a gut.
What has helped to fuel this so-

called “crossover fitness” movement is
the male celebrities and athletes who
buy into it. Rory McIlroy says that
yoga and breathing techniques have
improved his golf, Andy Murray that
Pilates and “hot yoga” have boosted
his fitness. Footballers David Silva,
Rio Ferdinand and Joe Hart have all
enthused that regular yoga keeps them
on top of their game while David
Beckham and Ryan Bertrand bounce
back from injuries on the housewife’s
favourite home-gym equipment, a
mini-trampoline. Mick Jagger has
revealed his physique is down to ballet.
Bradley Cooper, Tom Cruise and Jake
Gyllenhaal are regulars at SoulCycle
Spinning classes in New York.
As Sarah Ramsden, a Chester-based

yoga teacher who works with top
football clubs including Manchester
City and Manchester United on a
weekly basis, says: “If it’s good enough
for a footballer or a celebrity, then an
activity becomes instantly acceptable,
no matter how it was viewed before.”
Those who have seen men switch in

droves from CrossFit and military
circuits to the gentler end of the
workout spectrum say the reasons for
taking the plunge usually come down
to two things: a body increasingly
prone to injury or excess flab and a
healthy shove to get it sorted by their
other half. Niki Rein, the founder of
Barrecore, a ballet and resistance
programme with studios in Chelsea

and Mayfair, has seen a sharp increase
in male members this year and says
there’s a big female influence.
Men see women not only getting

leaner and stronger, but getting fewer
of the niggles that strike in the middle
years: back pain, joint problems and
stress. It’s part envy, part curiosity
that makes them switch, Rein says.
Tracy Anderson, a celebrity trainer
known for honing the bodies of
glamorous females such as Gwyneth
Paltrow, Cameron Diaz and Molly
Sims, has started a men’s programme.
“My clients’ husbands have seen their
wives transformed,” she says. “They
want to try the workouts too.”
Group indoor cycle classes, a

workout genre previously dominated
by women, is also attracting men in
their droves. New takes on Spinning,
such as the Psycle London studio
overseen by Tim Weeks, an Olympic
triathlon coach, are luring men along
with the promise that it entails
truckloads of effort and will produce
a cyclist’s physique. “Men like exercise
to involve maximal effort and some
competition,” says Weeks. “Once they
have tried a class they realise they can
push themselves on an indoor bike.”
Ramsden, who helped Ryan Giggs

produce his yoga fitness DVD, says it’s
part of a shift in the idea of what
fitness means to men. “It used to be all
about getting cardio-fit and strong, but
now that elite sports people have
added flexibility, balance and postural
awareness to the mix, it’s opened
doors for a lot of different techniques
to be added to their training,” she says.
“The good thing is that the message is
filtering down to the average gym-
goer and recreational athletes.”
We all tend to shirk exercise we find

tough. For women, with their lower
muscle mass, weights and resistance
often get the cold shoulder. Anderson
says: “Men are built very differently
and generally have less flexibility and
range of motion.” Stretching is often
off the agenda and Rein says they also
“tend to work only the body parts that
they can see in the mirror” — the
pecs, the abs — potentially leading to
muscle imbalance and poor posture.
The crossover workout can initially

come as a shock. “I’ve seen fit men
dissolve in a pool of sweat without
actually getting off their yoga mat
because they’ve never worked on the
kind of muscular resistance that is a
focus in yoga,” Ramsden says. “At the
start they are basically using a lot of
oxygen to move very little as their
bodies are so inefficient. That really
brings it home.”
Anderson’s fitness empire, with

gyms in New York and Los Angeles,
was founded on her dance-based
workout regimen, which includes
endless repetitions of exercises using
very light weights. And the male
version of her “method”, tested by
Matthew McConaughey and Robert
Downey Jr no less, is based on a
similar premise. It’s the antithesis of
the male gym-junkie ideal. Men don’t
lift a free weight over a paltry 10lb and
a lot of the movements are so small
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Men are taking up
exercise traditionally
associated with women.
Below: footballer Ryan
Giggs demonstrates
his yoga moves

Barre work
(barrecore.co.uk;
everybodyballet.com;
barretoned.com):
Niki Rein of Barrecore
says that ballet
exercises at the barre
are exceptionally
good for building the
core and lower-body
strength that men lack.
There are also lots
of repetitions of tiny
movements that build
muscle endurance. It
all serves them well in
other sports, leaving
them less prone to
fatigue and injury.

Psycle
(psyclelondon.com):
A serious take on

Spinning underpinned
by science and for
which you wear clip-in
cycle shoes. It’s set
to music selected to
ensure it provides
the precise beats per
minute to maximise
performance, as set out
in studies by sports
scientists at Brunel
University London.
There are plans
to collaborate with
Team Sky, using the
professional cycling
team’s laboratories
to test how well the
psycle workouts really
do improve fitness.
SoulCycle, a US chain
with similar principles,
is rumoured to be
launching here in 2015.

Mini-trampolining
(boogiebounce.co.uk;
rebound-uk.com):
Much easier on the
joints than pavement
pounding, a workout
on a mini trampoline
reduces impact by up to

40 per cent. It offers
a low-impact workout
that can help to tone
the core muscles used
for stabilising the body
while jumping. Group
classes such as
JumpLife are huge in
New York. Here physios
recommend it for
injuries and fitness.

Kegel moves
Pelvic floor exercises
are not just for women
any more. A new paper
in the Journal of
Urology says that the
pelvic floor muscles
“are the backboard of
sexual and urinary
health” for men. Dr
Andrew Siegel, a
urologist who wrote the
report, sells a pelvic
floor programme
(privategym.com) for
men that includes a
workout DVD and an
ultralight weights
system that fits around
the penis for added
resistance. Ouch.

V
ictoria Beckham, the
woman who claimed she
“beyond hated” ballet
pumps, may seem an
unlikely evangelist for

sensible shoes and lumbar health. But
VB’s first footwear collection, unveiled
at her spring 2015 show in New York
on Sunday, offers only the choice
between flat winklepickers and
chunky platform sandals.
Beckham isn’t the first designer to

have turned to something more
practical in recent seasons — from
fur-lined Birkenstocks at Céline to
haute couture trainers at Chanel —
but she is one of the most visible to
shun the usual vertiginous heels on
the catwalk. Her models walked the
runway in flat slip-ons, some
decorated with appliqué leather
flowers, plus leopard-print calfskin.
Back in 2011 Beckham was advised

to ditch her heels when she slipped
a disc after the birth of her daughter
Harper. She’s not the only one. The
College of Podiatry found that 90 per
cent of women admit to wearing shoes
that hurt them.
Heels come with plenty to

recommend: their leg-lengthening
qualities; the way they lift the
dowdiest of outfits. There’s also
research that they make you more
attractive, from inducing a suggestive
tilt of the pelvis to exaggerating the
natural sashay of the female gait.
But with all this sex-kitten

oomph comes the prospect of serious
problems. The shape that the feet are
forced into by heels — especially ones
over four inches — leads to bunions (a
condition Beckham admits to suffering
from), arthritis and the permanent
shortening of tendons and muscles.
Osteopaths also suggest that because
the reproductive organs “hang” from
the spine, the arching of the back
caused by constant heel wearing
could affect the uterus and ovaries.
“I’ve often marvelled at Victoria

Beckham’s ability to wear heels all
the time,” says podiatrist
to the A-list Margaret
Dabbs, “but she’s a
modern woman and is
finding that fashionable
footwear can also be
comfortable. Heels can
be okay in moderation.
It’s important to vary
the shape and design
as well as the heel
height. That thicker
heels are in right
now is a help too.”
As she’s the perfect

ambassador for her
own brand, it’s a safe
bet she’ll step out in a
new pair of flats soon
enough, but when she
took a bow after her
show at the weekend,
her feet were still clad
in a pair of her signature
spike-heel stilettos. So
there’s no need to rush
to the shops just yet.
Harriet Walker

they appear negligible. Participants
might be sniffy about it if they have
spent a decade pumping heavy iron,
but they invariably finish exhausted:
each move uses a multitude of muscles
instead of bulking up. “It’s absolutely
no joke for men,” she says. “I ask them
to access and activate muscles they
didn’t even know they had.”
Similarly, Rein has found that men

doing ballet workouts “really struggle
at the barre when they start because
their lower-body conditioning is
nowhere near as good as their upper-
body strength. The small isometric

movements and stretching of ballet
are very challenging for men used to
doing power workouts and weights.”
After a few weeks, things click: they
feel less stressed and tense, but fitter.
Even the mindfulness of something

like yoga doesn’t put them off. “It’s
impossible to create flexibility without
calming your mind,” Ramsden says.
“So it’s about selling it to them in a
language they understand, relating it
to sport, strength and speed rather
than going all-out Sanskrit.” She says
her yoga classes for the general
public are “now almost entirely full
of men”. It was once a rarity to spot
a man in a sea of LuluLemon
leggings and Sweaty Betty tanks.
Not any more. They’ll have
whatever workout she’s having.

Posh: the
new queen
of flats

GETTY IMAGES
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Late Turner: driven
to abstraction and
all the better for it
This show proves his critics wrong — he was a great painter
to the end. It’s just a shame it lacks its natural centrepiece,
The Fighting Temeraire, says Rachel Campbell-Johnston

I
n the autumn of 1834 a fire broke
out in the cellars of the House of
Commons. Soon the whole of
the Palace of Westminster was
ablaze. And among the crush of
Londoners who gathered, aghast,
to watch was the small, staring
figure of Joseph Mallord William

Turner, who — at least until fairly
recently — had been consistently fêted
as the most accomplished artist of his
day. From the banks of the river and
from a small boat, he made the rapid
sketches that committed this fiery
drama to his memory.
Turner executed several vivid

watercolour studies of this scene shortly
afterwards, but he allowed several
months to pass before he began on the
first of his two oil paintings of the
subject. It was to be exhibited at the
British Institution, a bastion of the

establishment. And given that Turner
had not shown his work there for more
than 20 years, his decision now to
return with this work was significant.
With The Burning of the Houses of Lords
and Commons, the artist was delivering
his clear political message: the old days
of the British establishment were dead.

This painting is on loan from the
Philadelphia Museum of Art and is
hung here alongside the great Rain,
Steam, and Speed from our own Turner
Bequest. It provides a striking focal
point for the arguments of a show
devoted to the works that Turner
produced over the last years of his life:
from 1835 until his death at the age of
76 in 1851. Late Turner: Painting Set
Free sets out to liberate this master’s
work from a number of commonly
peddled ideas. Most prominent among
these are the period assumption that
Turner’s late works were the frantic
confections of a madman and our
modern-day riposte: that this master
was so far ahead of his time that he
can be seen as a herald of later art-
historical developments, most notably
(as Tate Britain itself has indeed
argued in the past) of Impressionism.
“If we are to do justice to the works

Turner produced in old age,” argues a
catalogue essay, “we cannot overlook
the fact that they were made in the
early years of Victoria’s reign and were
addressed to a contemporary
audience.” The artist whom this show
reveals is not the misunderstood

visionary of popular cliché but a man
fully engaged with developments of
his period. His image of the furious
conflagration of parliament embodies
not only a radical artistic style — the
artist conjured it up almost by magic
in one day before an astonished
audience of his peers — but also

Left: St Martin’s
Church (1839). Above:
The Burning of the
Houses of Lords and
Commons (1835)

Exhibition
Late Turner —
Painting Set Free
Tate Britain, SW1
{{{((
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clouds and the lowering mountains, the
massy rocks and plunging clefts of
Swiss landscapes. Here is a painter as at
ease amid ancient mythologies as
modern-day subjects, from Italian
politics to the legacy of the Napoleonic
wars. And here, of course is the great
sea painter, pushing his marine images
to ever more dramatic and moving
limits or brooding over some of his
most bleakly reflective seascapes.
At the heart of the exhibition lies —

almost like a show within a show — a
series of pictures in a novel square
format, finding Turner at his most
innovative. These, coupled with the
late watercolours — wide washes with
highlights of colour or detail dabbed
on to the surface with instinctive
surety — show an artist who works
with an audacious eloquence to the
end. And if many of these works are
not finished (probably most famous
mong them Norham Castle Sunrise, a
wash of luminous colour upon which a
single cow floats and which is now

popularly hailed as one of the nation’s
favourite pictures) that only adds to
the mysterious power of Turner’s talent.
Unfurling here before the eyes of

the visitor is a painterly vision that,
even as it draws towards its close,
flings itself open to myriad ideas and
interpretations. To try to pin Turner
down, to hammer any one argument
home, is to limit a talent whose power
arises in large part from what feels like
a fundamentally ungraspable mystery.
It would be difficult to make a show

of late Turner paintings not worth
visiting. But it would have been far
better for an exhibition that touts itself
as a major celebration of this master’s
final years simply to set out to reveal
the breadth of his talent, to encourage
visitors to stand and gaze dazzled into
such blazing marvels as the eye-
searing Regulus or stare baffled into
the swirling flurries of Snow Storm —
Steam Boat off a Harbour’s Mouth.
It would have been better to abandon

the overlay of arguments and instead
include a finer array of paintings, not
least among them The Fighting Temeraire,
the most salient of several notable
absentees (though it is included in the
catalogue, the National Gallery confirms
that the painting, which has recently
returned from a period on loan to the
National Maritime Museum, was
requested for the show but that the
gallery was unable to agree due to a
policy of not lending any given item
more than once in three years).
Perhaps also this image does not

quite accord with the show’s presiding
thesis — for all that it addresses
quintessentially contemporary themes,
it was never derided. In fact, exhibited
at the Academy in 1839, it was the
cause of a sudden volte face in opinion,
raising its elderly creator up once
again to the heights of public acclaim.
However it’s hard fully to praise a

show of late works by a master when
its swan song is missing. Turner set
painting free. But in this show the
artist is in danger of being trapped.
Late Turner: Painting Set Free
is at Tate Britain from
September 10 to January 25

Above, from top: The
Confluence at Namur:
Moonlight (1839) and
Peace — Burial at Sea
(1842) Left: Rain,
Steam, and Speed
(1844). Below left:
War. The Exile and the
Rock Limpet (1842)

delivers a carefully considered political
message. Rain, Steam, and Speed, its
rushing engine pounding across a newly
built Brunel bridge, is about more than
paint being pushed to the verges of
what feels to the modern viewer like
abstraction. It directly articulates
themes of technological progress.
This show sets out to present a fuller

picture. It offers a many-faceted view
of Turner, beginning less as a lofty
exposition of painterly masterpieces

IMAGES COURTESY OF TATE BRITAIN TURNER BEQUEST 1856/ THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART: THE JOHN
HOWARD MCFADDEN COLLECTION, 1928 / THE NATIONAL GALLERY, LONDON

than as a museological clutter of
exhibits. Turner’s sketchbooks, for
instance; his spectacles and his artist’s
palette along with his haunting death
mask, with its great gaunt nose and
collapsed toothless mouth. Here is a
portrait of the person described by
contemporaries as a “little man dressed
in a long tail coat, thread gloves, big
shoes and a hat of a most miserable
description”. Here also is a watercolour
of the little Chelsea house in which he
lived with his longstanding landlady
mistress under the name of “Mr Booth”.
This is the painter, it is made plain,

whom contemporary critics mocked.
His talent had run “riot into frenzies”
it was declared and was “now past
recall”. The incandescent eruption of
his Hero of a Hundred Fights is hung,
as it was in the Royal Academy in
1847, alongside a vast biblical scene by
Daniel Maclise to demonstrate, among
other things, quite how far Turner had
moved from contemporary fashions.
And yet once you have got past the

opening gallery of this exhibition, all
the curatorial arguments — however
insistently offered — start to feel like
little more than a vaguely irritating
overlay. Forget them and look at the
pictures: they offer a demonstration
of an indefatigable and indomitable
talent. Here is Turner the painter who,
standing at a swivel-top table that
served as his palette, would work on
dozens of canvases at the same time.
Here is Turner the traveller who, even
as a septuagenarian, kept exploring,
producing sketch after sketch of his
long-beloved Venice, for instance —
but increasingly capturing the spirit
more than the precise topography of the
place or painting the rolling storm

It’s hard fully
to praise a show
when its swan
song is missing
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Major-General Dare Wilson
Unorthodox soldier with a zest for adventure who commanded the SAS and championed attack helicopters after a mission to Vietnam

Wilson established free-fall parachuting as a new way for British troops to enter combat; he also launched a number of initiatives involving Army aviation

Many in theArmywere sceptical when
Dare Wilson was appointed to com-
mand 22 Special Air Service Regiment
inMarch 1960, pointing out that he had
never previously served with this high-
ly specialised and individualistic force.
Supporters cited his varied operational
experience, especiallywith thewartime
Reconnaissance Corps and airborne
forces —and his reputation for an
unpredictable approach to the challen-
ges the Army faced in changing
circumstances.
In fact hewas exactly theman for the

job. The end of the communist emer-
gency in Malaya had raised questions
— inWhitehall if nowhere else— over
the future of the SAS. Only the unit’s
success in the Jebel Akhdar operation
to defeat rebels in Oman in 1959 held
back the axe; and then a decision was
made to base 22 SAS in England with a
Cold War role. Wilson had a decisive
hand in selecting the new base — in
Hereford, which he saw as ideally close
to the Brecon Beacons for rigorous
training and sufficiently wide of the
beaten track to deter rubbernecking
visitors.
Any scepticism within the regiment

over Wilson’s appointment was dis-
pelled when, after a competition in
free-fall parachuting with the US Spe-
cial Forces Group, an American
Master-Sergeant gave him a parachute
with the words, “Colonel, we thought
you might like to take a jump with us”.
The influence of non-commissioned

officers pervades both the American
and British units— soWilsonwas con-
scious thathe facedakeymoment inhis
command. Although he had never pre-
viously made a free-fall descent nor
knew the techniques of what was still a
hobby in 22 SAS, he took the “chute”
and jumped with the American team,
and thereby also introduced a new
meansof entry into combat for theBrit-
ish unit.
His time in commandwas essentially

one of consolidation of the roles and

skills of 22 SAS and its establishment in
the British Army’s order of battle. After
he had left and the time came to dedi-
cate the memorial clock at Hereford,
commemorating those who had lost
their lives, Wilson suggested adding a
verse from James Elroy Flecker’s The
Golden Journey to Samarkand:
“Weare thePilgrims,master,we shall

go
Always a little further: it may be
Beyond that last blue mountain

barred with snow
Across that angry or that glimmering

sea”
No doubts attended his appointment

on January 1, 1970, as director of army
aviation. By then he was already a
major-general and director of land/air
warfare with an established reputation
on airborne issues. His new post
signalled the importance of helicopters
on the contemporary battlefield and
one of his first assignments was to visit
theUSArmy inVietnam,where armed
helicopters in particular had become
the dominant means of fire and move-

ment. The British Army was still hesi-
tating over arming helicopters, with
sceptics arguing that their vulnerability
toground-fire limited their useas anof-
fensive weapon, while defence lay in
tactical flying, using the contours as
protection. On reaching Saigon, since
renamed Ho Chi Minh City, Wilson
learntthat the 101st Airborne Division
had 422 helicopters and that the US
Command accepted the loss of 12
assault helicopters in any one week.
Before leaving London, Wilson had

been instructed to keep a low profile in
Vietnam and to avoid any public mis-
conceptionover the purpose of his visit.
The enthusiasm with which he was
received in Saigon and the readiness of
theUSArmy to explain the value of the
attack helicopter made him push cau-
tion aside.He flewamission in the gun-
ner’s seat of a Bell AH-1 Cobra attack
helicopter, fired itsmainarmamentand
returned convinced that the British
Army could no longer lag behind in
adoptingsuchaweapon—butmadeno
mentionof the flight inhis reporton the

visit. Wilson’s initiatives during his
three years as the defence ministry
director involved in army aviation are
his principle legacy to the armed
services. In negotiationwith France, he
planned the introduction of the Aero-
spatiale Gazelle and Super Puma heli-
copters, as well as the Westland Lynx.
While the Super Puma and the Lynx
were armed principally for their own
defence, having machineguns to
suppress ground fire, their adoption
paved the way for introduction of
modern attack helicopters such as the
Boeing AH 64 Apache.
Ronald Dare Wilson was the elder

son of Sydney Wilson, of Burnopfield,
Co Durham, who was chairman of the
SouthDerwentCoal Company.Hehad
two sisters and a brother. They were all
expected to ride andhunt fromanearly
age.
He was educated at Shewsbury and

was reading economics at St John’s,
Cambridge, when the outbreak of war
interruptedhis studies andbrought for-
ward his commission into the Royal

Northumberland Fusiliers. He went to
France with the 8th (Motor Cycle)
Battalion in March 1940 and, after
some hazardous reconnaissance
missions, was evacuated.
As a liaisonofficerwith the 8thArmy

in Italy inAugust 1944, hewent forward
to report on enemy movement on the
Gothic Line.Having found a ridge from
which to observe the Germans, he was
amazed to see a jeep full of military
policemen approaching, raising a dust
plume certain to draw enemy fire.
About to remonstrate, he noticed a
second jeep driven by General Sir Har-
old Alexander with Winston Churchill
seated beside him. As they passed,Wil-
son heard “Alex” murmur, “I shouldn’t
havegiven in toyour insistence to come
up here; we must be very brief.”
Shortly after this incident Wilson’s

wish to return to his regiment was an-
swered by orders to join the 3rd Recon-
naissance Regiment, formerly the 8th
Northumberland Fusiliers — in Nor-
mandy.Wilsonwon an immediateMil-

itary Cross for his command of a fight-
ing footpatrolon theenemybankof the
RiverMaas during the night of January
27-28, 1945. His mission was to recon-
noitre enemy positions and bring back
a prisoner. His patrol clashed with the
enemy three times but Wilson persist-
ed, moving 600 yards down the far
bank until he had gathered all the
required information.
Several of the enemywere killed, two

silently, and a prisoner was taken. They
withdrew without loss. The divisional
intelligence summary characterised
the operation as “a textbook patrol”.
The war over, he joined the head-

quartersof the6thAirborneDivision in
Palestine during the final phase of the
British Mandate, then commanded a
company of 1st Battalion the Parachute

Regiment.On leavingPalestine, hewas
commissioned to write the history of
the 6th Airborne Division during the
campaign. Further active service
followed with the Royal Northumber-
land Fusiliers during the Korean war,
and in Kenya at the time of the Mau
Mau emergency.
Throughout his adult life two

contrasting sportshadcompeted forhis
attention: wildfowl shooting in remote
places and the Cresta Run.When three
weeks leave offered a Cresta season in
thewinter of 1956-57hedidnothesitate
to take it. That opportunity was to
prove his last until 37 years later when
he found the magic of the thrumming
of the steel runners of his St Moritz
skeleton tobogganat 80mphas exciting
asever—aged76. “Theattraction is the
sheer speed,” he said.
He left theArmy in 1971 and returned

to St John’s, Cambridge, to complete his
degree in land economy begun 33 years
earlier. There he met another mature
student, Sarah, 25 years his junior and
the daughter of Sir Peter Stallard. They
weremarried in 1973 and had two sons:
Alexander,who followedhis father into
the Army and is now a major in The
Rifles, and Peter, who is a partner in an
advertising company. His wife and two
sons survive him.
In 1974 hewas selected froma field of

360 applicants to become the National
ParkOfficer for Exmoor and from 1978
hewasaconsultant to theFederationof
Nature and National Parks of Europe.
He was chairman of the British Para-
chute Association and was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Geographiocal
Society in 1978.
His modest and entertaining bio-

graphy, Tempting the Fates, was pub-
lished in 2006, andThe General’s Game
Book in 2013. He had caught his first
salmon aged eight and was still shoot-
ing last season.

Major-General Dare Wilson, CBE, MC,
Director of Army Aviation 1970-71, was
born on August 3, 1919. He died on August
15, 2014, aged 95

He was ordered to keep a
low profile in Vietnam
but pushed caution aside

The sheer speed of
the toboggans on the
Cresta Run thrilled him
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Andrew Madoff
Son of the disgraced financier who insisted he
had no knowledge of his father’s epic fraud

Rand, third from left, runs in the hurdles in the pentathlon at the 1964 Olympics. Le Masurier, below, was her guiding light

What did he know and when did he
know it? The famous question, put by
Senator Howard Baker in relation to
PresidentRichardNixon’s involvement
in the Watergate scandal, could have
been tailor-made for Andrew Madoff.
The younger son of the fraudster

Bernie Madoff — now serving an im-
probable 150 years in a federal prison in
North Carolina—Andrew , along with
his brother Mark, reported his father’s
crimes to the financial authorities in
2008, prompting the biggest paper-
chase in history. By then, as much as
$65 billion had been lost to thousands
of investors when it was revealed that
Bernard L Madoff Investment Securi-
ties was nothing more than a massive,
globally organised Ponzi scheme.
MarkMadoff hangedhimself in 2010

but Andrew continued to insist that,
until his father confessed the truth,
following a spate of cash demands for

which funds were unavailable, he had
always assumed the family firm was a
legitimate business.
Some doubted him. There were law

suits and court appearances. How
could someone in a senior position in a
criminal organisation not know that
the balance sheet was a lie, the profits
ill-gotten and that the investors had
been deceived over decades? Were
Andrew Madoff and his brother not in
fact consiglieri to their boss of bosses?
Not if Andrewwas to be believed. He

said that he and his brother were hard-
working executives, respectively head
of equities and head of sales, on the
firm’s trading desk, separated by two
floors from the money management
operation that was run on a strictly
need-to-know basis by their notorious-
ly secretive father.
No criminal liability was ever proved

and it was left to the father and his
brother Peter (whowas sentenced to 10
years inprison) topay thepenalty for48
years of industrial-scale deception and
theft. Following one court hearing in
London at which investors in Madoff’s
UK subsidiary sought the prosecution
of a number of the firm’s senior figures,
including Andrew and his brother,
JudgeAndrewPopplewell dismissed all
claims against the defendants, ruling
that theyneitherknewofnor suspected
the fraud. “Their honesty and integrity
has been vindicated,” he said. If such
was indeed the case, then the brothers
stood revealed as, at the very least,
wilfully naive. A medium-sized trading
house with investments valued in
excess of $50 billion stood out even in
the bearpit of Wall Street.
The years that followed BernieMad-

off’s arrest and conviction were deeply
traumatic for the family. Andrew and
Mark fell out with their mother Ruth,
who, ironically, they felt must have
known what her husband was up to.
Bernie andRuthMadoff ownedhomes,
in New York, Long Island, Florida and
Capd’Antibes.They flew inaprivate jet,
had several yachts and Ruth owned
jewellery worth some £2 million.

All that came to an abrupt end on
December 10, 2008 when the father
tearfully confessed to his sons that the
assetmanagement divisionwas a Ponzi
scheme in which dividends were paid
out to depositors out of new cash being
paid in by clients instead of fromprofits
achieved through investment. Matters
had been brought to a head by the US
sub-prime mortgage crisis and the
collapse of Lehman Brothers and Bear
Stearns. Madoff’s depositors wanted
their money out of the system, and
Madoff couldn’t oblige.
“He just started sobbing,” Andrew

Madoff recalled in 2011. “I was shocked
. . . I felt like my head exploded.”
Realising that the federal authorities

could not be far behind, Andrew and
Mark went straight to the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Twenty-
four hours later, their father was
arrested by the FBI. Having pleaded
guilty to 11 major felonies, involving
losses to clients estimated at between
$18 billion and $65 billion, he was given
the maximum sentence available.
Neither son ever visited their father

in prison. “My father is dead to me,”
Andrew said last year. Mark’s death
helped to reconcile Andrew and his
mother. In 2011, the pair authorised a
book about the scandal,Truth and Con-
sequences: Life Inside theMadoff Family.
AndrewHowardMadoff was born in

New York in 1966. He and his brother,
two years older, were close but always
rivals. At their local high school An-
drew was regarded as more bookish
and Mark as the “jock”. Their mother
was a socialite, but also held the family
together while her husband worked
long hours, regular boasting of how he
hadbested the “big boys” ofWall Street.
After graduating from college — in

Andrew’s case from the Wharton
School of Business, part of theUnivers-
ity of Pennsylvania — the brothers
joined the family business as interns.
Andrew was good with figures; Mark
was personable. Both worked hard.
Their skills were complementary and,
with their father as the boss, there were
no obstacles to their promotion.
Andrew married Deborah West in

1992 and the couple had two daughters,
Anne and Emily. His wife filed for
divorce on the day the scandal broke.

Catherine Hooper, Andrew’s second
wife, was a former cover girl for Fish Fly
magazine. They had met at Urban
Angler, a retail storeheowned indown-
town Manhattan. She helped to bring
the family back together and worked
with her husband and his mother on
their memoir.
But though he tried to put the past

behind him, he could never let it go.
“What hedid tome,mybrother andmy
family is unforgivable,” he said. “What
he did to thousands of other people —
destroyed their lives—I’ll neverunder-
stand, and I’ll never forgive him for it.
And I’ll never speak to him again.” He
kept his word.
Andrew Madoff was diagnosed with

mantle cell lymphoma, a rare blood
cancer, in 2003, but recovered. In 2012,
the cancer returned. “Oneway to think
of this is that the scandal and every-
thing that happened killed my brother
very quickly,” he told Peoplemagazine.
“And it’s killing me slowly.”

Andrew Madoff, son of Bernie Madoff,
was born on April 8, 1966. He died of
cancer on September 3, 2014, aged 48

John Le Masurier
Athletics coach who masterminded Mary Rand’s Olympic gold in 1964
John Le Masurier was one of Britain’s
most renowned athletics coaches and
trainedahost of international competi-
tors. His most notable success came
withMaryRand,whowon theOlympic
long jumptitle—andsetaworld record
in the process — in Tokyo in 1964.
From 1949 to 1978, Le Masurier was

the national coach concentrating on
the south of England, guiding athletes
in a wide range of different disciplines,
including Diane Leather, the first Brit-
ishwoman to break fiveminutes for the
mile, AnnWilson, the Commonwealth
pentathlon silver medallist, and Mark
Pharoah, whose fourth place in the
Olympic discus final in 1956 remains
the highest placing by any Briton in the
event since 1896.
Le Masurier’s home in Worcester

Park, Surrey became a haven of repose
for leading athleteswhen theywerenot
training, with Rand, who won gold,
silver and bronze medals in the 1964
Games, startling the neighbours by
hurdling the garden gate when she
arrived for a visit.
John Le Masurier was born in 1917

and he grew up in Guernsey. At Eliza-
beth College he excelled at several
sports. He began a medical degree at
Bristol University but then concentrat-
ed on sports coaching, moving to
LoughboroughCollegeofAthletics and
Physical Education, where he obtained
a first-class honours diploma.

During the Second World War, he
was initially a PT instructor but then
went on active service with the Royal
Marines, rising to the rank ofmajor.He
saw action in Europe and Egypt,
although he said his most frightening
experience was when a German bomb
exploded on a parade ground in
Portsmouth.
After teaching for three years at

King’s School, Peterborough, he was
appointed a national coach for theAm-
ateur Athletic Association (AAA). Tom
McNab, one of his colleagues, said:
“John would coach whatever and who-
ever was in front of him. He was just
excellent on a one-to-one basis.”
Affable andmild-mannered, LeMasur-
ier nevertheless drove his athletes hard
to improve performances.
When Geoff Dyson left as the AAA’s

director of coaching in 1962,
leaving the post redundant,
Le Masurier’s status was
enhanced, and this was
followed by his success
with Rand, the original
“golden girl” of British
athletics, whose glam-
our andmedals made
hera celebrity in the
1960s.
After the

early death of
his wife
Blanche in 1976,

Le Masurier retired as one of the two
principal national coaches two years
later, althoughhe continued for several
years as honorary secretary to the
British team selectors and devoted
much of his retirement to playing golf
and bowls.
Le Masurier was the author of a

number of books, including Learning to
be a Better Athlete, Track Speed and
Track Events, co-written with his col-
league DenisWatts. In 2010, he was in-
ducted into the hall of fame of English
athletics.
He is survived by his son, John Alan,

who worked in an import and export
business, andadaughter, Julia,whowas
a primary school teacher.
“On occasions it was very hard

work,” LeMasurier reflected, “but very
rewarding in the end when athletes
came back with medals. Then it all
seemed to be worthwhile.” An illustra-
tion of his gentle methods of persua-
sion camewhenOlympian Jack Park-
er achieved an ambition of 14.6sec for
the 120-yards hurdles. He immedi-
ately received a telegram from Le

Masurier: “Great perform-
ance. Amend target 14.4.”

John Le Masurier,
athletics coach, was
born on July 24, 1917.
He died on August 31,
2014, aged 97

After Bernie Madoff
confessed his sons went
straight to the authorities

BETTMANN/CORBIS

Madoff worked for the family firm

Kensington Palace
8th September, 2014
TheDukeofCambridge this afternoonopened
the Dickson Poon University of Oxford China
Centre Building at University ofOxford China
Centre, Canterbury Road, Oxford, and was re-
ceived by Her Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant of
Oxfordshire (Mr Timothy Stevenson).

Buckingham Palace
8th September, 2014
The Duke of York this afternoon attended a
Lunchgivenby theVietnam-UKBusinessNet-
work for the Ambassador of the Socialist Re-
public of Vietnam (His Excellency Mr Vu
QuangMinh) at theRoyal Society, 6-9Carlton
House Terrace, London SW1.

His Royal Highness this afternoon held a
Meeting on Apprenticeships with representa-
tivesof theRoyalWarrantHoldersAssociation.

The Duke of York later received The Sultan
of Yogyakarta.

His Royal Highness this evening attended a
Financial ServicesDinneratAdmiraltyHouse,
Whitehall, London SW1.

Buckingham Palace
8th September, 2014
The Earl of Wessex this morning opened
Enterprise South Liverpool Academy, Hor-
rocks Avenue, Liverpool, and was received by

Her Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant of Merseyside
(Dame Lorna Muirhead).

His Royal Highness this afternoon unveiled
a World War One Memorial to the Founding
Fathers of the Royal British Legion at Birken-
head, Merseyside.

The Earl of Wessex, Commodore-in-Chief,
later visitedRoyal Fleet AuxiliaryOrange Leaf
and Fort Victoria at Cammell Laird Shipyard,
Campbeltown Road, Birkenhead, and was re-
ceived by Mr David McDonnell (Vice Lord-
Lieutenant of Merseyside).

Buckingham Palace
8th September, 2014
The Princess Royal, Patron, National Associa-
tion of Citizens Advice Bureaux, this evening
attendedaCitizensAdviceSeventyFifthAnni-
versary Reception and Awards Dinner at the
University of Warwick, Coventry, and was re-
ceived by ProfessorNigel Thrift (Deputy Lieu-
tenant of West Midlands).
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.15 The Housing
Enforcers 10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer 11.00 Street Patrol UK
11.45 Caught Red Handed 12.15pm
Bargain Hunt 1.00 BBC News;
Weather 1.30 BBC Regional News;
Weather 1.45 Doctors 2.15 Pressure
Pad 3.00 Escape to the Country
3.45 A Taste of Britain 4.30 Flog It!
5.15 Pointless 6.00 BBC News 6.30
BBC Regional News Programmes
7.00 The One Show 7.30
EastEnders 8.00 Holby City 9.00 In
the Club 10.00 BBC News 10.25
BBC Regional News; Weather 10.35
The Secrets 11.05 Scrappers 11.35
FILM: Biker Boyz (2003) Action
drama 1.25am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.05am Homes Under the Hammer
7.05 Street Patrol UK 7.50 Caught
Red Handed 8.20 Sign Zone 10.35
HARDtalk 11.00 BBC News 11.30
BBC World News 12.00 Daily
Politics 1.00pm The Super League
Show 1.45 Cash in the Attic 2.30
The Chef’s Protégé 3.00 Celebrity
MasterChef 3.45 Nature’s Weirdest
Events 4.45 Great British Railway
Journeys 5.15 Put Your Money
Where Your Mouth Is 6.00 Two
Tribes 6.30 Eggheads 7.00
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip 8.00
The £100K House: Tricks of the
Trade 9.00 The Motorway: Life in
the Fast Lane 10.00 QI 10.30
Newsnight 11.20 Hotel India
12.20am The Super League Show
1.05-2.05 Sign Zone: Kate Adie’s
Women of World War One
4.00-6.00 BBC Learning Zone

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
Loose Women 1.30 ITV News;
Weather 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
3.00 The Alan Titchmarsh Show
4.00 Who’s Doing the Dishes? 5.00
The Chase 6.00 Regional News
6.30 ITV News; Weather 7.00
Emmerdale 7.30 Wilderness Walks
with Ray Mears 8.00 Long Lost
Family: What Happened Next 9.00
Hot Tub Britain 10.00 ITV News at
Ten and Weather 10.30 Regional
News 10.40 FILM: Backdraft (1991)
1.10am Jackpot247 2.55 Loose
Women 3.45 ITV Nightscreen
5.05-6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 Will &
Grace 7.10 The King of Queens 8.00
Everybody Loves Raymond 9.00
Frasier 10.00 Undercover Boss
11.00 Location, Location, Location
12.00 Channel 4 News 12.05pm
Celebrity Coach Trip 12.35 Jamie’s
Money Saving Meals 1.05 Come
Dine with Me 1.40 Win It Cook It

2.10 Phil Spencer: Secret Agent
3.10 Countdown 4.00 Deal or No
Deal 5.00 Come Dine with Me 6.00
The Simpsons 6.30 Hollyoaks 7.00
Channel 4 News 8.00 Posh Pawn
9.00 Don’t Stop the Music 10.00
Worst Place to Be a Pilot 11.05
Educating the East End 12.00 Poker
12.55am NFL: Hard Knocks 1.50
KOTV Boxing Weekly 2.20 Great
North Swim 3.15 Trans World Sport
4.10 Castle Howard Triathlon 4.40
Gordon Ramsay’s Home Cooking
5.05-6.00 National Paralympics Day

Sky1
6.00am The Real A&E 7.00
Futurama 9.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
11.00 Hawaii Five-0 1.00pm NCIS:
Los Angeles 3.00 Glee 4.00
Futurama 5.00 The Simpsons 5.30
Futurama 6.30 The Simpsons 8.00
An Idiot Abroad 9.00 FILM: Speed
(1994) Action thriller 11.15 Glee
12.15am NCIS: Los Angeles 2.05
Hawaii Five-0 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 BBC
World News 9.30 HARDtalk 10.00
BBC World News 10.30 World
Business Report 10.45 Sport Today
11.00 BBC World News 12.00 GMT
1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 HARDtalk
4.00 Global 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45 Sport Today 6.00
Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 Newsday 11.30
Asia Business Report 11.45 Sport
Today 12.00 Newsday 12.30am
Asia Business Report 12.45 Sport
Today 1.00 Newsday 1.30 Asia
Business Report 1.45 Sport Today
2.00 BBC World News 2.30 Asia
Business Report 2.45 Sport Today
3.00 BBC World News 3.30 Asia
Business Report 3.45 Sport Today
4.00 BBC World News 4.30
HARDtalk 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football Gold 6.45 Football
League Gold 7.00 WWE: Afterburn
8.00 Soccer AM: The Best Bits
9.00 FL72 Review 10.00 Super
League Fulltime 11.00 Soccer AM:
The Best Bits 12.00 Fantasy
Football: The Highlights 12.30pm
FL72 Review. A round-up of recent
matches 1.30 Super League Fulltime

2.30 Soccer AM: The Best Bits
3.30 Fantasy Football: The
Highlights 4.00 US Open Tennis
5.00 Soccer AM: The Best Bits 6.00
Fantasy Football: The Highlights
6.30 Football’s Greatest Players
7.30 Live Euro 2016 Qualifiers:
Norway v Italy (Kick-off 7.45)
10.00 Football’s Greatest
International Teams 10.30 Rugby
Union: English Roses 11.30 FL72
Review 12.30am Soccer AM: The
Best Bits 1.30 Fantasy Football:
The Highlights 2.00 Football’s
Greatest International Teams 2.30
Rugby Union: English Roses 3.30
FL72 Review 4.30 Soccer AM: The
Best Bits 5.30-6.00 Fantasy
Football: The Highlights

Sky Sports 2
6.00am Super League Fulltime 7.00
Top 14 Rugby Union Highlights 7.30
Elite League Speedway 9.30
Sporting Rivalries 10.00 Live
Cricket 6.00pm Best of ICC WT20
6.30 Sporting Rivalries 7.00 The
Ashes: England’s Best Days 8.00
Cricket 9.00 England’s Best Ashes
Days 10.00 Super League Backchat
10.30 Sportswomen 11.00 Cricket
12.00 Super League Backchat
12.30am England’s Best Ashes
Days 3.00 Super League
Backchat 3.30 Cricket 4.30 NFL
5.30-6.00 Super League Backchat

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Greats 6.30 Red
Bull Air Race 8.00 US Open Tennis
9.00 NFL 11.00 Racing News 11.30
Surf Unleashed 12.00 Sporting
Heroes: Suzanne Dando Interviews
Olga Korbut 1.00pm Elite League
Speedway 3.00 US Open Tennis
4.00 Sporting Rivalries 5.00 Top 14
Rugby Union Highlights 5.30
Sporting Rivalries 6.00 US Open
Tennis 7.00 NFL 9.00 US Open
Tennis 10.00 Best of ICC WT20
10.30 Ashes Memories 11.00 Sports
Unlimited 12.00 US Open Tennis
1.00am Sports Unlimited 2.00
US Open Tennis 3.00 Sports
Unlimited 4.00 US Open Tennis
5.00-6.00 Sports Unlimited

British Eurosport
7.30am Cycling: British Grand Prix
Series 8.00 Cycling: Vuelta a
España 9.00 Cycling: Tour of Britain
10.00 US Open Tennis 12.00 Horse
Racing Time 12.15pm Cycling: Tour
of Britain 1.15 Live Cycling: Tour of
Britain 4.00 Cycling: Vuelta a
España 4.45 Live Under-21s
Football: Germany v Romania
(Kick-off 5.00) 7.00 The Ronnie
O’Sullivan Show 7.30 Motorsports
Weekend 7.45 US Open Tennis 9.45
Tennis: Mats Point 10.20 Blancpain
Sprint Series 11.20 Porsche
Supercup 11.50 Best of Bikes 12.00-
1.00am Cycling: Tour of Britain

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer 5.45
Farming Today 5.58 Tweet 6.00
Today 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament 9.00 What’s the Point
Of? 9.30 Witness 9.45 (LW) Daily
Service 9.45 Book of the Week
10.00 Woman’s Hour 11.00 Shared
Planet 11.30 The Lost Genius of
Judee Sill 12.00 News 12.01pm (LW)
Shipping 12.04 Home Front 12.15
Call You and Yours 1.00 The World
at One 1.45 Wow! How Did They Do
That? (r) 2.00 The Archers (r) 2.15
Afternoon Drama (r) 3.00 Kitchen
Cabinet (r) 3.30 Costing the Earth
4.00 Build and Be Damned 4.30
Great Lives 5.00 PM 5.54 (LW)
Shipping 6.00 News 6.30 Meet
David Sedaris (r) 7.00 Archers 7.15
Front Row 7.45 Craven 8.00 High St
Fashion: Weaving New Threads
8.40 In Touch 9.00 Urine Trouble:
What’s in Our Water 9.30 What’s
the Point Of? (r) 10.00 The World
Tonight 10.45 Book at Bedtime
11.00 Guns of Adam Riches 11.30
Today in Parliament 12.30am Book
of the Week (r) 12.48 Shipping 1.00
World Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
The Documentary 9.30 Discovery
10.00 World Update 11.00 News
11.06 Outside Source 12.00 News
12.06pm Outlook 1.00 Newshour
2.00 Newshour 3.00 News
3.06 Business Daily 3.30 The
Documentary 4.00 The Newsroom
4.30 Sport Today 5.00 The
Newsroom 5.30 World Business
Report 6.00 World Have Your Say
7.00 The Newsroom 7.30 Click.
Technological news 8.00 News 8.06
The Documentary 8.30 World
Business Report 8.50 From Our
Own Correspondent 9.00
Newshour. The stories behind the
latest headlines 10.00 News 10.06
Outlook. Perspectives on important
issues 11.00 News 11.06 The
Newsroom 11.30 World Business
Report 12.00 The Newsroom
12.20am Sports News 12.30 The
Documentary 1.00 News 1.06
Business Matters 2.00 The
Newsroom 2.30 Click 3.00 News
3.06 Outlook 4.00 Newsday
4.30-5.00 The Documentary

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 12.00 Composer of the
Week: Jean-Philippe Rameau
1.00pm News 1.02 Radio 3
Lunchtime Concert. The pianist
Christian Blackshaw performs
Mozart at LSO St Luke’s (r) 2.00
Afternoon on 3. This year’s Free
Prom features Jac van Steen and
the Ulster Orchestra in a trio of
Dvorák’s Slavonic Dances, music by
Bax and Bill Whelan, and Zhang
Zuo in Grieg’s Piano Concerto 4.30
In Tune 6.30 Composer of the
Week: Jean-Philippe Rameau (r)
7.30 Live BBC Proms 2014. The BBC
Concert Orchestra and the principal
conductor Keith Lockhart present a
concert of American music by
Copland and Chris Brubeck 10.00
Eileen Gray: The Missing Heart of
Design. The life and work of the
furniture designer and architect (r)
10.45 The Essay: Letters to a Young
Poet. Moniza Alvi writes to an
imagined protégé (r) 11.00 Late
Junction. An eclectic selection,
from 1950s gospel to Ligeti
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night (r)

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcementswww.boerse.to
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Games

Reader Alan A Brown sent this
interesting deal from his local Club
Duplicate. Well-judged buccaneer-
ing bidding by N-S saw them reach
6♥ with a minority of high-cards.

Declarer ruffed West’s king of
clubs lead in dummy, led a low
heart to the ace, then a diamond to
the jack, winning. Uneasily placed,
he tried a second heart. East won
his king and switched to the nine of
spades. Declarer ran this to
dummy’s queen, crossed to his ace,
led a diamond to the jack, cashed
the ace of diamonds, ruffed a
fourth diamond, ruffed a club and
discarded his third spade on a long
diamond. 12 tricks and slam made.

Err, that was not an error-free
sequence of plays. Rewinding from
the end, when East switched to a
spade at trick six, declarer did not
need to risk West holding the king.
He rises with the ace, finesses the
queen of diamonds, cashes the ace,
ruffs a fourth diamond and can now
ruff his second club and cash the two
long diamonds discarding his two
losing spades. And East should not
have led a spade – he should have
forced dummy to ruff (with the last
trump) by leading a club. Declarer’s
late ruffing entry has gone, and he
can only cross to the ace of spades,
play a diamond to the queen, cash
the ace discarding one spade and
give up a spade for down one.

What of declarer’s low heart to
the ace at trick two? Whilst it is the
odds play in the suit to avoid a
loser – singleton king in either
hand – there is a strong case for
leading the queen. West has turned
up with the king-queen of clubs
and will probably need the king of

diamonds for the slam to make
[although admittedly not necessar-
ily if a trump loser is avoided]. He
is unlikely to have the king of
hearts as well, given his initial pass.
Further – his jump to 5♣ vulnera-
ble is far more suggestive of a sin-
gleton jack than either jack-low or
an impure singleton king.

It’s not 100% clear, but I like lead-
ing the queen of hearts from dummy
at trick two. This pins West’s single-
ton jack and picks up the suit with-
out loss. Diamonds can be set up via
the repeat finesse and 13 tricks roll
in. andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 6♥, Opening Lead: ♣K

Dealer: West, Vulnerability: Both

N
W E

S

Pass 1♦ 2♣
2♥ 5♣(1) 5♥ Pass
6♥(2) End

(1) ♣KQxx is a very offensive holding –
worth little in defence but plenty to partner.
Coupled with his singleton heart, West
knows he will bid 5♣ over 4♥, therefore
better to make the advance sacrifice to rob
the opponents of the chance to communicate.
(2) Just eight high-card points, but the
hand looks good. The vigorous opposing
club bidding (and partner’s Five over Five
action) suggests partner is very short
there. South’s sixth heart is huge too.

S W N E

♠KJ9
♥K2
♦8
♣AJ109852

Pairs ♠Q76
♥Q1065
♦AQJ652
♣-

♠A85
♥A98743
♦74
♣76

♠10432
♥J
♦K1093
♣KQ43

________
á DrD 4 D]
àDpDqD Dk]
ßpD 0 Dp0]
ÞD D g h ]
Ý )P0 D D]
Ü) DQDP) ]
Û G H DK)]
ÚD D $RD ]
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Winning Move

Black to play. This position is from Na-
kamura-Carlsen, St. Louis 2014.
The position is balanced but the world
champion Magnus Carlsen found a way
to ensure that the game quickly ended in
a draw. What did he play?
For up-to-the-minute information follow
my tweets on twitter.com/times_chess.

Bobby reborn

Not only did Fabiano Caruana’s
performance in the first six
rounds of the Sinquefield Cup
recall the glory days of Bobby
Fischer’s 100% scores against top
grandmasters such as Mark Tai-
manov and Bent Larsen, Caru-
ana’s play in that victorious se-
quence also brought to mind the
strategic depth and tactical alert-
ness which characterised Fischer
at his best. The world champion
Magnus Carlsen employs a style
which is difficult to pin down and
often seems predicated on the
ability to prolong the battle in
vast manoeuvres until the oppo-
nent finally cracks. In contrast,
Caruana’s style has a fresh direct-
ness about it which chess enthusi-
asts find easier to appreciate.
Today’s game is a case in point.

White: Fabiano Caruana
Black: Levon Aronian
Sinquefield Cup, St. Louis 2014
Ruy Lopez

1 e4 e5 2 Nf3 Nc6 3 Bb5 a6 4 Ba4
Nf6 5 0-0 Be7 6 d3 b5 7 Bb3 0-0
8 Nc3 d6 9 a3 Na5 10 Ba2 Be6

A time hallowed method of
challenging White’s Lopez bishop.
It is normally considered that after
an exchange on e6 Black will gain
sufficient central control to offset
his somewhat weakened pawn
structure. Caruana sets out to
disprove this conventional wisdom.
11 Bxe6 fxe6 12 b4 Nc6 13 Bd2 d5

Natural but this creates a virtu-
ally imperceptible weakness of the
pawn on e5 which can no longer
be defended by a fellow pawn.
14 Re1 Qd6 15 Na2 Nd7 16 Qe2 d4

Black releases the tension in
the centre, doubtless concerned
about White’s build up of pressure
in the potentially open e-file.
However after this committal
decision the pawn on e5 defini-
tively becomes a static weakness.
17 Reb1 Nb6 18 Nc1 Na4 19 Nb3
Rf7 20 Rc1

Apparently intending to blast
open the queenside but in fact
this is a feint to divert Black’s
attentions from the other wing.
20 ... Rd8 21 Ng5 Rf6

As we shall see, Black should
play 21 ... Bxg5.
22 Qh5 h6 23 Nf3 Rdf8 24 Rf1
R8f7 25 Rae1 Bf8 26 h3 g6 27 Qh4
Qe7 28 Qg3 Bg7 29 Na5 Nxa5

________
á D D DkD]
àD 0 1rg ]
ßpD Dp4p0]
ÞhpD 0 D ]
Ýn) 0PD D]
Ü) DPDN!P]
Û DPG )PD]
ÚD D $RI ]
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30 Nxe5
A spectacular sacrifice while

Black’s pieces are marooned on
the opposite wing.
30 ... Nb7 31 Nxg6 Qd8 32 e5 Rf5
33 f4 c5 34 Nh4

A clever regrouping of his
pieces to snare a black rook.
34 ... Rh5 35 Nf3 Kh7 36 Qg4
Rhf5 37 Nh4 Kh8 38 Nxf5 Rxf5
39 Qg6 Qe7 40 g4 Rf8 41 f5 Qe8
42 Qxe8 Rxe8 43 f6 Bf8 44 f7
Re7 45 Rf6 Nb6 46 Bxh6 Nd7 47
Ref1 cxb4 48 axb4 Bxh6 49
Rxh6+ Kg7 50 Rh5 Black resigns

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Kylie a. A pert young woman b. A boomerang
c. Fly, streetwise
Miniver a. A straitlaced woman b. Ceremonial fur
c. A rabbit-keeper
Snell a. A bossy woman b. Biting
c. A ferret hole

Across
1 (Of building) protected (6)
4 Explosive device (4)
9 Approximately (5)
10 Using a mobile on another

network (7)
11 Gave out (7)
12 Ballroom dance (5)
13 (Of old materials) made

into a new article (11)

17 Joe —, playwright (5)
19 Leaning; biased (7)
22 Medicine given solely for

psychological effect (7)
23 Irritate (5)
24 Vegetable (4)
25 Substance in wheat (6)

Down
1 Sordid gain (5)
2 Young pilchard (7)
3 Precise (5)
5 Drug from poppies (5)
6 Reduce to poverty (6)
7 Jobholder before the
present one (11)

8 Tusked marine mammal (6)
14 Curdling agent (6)
15 No longer living (7)
16 Absolute truth (6)
18 Find by investigation (5)
20 Help, benefit (5)
21 Most respected person (5)

Solution to Crossword 6500

T2 CROSSWORD No 6501

1 2 3 654

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14 15

16

17 18 19 2120

22 23

24 25

N U N C T H R E N O D Y
N E H E I I

F I D D L E R S C H A T
T I N T H R

K E E L S A R T E M I S
E L C O S
S O N A T A O R K N E Y

P R M N E
R A I N B O W E I G H T

L E U N T O
H I G H S C O T T I S H

N R E N E T
G E S U A L D O D E A D

Times Quick Crossword No 6501

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of three or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
17 words, average;
23, good; 27, very good;
31, excellent

Yesterday’s answers
gilt, gin, git, glint, hilt, hin, hint,
hit, lig, light, ling, lint, linty, liny,
lit, lying, nigh, night, nightly,
nil, nit, thin, thing, thingy, tig,
tin, ting, tingly, tiny, yin

Word Watching answers

Kylie (b) A boomerang that is flat on one side and convex on
the other, from native Australian.
Miniver (b) White fur, used in ceremonial costumes, from
Old French.
Snell (b) Biting, bitter (Scottish), from Old English snel,
quick, active.

Winning Move solution

1...Bxg3!2hxg3(2Kxg3Qh3+3Kf2Qxh2ismate)2...Qh3+3Kg1
Qxg3+4Kh1Qh3+5Kg1Qg3+withadrawbyperpetualcheck.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6802 Mild

5 3
9 1

6 8 9 7
4 8 2 5 6 9
1 8

9 7 5 1
2 8 6 3

6 4 7 5

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3898 Moderate 8min

20 17 21 12 14 6

15 12 16 12 17

20 8 8

17 3 11 11

9 22 11 17 8

16 8 8

15 3 5 15

14 14

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2185

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

D

D

I

I

S

S

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

9 5 18 8 15 3

7 11 13 13 4 21 19 4 10 23 5 22

6 6 18 21 6 6

13 4 11 21 11 22 3 20 21 4 18 25

5 15 21 4 25

11 22 18 20 8 1 11 6 17 21 18

13 22 8 10

26 11 10 6 6 21 4 8 5 16 21

12 22 20 2 10

6 21 10 18 10 17 4 21 7 10 24 24

4 10 10 22 5 20

14 20 8 1 5 4 4 20 19 20 22 13

23 21 18 25 21 13

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sudoku, Killer and Codeword solutions
5 2 6 4 7 3 8 9 1
8 3 4 9 2 1 6 5 7
7 9 1 5 8 6 3 2 4
3 6 2 8 1 7 5 4 9
1 5 7 6 9 4 2 8 3
9 4 8 2 3 5 7 1 6
2 1 9 7 6 8 4 3 5
4 7 3 1 5 2 9 6 8
6 8 5 3 4 9 1 7 2

9 6 8 4 5 1 2 7 3
4 2 1 3 9 7 6 5 8
5 3 7 8 2 6 9 4 1
7 4 2 9 1 3 5 8 6
8 1 3 5 6 4 7 2 9
6 5 9 2 7 8 1 3 4
3 9 5 1 8 2 4 6 7
1 8 6 7 4 5 3 9 2
2 7 4 6 3 9 8 1 5

A Q F L O U T K U
B R U T E C W H O O P
H I N I C H E W O
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Leicester
Rob Wright
2.20 Alnashama 4.20 Pastoral Player
2.50 Quick Defence 4.50 Amber Mile
3.20 Hillgrove Angel 5.25 Ajjaadd
3.50 High Church 5.55 Magnolia Ridge
Thunderer’s double 3.50 High Church (nap).
4.20 Outback Traveller.
Going: good (good to firm in places)
Draw: no advantage
At The Races

2.20 Maiden Stakes
(Div I: 2-Y-O: £5,175: 7f 9y) (11)

1 (7) ALNASHAMA C Hills 9-5 P Hanagan
2 (8) ARABIAN RULER J Tate 9-5 K Fallon
3 (10) BASOCO H Dunlop 9-5 J Crowley
4 (3) CHAMPAGNE BOB T Dascombe 9-5 R Kingscote
5 (5) KISUMU Sir M Stoute 9-5 James Doyle
6 (6) 50 LITTLE RIGGS 27 E Walker 9-5 C Lee (7)
7 (11) 5 MANOLITO 25 H Morrison 9-5 J Fortune
8 (9) MASTER CHOICE W Haggas 9-5 T Queally
9 (4) 3 OUTLAW COUNTRY 116 C Appleby 9-5 W Buick
10 (1) 0 PRAYER TIME 18 M Tompkins 9-5 J Quinn
11 (2) THE OLYMPUS MAN Eve Johnson Houghton 9-5

J P Spencer

2-1 Outlaw Country, 3-1 Kisumu, 6-1 Alnashama, Manolito, Master Choice,
12-1ArabianRuler, 20-1 ChampagneBob, 33-1 Little Riggs, TheOlympusMan,
50-1 Basoco, 200-1 Prayer Time.

RobWright’schoice:Alnashama,byDubawioutoftheclassy
Ghanaati, appeals Dangers:Manolito, Outlaw Country

2.50 Maiden Stakes
(Div II: 2-Y-O: £5,175: 7f 9y) (11)

1 (9) 6 ALBECQ 25 P D Evans 9-5 J Egan
2 (4) 06 AWJAB 15 B Meehan 9-5 P Hanagan
3 (6) 5 DANCETRACK 18 C Hills 9-5 James Doyle
4 (7) 03 DARK WAVE 15 E Walker 9-5 G Baker
5 (3) GLORIOUS DUBAI S Bin Suroor 9-5 W A Carson
6 (11) 0 HILLS AND DALES 32 C Appleby 9-5 W Buick
7 (1) KING BOLETE L Cumani 9-5 A Atzeni
8 (8) MEZAJY Michael Bell 9-5 T Queally
9 (5) NATURAL NINE R Varian 9-5 F Tylicki
10 (2) QUICK DEFENCE Sir M Stoute 9-5 R L Moore
11(10) SPORTING PRINCE E Dunlop 9-5 J Crowley

11-4 Dancetrack, 5-1 Quick Defence, 6-1 Glorious Dubai, Hills And Dales,
7-1 Mezajy, 10-1 King Bolete, 14-1 Albecq, Natural Nine, 20-1 others.

Wright choice: Quick Defence is a half-brother to the
useful Ultrasonic Dangers: King Bolete, Hills And Dales

3.20 Seller (2-Y-O: £1,940: 7f 9y) (12)
1 (5) 00500 ACTIVATION 6 H Morrison 8-12 R Hughes
2 (2) 65020 CHILWORTH BELLS 13 M Channon 8-12 D Cremin (7)
3 (1) 02140 CIARAS COOKIE 20 (D) P D Evans 8-12 J Egan
4 (7) 0660 HILLGROVE ANGEL 11 (B) B Meehan 8-12 J Fortune
5 (12) 00 KICKING LEAVES 94 J Moore 8-12 L Jones
6 (9) 6000 PYROCUMULUS 35 J Hughes 8-12 J Fanning
7 (8) 040 ARCOSSI 10 Mrs A Duffield 8-7 R Scott (7)
8 (11) 00 BONITA BROWN EYES 62 J Moore 8-7 S Donohoe
9 (6) 0 DANCING SPRINGS 6 W G M Turner 8-7 R While (5)
10(10) 0 LEXI GRADY ALICE 31 M Tompkins 8-7 J Quinn
11 (4) 20660 SECRET LIGHTNING 11 S Kirk 8-7 L Keniry
12 (3) 064 TILLY RANGE 32 P D Evans 8-7 R Ffrench

3-1 Secret Lightning, 4-1 Ciaras Cookie, Hillgrove Angel, 6-1 others.

Wright choice: Hillgrove Angel can improve for the fitting
of blinkers Dangers: Ciaras Cookie, Secret Lightning

3.50 Handicap (£4,690: 1m 3f 183y) (6)
1 (6) 03031 A STAR IN MY EYE 18 (D) K A Ryan 4-9-11 R L Moore
2 (1) 52231 ECHO BRAVA 14 (D) L Dace 4-9-10 R Hughes
3 (5) 41324 ARIZONA JOHN 84 (D) J Mackie 9-9-9 Stephen Craine
4 (2) -4231 MUSTADAAM 54 (C) B Meehan 3-9-3 P Hanagan
5 (4) 04316 HIGH CHURCH 11 R Charlton 3-9-2 James Doyle
6 (3) 54135 OPERA FAN 17 (D) M Johnston 3-8-10 J Fanning

3-1 High Church, Mustadaam, 7-2 A Star In My Eye, Echo Brava, 10-1 others.

Wright choice: High Church was unsuited by a slow early
pace at Salisbury and can bounce backDanger: Echo Brava

4.20 Handicap (£7,762: 7f 9y) (12)
1 (12) 20-00 ONE WORD MORE 81 (D) C Hills 4-9-10 G Baker
2 (3) 60003 PASTORAL PLAYER 24 (D) H Morrison 7-9-9C Bennett (7)
3 (9) -1442 FLOW 16 (T) Lady Cecil 4-9-8 James Doyle
4 (6) -6003 SECRETINTHEPARK 24 (D) E McMahon 4-9-8 R Hughes
5 (2) 00020 VICTOIRE DE LYPHAR 24 (E,D) Mrs R Carr 7-9-6P Hanagan
6 (11) 64000 ASKAUD 19 (P,CD) S Dixon 6-9-5 F Tylicki
7 (8) 21513 OUTBACK TRAVELLER 16 (D,BF) J Noseda 3-9-5W Buick
8 (7) 15-40 MYSTICAL SAPPHIRE 13 (D) Miss J Crowley 4-9-5D Sweeney
9 (1) -4011 TAKE A NOTE 33 (V,D) P Chamings 5-9-3 J Crowley
10(10) 44301 KAKATOSI 26 (D) M Murphy 7-9-1 T Queally
11 (4) 63055 VERSE OF LOVE 15 (D) P D Evans 5-8-12 J Egan
12 (5) 66251 FIELDGUNNER KIRKUP 31 (D) T D Barron 6-8-12G Gibbons

5-1 Outback Traveller, Take A Note, 6-1 Flow, Pastoral Player, 7-1 others.

Wright choice: Pastoral Player was unlucky when third at
NewburyandcanmakeamendsDangers:TakeANote,Flow

4.50 Maiden (2-Y-O: £5,175: 1m 60y) (8)
1 (1) AMBER MILE R Beckett 9-0 A Atzeni
2 (7) FLAMME FANTASTIQUE W Haggas 9-0 P Hanagan
3 (6) 2 HOUSEMAKER 18 K Burke 9-0 J Crowley
4 (3) MARTLET J Gosden 9-0 W Buick
5 (2) PHANTASMAGORIC Sir M Stoute 9-0 J Fortune
6 (8) SAGACIOUSLY E Dunlop 9-0 James Doyle
7 (4) 4 SHAW TING 15 T Dascombe 9-0 R Kingscote
8 (5) TINGLEO Sir M Stoute 9-0 R L Moore

2-1 Housemaker, 5-1 Flamme Fantastique, 6-1 Martlet, Tingleo, 8-1 others.

Wright choice: Amber Mile, a daughter of Rip Van Winkle,
canmakeawinningstartDangers:Tingleo, Phantasmagoric

5.25 Conditions Stakes (£7,561: 5f 2y) (7)

1 (5) 00202 GREEN DOOR 28 (P,D) O Stevens 3-8-13 J P Spencer
2 (1) 14234 PEACE SEEKER 18 (T,D) A Carson 6-8-12 W A Carson
3 (6) 0211V SILVANUS 15 (CD) P Midgley 9-8-12 P Hanagan
4 (7) 120V5 SWISS CROSS 3 (T,D) Phil McEntee 7-8-12 S Donohoe
5 (3) 60200 AJJAADD 10 (CD) T Powell 8-8-9 W Twiston-Davies
6 (4) 600-0 DUKE OF FIRENZE 28 (P,D) R Cowell 5-8-9 R Hughes
7 (2) 3445- BOSTON ROCKER 310 (V) H Morrison 4-8-4 A Atzeni

7-4 Green Door, 7-2 Boston Rocker, 5-1 Duke Of Firenze, Ajjaadd, 10-1 others.

Wright choice:Ajjaaddhadno runatSandownandhaswon
on both previous starts at this track Danger: Green Door

5.55 Handicap (£1,940: 1m 1f 218y) (9)

1 (1) 23210 ELA GOOG LA MOU 5 (D) P Charalambous 5-9-7B Bosley (5)
2 (8) 04463 LIFE AND TIMES 13 M Johnston 6-9-6 A Subousi (5)
3 (6) 24505 MAGNOLIA RIDGE 5 (P,D) K Stubbs 4-9-5K Shoemark (3)
4 (3) 32564 CABUCHON 19 (T,V) P D Evans 7-9-0 H Doyle (5)
5 (9) 1-360 STUN GUN 164 D Shaw 4-9-0 A McLean
6 (5) 20443 FLAG OF GLORY 15 (D) P Hiatt 7-9-0 P Millman
7 (2) 40006 BOLD CROSS 6 (C,D) E Bevan 11-8-7 D Cremin
8 (4) 00540 MAILLOT JAUNE 10J P Holmes 4-8-7 R Scott (5)
9 (7) -0060 SLIP OF A GIRL 15J P Holmes 4-8-7 Josh Doyle (5)

9-4 Life And Times, 3-1 Ela Goog La Mou, 6-1 Cabuchon, 13-2 others.

Wrightchoice:MagnoliaRidgehasrunoverfarthersincehis
Redcar second Dangers: Life And Times, Ela Goog La Mou

Redcar
Rob Wright
2.30Mr Shekells 4.35 Tap Your Toes
3.00 U Think Ur Funny 5.05 Modify (nap)
3.30 He’s My Boy 5.40 Broctune Papa Gio
4.00 ExpressHimself (nb)
Going: good to firm (firm in places)
Draw: no advantage
Tote Jackpot meeting Racing UK

2.30 Handicap
(2-Y-O: £2,587: 7f) (15)

1 (15) 1 DRAGON KING 102 M Dods 9-7 P Mulrennan
2 (14) 0560 MUTAFARREJ 25 M Johnston 9-6 Dane O'Neill
3 (11) 45522 SALTARELLO 7 (BF) J J Quinn 9-3 P Makin
4 (9) 03316 SUMMER STROLL 26 (D) D O'Meara 8-13 D Tudhope
5 (2) 6042 CHARLOTTE'S SECRET 14 R Fahey 8-11 T Hamilton
6 (13) 60130 MR SHEKELLS 26 (D) P McBride 8-10 G Chaloner (3)
7 (10) 34605 DOMINIC CORK 22 K A Ryan 8-7 F Lynch
8 (5) 10340 LAZY DAYS IN LOULE 18 (H) N Wilson 8-6 J Haynes (3)
9 (3) 65246 DRAGLINE 32 T Easterby 8-3 Doubtful
10 (1) 05343 FAZENDA'S GIRL 26 (V) M W Easterby 8-0 J Sullivan
11 (7) 06050 SECRET OF DUBAI 26 B Ellison 8-0 J Garritty (5)
12(12) 006 NORTH BAY LADY 42 J Wainwright 8-0 Joe Doyle (5)
13 (6) 0000 CHOLLIMA 26 (B) T Easterby 8-0 P M Quinn
14 (4) 04000 SHAMKHANI 10 A Berry 8-0 P P Mathers
15 (8) 0000 ESK VALLEY LADY 48 P Kirby 8-0 N Garbutt (5)

7-2 Saltarello, 4-1 Dragon King, 6-1 Charlotte's Secret, 15-2 Mr Shekells,
Mutafarrej, 8-1 Fazenda's Girl, 12-1 Summer Stroll, 14-1 others.

3.00 Maiden Auction Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,045: 5f) (13)

1 (12) 0600 CHEEKY CHAPMAN 27 C Mulhall 9-3 G Chaloner (3)
2 (7) 6302 COMPTON RIVER 13 B Smart 9-1 P Mulrennan
3 (4) 62640 FRANK THE BARBER 8 S Hollinshead 9-1 J Duern (5)
4 (9) 0 CONSTANT APPLAUSE 11 Mrs I G-Leveque 8-13

L Souza
5 (13) 62664 JIMMY'S HALL J Moore 8-13 J Gordon (7)
6 (11) 000 PANCAKE DAY 17 J Ward 8-11 J Sullivan
7 (1) 26230 STANGHOW 45 M Brittain 8-11 P McDonald
8 (3) 060 RYEDALE MIST 42 T Easterby 8-10 D Allan
9 (2) 0 U THINK UR FUNNY 14 (H) T Coyle 8-10 B McHugh
10 (8) 00 ZAZA ZEST 27 R Fahey 8-10 J Garritty (5)
11 (5) 4 SNOW CLOUD 123 (BF) D O'Meara 8-8 Sam James (3)
12(10) LILAC VALE T Easterby 8-6 D Fentiman
13 (6) 0 LITTLE POLYANNA 13 A Berry 8-6 P P Mathers

11-4 Stanghow, 7-2 Snow Cloud, 4-1 Compton River, 11-2 Jimmy's Hall,
12-1 Frank The Barber, Zaza Zest, 14-1 Ryedale Mist, 16-1 others.

3.30 Handicap (£2,587: 6f) (15)

1 (7) 45440 RUBY'S DAY 36 (V) D Brown 5-9-7 G Lee
2 (4) 0-062 BARNEY MCGREW 15 (D) M Dods 11-9-7 P Mulrennan
3 (10) 61660 RELIGHT MY FIRE 10 (B) T Easterby 4-9-4 J Hart
4 (14) -0002 ENDERBY SPIRIT 28 (D) B Smart 8-9-1 P Makin
5 (5) 22501 NATIVE FALLS 11 (C,D) G A Swinbank 3-9-0 D Allan
6 (15) 20040 ELAND ALLY 15 (P) T Tate 6-9-0 B McHugh
7 (11) 41605 RICH AGAIN 10 (D,BF) J Bethell 5-8-11 T Hamilton
8 (2) 13533 EXOTIC GUEST 18 (P,D,BF) Mrs R Carr 4-8-11 J Sullivan
9 (1) 00412 HE'S MY BOY 22 (V,D) J Fanshawe 3-8-10 Hayley Turner
10 (8) 06440 INGENTI 10 Christopher Wilson 6-8-8 T Eaves
11(12) 10060 DREAM ALLY 23 (D) M D Hammond 4-8-8 P McDonald
12 (9) 03403 LUCKY LODGE 33 (B,C) M Brittain 4-8-8 A Elliott
13 (3) U3035 MANATEE BAY 20 (V) D Nicholls 4-8-7 F Norton
14(13) 44610 BLACK DOUGLAS 11 (D) J Goldie 5-8-7

Rachael Grant (7)
15 (6) 05324 VODKA TIME 45 Shaun Harris 3-8-6 B A Curtis

9-2 Barney McGrew, 5-1 He's My Boy, 8-1 Enderby Spirit, 10-1 Lucky Lodge,
Ruby's Day, Black Douglas, Eland Ally, 12-1 others.

4.00 Handicap (£6,469: 1m) (13)

1 (2) 23103 ANDERIEGO 17 (V,D) D O'Meara 6-9-10 D Tudhope
2 (12) 31405 KNIGHT OWL 21 (D) J Fanshawe 4-9-9 Dane O'Neill
3 (4) 00630 HENRY THE AVIATOR 13 (D) M Johnston 4-9-8

F Norton
4 (9) -0420 READY 10 (P,D) G Moss 4-9-7 A Mullen
5 (13) 56633 ALMUHEET 18 (H) B Ellison 3-9-5 D Swift
6 (8) 50400 SHOWBOATING 45 (T,P) A McCabe 6-9-5 Joe Doyle (5)
7 (3) -0564 FAVOURITE TREAT 17 Mrs R Carr 4-9-4 P Mulrennan
8 (6) 40155 LAWYER 29 (D,BF) L Cumani 3-9-3 Luke Morris
9 (1) 13014 BIG STORM COMING 10 (D) Mrs R Carr 4-9-3 J Sullivan
10 (5) 14300 HAKUNA MATATA 22 (B,D) M Dods 7-9-3 C Beasley (3)
11(11) 34124 EXPRESS HIMSELF 21 (P,D) E McMahon 3-9-1 S Drowne
12 (7) 50313 CAMEROONEY 20 (P,D) Mrs M Fife 11-8-13 P Makin
13(10) 03605 RED CHARMER 13 (D) Mrs A Duffield 4-8-10

P McDonald

5-1 Almuheet, 7-1 Anderiego, Express Himself, Knight Owl, 15-2 Lawyer,
8-1 Favourite Treat, 9-1 Big Storm Coming, 11-1 Camerooney, 14-1 Henry The
Aviator, Ready, Red Charmer, Showboating, 16-1 Hakuna Matata.

4.35 Maiden Stakes
(£2,587: 6f) (10)

1 (5) 064 BYRONAISSANCE 10 N Bycroft 5-9-7 A Elliott
2 (6) 0620 INCREDIBLE FRESH 20 J Fanshawe 3-9-5 Doubtful
3 (1) 6022 TAP YOUR TOES 24 (BF) L Cumani 3-9-5 S W Kelly
4 (7) 406-5 LADY CALANTHA 12 A Berry 4-9-2 P P Mathers
5 (10) 23/5 PEARL BELL 31 O Stevens 4-9-2 D Tudhope
6 (9) 32422 ANOTHER ROYAL 16 (H,B) T Easterby 3-9-0

T Hamilton
7 (3) 0-460 FOXTROT PEARL 41 J Holt 3-9-0 F Norton
8 (2) 46- RANDOM 290 D Loughnane 3-9-0 J F McDonald
9 (4) 0 REMEMBERANCE DAY 23 L Eyre 3-9-0 D Allan
10 (8) 40P00 SPINNER LANE 16 (B) R Whitaker 3-9-0

G Chaloner (3)

1-2 Tap Your Toes, 7-2 Pearl Bell, 10-1 Foxtrot Pearl, 14-1 Another Royal,
20-1 Byronaissance, Random, 25-1 Rememberance Day, 100-1 others.

5.05 Handicap
(£2,045: 1m 6f 19y) (10)

1 (1) 41440 MADRASA 18 (T,B,CD) K Reveley 6-10-0
Mikey Ennis (7)

2 (3) 00/00 TAKAATUF 14J Miss T Jackson 8-9-11 J Haynes (3)
3 (8) 0-202 WALTZ DARLING 120 (BF) K Reveley 6-9-9 T Eaves
4 (2) 33053 DR FINLEY 20 (V,D) L Pearce 7-9-2 S Pearce (3)
5 (6) 42030 ROCKY TWO 20 (P) P Kirby 4-9-2 T Hamilton
6 (9) 65062 DISTRICT ATTORNEY 14J C Fairhurst 5-9-0 M Stainton
7 (7) 0-002 CRAKEHALL LAD 17 (BF) G A Swinbank 3-8-13 D Allan
8 (10) -3100 THAT BE GRAND 45 (CD) Shaun Harris 3-8-12 J Hart
9 (5) 55140 BLUE TALISMAN 61 (B,CD) T Easterby 3-8-12

D Fentiman
10 (4) 00331 MODIFY 17 (CD) D O'Meara 3-8-9 Sam James (3)

5-2 Modify, 5-1 Crakehall Lad, Waltz Darling, 6-1 Madrasa, 8-1 District
Attorney, Dr Finley, 10-1 Blue Talisman, 14-1 Rocky Two, 20-1 That Be Grand,
33-1 Takaatuf.

5.40 Apprentice Handicap
(£2,587: 7f) (14)

1 (9) 11130 KIMBALI 38 (H,D) Declan Carroll 5-9-11
L Leadbitter (5)

2 (10) 00500 CIRCUITOUS 24 (V,D) K Dalgleish 6-9-10 J Haynes
3 (13) 04414 SHAMAHEART 20 (P,D,BF) G Harker 4-9-7

Kevin Stott (3)
4 (1) 14016 PORTHOS DU VALLON 4 (P) K Dalgleish 3-9-6

J Gormley (7)
5 (7) 64200 PATRONA CIANA 20 (P,D) D O'Meara 4-9-6 Sam James
6 (6) 54001 BROCTUNE PAPA GIO 18 (CD) K Reveley 7-9-3

Joe Doyle (3)
7 (8) 21210 THE DUKKERER 24 (D) G Moss 3-9-1 I Brennan
8 (3) 35431 NO QUARTER 29 (CD) Miss T Waggott 7-9-0

J Nason (5)
9 (5) 30-00 BLUE MAISEY 18 (C) E Tuer 6-8-13 C Beasley
10(14) 45060 HAB REEH 7 (C) Mrs R Carr 6-8-12 Gemma Tutty (5)
11(12) 15630 TANAWAR 18 (B,C) Mrs R Carr 4-8-12 J Hart
12(11) 53645 ICY BLUE 22 (P,CD) R Whitaker 6-8-11 G Chaloner
13 (2) 60132 SEE CLEARLY 4 (P,D) T Easterby 5-8-11

Rachel Richardson (5)
14 (4) 20200 MITCHUM 4 R Barr 5-8-11 Shelley Birkett (3)

6-1 See Clearly, 13-2 Broctune PapaGio, 7-1NoQuarter, 15-2 Shamaheart, 9-1
The Dukkerer, 10-1 Icy Blue, Porthos Du Vallon, 11-1 Hab Reeh, Kimbali,
Tanawar, 12-1 Blue Maisey, 14-1 Circuitous, Patrona Ciana, 25-1 Mitchum.

Fixture challenge
could dismantle
power structure

E
ven in the offices of the
British Horseracing
Authority (BHA), there is no
great surprise that the
complex fixture allocation

process for 2015 could end up in
court. The ramifications, though, may
be severe. At worst, the stand-off
could dismantle the already shaky
structure from which the sport is
governed.
In the short term, the legal

challenge from Arena Racing
Company (ARC), revealed in The
Times yesterday and drawing a stoical
response from the BHA last night,
has the capacity to delay the fixture
list significantly, undermining the
credibility and profile of racing.
This would do little for the legacy

of Paul Bittar, the outgoing chief
executive of the BHA, or the brave
new world being promoted by the
chairman, Steve Harman. Such
transient instability, however, is
nothing to what may follow.

The BHA, which has taken
rigorous legal advice of its own, is set
to call ARC’s bluff, convinced there is
insufficient merit in the litany of
objections raised to the new terms
for fixture allocation and race
programming.
If ARC, owner of 15 racecourses,

reacts badly to this rebuff, seeking an
injunction or a competition inquiry,
it will effectively be trying to bring
down the governing body.
Bittar and Harman, in their

different ways, have both sought to
reinforce the “authority” that had
hitherto been merely a letter in an
abbreviation. Their view is that
racing needs a body that is
demonstrably in charge, able to take
decisions in the interests of the
majority. This has caused resentment
in the ranks. No bad thing, you may
say, given the historically petty vested
interests, but the problem is that we
have been here before and it did not
end well.
A decade ago, Peter Savill, as

chairman of the British Horseracing
Board (BHB), believed he had
overcome the bookmakers and solved
the iniquities of racing’s funding
streams, only to have his plans
torpedoed by a legal challenge from
William Hill that gained unexpected
backing in the European courts.

About the same time, the BHB
sought to take greater command of
the fixture list and instead found its
control denuded by the Office of Fair
Trading (OFT). That decision receives
various mentions in the legal letter
sent on behalf of ARC and carries the
implicit threat of referring the present
situation to the OFT’s successor, the
Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA).
Certain inferences may be drawn

from ARC’s aggressive action. The
first is that it might not have
happened if the BHA had ratified the
immediate conversion of Newcastle to
a floodlit all-weather track, instead of
using small-print regulation as a
device to defer it.
The second is that this was an

accident waiting to happen. In recent

years, bolstered by media-rights
income, racecourses have become
ever more powerful, accustomed to
racing when they wish, with
programmes largely of their own
making. Any attempt to curb this
power would be inflammatory.
Most of the fixture initiatives

announced by the BHA last week
made sense, especially those driven by
the declining horse population, the
encouragement of sporting rather
than financial criteria and the
promotion of enterprising
independent tracks. But they were
never going to please everyone. ARC
may be reacting like the school bully
or the head boy, depending on your
viewpoint. What it is threatening,
however, has implications way
beyond next year’s fixture list.

Alan Lee
Commentary

racing
correspondent

Dettori snub
puts future
in question

This year had hinted at glorious
renaissance for the two celebrity
veterans of Flat racing but it

does not look that way now. Frankie
Dettori may join Kieren Fallon in
considering his future after the shock
news that he has lost his prime ride
aboard Treve.
Dettori, below, has been replaced at

the express request of the trainer,
Criquette Head-Maarek. Thierry
Jarnet, who won the Qatar Prix de
l’Arc de Triomphe on Treve last year
while Dettori was injured, reclaims
the mount for the Prix Vermeille on
Sunday and will retain it in the Arc.
This has plainly been a sensitive

issue for Sheikh Joaan al-Thani, who
employs Dettori but now has other
jockeys on his two best horses, Treve
and Toronado. For a senior trainer to
dismiss him, at such a time, will come
as a humiliation to the Italian.
Part of the problem may be that he

is simply not riding enough. Dettori’s
winner at Ascot, on Saturday, was his
first in Britain for six
weeks. A similar
fate is befalling
Fallon, so
recently seen as a
new asset for
Godolphin. In the
past eight days,
Saeed Bin Suroor
has employed 11
jockeys, none
of them
Fallon.

Arena’s plans to convert Newcastle to an all-weather track have been deferred

ALAN CROWHURST/GETTY IMAGES

Blinkered first time: Leicester 3.20 Hillgrove Angel.
Redcar 2.30 Fazenda’s Girl. 3.30 Manatee Bay.Worcester
4.10 Hawdyerwheesht.

Leading man
Yorkshire give run-out
to Joe Root as captain
for potential title decider

Cricket, page 58
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Sport

Race director
insists that
Hamilton win
was no ruse

Brighton
Going: good (good to firm in places)

2.30 (5f 213yd) 1, Birdie Queen (Hector Crouch,
6-1); 2, Poetic Choice (4-1); 3, Ginzan (9-2).
Castorienta 7-2 fav. 8 ran. 2Nl, ns. G L Moore.
3.00 (6f 209yd) 1, Fieldsman (G Baker, 11-8
fav); 2, Shakopee (25-1); 3, Pleiades (8-1).
6 ran. NR: Shadow Rock. 1Ol, 7l. E Dunlop.
3.30 (6f 209yd) 1, Bayleyf (S Donohoe, 3-1);
2,WaseemFaris (11-1); 3, Shifting Star (10-1).
Fiftyshadesofgrey (6th)9-4 fav. 7 ran. 4Kl, 1Ol.
L Carter.
4.00 (1m 1f 209yd) 1, This Is The Day (F Tylicki,

7-1); 2, Hesbaan (9-4 fav); 3, Dianora (12-1).
8 ran. 3Ol, 3l. C Fellowes.
4.30 (1m 3f 196yd) 1, Snow Conditions (G
Baker, 7-1); 2, Hallouella (17-2); 3, Tunnel Tiger
(7-2 jt-fav). Bishop Wulstan 7-2 jt-fav. 12 ran.
1l, 3Kl. P Hide.
5.00 (7f 214yd) 1, Pelagian (S J Drowne, 8-1);
2, Ding Ding (9-2); 3, Mr Soprano (3-1 fav).
11 ran. 1Ol, 1Kl. M Attwater.
5.30 (7f 214yd) 1, Thomas Blossom (Rob Horn-
by, 7-1); 2, Tax Reform (7-2 jt-fav); 3, Berwin
(6-1). Anginola (4th) 7-2 jt-fav. 8 ran. Ol, Kl.
P Chamings.
Jackpot: not won (£102,626.56 carried over).
Placepot: £82.80. Quadpot: £26.40.

Newton Abbot
Going: good

2.10 (2m 1f hdle) 1, Upsanddowns (Conor Ring,
2-5 fav); 2, Northern Bay (8-1); 3, Calverleigh
Court (50-1). 6 ran. 28l, 14l. Evan Williams.
2.40 (3m 2f 110yd ch) 1, Velator (D F O’Regan,
9-2); 2, Wiesentraum (6-1); 3, Barlow (11-4).
Allthekingshorses (4th) 15-8 fav. 6 ran.
10l, 3Kl. P Bowen.
3.10 (2m 3f hdle) 1,On Tour (Paul Moloney, 5-6
fav); 2, Hawker (6-4); 3, An Poc Ar Buile (25-1).
5 ran. 7l, 2Kl. Evan Williams.
3.40 (2m 5f 110yd ch) 1,Ainsi Fideles (T Scuda-

more, 8-11 fav); 2, LambOr Cod (5-4); 3, Abbey-
grey (33-1). 4 ran. 25l, 52l. D Pipe.
4.10 (2m 6f hdle) 1, Bathwick Man (T Scuda-
more, 9-2); 2, Mister Bricolage (12-1); 3, The
Snappy Poet (11-4). Provincial Pride (5th) 5-2
fav. 8 ran. NR: Look For Love. 3Kl, 3Nl. D Pipe.
4.40 (3m3f hdle) 1, Finish TheStory (MrRobert
Hawker, 3-1); 2,SpanishFork (6-1); 3,DirectFlo
(11-4 fav). 6 ran. NR: Speed Check. 1Nl, 6l.
J Farrelly.
5.10 (2m1f flat) 1,NicolasChauvin (B JGeragh-
ty, 5-4 fav); 2, Dry Ol’party (5-1); 3, Family
Motto (25-1). 8 ran. 6l, 5l. N Henderson.
Placepot: £29.70.
Quadpot: £7.80.

Perth
Going: good
2.20 (2m 4f 110yd hdle) 1, Baileys Concerto (B
Hughes, 7-2); 2, Badged (9-2); 3, Mo Rouge
(5-2). Big Kern (4th) 7-4 fav. 7 ran. 3Ol, 8l. Mrs
Dianne Sayer.
2.50 (2m 4f 110yd ch) 1, Solway Dornal (Ryan
Day,100-30); 2, ForgetAndForgive (Evens fav);
3, Shine A Diamond (7-1). 5 ran. 1l, 3Nl.
Miss L Harrison.
3.20 (2m 4f 110yd hdle) 1, Oxalido (B Hughes,
17-2); 2, Solway Dandy (3-1 jt-fav); 3, Flash
Crash (3-1 jt-fav). 8 ran. 2l, 1Kl. H Burns.
3.50 (2mch) 1,ClaraghNative (KRenwick, 6-1);

2, Robin’s Command (11-10 fav); 3, Toledo Gold
(9-2). 4 ran. NR: City Line, Clondaw Knight.
Nk, 10l. M Todhunter.
4.20 (2m 110yd hdle) 1, High Expectations (T J
O’Brien, 7-1); 2, Dry Your Eyes (100-30); 3, Up-
lifted (14-1). Jazzy Lady (5th) 4-6 fav. 5 ran.
2Nl, nk. G Elliott (Ire).
4.50 (3m ch) 1, Ultra Light (B Hughes, 7-2); 2,
Gleann Na Ndochais (4-1). Dotties Dilema (ur)
5-2 fav. 5 ran. 3N. R Hennessy (Ire).
5.20 (3m 110yd hdle) 1, Reckless Romeo (Miss
J Walton, 9-2); 2, Raifteiri (7-1); 3, Solway
Legend (6-1). Noir Girl (pu) 11-4 fav. 6 ran.
Kl, 12l. R Ford.
Placepot: £752.60. Quadpot: £70.80.

Yesterday’s racing results

Worcester
Rob Wright
2.10 Accessallareas 4.10 Sunblazer
2.40 Handsome Buddy 4.40 Patsys Castle
3.10 According To Sarah5.15 Whatdoesthefoxsay
3.40 Kitchapoly
Going: good to firm (good in places) At The Races

2.10 Handicap Chase (£2,274: 2m 110y) (6)

1 P0-P4 MOUNT WELCOME 15 (T,CD) Miss L Davis 10-11-12 D Cook
2 /UP-P SURPRISE US 19F (D) M Gillard 7-11-9 T Cannon
3 60234 ACCESSALLAREAS 2 (T,P,D,BF) S Davies 9-11-8 A P McCoy
4 2252/ RED JESTER 840 (D) Mrs L Young 13-11-2 D C Costello
5 0144U APACHE DAWN 11 (T,D) A Sadik 10-10-12 L Edwards
6 /P02P GO RUBY GO 40 (H) K Morgan 10-10-6 A Wedge

6-4 Accessallareas, 5-1 Surprise Us, 6-1 Go Ruby Go, Mount Welcome, Red
Jester, 13-2 Apache Dawn.

2.40 Handicap Chase (£2,274: 2m 7f) (7)
1 -3234 KAYALAR 19 E Williams 6-11-12 C Orr (5)
2 1F5-4 HANDSOME BUDDY 48 (V,CD) M Gates 7-11-11M Hamill (3)
3 3P10R BOLD TARA 9 (T,P,C,D) M Keighley 7-11-1 Conor Smith (3)
4 4-233 SIMPLY CHARLES 13 H Parrott 7-10-12 J Bargary (3)
5 46F63 KIRBYS GLEN 19 Keiran Burke 12-10-6 Mr M Legg
6 424-6 CIAN BOY 48 N Kent 8-10-4 Mr T Broughton (5)
7 6F0-5 TRAKEUR 27 S Hodgson 7-10-0 T Cheesman

9-4 Kayalar, 5-2 Simply Charles, 4-1 Handsome Buddy, 5-1 Bold Tara,
10-1 Kirbys Glen, 20-1 Cian Boy, 25-1 Trakeur.

3.10 Novices' Handicap Chase
(£4,223: 2m 4f) (5)

1 6-123 LYSINO 19 (H,BF) Dr R Newland 5-11-12 S Twiston-Davies
2 415P- BENEFIQUE ROYALE 200 (D) N Williams 6-11-11 B Powell
3 22144 ACCORDING TO SARAH 21 P Hobbs 6-11-6 Tom O'Brien
4 42122 KYLES FAITH 13 (P,CD) M Keighley 6-11-2 I Popham
5 12211 GORTEENWOOD 19 (CD) M Gillard 11-10-8 M Heard (7)

9-4 According To Sarah, 3-1 Gorteenwood, 7-2 Lysino, 9-2 Benefique Royale,
11-2 Kyles Faith.

3.40 Novices' Chase
(£3,898: 2m 110y) (4)

1 -4121 FALCARRAGH 19 (C,D) T Vaughan 7-12-3 A Johns (7)
2 -3440 TABLE BLUFF 48 J Spearing 5-11-5 N Boinville (3)
3 46605 FAITH JICARO 9 (C,D) J Groucott 7-10-12H Challoner (3)
4 06-33 KITCHAPOLY 17 (D) D McCain 4-10-7 A P McCoy

11-10 Falcarragh, 6-5 Kitchapoly, 10-1 Faith Jicaro, 14-1 Table Bluff.

4.10 Handicap Hurdle (£3,249: 2m) (11)

1 31554 HAWDYERWHEESHT 14 (B,BF) Dr R Newland 6-11-12
S Twiston-Davies

2 -253B TIRADIA 10 J Jenkins 7-11-7 A Coleman
3 -4333 TED DOLLY 19 (P,D) T Symonds 10-11-6 B Poste (5)
4 0-36 SUNBLAZER 106 (T) K Bailey 4-11-5 A P McCoy
5 003-4 TAARESH 110 (CD) K Morgan 9-11-4 A Wedge
6 00636 DREAMBROOK LADY 9 (H,T,D) W Greatrex 8-11-4 G Sheehan
7 -2526 LADIES DANCING 40 (D) C Down 8-11-4 James Davies
8 24333 KAYFTON PETE 24 C Pogson 8-11-0 A Pogson
9 63521 SPECIAL REPORT 9 (T,B,CD) N Mulholland 4-10-12

M Hamill (7)
10 05-04 THE KVILLEKEN 23 M Keighley 6-10-9 I Popham
11 50U-1 GOING NOWHERE FAST 12 (D) B Llewellyn 9-10-1

R Williams (5)

7-2 Special Report, 4-1 TedDolly, 9-2Hawdyerwheesht, 9-1 Dreambrook Lady,
Sunblazer, 10-1 Tiradia, 11-1 Going Nowhere Fast, 12-1 others.

4.40 Novices' Hurdle (£3,249: 2m 7f) (5)

1 5213 MAWAQEET 15 (B) D McCain 5-11-5 S Twiston-Davies
2 11203 BAJAN BLU 10 (T,C) D Brace 6-10-12 D Devereux
3 UF5 MARKET MAL 13 Mrs D Hamer 8-10-12 P Moloney
4 2P0P- PATSYS CASTLE 146 K Bailey 7-10-12 A P McCoy
5 54 AMBERJAM 21 (T) M Smith 4-10-10 L Aspell

11-10 Patsys Castle, 9-4 Bajan Blu, 5-2 Mawaqeet, 50-1 Amberjam,
100-1 Market Mal.

5.15 Mares' Maiden Hurdle
(£1,949: 2m) (7)

1 40-6 BUS NAMED DESIRE 127 K Frost 6-11-0 J Hodson (7)
2 DUCHESS OF DOOM 1819 (T) Mrs C Ikin 8-11-0 A P Cawley
3 P2/P- INTENT 251 C Bealby 5-11-0 T Messenger
4 0-00 MIDNIGHT PEARL 42 H Chisman 11-11-0 D Hiskett (7)
5 MY TREASURE M Gates 7-11-0 Peter Carberry (3)
6 200-P SIRRAH STAR 25F N Mulholland 6-11-0 A Conlon (5)
7 F1-12 WHATDOESTHEFOXSAY 95 (BF) D McCain 5-11-0

A P McCoy

Evens Intent, 15-8 Whatdoesthefoxsay, 10-1 Bus Named Desire, 14-1
Midnight Pearl, Sirrah Star, 20-1 My Treasure, 100-1 Duchess Of Doom.

Bet of the day

Modify (5.05 Redcar)
Improved for a step up to this trip
when winning easily here last time

Course specialists

Leicester: Trainers T D Barron, 5 winners from 15
runners, 33.3%; S Bin Suroor, 9 from 32, 28.1%.
Jockeys R L Moore, 32 winners from 100 rides,
32%; R Hughes, 23 from 84, 27.4%.

Perth: Trainers P Bowen, 16 from 38, 42.1%;
G Elliott, 70 from 239, 29.3%. Jockeys J E Moore, 4
from 10, 40%; N Fehily, 3 from 11, 27.3%.

Redcar: Trainers L Cumani, 4 from 11, 36.4%;
J Goldie, 7 from 36, 19.4%. Jockeys D Tudhope, 24
from 121, 19.8%; P Mulrennan, 22 from 158, 13.9%.

Worcester: Trainers Mrs L Young, 5 from 18, 27.8%;
W Greatrex, 5 from 19, 26.3%. Jockeys A P McCoy,
100 from 356, 28.1%; G Sheehan, 8 from 34, 23.5%.

Perth
Rob Wright
4.25 Taglietelle 6.30 Pulpitarian
4.55 Alkali 7.00 Book’em Danno
5.30 Oh Right 7.30 Balbriggan
6.00 I C Gold
Going: good Racing UK

4.25 Novices' Hurdle (£3,119: 2m 110y) (9)

1 51-21 TAGLIETELLE 15 G Elliott (Ire) 5-11-12 R Johnson
2 00/0 CAPTAIN RHYRIC 14 J Moffatt 5-10-12 B Hughes
3 2-12U GOLD CHAIN 4F Mrs D Sayer 4-10-12 R Mania
4 0P/0- JACKOFHEARTS 250 Mrs J McGregor 6-10-12 J England (3)
5 5 ROSERROW 15 D McCain 5-10-12 W Renwick
6 33P0- ROSSINI'S DANCER 139 (C,D) N Alexander 9-10-12

Lucy Alexander
7 043 STYNES 7F (T) J McConnell (Ire) 4-10-12 M Bolger (3)
8 00 VELOCITY OF LIGHT 102 (H) S Crawford (Ire) 5-10-12A J Fox (7)
9 00- ALIZEE DE JANEIRO 145 Miss L Russell 4-10-5 P Buchanan

1-2 Taglietelle, 11-2 Gold Chain, 8-1 Roserrow, 10-1 others.

4.55 Novices' Handicap Hurdle
(£2,599: 2m 110y) (7)

1 00-42 BLUE RIDGE LANE 3 (T,B) J McConnell (Ire) 8-11-12M Bolger (3)
2 6-000 WOT A SHOT 11 C McBratney (Ire) 5-11-11 B Hughes
3 -6636 CATCHTHEMOONLIGHT 17 Miss L Russell 6-11-7D R Fox (5)
4 03036 DIAMOND GESTURE 24 (H) Fergal O'Brien 6-11-6P Brennan
5 00P6- ALKALI 155 (T) S Crawford (Ire) 4-11-2 R Johnson
6 4-60P CARTHAGINIAN 22F (P) M Todhunter 5-11-1 H Brooke
7 05400 SPREAD BOY 14 F Murtagh 7-10-12 G Watters (5)

2-1BlueRidge Lane, 3-1DiamondGesture, 9-2 Catchthemoonlight, 6-1 others.

5.30 Handicap Chase (£4,548: 3m) (5)

1 35341 PEACHEY MOMENT 11 (C) N Richards 9-11-12 N Fehily
2 311-6 LADY OF VERONA 125 Miss L Russell 7-11-9 C Nichol (3)
3 -3411 OH RIGHT 5 (P,D) Mrs D Sayer 10-11-6 H Brooke
4 024P4 MADDOXTOWN 11 (P) R A Hennessy (Ire) 8-10-13B Hughes
5 05-00 SOLWAY BAY 55 (T,P,CD) Miss L Harrison 12-10-5R Day (10)

11-10 Oh Right, 15-8 Peachey Moment, 9-2 Lady Of Verona, 10-1 others.

6.00 Handicap Hurdle
(£5,848: 2m 4f 110y) (4)

1 130-1 PLAN AGAIN 104 D McCain 7-11-12 W Renwick
2 4-310 OURBEAUTIFULDREAM 22 Mrs P Dobbs (Ire) 7-11-5 T Scudamore
3 -5442 DUMBARTON 14 J Moffatt 6-10-12 Lucy Alexander
4 11202 I C GOLD 11 G Elliott (Ire) 6-10-11 R Johnson

13-8 I C Gold, 7-4 Plan Again, 7-2 Dumbarton, 11-2 Ourbeautifuldream.

6.30 Handicap Hurdle (£3,898: 2m 110y) (6)

1 B2125 CITY LINE 19 (T,CD) K Thornton (Ire) 7-11-12 Mr J C Barry (7)
2 /0-13 DR MOLONEY 24 (CD) S Crawford (Ire) 7-11-9 R Johnson
3 6-462 PULPITARIAN 42 (B) Miss L Russell 6-11-4 G Watters (5)
4 46B62 AMILLIONTIMES 17 (T) Mrs J Stephen 6-10-13 T Kelly (3)
5 0-053 OBISPO 3 (H,D) C McBratney (Ire) 8-10-11 B Hughes
6 42231 DYNAMIC DRIVE 14 (H,T,D) M Barnes 7-10-9 S Mulqueen (7)

3-1 Dr Moloney, 100-30 Pulpitarian, 4-1 Obispo, 5-1 City Line, 11-2 others.

7.00 Handicap Chase
(£9,747: 2m 4f 110y) (7)

1 P1/1P CREEVYTENNANT 52 (CD) Fergal O'Brien 10-11-12
C Shoemark (3)

2 610-4 SCOTCH WARRIOR 93 (CD) R Mike Smith 10-11-9C Bewley (7)
3 6-P43 BLESS THE WINGS 15 (P,D) G Elliott (Ire) 9-11-8W Renwick
4 4-11F BOOK'EM DANNO 52 (T,D) P Bowen 8-11-8 J E Moore
5 31310 HERO DE VILLENEUVE 12 (T,C,D) R A Hennessy (Ire) 6-11-8

B Hughes
6 3052- QUITO DU TRESOR 151 (P,C,D) Miss L Russell 10-11-3T Scudamore
7 514F6 SARABAD 30 C McBratney (Ire) 6-10-11 B Harding

4-1 Bless The Wings, Quito Du Tresor, 9-2 Book'Em Danno, 5-1 others.

7.30 Amateur Riders' Handicap
Hurdle (£3,119: 3m 110y) (6)

1 62-F1 BALBRIGGAN 15 (T) G Elliott (Ire) 7-11-12 Mr J J Codd
2 60-36 MAKHZOON 24 (V,CD) N Alexander 10-11-5 Mr K Alexander (3)
3 P-5U4 BESCOT SPRINGS 58 (V,CD) Miss L Russell 9-10-13

Miss G Cochrane (7)
4 P1241 SOLWAY SAM 24 (CD) Miss L Harrison 11-10-9Mr T Hamilton (5)
5 536O5 FORESTSIDE 17 (D) F Murtagh 9-10-0 Mr L A Murtagh (7)
6 44012 RAIFTEIRI 1 W Young Jnr 7-10-0 Mr J Dixon (7)

11-4 Balbriggan, 3-1 Forestside, 7-2 Solway Sam, 9-2 others.

Rob Wright’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook

FormulaOne’smost senior race official
has shot down speculation that Lewis
Hamilton’s victory in the Italian Grand
Prix was staged.
Charlie Whiting, the race director

who has overseen more than 300
grands prix, dismissed suggestions that
Mercedesorganiseda ruse tohaveNico
Rosberg leave the track on Sunday so
that Hamilton could take a crucial win
as compensation for Rosberg ending
his race at the Belgian Grand Prix a
fortnight earlier.
Mercedes took to Twitter yesterday

to defuse accusations, posting a picture
of three flying pigs with the message:
“BREAKINGNEWS.Dramatic scenes
in the skies over Brackley as #NR6
[Rosberg] hands #ItalianGP victory to
#F1 WDC rival #LH4 [Hamilton].”
If Mercedes were quick to dismiss

the social media speculation that
was still raging 24 hours after the
end of the ItalianGrandPrix,Whit-
ing gave short shrift to the arm-
chair conspiracy theorists,
who suggested that Ros-
berg was told to hand
over the lead halfway
through the race atMonza
by diving into an escape
road at the first chicane.
Rosberg did not

appear to lock his
brakes as hemissed
the Variante del
Rettofilo and
weaved between

the safety bollards, while Hamilton
drove on. Sir Jackie Stewart, the three-
times world champion, joined in the
suspicions of the thousands who filled
Twitter. “I thought it was a bit too easy,”
he said. “I thought he [Rosberg] could
haveat leastmadeaneffort toget round
the corner, but he didn’t.”
But Whiting, who has controlled

grands prix for 17 years, told The Times:
“Spare me. No, we didn’t even give the
conspiracy theory a moment’s thought
at the time. This sort of speculation
might be good for people to talk about,
but if Mercedes had wanted to fix the
result, they wouldn’t have done it like
that. They would have found a more
subtle way to do it.”
It would not be FormulaOne if there

wasnoconspiracy rowsor ructions.But
the sport has an unenviable track
record of suspicious activities that cul-
minated when it was discovered that
Nelson Piquet Jr was ordered to crash

his Renault at the 2008 Singa-
pore Grand Prix so that
Fernando Alonso, his
team-mate at the time,
could win.
After two controversial

grands prix, the champion-
ship is being reduced to a fight
between Hamilton and the

sport’s new pantomime villain,
Rosberg. While Hamilton
lapped up the cheers in Monza
and sipped champagne, Ros-
berg was jeered.
There is a danger that the

taunts will affect the German
and pressure him into more er-
rors, suchas theone inMonza—
ruining one of themost thrilling
World Championships in years.
Although Hamilton does not

like booing, he admitted that
fans betrayed their emotions. “It
is always generally unnecessary,”
he said. “They are just passionate
fans. I think they are verymuch like
me — they wear their hearts on
their sleeves, so if theyareunhappy
about something they show it.”

Formula One
Kevin Eason
Motor Racing Correspondent

Two riders were disqualified from the
Vuelta a España after exchanging
punches on their bikes during the 16th
stage to La Farrapona yesterday.
Gianluca Brambilla, the Italian rider

for Omega-Pharma-Quick-Step, and
Ivan Rovny, the Russian riding for
Tinkoff-Saxo, were involved in an early
breakaway during the 160.5km stage.
As tensions began to rise, Rovny
stretched out an arm, apparently
attempting to pacify Brambilla, but was
shrugged off and the two began to
lash out at each other as the leading
group approached the climb to San
Lorenzo.
The race officials’ car soon pulled up

alongside Brambilla, who had ridden
ahead, to informhimofhisdisqualifica-
tion. The Italian waited for Rovny and
remonstrated angrily with the Russian
before accepting his fate. Rovny was
disqualified shortly afterwards.
Alberto Contador extended his over-

all lead with his first stage win of the
Vuelta, crossing the line 14 seconds
ahead of Chris Froome at the summit
finish at the end of a punishing stage.
His lead in the general classification is
1min36secoverAlejandroValverde,his
fellow Spaniard, with Froome only
another three seconds back in third
place.
Froome had made his move 4km

from the finish, but Contador was able
to keep pace and attacked decisively
with 800 metres to go.
“Alberto showed why he is leading

theVuelta, but forChris tobeable toput
time into Valverde and [Joaquim] Rod-
ríguez is very impressive. You need to
have good legs to do that,” Dario Cioni,
the Team Sky sporting director, said.
“Chris did a great job andhe’s been very
consistent across the three mountain

stages. That was a big goal and today
has put us right in the mix.”
Mark Renshaw is better known as a

lead-out man for Mark Cavendish, but
the Australian rider won the second
stage of the Tour of Britain in Llandud-
no yesterday. Renshaw had been
involved in a crashwithCavendishdur-
ing the opening stage in Liverpool, but
on the 200.8km route from Knowsley

yesterday, the Omega-Pharma-Quick-
Step riderkeptpaceon the3kmclimbof
Great Orme, then won a frantic sprint
ahead of Ben Swift, the TeamSky rider.
Renshaw also claimed the yellow

jersey fromMarcelKittel,whohadwon
the opening stage. Sir BradleyWiggins,
the Team Sky leader in the eight-day
race, finished the stage in 11th place.
“I’ve got the points jersey now, but our
main aim is to win the yellow jersey
withBradley andhe’s shown that he’s in
great form,” Swift said.
Cavendish did not contest the sprint

after suffering a severe haematoma in
his left thigh when he crashed into a
team car on Sunday. Ian Stannard, the
Team Sky rider, had withdrawn from
the race yesterday morning after
fracturing a wrist in a fall near the
finish of the opening stage.

Fight mars Contador’s day
Cycling
John Westerby
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Today’s Tour of Britain stage

Newtown to The Tumble, 179.7km
After a southwards route through
east Wales, the final 4.1km climb to
the finish at The Tumble could prove
significant in the final general
classification standings.

Chain reaction: Brambilla, right, punches Rovny after an early breakaway in the
16th stage of the Vuelta a España, which led to both riders being disqualified
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England will fly to the United States
next summer for a two-week, high-
altitude training camp in Colorado to
raise the squad’s fitness levels before
the 2015 World Cup.
The camp will be held in the last two

weeks of July at Infinity Park in Glen-
dale, a suburb of Denver. It is a regular
venue for the United States team, who
may be enlisted for mutually beneficial
training matches, and includes a
4,000-capacity stadium as well as a
high-altitude training facility.
Denver is exactly one mile (5,280

feet) above sea level and training at that
altitude can accrue a number of advan-
tages. With less oxygen in the air, fat
burns at a higher rate as well as boost-
ing the redbloodcell count,which leads
to greater endurance levels. While the
camp is short enough to ensure that
Englandwill not need to readapt before
their firstmatchagainst Fiji onSeptem-
ber 18, it is hoped that the physiological
benefits will last throughout the
campaign.
England’s coaching group was

known to be concerned by the squad’s
fitness levels after the series defeat by
New Zealand. After two close-run
defeats, England were blown away by
theAll Blacks in the third international

in Hamilton, conceding four first-half
tries. In all three matches, England
struggledwhenNewZealand raised the
intensity, scoring themajority of points
in 20-minute purple patches.
Yet the benefits of a foreign training

campwill bemental as well as physical.
While the players will want for nothing
at their pre-World Cup training camp
at Pennyhill Park, which is still being
custom-built in Surrey, there is the feel-
ing that too much time there could be
suffocating and a trip abroad will
refresh minds before the intensity of
being the World Cup’s host nation.
Infinity Park was chosen on the

recommendation of Stuart Lancaster,
the head coach, having being based
there as England Saxons head coach
during the 2009 and 2010 Churchill
Cup tournaments. Strength and condi-
tioning coaches also undertook a
recent reconnaissance trip, while the
finer details will be left to Matt Parker,
theRFU’s head of athletic performance
whowas previously director ofmargin-
al gains for British Cycling.
MaggieAlphonsiwas among threeof

England’s recent women’s World Cup
winners to retire from international
rugby yesterday. Joanna McGilchrist,
the lock forward, and Kat Merchant,
thewingwho retired onmedical advice
after suffering several concussions,
also played their last games in the
World Cup final, which England won
21-9 against Canada in Paris.
Nicknamed “Maggie the Machine”

for her ferocious appetite for tackling,
Alphonsi is only 30 but says that now is
the right time to bow out. “It’s the right
time now that we are world
champions,”Alphonsi, a flanker, said. “I
have somany specialmemories playing
for England but the best one was win-
ning theWorldCup. I cannowcertainly
retire with a smile on my face.”

O’Sullivan plays down significance of China loss

England hope
mile-high club
will improve
stamina levels
Rugby union
Daniel Schofield

Lancaster believes
training in Denver
will aid endurance

Ronnie O’Sullivan admitted that, with
his limited playing schedule, he cannot
afford many more early exits this
season after a surprise first-round
defeatyesterdaybyAlanMcManus, the
Scottish veteran, at the Bank of Com-
munications Shanghai Masters.
McManus, 43, who was far from his

best andsobleary-eyed fromjet lag that
he dubbed himself “Dracula” for sleep-
ing all day before the contest, showed
great tenacity to come from behind
three times before running out a 5-3
winner in China.
O’Sullivan, making only his second

trip to China in 30 months, delighted

hismany fans in attendancewitha total
clearance of 139 in the third frame to go
2-1up,buthis formslippedawayagainst
an opponent using a glove to combat
the humidity.
After having the snooker lifeblood

sucked out of him byMcManus, O’Sul-
livan insisted that he will compete with
the best this season once he gets going.
O’Sullivan also went out before the

latter stages of the PaulHunter Classic
last month, and if he is to maintain his
impressive strike-rate of the past 18
months, there is work to be done.
“Listen, you want to be sharp,”

O’Sullivan (right) said. “There
are a lot of tournaments and
everyone is playing a lot, so it is
important to gain momentum.

But I don’t worry because I know if I
play enough events, I can get that
momentum and get to finals and win
things.
“I wanted to be here longer and

sometimesyouhave togrindresultsout
to get that momentum. I don’t worry
about my ability or whether I am
capable, but youhave to put thework in
because a lot of the guys are andmaybe

I haven’t been.
“Sometimes that shows. I haven’t

decided whether this will make me
enter more [events]. I’ll make

those decisions on a day-by-
day basis.”

McManus, the world
No26, who is enjoying
something of an Indian

summer in his career, had to alter his
travel plans after the victory.
“Changing your flight is a small price

forwinning,” he said. “Imanaged towin
some scrappy frames to win thematch,
despite playing poorly and not feeling
good.
“I have struggled with the jet lag. I

didn’t sleep overnight and then didn’t
wake up until 5pm before this evening’s
match. I have been like Dracula, sleep-
ing all day since I have been here. So I
hope I amabit fresher for thenextone.”
Shaun Murphy, of England, edged

through 5-4 against Joe Swail, the
Ulsterman,whohadwontheirprevious
three matches, and Liang Wenbo lost
5-1 to Yan Bingtao, a 14-year-old
wild card, in an all-Chinese clash.

Snooker
Hector Nunns Shanghai

It was the morning after the headline-
making night before and Serena
Williams was waxing lyrical about the
future.
Having just won her 18th grand-slam

singles title, a triumph that put her level
with Chris Evert andMartinaNavratil-
ova and only four behind Steffi Graf’s
Open era record of 22, there was much
discussion about whether the world
No1 will match the German’s tally.
But what really made the 32-year-

old’s eyes light up was being asked
about the next stage of her life off the
court.Williamswill be able to reflect on
her sixth USOpen success during New
York fashion week, at which her own
range of clothing is on show.
“At the moment I am building a

house,” she said. “It will be a new start.
I will have a lot of memories in my
home. I am kind of scared but I am
growing up. I am finally moving away
from my sister after 32 years.”
Until the advent of the hard-court

season in the United States, 2014 had
proved largely forgettable, especially at
the grand-slam events.
Williams was beaten by Ana Ivanov-

ic, the Serb, in the fourth round of the
Australian Open, Garbiñe Muguruza,
of Spain, in the second round of the
French Open and Alizé Cornet, the
Frenchwoman, in the third round at
Wimbledon.
Williams played in three tourna-

ments before theUSOpen, a change to
hernormalpreparation. Itworked,with
victories coming at the Bank of the
West Classic and Western &Southern
Open, either side of a semi-final defeat
by her sister, Venus, in the Rogers Cup.

Taking into account her US Open
victory, she has won 19 of her past 20
matches, and at FlushingMeadows she
did not drop more than three games in
any of the 14 sets she played.
The prospect of drawing level with

Evert and Navratilova was one source
of motivation to win in New York.
“It was a really goodmoment when I

saw Chris and Martina after my match
[on court during the trophy presenta-
tion],” she said. “I knew it before but it
really set in at that moment, that I was
finally joining that club. I’mpushingmy
way into that club, the 18 and over.
“Milestones are important for my

career. Different legendary moments,
that was one when I can stand next to

two unbelievable legends and say we
have something in common. I definite-
ly put a lot of pressure [onmyself] to get
to 18, but I overdid it and put way too
muchpressureonmyself.At leastweall
learn, andgoing into thenext slamnext
year there will be no pressure.
“Do I have the hunger for 22? I don’t

know. I mentioned No19 in an inter-
view on court afterwards, so that’s defi-
nitely in sight. I definitely feel like 19
[grand-slam singles titles] is my goal,
not 22. But I’m just taking it one at a
time. There are so many unbelievable
players coming up, so I think it’s only
going to get harder and harder.
“I’ve definitely stayed too long, but I

would love to go out on top. Who

Williams lays grand foundations to
build on landmark 18th singles title
Tennis
Steve Brenner New York

Graf-plotting

Steffi Graf’s Open-era record of 22
grand-slam singles titles took her
12 years to compile. In 16 years,
Williams has won 18 such titles

Graf Australian Open (4) 1988,
1989, 1990, 1994; French Open (6)
1987, 1988, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1999;
Wimbledon (7) 1988, 1989, 1991,
1992, 1993, 1995, 1996; US Open (5)
1988, 1989, 1993, 1995, 1996

Williams Australian Open (5)
2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2010;
French Open (2) 2002, 2013;
Wimbledon (5) 2002, 2003, 2009,
2010, 2012; US Open (6) 1999, 2002,
2008, 2012, 2013, 2014

Title deeds: Williams, the world No1, is looking forward to moving up the housing ladder after raising the roof in New York

RAY STUBBLEBINE/REUTERS

wouldn’t? Everyone does. But I can’t
write the end of my story. I don’t know
how it will end.”
6Novak Djokovic , the world No1, has
pulled out of Serbia’s Davis Cup World
Group play-off tie away to India this
week, citing fatigue. TheSerb lost in the
semi-finals of the US Open to Kei
Nishikori, of Japan, andwill spend time
recuperating.
“Novak had a very hard part of the

season and needs a break,” Bogdan
Obradovic, the Serbia team captain,
said. “A trip to India requires a huge
effort, not only in terms of travel, but
also because of the harsh conditions of
the game there, the high humidity and
high altitude.”
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Comment Sport

Residency loophole a passport to confusion
Owen Slot Chief Rugby Correspondent

Comment Sp

T
hese are the tense, final
seconds of radio
commentary to next year’s
rugby World Cup final at
Twickenham, as imagined in

a nailbiter of a finish between
England and the All Blacks. The
scores are level, New Zealand are
starting to wilt as they do in finals,
England are pressing, they have
executed a clever move called
“Zigzag” and have a ruck in front of
the All Blacks’ posts. At this point the
commentary from BBC 5 Live’s Ian
Robertson takes on the narrative: “It’s
coming back for Nick Evans. He
drops for World Cup glory! It’s over!
Nick Evans is England’s hero again!”

Apologies to Evans for dragging
him into this. Although, for sure, he
would make a fine Pommie hero,
albeit with a strong Kiwi accent. Yet
all it needs is a phone call from Stuart
Lancaster and this could be possible.

Yes, Evans has 16 caps for New
Zealand, but he can switch allegiance
to the Red Rose. If England had
thought long and Machiavellian
about it, they could have recruited

Jacques Burger, who has captained
Namibia. And Schalk Brits, too. Yes,
Brits, the Saracen Springbok. This
could have been quite a team.

The International Rugby Board has
made this possible. In the mere
signing of the Olympic participation
agreement, the rules of international
allegiance have changed. The next
time we see Steffon Armitage playing
international rugby, it may be for
France; Armitage could switch in time
for the next World Cup, and it is no
secret that he has been looking into
the process of acquiring a French
passport.

Here is the deal. Until now, national
allegiance in rugby was unswitchable.
Evans, for instance, had played for
New Zealand. Therefore, even
though he now has a
UK passport, he was
stuck; Kiwi for ever.

Then the
Olympics came on
the horizon and, if
you want to be in
the Olympics,
you sign up to
the Olympic
rules. The
Olympics allow a dual-
passport athlete the right to
switch nations after a three-

year stand-down period from
international sport. For the Rio de
Janeiro Olympics in 2016, because
they are the first Games to include

rugby sevens, that stand-down
period has been reduced to 18
months.

All that is required to switch
nations in the 15-a-side game

is to turn out once in the
Olympic World Cup

qualification event —
the HSBC series —
for sevens. That
HSBC series
begins on the
Gold Coast in

Australia in October.
Because Evans has not
been an All Black for
seven years, he could play
for England for a single

Tries, tries, tries

Identity crisis: while there are no signs of any change of allegiance, Lancaster could turn Evans into an England player while Armitage, below, could play for France

ROSS LAND/GETTY IMAGES

‘Steffon Armitage could
switch to France in time
for the next World Cup’

When you witness what
constitutes a calamity on
the rugby pitch, it makes

you wonder how counterproductive it
is for football teams to be dictated to
so religiously by the transfer window.

There were two shocking results
on first weekend of the Aviva
Premiership and one element that
twinned them. London Welsh and
Gloucester were both smashed: the
former humiliated by Exeter Chiefs,
the latter just completely outplayed
by Northampton. Between them, the
two defeated teams conceded more
than a century of points and failed to
register a try. Significantly, what they

shared was that each had cleared out
half their playing staff in the summer
and recruited 20-odd new players.

Earlier in the week, football’s
transfer window closed after a
breathtaking whirl of last-minute
shopping. The clubs that shopped the
most were the equivalent of London
Welsh and Gloucester — although
the rugby clubs had their new recruits
in for at least a month before the
season started.

The question now for London
Welsh and Gloucester is how quickly
they can become a cohesive unit. This
does not mean how quickly they can
learn and understand their tactics,

their defensive systems, their lines of
running. All that shouldn’t require
weeks and months of learning.

What takes time, when you change
so much, is building a team, as in a
team culture, a leadership structure, a
group understanding of what your
collective is all about, how hard you
fight for your cause and who will be
in the front line leading that battle.

These indefinables work for
football too. Both games rely on
teamwork; the longer you are
together, the greater the power of the
collective. The way rugby experiences
it, too much late shopping is a
negative.

Clubs suffer from late shopping sprees

minute in the Gold Coast event and
would be Lancaster’s man for ever.

It is the passport that is crucial.
Burger and Brits have been in the UK
long enough for a passport, and
Burger has not played for Namibia
since 2011. If Lancaster had said to
Brits “don’t go back to the Springboks
this summer”, he could have been
Anglo-fied too.

This is not to suggest that anyone
should be straining for an attachment
to England (as Scotland reminds us
daily, the opposite is a popular
option). It is to point out that, for
rugby to enter the Olympics — which
will be brilliant for the game — it is
having to go through this period of
looking unfeasibly foolish.

There is a considerable upside to
the deal: Joe Rokocoko, for instance,
can realign as a Fijian; all those

Pacific islanders with caps for New
Zealand and Australia can realign.

The downside is when you consider
the possibilities. Blair Connor, the
Australian winger at Bordeaux who
has played sevens for his country,
said at the weekend: “I want the
chance to represent France at the
Olympics.” Likewise, it was reported
yesterday that Philippe Saint-Andre
will be sitting down with Rory
Kockott, the South African scrum
half who plays for Castres, this week
to talk about his possible future with
Les Bleus.

Kockott has never been capped by
South Africa; he is not exploiting this
new Olympic loophole, he is qualified
for France because he has completed
three years’ residency there. Yet this
likely move reflects the increased
loosening of genuine national ties.

This is a generalisation, but rugby
players dislike intensely that
nationality can be so fickle. Just when
rugby should be getting tighter on
nation-switching, the Olympic
loophole has loosened it further.

Ideally, there would be a solution.
Some improvements could be made:
the residency requirement should be
bumped up to five years, and the
Olympic loophole will be tightened
after the Rio Games. Yet, overall, this
is a fact of life.

Rugby reflects that, although
international sport remains an
aspiration and a national honour, it is
also a trade. It is a living. It may not
suit everyone’s romantic ideals, but if
Armitage cannot get picked for
England, yet can be picked and paid
by France, he has an easy decision,
non?

Watch video
highlights of all
the best action
from the Aviva
Premiership,
including Exeter
Chiefs’ thrashing
of London Welsh

Download it at the App
store or via Google Play
timespacks.com/
sport1pound

Olympics allow a dual-

Australia in October.
Bec
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Moores moves to defence of under-fire Cook

Root given the
chance to lead
Yorkshire to
championship

Guildford on sidelines
after city-centre attack
Rugby union Zac Guildford, the
former All Blacks wing, will be
out of action for up to four weeks
after he and Jonathan Davies, his
Clermont Auvergne team-mate,
were assaulted in the centre of
the city on Sunday. Guildford,
25, below, who had a record of
ill-discipline off the pitch in New
Zealand before he made the move
to France in the summer, was left
with a badly bruised jaw after
reportedly being set upon by
three men, who then ran off.
Guildford was kicked in the face.
“He is the victim,” Jean-Marc

Lhermet, the Clermont sporting
director, said. “We have had
nothing to reproach him over
since he arrived.”

Keighley take legal aim
Rugby league Keighley Cougars
may take legal action against the
RFL, claiming that its failure to
penalise Batley Bulldogs for
fielding an ineligible player led to
the Cougars’ relegation from the
Kingstone Press Championship.
Keighley went down on Sunday
after defeat by Featherstone
Rovers, while Batley stayed up by
a point despite breaching dual-
registration rules during a crucial
win over Sheffield Eagles in July.

Rice sacked by Ravens
American football Baltimore
Ravens terminated Ray Rice’s
contract and the NFL suspended
him indefinitely yesterday after a
video emerged allegedly showing
the running back striking his
former fiancée in the face. Rice,
below, was serving a two-game
ban for the incident, which
became public this year when
footage showed him dragging an
unconscious Janay Palmer — now
his wife — out of a hotel elevator.

Young skittles Scotland
Cricket Craig Young took five
wickets as Ireland eased to a
comfortable seven-wicket win
over Scotland in the first one-day
international in Dublin. The
medium-pace bowler took five for
46 as Scotland were dismissed for
172 with 9.3 overs unused. Ireland
won by seven wickets with 80
balls remaining, Kevin O’Brien
scoring an unbeaten 56. The
teams meet again tomorrow and
on Friday.

At a time when the England captaincy
has been such a hot topic, it seems
appropriate that a likely leader of the
future will take the next step in his
captaincy education this week.
Joe Root, widely seen as a successor

to Alastair Cook in the not too distant
future, returns from a successful inter-
national summer to lead Yorkshire
against Nottinghamshire at Trent
Bridge todayas thevisiting teamlook to
clinch the LV= County Championship
title in a contest with their closest
pursuers.
With two games remaining, York-

shire are 26 points clear and a win
wouldconfirmtheir first title since2001
and only their second since 1968. A
draw may even be enough, unless
Nottinghamshire pick up three more
points than the leaders to retain a
mathematical chance of staying in
contention before their final game, at
home to Sussex next week. Yorkshire’s
last match comes a week later at home
to Somerset.
The unexpected opportunity for

Root, 23, to captainYorkshire has come
because of the two-match ban handed
last week to Andrew Gale for verbally
abusing opponents during the victory
over Lancashire. Gale, in his fifth
season as captain, will spend thematch
with his teamandwill act as a sounding
board for the fledgeling captain.
“The work Galey has done since he

took over the captaincy has been fan-
tastic,” Root said yesterday. “We will
miss him on the field, but he’ll be in the
dressing room offering words of wis-
dom. I’ll certainly be leaning on him.”
Root’s captaincy experience in first-

class cricket has been limited to two
matches. The first came when he led
England Lions against New Zealand A
last year, given a brief taste by the
selectors of the sort of leadership expe-
rience thatCookmissedoutonbecause
of his swift ascent to international

cricket. Before he stood in for Andrew
Strauss on the tour to Bangladesh in
2010, Cook had captained in only one
first-class match. One of the strands of
Andy Flower’s new role as the ECB’s
technical director of elite coaching is to
develop a leadership course for young
England players.
Root’s second stint at captaincy came

in Yorkshire’s remarkable champion-
ship game against Middlesex at Lord’s
in April, when their opponents made
472 for three in the final innings to win,
the third-highest run chase in County
Championship history.
That game was significant for more

than just statistical reasons. More than
four months later, it remains York-
shire’s only defeat of the season. It was
also the game for which Gale dropped
himself to accommodate Root’s return,
a selfless gesture that Jason Gillespie,
theYorkshire head coach, picks out as a
key moment in his side’s progress.
“When Andrew left himself out, he

felt it was important to support other
batsmen,” Gillespie said. “It was a
massive leap forward in our season.”
Root is back from international duty

today along with Gary Ballance, while
Tim Bresnan, who was ruled out of
England’s Twenty20 international
against India on Sunday, is expected to
play after recovering from a pectoral
strain. “I’ve had an enjoyable season
with England. There’s something spe-
cial about returning to the Yorkshire
dressing room,” Root said. “It’s nice to
be back with your mates and working
towards lifting theChampionship title.”
Nottinghamshire, well beaten by Dur-
hamlastweek,will haveAlexHalesand
Harry Gurney back in their ranks.
At the other end of the first division

table, Lancashire welcome back James
Anderson and Jos Buttler for a game
away to Sussex that they must win to
retain any hope of avoiding relegation.
In the second division, Surrey have

decided not to play Kevin Pietersen in
their game away to Worcestershire,
starting today, opting instead to give
experience to younger batsmen with
their hopes of promotion slim.
“Wediscussed it, but it’s better for the

future of the club if we give Aneesh
Kapil or Arun Harinath two first-class
games,” Alec Stewart, the director of
cricket, said. Pietersen has played only
Twenty20 cricket this season since
losing his central contract with
England. A Worcestershire win would
ensure their promotion.

Fixtures and standings

First division: First day of four (10.30, 96 overs mini-
mum):Lord’s:MiddlesexvDurham.TrentBridge:Not-
tinghamshire v Yorkshire.Hove:Sussex v Lancashire.
Edgbaston:Warwickshire v Northamptonshire.
How they stand

P W L D Bat Bwl Ded Pts
Yorkshire 14 7 1 6 42 39 0 223
Nottinghamshire 14 6 4 4 45 36 0 197
Warwickshire 14 6 4 4 37 37 0 190
Somerset 14 4 2 8 35 36 0 175
Sussex 13 4 4 5 33 32 0 154
Middlesex 13 4 4 5 31 32 2 150
Durham 13 3 3 7 33 34 0 150
Lancashire 14 3 5 6 24 36 0 138
Northamptonshire 13 0 10 3 23 26 0 64

Second division: First day of four (10.30, 96 overs
minimum): Chelmsford: Essex v Kent. SWALEC Sta-
dium: Glamorgan v Derbyshire. Bristol: Gloucester-
shire v Leicestershire. Worcester: Worcestershire v
Surrey.
How they stand

P W L D Bat Bwl Ded Pts
Worcestershire 14 7 2 5 35 42 0 214
Hampshire 14 6 1 7 42 34 0 207
Surrey 14 4 3 7 38 38 0 175
Essex 13 4 2 7 28 36 0 163
Kent 13 4 4 5 31 33 0 153
Derbyshire 13 4 4 5 22 32 0 143
Gloucestershire 14 3 5 6 23 32 0 133
Glamorgan 14 2 5 7 27 35 0 129
Leicestershire 13 0 8 5 32 34 0 91

Cricket
John Westerby

Repeat performance: Root’s second opportunity to lead his county colleagues
this season has come about because of Gale’s two-game ban for verbal abuse

GARETH COPLEY/PA

An animated Peter Moores offered his
most robust defence yet of Alastair
Cook at the end of the international
summer, but stopped short of saying
that England will stick with their
under-fire one-day captain for the
World Cup next year.
The selectors will finalise the squad

for the one-day series in Sri Lanka in
November shortly after the Royal
London Cup final between Warwick-
shire and Durham, which marks the
end of the one-day season, a week on
Saturday. By then, the centrally con-
tracted players for 2014-15 will have
been announced.
“Everybody is pretty clear where I

stand,” Moores, the England head
coach, said. “I have a huge amount of
respect for Alastair as a player and as a
captain, and I think the questioning of

him as a cricketer has been unjust. If I
get a frustration, it is when people
question his quality as a player.
“He has still scored more hundreds

than any other [England] player since
the lastWorld Cup. He is still in the top
ten one-day run-scorers in the world
since then. He is a very fine one-day
player, but nobody
wants to talk about
that, they want to
talk about [whe-
ther] he is outof form,
or whatever he is not
doing right.
“To question how

he played on a
given day, whether
he is right to go for-
ward as a captain . . .
he knows the Eng-
land captain should
always be robustly
debated. Every time you

get picked for a series and moving
forward, the selectors have gone
through theprocess ofmaking sure you
are absolutely, categorically, the right
man.Wewill do that because it is fair to
the English public.”
England’s one-day record this year

stands at seven wins and 11 losses,
which have come against Australia,
West Indies, Scotland, Sri Lanka and
India. When their strategy worked in
the most recent game, against India at

Headingley on Friday, they won
comfortably on the back of a hun-
dred by Joe Root. However, the
way that Eoin Morgan then
supervised the narrow
Twenty20 win against India
at Edgbaston two days ago,
hitting seven sixes along the

way, enhanced his case to take over in
the 50-over game. Cook will not play
again for Essex, his county, this season.
“I think he is due a break,”Moores said.
“He also wants to have time to build up
and prepare as well.”
6The family of Moeen Ali have criti-
cised the booing of the all-rounder at
Edgbaston. An allegation of racially
motivated abuse wasmade by a specta-
torbutpolice say that theyareunable to
take further actionwithout a complaint
from the player, who does not want to
pursue the issue.
Munir Ali, Moeen’s father, told

ESPNcricinfo: “It should have been a
special day. Moeen was playing for his
country in the city of his birth. The
whole family was looking forward to it
and we thought he would receive a
warm welcome. Instead he was abused
from the start. He was abused because
he is a Muslim and because of his
Pakistan heritage. That is disgraceful.”

Richard Hobson
Deputy Cricket Correspondent

not

whether

tly
Cook’s ability as a one-day
player has been called into
question in some quarters
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Results

Football
European Championship qualifying
Group C
Luxembourg (1) 1 Belarus (0) 1
Gerson 42
3,000

Dragun 78

Spain (3) 5 Macedonia (1) 1
Ramos 16 (pen)
Alcacer 17
Busquets 45+3
Silva 50
Pedro 90+1

Ibraimi 28 (pen)
16,000

Ukraine (0) 0 Slovakia (1) 1
42,000 Mak 17

P W D L F A Pts
Spain............................1 1 0 0 5 1 3
Slovakia.......................1 1 0 0 1 0 3
Belarus ........................ 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Luxembourg.................1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Ukraine ........................1 0 0 1 0 1 0
FYR Macedonia............1 0 0 1 1 5 0

Group E
Estonia (0) 1 Slovenia (0) 0
Purje 86
Sent off: D Stevanovic (Slovenia) 80

San Marino (0) 0 Lithuania (2) 2
986 Matulevicius 5, 36

Switzerland (0) 0 England (0) 2
35,500 Welbeck 58, 90+4
(in Basle)

Group G
Austria (1) 1 Sweden (1) 1
Alaba 7 (pen)
48,500

Zengin 12

Montenegro (1) 2 Moldova (0) 0
Vucinic 45+3
Tomasevic 73

8,750

Russia (1) 4 Liechtenstein (0) 0
Buchel (og) 4
Burgmeier (og) 50
Kombarov 54 (pen)
Dzyuba 65

11,236

P W D L F A Pts
Russia..........................1 1 0 0 4 0 3
Montenegro.................1 1 0 0 2 0 3
Sweden........................1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Austria.........................1 0 1 0 1 1 1
Moldova.......................1 0 0 1 0 2 0
Liechtenstein...............1 0 0 1 0 4 0

European Under-21 Championship qualifying:
Group three: Luxembourg 0 Scotland 3.

International match
Saudi Arabia (0) 2 Australia (2) 3
Muath Fallatah 71 (pen)
Al-Jassam 83
30,000

Cahill 3, Jedinak 6
Wright 76

(at Craven Cottage)

Sky Bet League Two
Newport Co (0) 1 Cambridge Utd(0) 1
Willmott 90
2,594

Chadwick 48

Vanarama Conference South: St Albans 2
Bromley 2.

Cricket
First Test match
West Indies v Bangladesh
Barbados (fourth day of five): At tea, Bangla-
desh, with six second-innings wickets in hand,
are 118 runs behind West Indies
West Indies: First Innings 484-7 dec (K C
Brathwaite 212, S Chanderpaul 85 not out, C H
Gayle 64, D M Bravo 62; T Islam 5 for 135)
Bangladesh: First Innings 182 (M Haque 51; S J
Benn 5 for 39.)
Second Innings
T Iqbal b Benn 53
M S Rahman c Ramdin b Roach 4
I Kayes c Edwards b Gayle 25
M Haque c Gayle b Benn 12
M Mahmudullah not out 41
*†M Rahim not out 33
Extras (b 10, lb 3, w 2, nb 1) 16
Total (4 wkts, 69 overs) 184
Fall of wickets: 1-11, 2-81, 3-104, 4-107.
Bowling: Taylor 9-0-35-0; Roach 11-5-24-1; Ga-
briel 9-7-5-0; Blackwood 7-1-26-0; Benn 20-6-
34-2; Gayle 13-1-47-1.

Umpires:M Erasmus (South Africa) and R K Il-
lingworth (England).

First one-day international
Ireland v Scotland
Dublin (Irelandwontoss): IrelandbeatScotland
by seven wickets
Scotland (balls)
†M H Cross c S W Poynter b Sorensen 9 (17)
C S MacLeod c Anderson b Young 25 (28)
H J W Gardiner b Young 10 (26)
*P L Mommsen b Young 10 (14)
R D Berrington c and b McBrine 2 (8)
F R J Coleman c S W Poynter b Thompson23 (44)
J H Davey c Thompson b McBrine 4 (11)
M A Leask c S W Poynter b Young 50 (50)
S Sharif c S W Poynter b Young 18 (33)
M R K Haq not out 0 (9)
I Wardlaw b Sorensen 0 (4)
Extras (lb 11, w 9, nb 1) 21
Total (40.3 overs) 172
Fall of wickets: 1-21, 2-51, 3-55, 4-62, 5-87,
6-97, 7-101, 8-155, 9-172.
Bowling: Sorensen 6.3-0-28-2; Young 10-0-
46-5; Mooney 7-1-28-0; O’Brien 4-0-8-0;
McBrine 9-2-36-2; Thompson 4-0-15-1.
Ireland (balls)
A Balbirnie c Cross b Berrington 38 (82)
J Anderson lbw b Wardlaw 9 (20)
A D Poynter c Cross b Davey 16 (27)
*K J O’Brien not out 56 (56)
S R Thompson not out 35 (36)
Extras (lb 11, w 7, nb 1) 19
Total (3 wkts, 36.4 overs) 173

†S W Poynter, A R White, A R McBrine, C A
Young,JFMooneyandMCSorensendidnotbat.
Fall of wickets: 1-11, 2-50, 3-93.
Bowling: Davey 9-3-24-1; Wardlaw 7.4-1-29-1;
Haq 6-0-32-0; Sharif 7-1-36-0; Berrington 6-0-
34-1; Leask 1-0-7-0.
Umpires: M A Gough (England) and M Haw-
thorne.

Cycling
Tour of Britain
Second stage (Knowsley to Llandudno,
200.8km): 1,MRenshaw (Aus, Omega Pharma-
Quick Step) 4hr 38min 54sec; 2, B Swift (GB,
TeamSky) ; 3, SBennett (Ire, TeamNetApp-En-
dura) both same time. Leading overall posi-
tions: 1, Renshaw 6hr 55min 19sec; 2, Swift; 3,
N Ruffoni (It, Bardiani CSF) both at 4sec.

Vuelta a España
Sixteenth stage (San Martin del Rey Aurelio to
La Farrapona, 160.5km): 1, A Contador (Sp, Tin-
koff-Saxo) 4hr 53min 35sec; 2, C Froome (GB,
Team Sky) at 15sec behind; 3, A De Marchi (It,
Cannondale) 50; 4, A Valverde (Sp, Movistar)
55. Leading overall positions: 1, Contador
63:25:00; 2, Valverde at 1min 36sec; 3, Froome
1:39; 4, Rodríguez 2:29.

Golf
USPGA Tour BMW Championship
Cherry Hills Country Club, Colorado: Leading
final scores (United States unless stated): 266:

B Horschel 68, 66, 63, 69. 268: BWatson 70, 66,
66, 66. 269: M Hoffmann 72, 72, 62, 63. 271: J
Furyk 70, 68, 67, 66; R Palmer 69, 64, 67, 71; S
García (Sp) 68, 64, 72, 67; R Fowler 71, 66, 66,
68. 272: RMcIlroy (N Ire) 67, 67, 72, 66; A Scott
(Aus) 71, 66, 69, 66; J Spieth 67, 70, 68, 67. 273:
GDelaet (Can)68,68,69,68.274:JBHolmes71,
68, 67, 68; C Schwartzel (SA) 72, 66, 70, 66; C
Hadley 68, 70, 68, 68;ÁCabrera (Arg) 71, 72, 66,
65. 275: B Haas 72, 68, 67, 68; E Els (SA) 70, 69,
69, 67;MKaymer (Ger) 68, 70, 64, 73;KChappell
68, 72, 70, 65.

Fixtures

Football
Kick-off 7.45 unless stated
European Championship qualifying: Group A:
Czech Republic v Holland; Iceland v Turkey;
Kazakhstan v Latvia (5.0). Group B: Andorra v
Wales; Bosnia-Herzegovina v Cyprus; Israel v
Belgium. Group H: Azerbaijan v Bulgaria (5.0);
Croatia v Malta; Norway v Italy.
European Under-21 Championship qualifying:
Groupone:MoldovavEngland (5.0).Groupnine:
Northern Ireland v Serbia (4.0).

Other sport
Cycling: Tour of Britain: Third stage (Newtown
to The Tumble, Abergavenny).

SeppBlatter claimed yesterday that the
FA’s criticismof Fifa andhis presidency
would not count against England if
they opt to launch another bid to stage
the World Cup finals.
Yet the Fifa president — who

confirmed his intention to run for a
fifth term in next May’s elections —
warned the FA that it must learn “how
to lose” and told his critics to start
showing him more respect.
Blatter also suggested it was

important that Uefa — which had
collectively rounded on the Swiss in
June in the wake of allegations of
corruption around Qatar’s bid to host
the 2022World Cup— showed greater
“solidarity” with the world governing
body.
On the eve of theWorldCup finals in

Brazil, Greg Dyke, the FA chairman,
had urged Blatter to stand down and
claimed that Fifa’s reputation had been
“severely damaged” by the Qatar
controversy.
The next month, Dyke said that the

FA—whose bid to host the 2018World
Cup ended in humiliation when it lost
out to Russia after receiving only two
votes—would not consider bidding for
the tournament again while Blatter
remained as Fifa president.
Lord Triesman, Dyke’s predecessor,

had also accused Fifa of acting like a
“mafia family” and likened Blatter to
DonCorleone, the fictional gangster in
the Godfather films.
Michael Garcia, the lawyer leading

the investigation into the bidding
process for the 2018 and 2022 World
Cups, submitted his 350-page report to
Fifa last week.
Blatter claimed that there would be

no impediment to the FA bidding for
theWorldCup again in the future—“If
England wants to have again a
competition then they bid, whoever is
the president of Fifa,” he said — and
said he would encourage it to do so.
Speaking in a highly sympathetic

pre-recorded interview for the
Soccerex Global Convention in
Manchester, Blatter also insisted that
he bore no ill feeling towards Dyke,
although he did little to conceal his
belief that the English are sore losers
and need to learn some “discipline,
respect and fair play”.
Asked if Dyke’s comments were

damaging for English football, Blatter
said: “No, definitely not. I know Greg
Dyke. He’s a man of communication.
And if he has an outburst once, then so
what? I still respect himbecause I think
he’s a good guy.
“When we will meet together, I don’t

know, buthewill not say the same thing
now, I’m sure.
“In football, this game that you start

to play at the youngest possible level,
you learn discipline, respect and fair
play.
“If you’re at the higher level, you

forget that this is discipline, respect and
fair play. But don’t forget that, in

football, you learn to win but also to
lose.
“Fair play was invented by England

— the beautiful game and fair play. So
let’s celebrate fair play.”
Michel Platini, the Uefa president,

announced just under a fortnight ago
that he would not be running against
Blatter, with European football’s
governing body thought to be wary
about putting forward what could
prove a token candidate for the Fifa
presidency.
Nonetheless, Blatter said he had

been told by Platini that Uefa did plan
to put a candidate forward and

expressed confidence that it would
start to show “solidarity”with Fifa. “We
cannot say one of the confederations
shall be against Fifa,” he said.
Blatter claimed that there would be

“no benefit” to an attempted boycott of
the 2018 World Cup in Russia, despite
growing concerns over the country’s
conflict with Ukraine.
Blatter said that he was also

preparing to propose formally a
“challenge system” that would allow
managers to contest decisions during
matches and suggested that it could be
trialled at the Under-20 World Cup in
New Zealand next year.

Masterclass in
dictatorship
Analysis Oliver Kay

“M
y mission is not
finished.” With
those five
words, Sepp
Blatter

announced his intention to stand
for a fifth term as Fifa president.
Two questions, Sepp. 1) What is

this mission? 2) If you have not
completed that mission after 16
years as president and 33 years as
part of Fifa’s senior leadership,
might it not be time to give
someone else a try?
Whatever Blatter’s mission

when he became Fifa president
in contentious circumstances in
1998, his priorities these days
seem to be self-interest,
self-preservation and
self-aggrandisement. His one
remaining ambition is to win the
Nobel Peace Prize. Seriously, it
is. This is no laughing matter.
When Blatter claims that his

mission is one of reform, he
convinces no one beyond the
court of sycophants who prop up
his regime. His commitment to
reform — a phrase used
extremely lightly — has been
forced on him by unwanted
media reports on the scandals
that have dogged his regime.
So far, reform has amounted to

little beyond the purge of a few
old cronies, the long-overdue
establishment of an ethics
commission, which appears to
have no power whatsoever, and
the belated election to the Fifa
executive committee of a woman,
Lydia Nsekera — “a lady”, he
says, as if awestruck by the very
notion — in 2013.
For as long as Blatter is there,

there will be no meaningful
reform and football will continue
to lose out to self-interest. Fifa’s
skewed priorities are reflected in
the madness of the vote to stage
the 2022 World Cup in Qatar.
Blatter did not vote for Qatar, but
that decision was a symptom of a
regime whose priorities are all
wrong.
Fifa should have made true

reform — post-Blatter reform —
its priority there and then, but he
has established a regime in
which opposition, mostly from
the British, is shouted down. His
re-election next year is a
formality. It really is a
masterclass in dictatorship.

Blatter says FA must ‘learn how
to lose’ and denies any grudges
Fifa president would welcome a freshWorld Cup finals bid

James Ducker

Expressing himself: Blatter made his points on the FA in an interview for the Soccerex Global Convention in Manchester

PAULO WHITAKER/REUTERS
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Coleman is
hopeful Bale
can inspire a
red-letter day

Chris Coleman is banking on Gareth
Bale to help deliver to victory inWales’s
opening Euro 2016 qualifying match
against Andorra this evening, but the
Wales manager also has his fingers
crossed that there is nothing in the post
for his star player from Real Madrid.
Ángel Di María, Bale’s team-mate at

the Bernabéu before his British-record
£59.7million move to Manchester
United, revealedat theweekend thathe
received a letter on the morning of the
World Cup final between Argentina
and Germany in July, asking him to
miss the match to prevent him
aggravating a thigh injury.
Tonight’s group B tie takes place on

an artificial 3G pitch that was approved
byUefa only six days ago after a second
pitch inspection, whichmaymake Real
jittery about their £86millionman, and
Coleman joked: “If there is any post, I’ll
open it on Wednesday morning.”
Coleman went on to explain that the

relationship between Bale’s club and
national sides was a healthy one. “I
went there twoweeks ago andwe had a
great welcome,” he said. “Carlo
Ancelotti is magnificent, a fantastic
guy, who has achieved special things

and isagreatexampleofhowtobehave.
They have been really accommodating
and the medical team there are bril-
liant.”
Despite the focus surrounding the

state of the pitch, Bale is expected to
spearhead the Wales attack, and Cole-
man is confident that he can make up
for the firepower lost with Sam Vokes
and Hal Robson-Kanu injured and
Craig Bellamy having retired from
international football.
“I’ve seen Gareth play everywhere:

wing back, left wing, midfield, across
the front,” Coleman said. “I was in
Madrid to watch him a few weeks back
andhestartedon the right, thenwent to
the left and in the middle.
“He can play everywhere. But it’s no

secret that we’ve lost Sam and Simon
Church is an out-and-out striker but is
not playing regularly for Charlton
[Athletic], so we could play Gareth
down the middle. We’ve thought about
that and he will figure in this campaign
in more than one position.
“Whatever happens, I won’tmention

the pitch. I’mnot interested in it andwe
haven’t talked about it.”
Waleshavenotqualified for a leading

tournament since 1958 and Ashley
Williams, the captain, says that it is
time for them to end that run.
“We’re going into the campaign

putting the pressure on ourselves to
qualify,” the Swansea City defender
said. “We talk a lot about that. It would
be the biggest achievement in my
career and for a lot of the guys.
“We’re aware of the great Welsh

teams in the past that fell short for
whatever reason. A lot has been put on
this group and we really want to be the
team that lives up to that potential. For
this group now the time is perfect.”

Phil Cadden Andorra

‘Work in progress’ shows you can teach old dogs

T
he shorts, the shades, the
Copacabana tans — all
gone with the summer.
Unable to find a workable
beach in Switzerland, the

ITV team were back in suits and on
the touchline last night — and duly
received a spectacular drenching
before the game from the sprinklers.
Still, credit to Adrian Chiles and

the pundits for taking that artificial
downpour in good humour, Glenn
Hoddle, in particular, calmly turning

an elegantly hunched shoulder
against the deluge and not, as one
might have predicted, ducking
under the glass table and screaming,
“Not the hair!”
Before they were unhelpfully

hosed off the touchline,
conversation had turned to the ill
attended and soporific friendly
against Norway last week and
Hoddle noted that there had been
some blocked shots in that match.
“Two of them, three of them go in
the back of the net and everyone’s
saying what a fantastic
performance,” Glenn stressed,
thoughtfully illuminating the thin
line that separates success from
disappointment at international
level: two or three goals.
Hoddle also, while typically noting

the pressure on England of “the
press and all them things that come
with it’” spoke, twice, of the
importance last night of “quelling
the crowd”, which may have been
the first time a 37,000-seat stadium
in Basle has been envisaged as some
kind of Turkish hell.
Hoddle’s vision certainly seemed

to be at odds with Chiles’s cheekily
derisive introductory description of
St Jakob-Park as “a shopping centre
with a rather nice stadium
attached”. It was at odds, too, with
the further evidence of close-ups
throughout the match, which
seemed to suggest a local crowd less
given to the flinging of lit flares than
to the quiet wearing of foam cheeses
and the photographing of Wayne
Rooney whenever he took a corner.

Quelling the audience watching
on television, however, was never
going to be England’s problem, that
audience having been
comprehensively pre-quelled. As
Roy Hodgson had conceded in an
interview after the Norway match,
when asked if he felt there was
cause for a radical change of
approach: “We don’t want to throw
the baby out with bath water, but we
do need to tamper with the bath
water.” An hour before Danny
Welbeck finally got a shin to a cross,
we experienced all the excitement
that arises from watching tampered-
with bath water.
Still, a win’s a win, of course, even

if it’s tepid and slightly soapy. And
on the plus side, at least there was
no scheduling conflict with The

Giles Smith
Sport on
television

the shades, the

Andorra (4-2-3-1): F Pol (Andorra) — J Gómes
(UE Santa Coloma), E García (Racing Lermeño), I Lima
(FC Santa Coloma), M García (Rubi) — M Vieira
(Atletico Monzón), M González (Zaragoza B) —
C Martínez (FC Santa Coloma), C Peppe (Andorra),
S Moreno (Gziro United) — G Riera (FC Santa Coloma).
Wales (4-3-3): W Hennessey (Crystal Palace) —
C Gunter (Reading), J Chester (HullCity), A Williams
(Swansea City), B Davies (Tottenham Hotspur) —
J Allen (Liverpool), A Ramsey (Arsenal), J Ledley
(Crystal Palace) — A King (Leicester City), J Williams
(Crystal Palace), G Bale (Real Madrid).
Referee: S Vincic (Slovenia).
Television: Sky Sports 5 from 7pm (kick-off 7.45pm).

England fans
sent packing
by Welbeck
double strike

P
ack your bags, buy your Euro-
star tickets, book your camp-
sites across France. England
are heading to Euro 2016!
Well, not quite yet but

blowing qualification from here will
take the type of collapse that is beyond
even England’s batsmen.
This is how it is in the new Uefa

format designed to allowasmanymod-
erate nations into the Euro finals as
possible. Two goals from Danny Wel-
beck and the FA can already startmak-
ing arrangements without anyone ac-
cusing it of being presumptuous.
There was tension to the end in a de-

cent game last night, with Joe Hart en-
joying one of his best England nights in
goal andGaryCahill providing his own
invaluable save, but that’s it, folks. That
is all the thrills that Uefa are rationing
in this expanded format when 24
nations qualify so we must hope you
enjoyed the excitement while it lasted.
England have nine “competitive”

games over the next 13 months and it
will take a string of defeats to Slovenia
(39th in theFifaworld rankings), Lithu-
ania (45),EstoniaandperhapsevenSan
Marino, too to finish third, and even
that comes with a potential safety net
through the play-offs. Not even in
our most fraught moments in Basle
last night did that seem a desperate
worry.
International football really does not

help itself at times but Roy Hodgson
was not complaining, no doubt exhal-
ing adeep sighof relief at the finalwhis-
tle on top of the jig of delight when
Welbeck scored his late second.
TheEnglandmanager has not exact-

ly cast off all that World Cup baggage
but it will certainly feel lighter on his
shoulders this morning.
He can look forward thinking about

doinghis jobwell rather than just cling-
ing on to it, which is goodnews because
forall the strengthofEngland’sposition
after victory over their main rivals in
the group, he still has plenty of work to
do.
England won in Basle but they could

have lost. In that sense, it was a perfect
victory in providing three points but
many valuable reminders about En-
gland’s vulnerabilities.
There was great encouragement in

many performances — Hart, Cahill
and the front three of Welbeck, Wayne
Rooney and Raheem Sterling, in parti-
cular — but England were opened up
too many times for comfort.
Attention, inevitably, will focus on

the back four when a team concede a
chance but this is as much a matter of
overall balance. It is a question of En-

gland helping themselves by taking the
sting out of the game, keeping the ball
and, indeed, ruthlessly taking the chan-
ces thatwouldhavemade it far lessanx-
ious in the second half.
England impressed going forward,

alarmed frequently under defensive
pressure, but there should be a collec-
tive responsibility to make things
easier.
We might argue whether England

would be better developing under the
pressure of competition rather than a
qualification campaign that now looks
a formality but, given the age and inter-
national experience of his team,
Hodgson will be thankful for slack he
now enjoys.

Hewill beable to takeanother lookat
Jack Wilshere at the base of midfield
without having to fret too deeply whe-
ther the Arsenal man, who did his best
to keep driving England forward, lacks

defensive rigour. Hodgson can take
another look at Fabian Delph who set-
tled down admirably after, initially,
seeming intent onmakinghis full debut
notable for a red card. Count Delph as

After only one qualifying game, supporters can
already start booking their accommodation and
tickets for France in 2016, reportsMatt Dickinson

‘Attention will focus on
the back four when a
team concede a chance’

Danger man: Sterling, whose pace posed a constant threat to the Switzerland
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Football Sport
Strachan has high hopes for Scotland the brave
Gordon Strachan, the Scotland
manager, hopes that the glorious
failure of his players to secure an
historic result in Germany on
Sunday night will motivate them to
achieve something much bigger.
Scotland lost 2-1 to the newly

crowned world champions in the
opening match of their Euro 2016
qualifying campaign, but there was
enough quality in their
performance to suggest that they
are capable of reaching their first
leading finals since 1998.
When Ikechi Anya’s second-half

goal cancelled out Thomas Müller’s
early opener, Strachan believed that
his team would go on to pull off a
momentous triumph, but poor
defensive work at a corner kick
allowed Müller to score a second.
For the Scotland manager, there

were shades of Wembley about the
disappointment. Last August, his
players were drawing 2-2
with England when Rickie
Lambert headed the winner
from a corner.
“I said that to the

coaching staff after the
game, ‘did you know we
were a corner kick away
from creating history
again?’ ” he said. “It
was a corner kick
that did the
damage against

England and it was a corner again
in Germany that led to the winning
goal. Even then, if you look at it,
there was a foul on Charlie
Mulgrew when he tried to clear it
and the boy booted him in the back
of the calf.
“It’s annoying to lose big games to

goals like that. You look at Müller’s
leap for the opener and there’s not
much you can do against that, but
that’s twice we’ve been close to
doing something historic and twice
we’ve left with nothing. Sometimes
you have to take a few hits before
you achieve that historic moment.”
Strachan, of course, is referring to

the 16-year wait for an appearance
in the finals of a leading

tournament. His team look
capable of doing it,
certainly more so than they
have in a long time, but he
will take nothing for

granted in their
remaining group D
games.

“In the long run,
we are trying to find
a way to play that is

attacking and brave on
the ball. I want a team
that determines its own

future rather than
waiting for
opponents to
make a mistake.”

Waiting game at Newcastle starts to frustrate Elliot
After a breakthrough week with
Ireland, Rob Elliot will return to
Tyneside facing a familiar and
difficult dilemma (George Caulkin
writes). During the international
break, the goalkeeper won a second
cap for his country, a source of
pride and encouragement, but, all
things being equal, he will once
more take his place on the
substitutes’ bench for Newcastle
United on Saturday. In the long run,
he knows that inactivity is
unsustainable.
Elliot joined Newcastle from

Charlton Athletic in August 2011 on
a five-year contract. He has grown
to adore the club and in a perfect
world would stay, but in three years
has made only 12 first-team
appearances. He has Tim Krul, a
Holland international and a fine
player, in front of him, but at the

age of 28, Elliot is itching to play
and is reaching the stage where he
must consider his future.
“It’s been really tough and I’ve

been a bit frustrated,” Elliot said.
“I’ve wanted to play — I don’t want
to just get the tag of being a No2
keeper. It’s just a case of waiting for
my opportunity.”
Last season, there were few of

them; two games in the Barclays
Premier League, one in each
domestic cup. “You get times when
you think ‘right, I need to play’ and
that’s the big thing for me,” Elliot,
who played for half of Ireland’s 2-0
friendly victory over Oman, said.
“I love it at Newcastle but I want

to play football. I hope it is at
Newcastle, but if it’s not, it’s not. I
think after this season, depending
on how many games I get, I’ll have
to look at it and see what happens.”

O’Neill emphasises importance of back-to-back wins
Michael O’Neill rates Sunday’s
victory in Hungary as his best result
in charge of Northern Ireland, but
insists that it will only matter if they
follow up by beating the Faroe
Islands next month. O’Neill, right,
is already looking to the next test
— a visit from the minnows of
group F. “The truth is these three
points are only as valuable as what
we make of them,” O’Neill said. “We
have a home game against the
Faroes now, which sets us up to be
in a good position after a couple of
games, but we have to make sure
we do that.”

Ince vows there will be no let-up after qualification
England Under-21 have already
secured qualification to the
European Championship play-offs,
but Tom Ince does not want any
let-up in their final group match in
Moldova. Gareth Southgate’s side
are nine points ahead of today’s
opponents, who lie in second place,
but Ince wants to be approaching
next month’s play-offs buoyed by an
eighth successive win.
“We’ve had a great campaign and

we want to have a strong finish,” the
Hull City winger said. “That would
be a great run for us, but then there
are the play-offs in October and

we’ll find out who we get next week.
But we’ve got enough ability in this
squad and we’d feel confident going
into the Euros. We’ll take it one step
at a time.”
This will be Ince’s second

experience of the play-offs. He
reached the 2013 finals by
overcoming Serbia in a match that
was scarred by alleged racism and
ended in a brawl for which the
winger received a one-match ban.
“It’s an experience that will never

leave me,” Ince said. “But we got
through to the Euros, and that was
the biggest thing.”

ha

we

the

Great British Bake Off’, eliminating
the possibility of a repeat of last
Wednesday’sregrettable outcome,
when Hodgson’s “work in progress”
went head-to-head with a batch of
freshly risen scones and came off
worse.
Last night, the national team’s

main rival for the less than rapt
attention of the nation was New
Tricks, the BBC’s unsolved cases
drama. The choice facing viewers
was entirely clear, then. On the one
side a motley team of experts were
struggling to get to the bottom of a
mystery involving a death that took
place a number of years ago. And on
the other side there was New Tricks.
But both arrived at solutions of
sorts.

new tricks

a decent find given how England lack
resources in central midfield, but more
options will need to be tested.
The England coaches can do that

now, aswell aswaiting towelcomeback

the likes of Luke Shaw, Theo Walcott,
Adam Lallana and Daniel Sturridge
whose absence did not prove the
problem that Hodgson had feared it
may be.
England came through despite the

midfield quartet boasting only 44 caps,
and no goals, between them at kick-off
but, thanks to this victory,Hodgsoncan
now emphasise the potential for
growth rather than point to the raw-
ness of his team.
Of course this does not mean that

Hodgson is now able to cruise through
the next 20 months, and certainly
not on a salary of about £3 million a
year.
He must continue to show the

tactical fluidity which brought success
last night in the diamond formation,
and keep working on that tactical bal-
ance.
But at least he has the win that gives

him the time to do all this without
feeling as though he is one game from
crisis, which is a nice position for any
England manager.
He can look back on the tape, admir-

ing England’s excellent goals on the
counter-attack, some of their pressing,
and plot his plans for the finals in

France in the summer of 2016. En-
gland’s place is as good as secured by
one win which is something to cele-
brate but, in terms of the wider game,
mourn, too.

defence and whose precise pass created Welbeck’s first goal on the night, disputes possession with Valon Behrami

LAURENCEGRIFFITHS/GETTY IMAGES

6Slovenia, arguably the strongest
team in group E after England and
Switzerland, conceded a late goal in
a 1-0 defeat away to Estonia last
night. Ats Purje, who had arrived as
a substitute a minute earlier, scored
Estonia’s 86th-minute winner in a
passage of play that featured three
shots by team-mates, two of which
were saved well by Samir
Handanovic, the goalkeeper. Estonia
had been given a lift 11 minutes from
time when their opponents lost
Dalibor Stevanovic to a second
yellow card.
Arvydas Novikovas inspired

Lithuania to a 2-0 victory away to
San Marino. The winger crossed for
Deivydas Matulevicius to score in
the fifth minute and added the
second himself nine minutes before
the break with a fine curling shot
after he had started the move with a
strong run into the penalty area.
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Time for the real Wayne Rooney to stand up and be counted

O
ver the next 18 months,
Wayne Rooney has a
perfect opportunity to
take his place in history.
A glance at the

qualifying group Roy Hodgson’s
England team have been placed in
for Euro 2016 confirms that. By the
time the tournament rolls around,
there is every reason to believe he
will have overtaken Sir Bobby

Charlton as his nation’s record
goalscorer. Charlton scored 49 goals
for England. This should be a golden
period in Rooney’s career. He is not
just within touching distance of that
honour, with 41 England goals to his
name, but he is captain of his club
and his country too; both
appointments were met with broad
approval from fans.
Manchester United have made

him one of the best-paid players in
the world to keep him at Old
Trafford. He has the money and the
status, and the record books await.
So why does he appear so devoid

of confidence and conviction? Why
does it seem as though his hunger
has gone? When did Wayne Rooney
stop looking like Wayne Rooney?

The 17-year-old Rooney looked like
he would relish the position he finds
himself in now.
As a teenager, Rooney was a

leader of men, a born captain. He
was not afraid to shout at more
experienced team-mates, to make
clear to them his displeasure when
he did not receive the pass he
wanted.
Through his 20s, Rooney bullied

opponents. He battered them off the
ball; he tore after them to win
possession back; he raced away on
counterattacks. He was a bundle of
energy and determination. That was
his secret: he was the last of the
street footballers, forever raging
against the world. Rooney looked
angry. That anger was his key. He

was a forceful character, and a force
of nature.
He is 28 now, and much of that

seems to have gone. Away from
football, Rooney is softly spoken,
almost shy. That seems to have
infiltrated his on-field persona in the
last two years. He has shrunk into
himself.
It is hard to identify exactly why

that might be. He has been at the
top for a long time, of course — his
football age does not match his
actual age; there are a lot of miles in
the legs — and it may be that Sir
Alex Ferguson knew just how to rev
him up, to get the very best out of
him, to harness the hurricane.
Maybe the responsibility he has
been given — presumably to

pressure him to give his best — has
the opposite effect. Maybe it inhibits
him. Maybe he no longer feels he
has something to prove.
Whatever it is, its absence does

not make Rooney a bad player. He
did not play badly last night. He was
average in the first half, and
improved once England had taken
the lead and spaces started to open
up. But doing OK is not where he
should be.
That is not what England require

from their captain and it is not why
United pay him £300,000 a week.
They expect more, much more, and
so should he. Rooney has a unique
opportunity to carve his place in
history. He needs to rediscover what
made him special if he is to take it.

Tony Cascarino
Commentary

England are
quick out of
the blocks to
ease pressure
on Hodgson

This did not just feel like a new start for
England. It felt like an overdue evening
of enlightenment.
Excuse the effusiveness, but after the

ponderous performances of recent
times, here was the unfamiliar sight of
anEngland teamplayingwith pace and
fluency, taking risks, showing resilience

and gaining a reward. They lived
dangerously indefenceat times, relying
heavily on important interventions
from JoeHart andGaryCahill, but that
was probably to be expected for an
inexperienced, new-look team playing
in a new system away from home
against decent opposition.
More surprising was the overnight

transformation from the staleness and
straight lines of 4-4-2 to a diamond
formation that sparkled as Danny
Welbeckscored twice in thesecondhalf
to secure an uplifting victory.
Itwas a richly satisfyingnight forRoy

Hodgson, even if it beggedaquestionas
to why he had not tried this system,
with more bodies in central midfield
and with precocious Raheem Sterling
at the tip of the diamond, earlier.
This has to be the way forward for

England.The systemworked sowell for
much of the evening, encouraging a
quicker, more aggressive style that
played to the team’s strengths.Welbeck
will take the headlines, with Wayne
Rooney and Sterling also doing well in
amore fluent forward line, but for John
Stones, Leighton Baines, Jack
Wilshere, JordanHendersonandabove
all Fabian Delph, this was the most
rewarding evening of their young
international careers to date.
When Hodgson briefly considered

callingDelph intohis squad last season,
he abandoned the idea because of
concerns about a perceived over-
abrasiveness on the pitch. Delph was
lively and tenacious in the first half, but
those misgivings about his
temperamentwere perhaps renewed in
the opening minutes, when he picked
up a yellow card for a late challenge on
StephanLichtsteiner and risked further
punishment by recklessly sliding
towards opponents on two other

occasions. Cüneyt Çakır, the Turkish
referee, had another word with Delph
in the 25th minute, seemingly to warn
him that, having already been booked,
he was on thin ice.
Thatwas oneworry.Anotherwas the

vulnerability of Phil Jones in central
defence, where a sure-footed start was
followed by a ten-minute period in
which he looked like an accident
waiting to happen.Overall, though, the

first half brought encouragement.
England looked brighter than they
have done for some time, attacking
quickly when the opportunity arose,
with Stones and Baines given far more
freedom to break from full back and
Wilshere, Henderson and Delph
almost taking turns to gallop forward in
support of Sterling, Rooney and
Welbeck.
The notable — and unusual —

aspect of England’s best moments of
the first half was that they showed a
desire tobreak forwardquickly, often in
numbers.
On ten minutes, from a Sterling-

driven counter-attack,Wilshere picked
out Rooney with a clever floated pass,
but the captain failed to seize the
invitation to shoot. Shortly afterwards,
Rooney and Welbeck combined
promisingly, culminating in Rooney

Oliver Kay

chief football
correspondent

Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3
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Group E

P W D L F A Pts
England.........................1 1 0 0 2 0 3
Lithuania ......................1 1 0 0 2 0 3
Estonia ......................... 1 1 0 0 1 0 3
Slovenia........................1 0 0 1 0 1 0
San Marino...................1 0 0 1 0 2 0
Switzerland..................1 0 0 1 0 2 0
Fixtures: Oct 9: England v San Marino; Lithuania v
Estonia; Slovenia v Switzerland.
Oct 12: Estonia v England; Lithuania v Slovenia.
Oct 14: San Marino v Switzerland.
Nov 15: England v Slovenia; San Marino v Estonia;
Switzerland v Lithuania.
Mar 27: England v Lithuania; Slovenia v San
Marino; Switzerland v Estonia.
Jun 14: Estonia v San Marino; Slovenia v England;
Lithuania v Switzerland.
Sep 5: Estonia v Lithuania; San Marino v England;
Switzerland v Slovenia.
Sep 8: England v Switzerland; Lithuania v San
Marino; Slovenia v Estonia.
Oct 9: England v Estonia; Slovenia v Lithuania;
Switzerland v San Marino.
Oct 12: Estonia v Switzerland; Lithuania v England;
San Marino v Slovenia.
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joe hart
(man city)

The quieter of the two
goalkeepers, he made
two excellent saves
from Seferovic — one
in either half.

Substitutions: James Milner
(Manchester City, for Milner, 73);
Phil Jagielka (Everton, for Jones,
77); Rickie Lambert (Liverpool, for
Rooney, 90).Not used:Danny Rose
(Tottenham Hotspur), Fraser
Forster (Southampton), Alex
Oxlade-Chamberlain (Arsenal),
Andros Townsend (Tottenham
Hotspur). Booked:Delph, Lambert.

7

England 4-3-1-2
matt hughes

john stones
(everton)

Another solid
performance in
which his assurance
belied his age and
inexperience.

gary cahill
(chelsea)

A reluctant leader of
England’s new-look
defence, but did well
and made important
goalline clearance.

phil jones
(man united)

Went close to scoring
with a powerful
header, but exposed at
back by lack of pace
and poor positioning.

leighton
baines

(everton)Made the
odd poor pass, but still
a vast improvement as
he got forward
repeatedly.

jordan
henderson

(liverpool)
Occasionally isolated
on the right and
unable to exert the
influence he wanted.

jack wilshere
(arsenal)

His most imposing
England performance
for some time as his
passing drove the
team forward.

fabian delph
(aston villa)

Busy and bright on
the ball, but a liability
without it as he made
several reckless
challenges.

raheem
sterling

(liverpool)
Provided a threat on
the counterattack, as
he showed in creating
Welbeck’s first goal.

wayne rooney
(man united)

Could have scored
twice in the first half,
and did well to create
the break that set up
the opening goal.

danny
welbeck

(arsenal)Made
some poor decisions
but ended up as
England’s hero with
his clinical strikes.

6

7

5

7

6

8

6

8

8
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Exclusive to members

the game podcast
WhyWayne Rooney
should not be dropped
into midfield
Download the
latest episode with
Gabriele Marcotti and
guests, then join your
host for his live
webchat, from 1pm

On tablet and at thetimes.co.uk/sport

heading wide fromBaines’s cross.With
more composure, England would have
taken the lead after half an hour. The
chance was entirely of Welbeck’s
making.Welbeck, unselfish to a fault at
times, tried to cut the ball back for
Sterling and the opportunity passed.
Therewasmore fromEngland in that

first half. First Rooney, after good work
from Baines and Delph, turned and
caughtYannSommerbysurprisewitha
shot that bounced up in front of the
goalkeeper, who saved awkwardly at
the expense of a corner. FromRooney’s
corner, Jones rose highest, sending a
fine header goalwards, only for
Sommer to save far more convincingly
this time, low to his left.
The worries were twofold for

England: first that they had not taken
any of those chances and second that
Switzerland were starting to find a few
gaps at the other end. The biggest scare
of the first half came when Jones
inexplicably used the outside of his left
foot to try to pick out Wilshere in a
crowded midfield. Xherdan Shaqiri
released Haris Seferovic, but under
pressure from Wilshere, the forward
was unable to beat Hart, who stood up
well to make the save.
Hart made another important block

early in the second half, during one of
Switzerland’s most threatening spells.
Shaqiri’s crossfield passwasknockedby
GranitXhaka into thepathofSeferovic,

whose fierce shot was repelled by the
England goalkeeper.
Aminute laterEngland took the lead.

Sterling, so effective at winning
possession as well as using it, stole the
ball from Gokhan Inler, played it to
Rooney and continued his run down
the left. On receiving the return pass,
Sterling picked out Welbeck, who beat
Sommer to open the scoring.
Switzerland had to attack now. Josip

Drmic, the substitute, broke clear and
skipped around Hart’s challenge, only
forGaryCahill to race back andmake a
superb goal-line clearance. Then, after
a rare mistake by Stones, came a
sweeping move down the Switzerland
left-hand side and Seferovic volleyed
against the crossbar from Ricardo
Rodriguez’s cross. The offside flag was
up in any case. Englandbreathed again.
If anyone was likely to score in the

closing stages, though, it was England.
Finally, in stoppage time, Rickie
Lambert sent Welbeck clear and the
forward, flushed with confidence,
stroked the ball past Sommer. When
the final whistle was blown,Henderson
held his hands aloft, Welbeck smiled
and Hodgson beamed on the bench.
Nights like this have been rare for

England in recent times. This one is
worth enjoying — and, more
importantly, worth building on as
Hodgson’s teammoveon,with renewed
hope, towards Euro 2016.

Switzerland (4-1-4-1): Y Sommer
(Borussia Mönchengladbach) 6 —
S Lichtsteiner (Juventus) 5, J Djourou
(Hamburg) 5, S Von Bergen (Young Boys)
6, R Rodríguez (Wolfsburg) 5 —
G Inler (Napoli) 7 — X Shaqiri (Bayern
Munich) 6, V Behrami (Hamburg) 5,
G Xhaka (Borussia Mönchengladbach 5;
sub: B Dzemaili, Galatasaray, 73)
A Mehmedi (Freiburg 5; sub: J Drmic,
Bayer Leverkusen, 64 5) —
H Seferovic (Eintracht Frankfurt) 5.

Welbeck scores his second goal,
top, to clinch victory for England and
ease the strain on Hodgson, above

LAURENCEGRIFFITHS/GETTY IMAGES

Welbeck gives
morale boost
with perfect
Swiss timing
Continued from back page
who answered doubts about his finish-
ing skills by taking his England strike
rate to an impressive ten goals in 28
matches.
Sterling was involved in both goals,

an instructive indicator of his all-
round contribution. Rooney provided
the initial impetus for the first by
breaking through the middle of the
field and releasing Sterling, who
played a well judged first-time ball
with his weaker left foot to the on-
rushing Welbeck. The 24-year-old
made no mistake as he slotted the ball
into the net first-time at the far post.
England had to ride their luck for

periods, most notably when Gary
Cahill cleared Xherdan Shaqiri’s shot
off the line with a desperate dive and
Joe Hart made two outstanding saves
from Haris Seferovic in each half, but
were rewarded for the resilience and
spirit epitomised by a battling display
by JackWilshere and rounded off with
a second goal in added time.
The increasingly influential Cahill

won an important interception on the
edgeofhis ownareaand releasedSter-
ling. After a typically direct run the 19-
year-old fed Rickie Lambert, the sub-
stitute, whose square ball was finished
adroitly by Welbeck, who would have
been a substitute hadDaniel Sturridge
not broken down in training with a
hamstring injury last Friday.
England’s resources remain scarce,

but after this victory Hodgson will
have increased confidence that he can
get the best out of them, as will the
watching nation. Fabian Delph recov-
ered from a reckless start to make an
encouraging competitive debut, while
John Stones showed promise despite a
few careless moments in possession.
A morale-boosting win is particu-

larly good news for the FA, who will
now focus on the difficult task of sell-
ing tickets for England’s next match
against San Marino at Wembley next
month. If nothing else this victory
should help to put a fewmore bums on
seats.
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F O O T L I N G S C R I B E
C H L E C A E

C E R E A L T A H I T I A N
A R U O I N

A N T E S O N G S T R E S S
A I E M E T

S C A B I O U S S P A T
A O N S E O L

U R D U K E N T U C K Y
E T C A O R

P E A S H O O T E R C A S K
R V E M E I

F I R M N E S S O X F O R D
S A R O U U E

A T T E S T N E S T L I N G

1 Lift a seabird, opening bill (11)
7 Step back to see tunnel (3)
9 Connected up, having projections
inside fastener (7,2)

10 Attended old picture (5)
11 With temperature failing, damage

—medically— one new hormone
(7)

12 City councillor’s first one to admit
hair colouring (7)

13 Two couples eating large meal (5)
15 Making a turn right, into a little

paddy (9)
17 Cover for chest most unusually gets

longer (9)
19 Keenness to get summer month

over, having missed gold (5)
20A bank clerk, needing to change a

pound for one, finds workroom (7)
22 Paper one’s taken from heap, for

instance (7)
24Deals with clothes, say, several of

which may be in the fire (5)
25 Medium large belt (9)
27 Nobody sounds religious (3)
28 Spendthrift tramp runs away after

more (11)

1 Annoyed to get this tiny bit of fruit
(3)

2 Tie sported by elegant Russian (5)
3 Soldier raising artillery weapon (7)
4 Humorist’s hand’s gone fluttering
(5,4)

5 Home key too fine for filing down
(5)

6 US State treasury perhaps more
full than any other (7)

7 Game is over— battle, as you see,
just starting (5,4)

8 Gain position to snaffle last of the
pastry (11)

11 Bugging may give Etonian fits (11)
14 Independently thereby deny

scattering wild oats? (2,4,3)
16 A cry of appreciation, seafood

being served up, here? (9)
18 Such lies being challenged? (2,5)
19 One relatively old to be married in

good golf club (7)
21 Book into base, finding not a living

soul (5)
23 Virtually idle in secretary’s place,

literally (5)
26Girl shortly comes to a full stop (3)
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New rules could allow
Steffon Armitage to
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Welbeck’s perfect Swiss timing
Matt Hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent, Basle

Switzerland 0 England 2

Dan dare: Welbeck meets Sterling’s cross for his and England’s opening goal in last night’s Euro 2016 qualifying win that brought respite for Hodgson, the manager

MICHAELREGAN/GETTY IMAGES

Roy Hodgson’s gamble on selecting a
new-look England side paid off last
night as they were rewarded for an
enterprising display with an impress-
ive 2-0 win over Switzerland.
A 58th-minute goal from Danny

Welbeck at the end of a wonderful
counterattack involvingWayneRoon-
ey and Raheem Sterling set England
on their way to amorale-boosting vic-
tory before theArsenal striker added a
second in stoppage time.
England’s first competitivewin for 11

months leaves them in charge of a
European Championship group from
which qualification for the 2016 finals
in France should be a formality as this
was regardedas theirmostdifficult fix-
ture. Their improved showing may be
regarded as more significant as they
seek to lift the gloom that descended
after the World Cup.
After a largely sterile performance

in last week’s 1-0 friendly win over
Norway, England were bright and
inventive from the outset last night,
and Hodgson will have been particu-
larly delighted that his team selection
and bold move to a diamond forma-
tion was vindicated.
Sterling’s performance at the top of

the midfield four was the biggest plus
and he shone throughout, suggesting
that his future should lie through the
middle forbothclubandcountry.Even
more gratifyingly, the Liverpool mid-
field player linked particularly well
with Rooney, who looked liberated by
beingpermitted toplay as anorthodox
centre forward alongside Welbeck,
Continued on page 63
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